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(All Comments submitted on this regulation will appear on IRRC’swebsite) MAR 2 8 2022
(1) Agency: Pennsylvania Public Utility’ Commission (PVC)

Independent Regulatory
(2) Agency Number: 57-331 Review Commission

Identification Number: PVC Docket No. L-20] 8-3001391
IRRC Number: 3297

(3) PA Code Cite: 52 Pa. Code § 53.5 7—53.60; 63.1 — 63.137; 64.1—64.213.

(4) Short Title: Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Classification of Telecommunication Retail
Services Under 66 Pa.C.S. § 3016(a); General Review of Regulations 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63
and Chapter 64; Docket No. L-201 8-3001391 (Order entered December 9,2021)

(5) Agency Contacts (List Telephone Number and Email Address):

Primary Contact: David E. Screven, Deputy Chief Counsel, 717-787-2126, dscrevenpa.gov
Secondary Contact: Christopher F. Van de Verg, Assistant Counsel, 717-783-3459, cvandevergpa.gov

(6) Type of Rulemaking (cheek applicable box):

LI Proposed Regulation LI Emergency Certification Regulation;
Final Regulation LI Certification by the Governor

LI Final Omitted Regulation LI Certification by the Attorney General

(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)

This Final Form Regulation revises the PVC’s existing regulations applicable to jurisdictional
telecommunications carriers. It addresses the effects of increased competition which previously led the
PUC to reclassi& as competitive the retail telecommunications services offered to residential and business
customers in certain geographic areas served by Vedzon Pennsylvania LLC (Verizon PA) and Verizon
North EtC (Verizon North) (collectively Verizon), Pennsylvania’s largest jurisdictional
telecommunications carriers. Due to increasing competition from unregulated alternative providers in the
telecommunications market, the Final Form Regulation eliminates or modifies certain reporting obligations
that applied only to jurisdictional telecommunications carriers, in both competitive and noncompetitive
geographic markets throughout Pennsylvania.

(8) State the statutory authority for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.

66 Pa.C.S. § 501, 504. 505, 506, 1501, 1504. 1507, 1508, 1509, and 3011—3019; 45 P.S. § 1201;
71 P.S. § 732-204(b)); 71 P.S. § 745.5; and 71 P.S. § 232.



(9) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or state law or court order, or federal regulation? Are there
any relevant state or federal court decisions? If yes, cite the specific law, case or regulation as well as,
any deadlines for action.

Yes. The Final Form Regulation is mandated by Chapter 30 of the Public Utility Code, codified at
66 Pa.C.S. § 3011-3019 (Chapter 30), which aims to encourage competitive entry into the local
telecommunications market so that new entrants may offer competitive communications service in a
competitively-neutral manner, increase the diversity of innovative and competitive telecommunication
service offerings and recognize that regulatory burdens imposed on ILECs should be more consistent
with those imposed on competitive alternative providers. See 66 Pa. C.S. § 3011 (DecLaration of
Policy).

Additionally, as part of its Reclassification Order, the PUC, inter cilia, granted a five-year temporary
waiver of certain of the PUC’s Chapter 63 and Chapter 64 regulations to Verizon and those competitive
local exchange carriers (CLECs) operating in the 153 wire centers that were reclassified as competitive.
The PUC ruled that this temporary waiver would remain effective pending a rulemaking to determine
the amendment of these regulations in competitive and noncompetitive wire centers on a pennanent and
industry-wide basis. See Reclassification Order. The Final Form Regulation is the culmination of that
rulemaking.

However, the Final Form Regulation is not mandated by any federal court decision or deadline.

(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public interest that justifies the
regulation. Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quantify the benefits as completely as
possible and approximate the number of people who will benefit.

In addition to the reasons articulated in response to Question 9 above, the PVC further notes that the
telecommunications market has rapidly evolved since the initial enactment of Chapter 30 in 1993, which
has resulted in the increased presence of unregulated alternative service providers in Pennsylvania. The
Final Form Regulation updates the PUC’s existing applicable telecommunications regulations so that
they provide a meaningful balance between the reasonable exercise of the PVC’s jurisdiction over
service adequacy, reliability and safety, and the alleviation of some unnecessary or vestigial burdens in a
competitive marketplace. The Final Form Regulation is more equitable for the industry, sufficiently
protective for consumers, and user-friendly for both PVC staff and the industry. Specifically. the PVC
has endeavored to reduce utility reports and other burdens while still ensuring a meaningful manner of
addressing regulated services to find the right balance between relieving utilities of existing burdens
while retaining an adequate layer of consumer protections.

(11) Are there any provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? If yes, identify the specific
provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations.

No. The Final Form Regulation does not set forth any provisions that are more stringent than federal
standards.
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(12) How does this regulation compare with those of the other states? How will this affect
Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states?

The Final Form Regulation is consistent with actions by other states in the regulatory oversight of the
telecommunications industry. Oversight of traditional retail wireline telecommunications services in the
United Slates has been reduced over time as a result of increased competition and the transition of end-
users from traditional wireline service to the more lightly regulated wireless telecommunications
services and voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) services. Although traditional regulation has been
reduced, the states continue to oversee telecommunications carrier operations and services under the
federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 and applicable state statutes, including the following : (1)
interconnection agreements (WAs) and other wholesale access services, (2) numbering, (3) the
designation of eligible telecommunications carriers (ETCs), (4) the collection and distribution of state
and federal universal service funding support, (5) Lifeline, (6) basic local retail services (in some states),
(7) carrier-of-last-resort obligations and services (in those states that still require it) and (8)
Telecommunications Relay Services (TRS).

Several states have passed legislation limiting direct oversight of retail wireline telecommunications
services provided by traditional incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs). Other states, like
Pennsylvania, also have reduced oversight, in all or part of the state, after a state utility commission
formal examination proceeding finds that the availability of alternative service providers and the
resulting competition, reduces or obviates the need for traditional regulatory oversight.

(13) Will the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state
agencies? If yes, explain and provide specific citations.

No. The Final Regulation will not affect any other regulations of the PVC or any other state agencies.

(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the public, any advisory
council/group, small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and
drafting of the regulation. List the specific persons and/or groups who were involved. (“Small
business” is defined in SectionS of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012.)

In 2015, based on ajoint petition filed by Vedzon, the PUC conducted a reclassification proceeding
under 66 Pa. CS. § 3016. In that proceeding, the PVC partially granted Vedzon’s petition by

I reclassifying retail services offered to residential and small business customers as competitive in 153 of
their 504 total wire centers and also waiving certain regulations in Title 52 (Public Utilities) of the
Pennsylvania Code related to service quality and billing standards. See Reclassification Order.

In 2018, the PUC initiated an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANOPR) at Docket No.
L-20 18-3001391, pursuant to the Reclassification Order. The ANOPR addressed not only those
regulations that were temporarily waived due to Verizon’s partial competitive reclassification
determination but also those regulations that, in effect, had become less vital given the evolution of the
provision of telecommunications services today.

In response to the ANOPR, the Commission received initial comments from AT&T, Coalition for
Affordable Utility Services and Energy Efficiency (CAUSE-PA), Communications Workers of America
(CWA), Dex Media, Inc., Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA), a group of Pennsylvania
rural ILECs (comprising Armstrong Telephone Company—North; Armstrong Telephone Company—
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Pennsylvania; Bentleyville Communications Company; Citizens Telecommunications Company of
New York, Inc.; Citizens Telephone Company of Kecksburg; Consolidated Communications of
Pennsylvania Company, LLC; Frontier Communications Commonwealth Telephone Company; Frontier
Communications of Breezewood, LLC; Frontier Communications of Canton, LLC; Frontier
Communications of Lakewood, LLC; Frontier Communications of Oswayo River, LLC; Frontier
Communications of Pennsylvania. LLC; Hancock Telephone Company; Hickory Telephone Company;
Ironton Telephone Company; Lackawaxen Telecommunications Services, Inc.; Laurel Highland
Telephone Company; Marianna & Scenery Hill Telephone Company; North-Eastern Pennsylvania
Telephone Company; North Penn Telephone Company; Palmerton Telephone Company; Pennsylvania
Telephone Company; Pymatuning Independent Telephone Company; South Canaan Telephone
Company; TDS Telecom/Deposit Telephone Company; TDS Telecom/Mahanoy & Mahantango;
Telephone Company: TDS Telecom/Sugar Valley Telephone Company; The United Telephone
Company of Pennsylvania; LLC d!b.’•a CenturyLink; Venus Telephone Corporation; West Side
Telephone Company; Windstream Buffalo Valley, Inc.; Windstream Conestoga, Inc.; Windstream D&E.
Inc.; Windstream Pennsylvania, LLC and Yukon-Waltz Telephone Company), Tenny Journal
Communications and Verizon (including non-ILEC, regulated affiliates MClmetro Access Transmission
Services Corp., MCI Communications Services, Inc., XO Communications Services, LLC, Verizon
Long Distance LLC, and Verizon Select Services, Inc.).

The Commission received ANOPR reply comments from Dcx Media, Inc., OCA, the rural ILECS group
and Verizon.

Additionally, in connection with the directive in the Reclassification Order, Verizon filed data for the
2015 and 2016 calendar years involving the pricing and quality of service indicators in both its
competitive and non-competitive geographic areas of service. Verizon filed this proprietary data at the
Reclassification Order docket and the ANOPR docket, and the PUC also invited parties to file comments
regarding the confidential and proprietary market data Verizon had submitted to the PVC. No parties
filed comments in response to Verizon’s proprietary data.

By order entered September 21, 2020, the PUC issued its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Order and
accompanying Annex that set forth the actual proposed revisions to the pertinent regulations in Chapters
53. 63 and 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code, based on comments submitted in response to the ANOPR.
Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Classification of Telecommunication Retail Services Under
66 Pa. C.S ‘ 3UJ6(a.); General Review ofRegulations 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63 and
Chapter 64, Docket No. L-20l 8-3001391 (Order entered September21, 2020) (NOPR Order).
Essentially, in this NOPR Order, the PVC explicitly expressed its rationale for the following proposals:
(1) making the temporary regulatory waivers that had been granted in the Reclassification Order
permanent on an industry-wide basis, (2) making permanent the temporary detariffing waivers that at
various times were granted to regulated telecommunications utilities operating under our jurisdiction and
(3) rescinding obsolete Chapter 63 and 64 regulations.

In the NOPR Order, the PVC solicited comments from interested stakeholders on these proposals within
the Annex so that their input could assist the PVC in determining whether the proposals were warranted.
After review by the Office of Attorney General and the Governor’s Office of the Budget, the NOPR
Order and accompanying Annex were submitted to the Legislative Committees and IRRC and published
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on April 10, 2021, at 51 PaB. 1999.
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On May 25, 2021, the PVC received initial comments from CAUSE-PA, OCA, Tn-Co Connections
LLC and Claverack Communications LLC (collectively “TCC/CCL”), Thryv, Inc. (Thryv) and Verizon
in response to the proposed regulatory modifications that were set forth in the Annex. The Pennsylvania
Telephone Association (PTA), representing Pennsylvania’s rural ILECs, filed a letter in lieu of initial
comments. On June 24, 2021, replies were filed by the OCA, PTA, TCC/CCL, Thryv and Verizon.
IRRC filed comments to the Annex on July 23, 2021.

(15) Identify the types and number of persons, businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012) and organizations which will be affected by the
regulation. How are they affected?

The Final Form Regulation impacts on an ongoing basis how the PUC will regulate Verizon, 33 rural
ILECs and approximately 160 CLECs that provide retail wireline telecommunications services or
jurisdictional local exchange telecommunications services throughout the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.

E(lo) List the persons, groups or entities, including small businesses, that will be required to comply with
the regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to comply.

The affected non-rural ILECs are:
Verizon Pennsylvania LLC
Verizon North LLC

The affected rural ILECs are:
Armstrong Telephone Company
Armstrong Telephone Company
Citizens Telecommunications Company of New
York, Inc.
Citizens Telephone Company of Kecksburg
Consolidated Communications of Pennsylvania,
LLC
Frontier Communications Commonwealth
Telephone Company
Frontier Communications of Breezewood, LLC
Frontier Communications of Canton, LLC

Frontier Communications of Lakewood. LLC
Frontier Communications of Oswayo River. LLC

Frontier Communications of Pennsylvania, LLC
Hancock Telephone Company
Hickory Telephone Company
Ironton Telephone Company
Lackawaxen Telecommunications Services, Inc.
Laurel Highland Telephone Company

North-Eastern Pennsylvania Telephone Company
North Penn Telephone Company
Palmerton Telephone Company

Pennsylvania Telephone Company
Pymatuning Independent Telephone Company

South Canaan Telephone Company

TDS Telecom/Deposit Telephone Company
TDS Telecom/Mahanoy & Mahantango
Telephone Company
TDS Telecom/Sugar Valley Telephone Company
The United Telephone Company of Pennsylvania
LLC d!b/a CenturyLink
Venus Telephone Corporation
West Side Telephone Company
Windstream Buffalo Valley, Inc.
Windstream Conestoga, Inc.
Windstream D&E. Inc.
\Vindstream Pennsylvania, LLC
Yukon-Waltz Telephone Company

- North
- Pennsylvania
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Also, as of January 1,2022, there are approximately 160 CLECs authorized to operate and provide
telecommunications services within Pennsylvania as denoted on the PUC website at
htt://www.pç.pwuov/fihiw—rcsourccs’Iari ITh Lclccumiminications—tariiR/. The number ofCLECs
varies over time as it is dependent on them entering and exiting the competitive telecommunications
market.

(17) Identify the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small
businesses, businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations. Evaluate the
benefits expected as a result of the regulation.

The Final Regulation will lessen and/or streamline the regulatory burden and associated costs for
providers of telecommunications services in Pennsylvania, including rural ILECs and CLECs, of which
some are small businesses. The Final Form Regulation preserves essential consumer protections for the
provision of adequate, reliable, and safe telecommunications services to Pennsylvania consumers.
These protections will be uniform in geographic areas where the provision of such services will take
place on either a non-competitive or a competitive basis.

(18) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.

One of the express stated goals of Chapter 30 of the Public Utility Code is to ensure regulatory parity by
reducing the regulatory obligations imposed upon ILECs so that they are more consistent with the
regulatory obligations applicable to competing alternative service providers. 66 Pa.C.S. § 3011(13).
The Final Form Regulation furthers this goal by rescinding unnecessary regulations in order to create a
more level regulatory playing field between the regulated ILECs and CLECs and their unregulated
competitors such as cableTV providers and wireless companies. The Final Form Regulation lessens
and/or streamlines the regulatory burden and associated costs for providers of telecommunications
services in Pennsylvania, including rural ILECs and CLECs. However, the FinaL Form Regulation also
maintains adequate consumer protections applicable to jurisdictional telecommunications carriers and
sen’ices.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated community associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

The PUC does not have specific estimates of the costs andfor savings to the regulated community
associated with compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures associated with
the Final Form Regulation. However, the PUC does expect that cost-savings will arise from streamlined
regulation and the elimination of obsolete regulations.

(20) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the local governments associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

Local governments have no duties or obligations under the existing regulations and, thus, are not
impacted by the Final Fonn Regulation.
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(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with the
implementation of the regulation, including any legal, accounting, or consulting procedures which may
be required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.

While the PUC’s statutory obligation to oversee the telecommunications industr continues, the Final
Form Regulation is expected to provide some cost savings due to the elimination of vestigial industry
reporting requirements and the PLC’s review of those reports and streamlining the regulatory burden
and associated costs for providers of telecommunications services in Pennsylvania, including Verizon,
rural ILECs and CLECs. However, these savings will likely be minimal, as the PUC’s regulatory duties
continue, including the duty ensure that telecommunication utilities provide safe, adequate, reliable, and
reasonable service. See 66 Pa.C.S. § 1501.

(22) For each of the groups and entities identified in items (I 9)-(2 I) above, submit a statement of legal,
accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting, recordkeeping or other paperwork,
including copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and an
explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.

The Final Form Regulation requires no additional reporting requirements, and existing reporting
requirements will remain the same, be streamlined, or be eliminated entirely.

(22a) Are forms required for implementation of the regulation?

There are no new or revised forms required for implementation of the Final Form Regulation.

(22b) If forms are required for implementation of the regulation, attach copies of the forms here. If
your agency uses electronic fonTis, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the
information required to be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed
description of the information to be reported will constitute a faulty delivery of the regulation.

There are no new or revised fonns required for implementation of the Final Form Regulation.

(23) In the table below, provide an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with
implementation and compliance for the regulated community, local government, and state government
for the current year and five subsequent years.

Current FY FY +1 FY +2 FY +3 FY +4 FY ±5
Year \‘ear Year Year Year Year

SAVINGS: $ S $ $ $ $

Regulated Community * * * * * *

Local Government SO SO SO SO SO SO

State Government SO SO SO SO $0 SO

Total Savings

COSTS:

Regulated Community $0 SO $0 $0 $0 $0
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Local Government $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

State Government ** ** *1* ** ** **

Total Costs

REVENUE LOSSES:

Regulated Community SO $0 SO SO SO SO

Local Government SO SO SO SO SO SO

State Government SO SO $0 SO SO SO

Total Revenue Losses

* Savings to the regulated community are not quantifiable at this time.
** The savings to the PLC will be minimal as it continues to retain regulatory oversight of
telecommunication utilities to ensure they provide safe, adequate, reliable, and reasqnable service to
customers.

(23a) Provide the past three-year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation.

The following are the PUC’s cumulative annual assessment figures for the regulated
telecommunications industry in Pennsylvania for the respective fiscal year.

Program FY -3 FY -2 FY -1 Current FY

Total Annual
Assessment of
Telecommunications $6,030,494 $4,866,676 $5,552,574 $5,742,175
Service Providers
Per 66 Pa.C.S. § 510

(24) For any regulation that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), provide an economic impact statement that includes the
foIl owing:

(a) An identification and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.
(b) The projected reporting, recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance

with the Final Form Regulation, including the type of professional skills necessary for
preparation of the report or record.

(c) A statement of probable effect on impacted small businesses.
(d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of

the Final Form Regulation.

This Final Form Regulation will not have an adverse impact on small businesses.
(25) List any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of affected
groups or persons including, but not limited to, minorities, the elderly, small businesses, and farmers.

There are no special provisions in the Final Form Regulation which have been developed to meet the
particular needs of affected groups or persons including, but not limited to, minorities, the elderly, small
businesses, and farmers.
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r(26) Include a description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been considered and
rejected and a statement that the least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected.

The PUC duly considered all comments filed in this matter, including comments proposing alternative
regulatory provisions, and ultimately selected the least burdensome acceptable alternative in each case.
The proposed alternative regulatory options are fully described in the preamble to the Final Form
Regulation.

(27) In conducting a regulatory flexibility analysis, explain whether regulatory methods were considered
that will minimize any adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory
Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), including:

a) The establishment of less stringent compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses;
b) The establishment of less stringent schedules or deadlines for compliance or reporting

requirements for small businesses;
c) The consolidation or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements for small

businesses;
d) The establishment of performance standards for small businesses to replace design or

operational standards required in the regulation; and
e) The exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the requirements contained in the

regulation.

The Final Form Regulation minimizes any adverse impact on small businesses as it reduces the level of
regulation to a level that is commensurate to the vibrant competitive market for telecommunications and
alternative services that exists in the Commonwealth.

(28) If data is the basis for this regulation, please provide a description of the data, explain in detail how
the data was obtained, and how it meets the acceptability standard for empirical, replicable and testable
data that is supported by documentation, statistics, reports, studies or research. Please submit data or
supporting materials with the regulatory package. If the material exceeds 50 pages, please provide it in
a searchable electronic fonriat or provide a list of citations and internet links that, where possible, can be
accessed in a searchable format in lieu of the actual material. If other data was considered but not used,
please explain why that data was determined not to be acceptable.

There were no specific data that formed the basis for the Final Form Regulation. The confidential and
proprietary market data Verizon provided for calendar years 2015 and 2016 did not indicate any
troubling concerns regarding the pricing of the Verizon ILECs’ basic local exchange services in the
153 Verizon wire centers that had been classified as competitive. While the data disclosed some trends
for out-of-service reports in relation to the declining number of Verizon access lines, the data did not
suggest any readily available explanation for the observable trends. Thus, those data are not the basis
for the Final Form Regulation. Rather, this Final Form Regulation responds to an increasingly
competitive telecommunications market and the consequent appropriate levels of regulatory oversight in
a competitive market.
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(29) Include a schedule for review of the regulation including:

A. The length of the public comment period: 75 days, which commenced on
April 10, 2021, upon publication
of the NOPR and Annex in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.

B. The date or dates on which any public meetings or
hearings will be held: None.

C. The expected date of delivery of the final-form regulation: l quarter 2022.

D. The expected effective date of the flnal-fonn regulation: Upon publication in the
Pennsvhania Bulletin
as final.

E. The expected date by which compliance with the
final-form regulation will be required: Upon publication in the

Pennsvh’ania Bulletin
as final.

F. The expected date by which required permits, licenses
or other approvals must be obtained: None required.

(30) Describe the plan developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulations after its
implementation.

Chapter 30 of the Public Utility Code authorizes the PUC to review and revise quality of service
standards contained in Title 52 of the Pennsylvania Code (Public Utilities) that address the safety,
adequacy, reliability and privacy of telecommunications services and the ordering, installation,
suspension, termination and restoration of any telecommunications service. In accordance with
66 Pa.C.S. § 3019(b)(2), the PUC will periodically review whether it should thrther revise its
telecommunications regulations due to the emergence of new industry participants, technological
advancements, service standards, and consumer demand.
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The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission entered a final-form rulemaking to
revise its regulations in Chapters 53, 63, and 64 of Title 52 of the Pennsylvania Coe to
respond to competitive market conditions in the telecommunications industry in the
Commonwealth.

The Contact persons for this final-form rulemaking are Christopher Van de Verg,
Assistant Counsel, Law Bureau, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, 717-783-3459,
and David Screven, Deputy Chief Counsel, Law Bureau, Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission, 717-787-2126, dscreven.pa.gov.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PUC Docket No. L-2018-3001391; Fiscal Note No. 57-331; IRRC No. 3297

Final-Form Rulemaking: Rulemaking Re Compliance with the Competitive
Classuication of Telecommunication Retail Services Under 66 Pa. C.S.
§ 3016(a); General Review ofRegulations 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53,

Chapter 63 and Chapter 64

The telecommunications market has evolved rapidly since enactment of
Chapter 30 of the Public Utility Code in 1993, 66 Pa.C.S. § 3001-3009, and the federal
Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 56. This evolution has
resulted in the removal of entry barriers for those seeking to provide competitive services
in the local retail telecommunications market. In light of the substantial increase in
competition in the local retail telecommunications services market, the PUC adopted a
Final Rulemaking Order (Preamble and Annex) on December 9, 2021. The PUC order,
with a Statement of Chairman Gladys Brown Dutrieuille, was entered and served on
December 9, 2021.

This order promulgates a final-form regulation to revise and update the PUC’s
existing regulations applicable to jurisdictional telecommunications carriers.
Specifically, the final-form regulation provides a meaningful balance between the
reasonable exercise of the PUC’s jurisdiction over service adequacy, reliability and
safety, and the alleviation of outdated regulatory burdens. This balance is achieved by
eliminating and/or modifying certain reporting obligations applicable to jurisdictional
telecommunications carriers throughout the Commonwealth.

The contact persons for this final-form rulemaking are Christopher Van de Verg,
Assistant Counsel, Law Bureau, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, 717-783-3459,
and David Screven, Deputy Chief Counsel, Law Bureau, Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission, 717-787-2126, dscrevenpa.gov.



PENNSYLVANIA
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265

Public Meeting held October 28, 2021

Commissioners Present:

Gladys Brown Dutrieuille, Chairman, Statement, Dissenting
John F. Coleman. Jr., Vice Chairman
Ralph V. Yanora

Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Docket No. L-2018-3001391
Classification of Telecommunication Retail Services
Under 66 Pa.C.S 3016(a); General Review of

‘Regulations 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63 and
Chapter 64

FINAL RULEMAKING ORDER

BY THE COMMISSION:

This rulemaking proceeding arose out of the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission’s (Commission) decision in February 2015 to reclassify stand-alone basic
telephone service as competitive in parts of the Verizon Pennsylvania and Verizon North
(collectively Verizon) service territories. As part of that proceeding, the Commission
granted Verizon a 5-year waiver of certain Chapter 63 and Chapter 64 regulations in
competitive wire centers. The waiver was granted, pending a rulemaking to address the
status of these regulations in competitive and noncompetitive areas on a permanent and
industry-wide basis.

Subsequently, the Commission in July 2018 issued an Advance Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking seeking feedback on a variety of options with our

telecommunications regulations. After reviewing that feedback from interested

stakeholders, the Commission issued a Notice ofProposed Rulemaking Order (NPRM



Order and accompanying Annex which proposed amendments to the regulations in

Chapters 53, 63 and 64 of Title 52 of the Pennsylvania Code (Pa. Code), 52 Pa. Code §
53.57—53.60, § 63.1 et seq., and § 64.1 et seq., that govern our jurisdictional

telecommunications public utilities or jurisdictional local exchange carriers (LECs))

Essentially, with the issuance of the NFRIYI Order and Annex, the Commission

was abiding by its statutory obligations in Sections 3019(b)(2) and (3) of the Public

Utility Code (Code), 66 Pa. C.S. § 3019(b)(2) and (3), which require it to review and

revise the quality of service standards contained in 52 Pa. Code that address the safety,
adequacy, reliability and privacy of telecommunications services and the ordering,

installation, suspension, termination and restoration of any telecommunications service

taking into consideration the emergence of new industry participants, technological

advancements, service standards and consumer demand. In the NPKW Order, the

Commission specified the need to balance attempting to create a more level regulatory

playing field for our regulated incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs) that are

competing against alternative voice service providers operating in the Commonwealth

with the countervailing principle of ensuring that consumers retain adequate protections.

Specifically, the Commission offered proposals in the Annex that eliminated

certain regulations as unnecessary either due to the increasing presence of competition in
the Pennsylvania telecommunications services market or their general obsolescence

given changes to the market and technology. The Commission requested input from

interested stakeholders on its proposed revisions set forth in the Annex. This order

constitutes the preamble to the final rulemaking process and the accompanying Annex

sets forth the final revisions to Chapters 53, 63 and 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code.

Rulemaking to Comply i’itl, the Competitive Classification of Telecommunication Ret au Services Under 66 Pa. C.S
§ 3016(a); General Revieti’ ofRegulations 52 Pa. Code. Ompter 53, Chapter 63 and Chapter 64, Docket No. L
2018-3001391 (Order entered September 21, 2020).
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BACKGROUND

I. Verizon Reclassification Proceeding

On October 6, 2014, pursuant to Section 30 16(a) of the Code, 66 Pa.C.S.

§ 3016(a), our two non-rural incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs), Verizon

Pennsylvania LLC (Verizon PA) and Verizon North LLC (Verizon North) (hereinafter

collectively referred to as “Verizon”), filed a joint petition requesting the Commission to

grant a competitive classification to all of its remaining retail protected services

(excluding special access service and intrastate switched access service), and any other

telecommunications service offered to residential and business customers that had yet to

be classified as competitive.2 Essentially. Verizon requested this specific regulatory

relief for its basic standalone telephone service, commonly referred to as basic local

exchange service offered in its wire centers3 located in the metropolitan areas of

Philadelphia, Erie, ScrantonlWilkes-Barre, Harrisburg, Pittsburgh, Allentown, and York.4

In this same petition, Verizon also requested an eleven-year waiver of certain parts

of Chapter 63 and all of Chapter 64 of our regulations.5 Verizon requested that this

regulatory waiver should apply to all the wire centers where the services above were

classified as “competitive” by the Commission in the proceeding.6

2 See Joint Petition of Verizon Pennsylvania LLC And Verizon Nod?; LLCfor Competitive Classi/icarion
ofall Retail Services in Certain Geographic Areas and/br a Waiver ofRegdationsfor Competitive
Services, Docket Nos. P-20l4-2446303 and P-20l4-2446304 (Joint Petition).

A local exchange is a geographic area where all local exchange service subscribers can call each other
without incurring any son of toll or long distance fees. The term “wire center,” which is a group of local
exchange customers all served by the same central office or remote tenninal. was a term utilized in the
Verizon Reclassfication proceeding since it was specific to Verizon’s network design. For example,
although many exchanges are comprised ofjust one wire center, there are exchanges that are comprised
of multiple wire centers.

Specifically, Verizon sought competitive classification of its remaining services not currently classified
as competitive in 194 of its total 504 wire centers in Pennsylvania.

See generally Joint Petition.
Id.
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The Commission conducted a full evidentiary proceeding on the Joint Petition and
allowed interested stakeholders to intervene and present testimony regarding Verizon’s
specific request for a competitive classification of certain retail protected services in these
specific geographic areas. By an Order entered March 4. 2015. the Commission partially
granted the Joint Petition by reclassifying Verizon’s retail basic standalone telephone
service and other services (except special access and intrastate switched access service)
offered to both residential and business customers as competitive in 153 of the 194 wire
centers where Verizon had requested regulatory relief.7

The Reclassification Order also granted, in part, Verizon’s waiver request by
giving Verizon a temporary waiver of certain of the telecommunications regulations
within Chapter 63 and Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code in the 153 newly-classified
competitive wire centers.8 This temporary waiver was set to be in effect for a period of
five years or could expire earlier pending the initiation and completion of a rulemaking to
determine whether the temporary regulatory waivers should become permanently
codified through amendment of our applicable regulations set forth in Chapter 63 and
Chapter 64 of our regulations.t’

One of the primary purposes of the temporary waivers’0 was to afford the
Commission time to collect pertinent data regarding the market conditions present in the
aftermath of the competitive reclassification, particularly in the areas of affordability and
quality of service, so that this data would help the Commission to assess the market

See Joint Petition of Verizon Pennsylvania LLC And Verizon Nor/i LLCfor Competitive Classification
of all Retail Services in Certain Geographic Areas andfor a Waiver ofRegulations for Conipetitii’e
Services, Docket Nos. P-2014-2446303 and P-2014-2446304 (Order entered March 4,2015)
(Reclassification Order).

Id. at 103.
Id. at 76, 103 and 127 (Ordering Paragraph 17).

IC The temporary waivers that were granted to Vedzon were also applicable to Competitive Local
Exchange Carriers (CLECs) operating in the 153 competitive wire centers. ReclassUication Order at 124
(Ordering Paragraph 4).
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conditions present in the 153 “competitive” wire centers.TM Thus, the Commission
directed Verizon to report annually for a period of two years data under two categories:
(1) Affordability of Basic Service; and (2) Quality of Service as further directed by the
Commission and that, after receiving input from interested parties, the Commission’s
Bureau of Technical Utility Services (TUS) would advise Verizon of the specific data to
be provided, fonn requirements, and schedule for the reporting of this data)2

H. Verizon Proprietary Data Submissions (2015-2016)

In accordance with the directives set forth in the Reclassification Order, the 2015
Tentative Implementation Order, Final Implementation Order and the Reporting Order,
Verizon was directed to submit two separate reports for calendar years 2015 and 2016 in
the docket of the reclassification proceeding.’3 This data represented a “snapshot” of the
market conditions that may have arisen as a result of the “competitive” classification of
the 153 wire centers, including the impact of the competitive classification on the
affordability of basic local exchange service, the number of certain access lines and
quality of service statistics. Verizon was further directed to submit these calendar year
reports no later than April 1,2016, and April 1,2017, respectively. Verizon submitted
both annual reports to the Commission in a timely manner.

“Id. at56, 76, 104.
1-Jd. at 126-27.
3 See a/so Tentative hnpk’mentation Opinion and Order at Joint Petition of Vedzon Pennsvh’ania LLC

and Ve;ton Non/i LLC for Competitive Classification ofAll Retail Services in Certain Geographic Areas
and for a Waiver ofRegulations for Competitive Services, Docket Nos. P-2014-2446303 and
P-2014-2446304 (Order entered June 1, 2015) (20)5 Tentative fmplementation Orde;-); Final
Implementation Opinion and Order at Joint Petition of Verizon Pennsylvania LLC and Verizon North
LLC for Comperithe Classification ojAll Retail Services in Certain Geographic Areas andfor a lEanerofRegulationsfbr Competitive Sen’ices, Docket Nos. P-2014-2446303 and P-2014-2446304 (Order
entered September 11, 2015) (Final Implementation Order); and Reporting On/er at Joint Petition ofVerhon Pennsylvania LLC and Verizon North LLC for Competitive Classification ofAll Retail Services in
Certain Geographic Areas amlfbr a Waiver ofRegulations for Compethii’e Services, Docket Nos.
P-2014-2446303 and P-2014-2446304 (Order entered September 11,2015) (Reporting Order); see alsoDocket Nos. P-2014-2446303, P-2014-2446304, Secretarial Letters entered December 8,2016 andJanuary O, 2017.
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III. Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

The Commission stated in the Reclassification Order that it would initiate a
rulemaking proceeding to determine whether the temporary regulatory waivers that were
granted in the ReclassUication Order should become permanently codified through
amendment of our applicable and governing telecommunications regulations in Chapters
63 and Chapter 64 of the Title 52 of the Pa. Code.’1 To accomplish this objective, the
Commission issued an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Order (ANPRM Order)
at the above-captioned docket on July 12, 2018.15 The ANPTh’iI Order was intended to
address not only those telecommunications regulations that were temporarily waived in
the wire centers where Verizon had obtained a competitive classification of its retail
services, but also, those that, in effect, had become less vital given the evolution of the
provision of telecommunications services today.

Specifically, the Commission requested comment on whether to expand the
waivers granted in the ReclassifIcation Order beyond any wire center that had been
classified as competitive or whether to rescind or amend any Chapter 63 and 64
regulations for noncompetitive wire centers, and whether to create a separate chapter in
our regulations to address service provided in competitive wire centers. The Commission
also asked for comment on whether we should make permanent any waivers of
regulations granted outside of the reclassification decision and invited any reasonable
alternative proposals to our existing telephone regulations. The ANPRM Order was
published in the Pennsvh’ania Bulletin and comments were solicited by the
Commission.’6

‘ ReclassUicailoti Order, at 76, 103 and 127 (Ordering Paragraph 17).
15 Rulemaking to Comply ii’itl, the Competith’e Classification ofTeleconuniuncadons Retail ServicesUnder 66 Pa.C.S. 3016(a,); General Revieii’ ofRegulations 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 63 and 64, Docket
No. L-201 8-3001391, (Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Order entered July 12, 2018), 48 Pa.B.
4792 (Aug. 4,2018).
164$ Pa.B. 4794.
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The Commission received comments and replies to its ANPRM Order from

several parties.’7 The comments addressed the proposed treatment of certain aspects of
Chapters 53, 63 and 64 of the Commission’s regulations by suggesting that the
Commission should eliminate all obsolete and unnecessary telecommunications
regulations in the context of a rulemaking. Essentially, the parties were suggesting that
the Commission should immediately proceed with initiating a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking to address the waived regulations and any other pertinent matters that need
to be resolved given the existence of competitive and noncompetitive wire centers in
Pennsylvania. Is

IV. Extension of Regulatory Waivers and Access to Verizon Market

The issue of access to Verizon’s 2015 and 2016 proprietary data reports was raised
by several parties in their comments to ANPRM Order. Also, the temporary regulatory
waivers that the Commission granted to Verizon in the Reclassification Order were set to
expire March 4, 2020. Following the formal closure of the ANPTh’vi Order comment

‘ Verizon, AT&T Corp. and Telepon Communications America, LLC (collectively AT&T); Coalition for
Affordable Utility Services and Energy Efficiency (CAUSE-PA); Communications Workers of America
(CWA); Dex Media, Inc. d/b/a “Dcx YP” (Dcx Media); Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate
(OCA); Tenny Journal Communications (Tenny Journal); and the following companies hereafter referred
to as the Rural ILECs or RLECs: Armstrong Telephone Company — North; Armstrong Telephone
Company — Pennsylvania; Bentleyville Communications Company; Citizens Telecommunications
Company of New York, Inc.; Citizens Telephone Company of Kecksburg; Consolidated Communications
of Pennsylvania Company, LLC; Frontier Communications Commonwealth Telephone Company;
Frontier Communications of Breezewood. LLC; Frontier Communications of Canton, LLC; Frontier
Communications of Lakewood, LLC; Frontier Communications of Oswayo River. LLC; Frontier
Communications of Pennsylvania, LLC; Hancock Telephone Company; Hickory Telephone Company;
Ironton Telephone Company; Lackawaxen Telecommunications Services, Inc.; Laurel Highland
Telephone Company; Madamia & Scenery Hill Telephone Company; The North-Eastern Pennsylvania
Telephone Company; North Penn Telephone Company; Palmerton Telephone Company; Pennsylvania
Telephone Company; Pymatuning Independent Telephone Company; South Canaan Telephone Company;
TDS Telecom/Deposit Telephone Company; TDS Telecom/Mahanoy & Mahantango Telephone
Company; TDS Telecom’Sugar Valley Telephone Company; The United Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania; LLC d/b/a CentmyLink; Venus Telephone Corporation; West Side Telephone Company;
Windstream Buffalo Valley, Inc.; Windstream Conestoga, Inc.; Windstream D&E, Inc.; Windstream
Pennsylvania, LLC and Yukon-Waltz Telephone Company.
IX In our NPIL’LI 0,-dc,; we determined to use the “wire center or other geographic area defined by the
public utility” to encompass networks that are not broken into wire centers.”
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period, the Commission undertook further actions on the regulatory waivers by issuing a
Tentative Order on February 6, 2020, that addressed the following issues: 1) granting an
extension of the five-year waiver of select Chapter 63 and Chapter 64 Regulations that
had been granted to Verizon in the Red ass jfication Order; and 2) allowing parties
participating in the ANPRM proceeding to access and review the 2015 and 2016 reports
that contained Verizon’s proprietary or confidential market data and further allowing
them to file supplemental comments on the reports in the related ANPRM proceeding.’9

Following the receipt of comments from Verizon, the OCA and

CAUSE-PA, the Commission issued a Final Order on Febniary 27, 2020, further
extending the temporary regulatory waivers granted to Verizon in the Reclassification

Order and granting interested stakeholders access to the proprietary market data Verizon
had submitted to the Commission for the 2015-2016 time frame.2° Specifically, the
Commission held that it would maintain the regulatory waivers until December 31, 2022,
or the completion of a Rulemaking regarding Chapters 53. 63 and 64 of the
Commission’s regulations, whichever is sooner. The Commission determined that it was
more appropriate to maintain the stunts quo of the temporary regulatory waivers rather
than rescind or end the temporary regulatory waivers it had granted to Veñzon in the
ReclassqIcation

19 Joint Petition of Veiton Pennsylvania LLC and Vi1ton North LLC for Competitive Classification of
All Retail Sen’ices in Certain Geographic Areas andfor a fl’ziver ofRegulations for Competitive
Services; Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Classification of Telecommunications Retail
Services Under 66 Pa.C.S. 3016(’a,); Gene;vl Review ofRegulations 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 63 and 64,
Docket Nos. P-20 14-2446303, P-20 14-2446304, L-20 18-3001391 (Order entered February 6, 2020)
(Febniaiy 2020 Tentative Order).
20 Joint Petition of Verizon Pennsylvania LLC and Verizon North LLC for Competitive Classification of
.411 Retail Services in Certain Geographic Areas and for a Waiver ofRegitlations for Competitive
Services; Rideniaking to Comply it’ith the Conipetithe Classification of Teleconumoucations Retail
Services Under 66 Pa. CS. 30] 6(t; General Review ofRegidations 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 63 and 64,Docket Nos. P-2014-2446303, P-2014-2446304, L-2018-3001391 (Order entered February 27, 2020)
(Februa;y 2020 Final Order).
21 Itt at 8-9.
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Additionally, the Commission addressed the availability of Verizon’s 20 15-2016

proprietary market data that had been submitted to the Commission. The Commission
determined that it would make this data available to the participating parties in the
ANPRIM proceeding in order to provide them with an opportunity to review the data,
perform an independent analysis of the data and assist the Commission in assessing the
market conditions of these 153 competitive wire centers and to help address the

regulatory impact of continuing the regulatory waivers on a permanent and industry-wide
basis for any additional areas determined to be competitive, subject to parties’ executing

a Non-Disclosure Agreement.22

The Commission also determined that once its review of Verizon’s historic
proprietary data was completed, the parties would have the opportunity to file

supplemental comments and replies in the pending ANPRM proceeding.23 Lastly, the
Commission directed the Bureau of Consumer Services (BCS), with the assistance of the
Law Bureau, TUS and other bureaus, to complete an analysis of Verizon’s data and
prepare conclusions regarding the data and recommendations on moving forward with a
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking no later than June 30, 2020.24

Following the issuance of the Februrny 2020 Final Order, the Commission received
supplemental comments and replies from the Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate
(OCA). the Pennsylvania Telephone Association (PTA) on behalf of the Rural ILECs,25
Thryv. Inc. (f/k/a Dex Media) and Verizon. However, none of these parties presented
substantive analysis of the 20 15-2016 Verizon proprietary data submissions in their
respective comments.

2Jd at 9-10.
23 Id.
231cL at 12.
25 Concurrently with the filing of their October 3, 2018, initial comments in response to the ANPRM, the
participating 35 Rural ILECs also jointly filed a petition at Docket No. P-201 8-3005224 seeking the
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V. Evaluation of Verizon’s Proprietary Data

Although the Commission did not receive any substantive analysis of the

proprietary 2015-20 16 Verizon market data from any of the interested stakeholders in the
ANPOR proceeding, it performed its own analysis of the data. The Commission

acknowledged that the requested 2015-2016 Verizon market data was limited in scope,
granularity and timeframe. Because the data was submitted on a proprietary basis, the

Commission provided general observations on an aggregate basis regarding some trends
that both the raw numerical data and certain ratios indicated. The Commission’s primary
focus was on the specific quality of service metrics, based on its belief that the pricing of
individual rate elements for basic local exchange services in Verizon’s competitive wire

centers (i.e., dial tone line and local usage options) had followed the same pricing trends
as in Verizon’s noncompetitive wire centers.26

The Commission noted that the collected data did not present any direct causative

links to or readily available explanations for the observable trends regarding certain

quality of service metrics. The Commission determined that it could not draw any

specific conclusions from the limited data presented by Verizon on whether its network

in noncompetitive wire centers — which include a lesser number of major urban areas —

experienced more quality of service issues than its network in competitive wire centers,
or whether Verizon had increased the concentration of its operational maintenance

activities in the competitive wire center areas. Accordingly, the Commission concluded

that the data was inconclusive as to whether there was any significant downward trend in
service quality issues in competitive wire centers, which could have been an indicator

that it should consider eliminating entirely the quality of service regulations where

temporary waiver of certain Chapter 63 and 64 regulations (RLEC Petition). The RLEC Petition sought
the waiver of certain Chapter 63 and 64 regulations “until such a time as the Commission completed its
rulemaking proceeding at Docket No, L-201 8-3001391.” The Commission granted in part and denied in
part, the RLEC Petition at its July 20, 2020, Public Meeting. See Petition oft/xe Riuvi Incumbent Local
Exchange Carrk’rvfor Temporwy fl2uver ofCertain Chapter 63 and 64 Regulations, Docket No. P—
2018-3005224 (Order entered July 28, 2020) (RLEC Directon and Toll Presithscn’ption Onlex).
26 OCA Comments at 6-7.
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consumers have multiple options for communications services, including wireline, cable-

voice, and wireless options.

VI. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

While the Verizon market data was inconc[usive, the Commission determined that

due to the competitive conditions that existed in the residential and business

telecommunications marketplace in Pennsylvania, there was still a valid basis to propose

revisions to its regulations that govern jurisdictional telecommunications public utilities

and their services. Consequently, at the August 27, 2020 Public Meeting, the

Commission adopted the Motion of Vice Chairman David W. Sweet to issue a Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking at the above-captioned docket that proposed amendments to

certain regulations set forth in Chapters 53, 63 and 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code.

Concomitantly, at this same Public Meeting and at the same docket, Chairman

Gladys Brown Dutrieuille issued a Statement indicating her support for a Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking that proposed modifications to our applicable telecommunications

regulations, but the Chairman’s Statement also offered a series of questions in order to

gain additional input from interested stakeholders on the Commission’s proposed

modifications to the Chapters 53, 63 and 64 telecommunications regulations.

By order dated September 21, 2020, the Commission issued its Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking Order (NPK’VI Order,) and accompanying Annex that set forth the actual

proposed revisions to the pertinent regulations in Chapters 53, 63 and 64 of Title 52 of

the Pa. Code. Essentially, in this NPRIVI Order, the Commission explicitly expressed its

rationale for the following proposals: (1) making the temporary regulatory waivers that

had been granted in the Reclassification Order permanent on an industry-wide basis,

(2) making permanent the temporary detariffing waivers that at various times were
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granted to regulated telecommunications utilities operating under our jurisdiction and

(3) rescinding obsolete Chapter 63 and 64 regulations.27

In the NPRM Order, the Commission solicited comments from interested

stakeholders on these proposals within the Annex so that their input could assist the

Commission in determining whether the proposals were warranted. The NPRM Order

and accompanying Annex were published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on April 10,
2021.28

On May 25, 2021, the Commission received initial comments from CAUSE-PA,

OCA. Tn-Co Connections LLC and Claverack Communications LLC (collectively

“TCC/CCL”), Thryv and Verizon in response to the proposed regulatory modifications

that were set forth in the Annex. The PTA filed a letter in lieu of filing initial comments.

On June 24, 2021, replies were filed by the OCA, PTA, TCC/CCL, Thrn’ and Verizon.

The Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) filed Comments to the Annex

on July 23, 2021.

DISCUSSION

In this section of the Preamble, the Commission discusses some of the general

comments we received from interested parties on the proposed modifications to Chapters

53, 63 and 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code. We also discuss some of the responses we

received in relation to the questions posed in Chairman Dutrieuille’s Statement. In

addressing the comment and replies filed in response to our NPRM Order and the

proposed regulations within the accompanying Annex, we are reminded that we are not

required to consider expressly or at great length each and every contention raised by a

27 Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive ClassUlcation of Telecommunication Retail Services
Under 66 Pa. C.S ç 30]6t’a,); General Rei’ieii ofRegulations 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63 and
Chapter 64, Docket No. L-201 8-3001391 (Order entered September21. 2020) ( VPRM Order).
2851 Pa.B. 1999.
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party to our proceedings. University ofPennsylvania v. Pa. PUC, 485 A.2d 1217 (Pa.

Cmwlth. 1984). Any comment or reply comment that is not specifically addressed herein

shall be deemed to have been duly considered and denied without further discussion.

A. Preliminary Comments and Replies

CAUSE-PA generally supports retention of many of the Commission’s proposed

rules, consistent with prior filed comments from the OCA in response to the ANPRM and

the present NPRM. CAUSE-PA Comments at 2. CAUSE-PA notes that “while

telecommunications technology has and continues to evolve, and increased options are

available in many areas of the state, there remains a significant divide between those who

have access to stable and affordable telecommunication service and those who do not.”

CAUSE-PA Comments at 2-3.

a

CAUSE-PA further notes that “[for many Pennsylvanians, especially those in

rural and low-income communities, basic wireline telecommunication service still

provides a very real lifeline[.]” CAUSE-PA Comments at 3. Finally, CAUSE-PA argues

that “the sheer fact that a competitive service provider offers service in a given area does

not ensure that the service offered is affordable or accessible to those in need,” noting

that “[i]ndividuals in rural communities.., often do not have access to alternatives that

offer reliable service to their homes” and that in “urban areas, where mobile and

broadband service is relatively ubiquitous, many households — especially seniors and

homebound individuals — stiLl rely on wireline service as their primary mode of

communication.” CAUSE-PA Comments at 4.

The OCA supports the Commission’s efforts to update and simplify its rules and

have them apply to all telecommunications public utilities in order to protect consumers.

OCA Comments at 1. OCA proposes that the Commission promulgate “reliability

standards” to address pertinent aspects of today’s telecommunications networks through

to the meet point with the customer’s premises. OCA Comments at 2.
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TCC/CCL state that, as “relatively new entrants into the Pennsylvania

communications and broadband services markets,” they “can provide input on how the

existing regulations correspond with the current marketplace and technologies.”

TCC/CCL Commenis at 3. TCC/CCL argue that “[i]ncumbent carriers and competitive

carriers are different and could be subject to different regulations[.]” TCC/CCL

Comments at 4. TCC/CCL posit that, as competitive carriers, they have no business

reason or technical capability to offer, and cannot be required to offer, “basic service” as

defined in Commission rules or to othenvise “unbundle” their competitive

broadband/voice services offerings to provide standalone voice. TCC!CCL Comments at

4-5.

Verizon supports the Commission’s initiative to update its rules but urges a more

aggressive approach. Verizon Comments at I. Verizon posits that the Commission’s

telephone service regulations are by and large outdated. Verizon Comments at 2.

Verizon states that the marketplace for telephone service is hilly competitive and many of

the Commission’s rules are no longer necessary. Verizon Comments at 3. In Verizon’s

view, the Commission should approach this proceeding not by identifying which existing

rules should be eliminated but rather asking whether any existing rules should be

continued. Verizon Comments at 4.

Verizon states that, when the Commission’s existing telecommunications rules

were first adopted, the Commission regulated all voice lines in Pennsylvania, but today,

“the vast majority of voice connections in Pennsylvania” are not regulated by the

Commission. Verizon Comments at 5-6. According to Verizon, the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) access line count data from 2019 shows that 10.6

percent of voice lines in Pennsylvania are regulated, a percentage that has declined

rapidly since 2014. Verizon Comments at 7-8. Verizon also notes that the FCC’s line

counts do not account for certain forms of Internet-based voice communications, such as

FaceTime, Zoom, WebEx and the like. Verizon Comments, at 9. Verizon argues that
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there can be no justification for the Commission to retain its legacy rules when most

voice connections today are completely unregulated. Verizon Comments at 9.

Verizon argues that the Commission is required by Pennsylvania law, 66 Pa. C.S.

§ 3011(13) and 3019(b)(2), to “presume elimination of all of its rules and justify each

new rule under the Chapter 30 standard” and that “[a]ny new regulations should narrowly

address only what is absolutely necessary.” Verizon Comments at 11. Verizon argues

that “[alt the very least, the Commission should eliminate — for all providers statewide —

all of the rules that have been waived in Verizon’s competitive exchanges for the past 6

years.” Verizon Comments at 11. According to Verizon, “[ejven with a shorter and

more streamlined set of regulations, the Commission will retain its statutory authority

over service quality and customer interactions for regulated services under 66 Pa. C.S.

§ 1501, as the [NOPR] recognizes.” Verizon Comments at 12.

Specifically. Verizon states that it appreciates that the Commission’s NPRM

proposes to remove many outdated provisions of Chapter 63 and supports all of those

deletions. However, it asserts that more work is needed to streamline Chapter 63 into

modem, fonvard-looking rules appropriate for the competitive market of today and

tomorrow. Verizon Comments at 14.

Verizon asserts that under Chapter 30’s requirement for justifying new

regulations, 66 Pa. C.S. § 3019(b)(2), the Commission should only promulgate a new

service quality regulation if it has facts to demonstrate that it is necessary, beneficial and

in the public interest. “tak[ingj into consideration the emergence of new industry

participants, technological advancements, service standards and consumer demand.”

Verizon Comments at 18. Verizon argues that the benefits of any new regulation must

outweigh the burden. Id.
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Verizon asserts that given that many of the Chapter 63 service quality regulations

would only apply to a small and shrinking set of regulated providers and services, not to

their VoIP and wireless competitors that serve the vast majority of lines, and the fact that

66 Pa.C.S, § 1501 will continue to require regulated providers to “thmish and maintain

adequate, efficient, safe, and reasonable service and facilities,” there is no need for

prescriptive service quality standards, metrics, or reporting in the Commission’s new

regulations and new service regulations generally cannot be justified. Id. Lastly, Verizon

asserts that the Commission should simply eliminate most of Chapter 63 and offers its

proposals for a new Chapter 63. Verizon Comments at 19-26.

In response to Verizon’s general comments regarding the Commission’s proposed

modifications to the Chapters 53, 63 and 64 regulations. the OCA opposes “the

framework and phrasing of Verizon’s alternative proposal to revise Chapters 53. 63 and

64.” OCA Reply Comments at 3. Specifically, the OCA comments that it opposes

Verizon’s “alternative version of the Chapter 63 regulations.” OCA Reply Comments at

S. The OCA asserts that Verizon’s proposal is nothing more than an attempt “to rescind

or water down many of the Chapter 63 service quality standards” because in OCA’s

view, Verizon’s proposal “would remove meaningful standards and regulatory guidance

that is still needed to promote and protect today’s complex and important

telecommunications network.” OCA Reply Comments at 10. Lastly, the OCA avers that

Verizon “presumes that competitive alternatives abound throughout the Commonwealth”

and that Verizon’s proposal “provides little guidance as to service quality required of all

telecommunications carriers.” OCA Reply Comments at 3.

In its comments, IRRC notes that “[w]hile not all commentators agree with the

PUC’s approach, there is consensus that this review of the regulatory provisions of 52 Pa.

Code Chapters 53 (Tariffs for Noncommon Carriers), 63 (Telephone Service) and 64

(Standards and billing practices for residential telephone service) is much needed and

long overdue,” and “[cjommentators expressed viewpoints ranging from the proposal
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does not go far enough in eliminating outdated and overly prescriptive rules to concerns

that it goes too far in removing important consumer protection provisions.” IRRC

Comments at 1.

IRRC also notes that “[c]ommentators assert that the PUC’s proposal, which

retains a large portion of its existing regulations, makes only minor changes and ‘falls

short of bringing about ineaningftd change,” that “[tjhe PUC’s approach to ‘redlining’

existing regulations and reinstating a number of waived regulations, [commentators] say,

does not fulfill its statutory obligation” under 66 Pa. CS. § 3011(13) and 30l9(b)(2),

and that “[c]ommentators point out that the proposal lacks data or a comparative analysis

to justify increasing regulation.” IRRC Comments at 2.

In its Comments, IRRC also asks the Commission “to explain the reasonableness

of its approach in determining what regulations were needed and how it comports with

Chapter 30 of the Public Utility Code.” IRRC Comments at 2.

B. Responses to Chairman Dutrieuille’s Questions

In its responses to the Chairman Dutrieuille’s questions, CAUSE-PA states that it

supports “ongoing regulatory standards to address the inspection, testing, surveillance,

and interference minimization on the providers’ networks to ensure the safety and

reliability of our network.. .regardless of the technology deployed.” CAUSE-PA

Comments at 3.

Additionally, CAUSE-PA states that it supports “Commission-approved standards

for documentation and reporting of response times, resolutions, trouble reports,

interference, and service outages, as tlus information will be critical to monitoring the

integrity and stability of our networks and the quality of our providers’ services.”

CAUSE-PA Comments at 3. CAUSE-PA also urges the Commission to retain

“regulations imposing standards for installation, interference, trouble reports, and service
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outages, and [to] impose new regulatory standards imposing automatic remedies that do

not impose undue hurdles for consumers to access relief.1’ CAUSE-PA Comments at 3-4.

Further, CAUSE-PA posits that “there should be a threshold for service quality

standards for installations, interference, trouble reports, and service outages that trigger

notification to consumers — as well as reports documenting the source of the problem and

the resolution” and thither proposes that “[rjeports filed with the FCC should be

automatically filed with the Commission to allow for close monitoring of service quality

standards and each companies’ adherence thereto[.]” CAUSE-PA Comments at 4.

CAUSE-PA states that “the Commission should require providers to continue offering

robust consumer education for new and existing customers[.]” CAUSE-PA Comments at

4.

CAUSE-PA advocates that the Commission retain rules governing automatic call

devices, noting that “[r]obocalls are a problem in Pennsylvania, and there must be

regulatory restrictions to prevent a resurgence of nuisance calls” which “often target

vulnerable Lower income consumers and Seniors, who are especially susceptible to

predatory offers of savings and other scams[.]” CAUSE-PA Comments at 4.

CAUSE-PA supports retaining operator assistance rules, noting that although “[tjhe

number of households that require operator assistance is likely small... it is likewise the

case that those who require operator assistance are likely to have unique vulnerabilities

that require additional help to connect.. .with ease, and without long wait times.”

CAUSE-PA Comments at 4.

CAUSE-PA argues that “[t]he quality of service that a consumer receives should

not vary based on the technology deployed — whether that teclmology is through a

traditional or fiber network.” CAUSE-PA Comments at 4.
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In its response to Chairman Dutrieuille’s questions, the OCA states that it also

supports “development of Commission-approved standards that address the inspection,

testing, surveillance, and interference minimization on the providers’ networks, through

to the consumer’s Network Interface Device (NID) — or other meet point between the

network and customer premises.” OCA Comments at 3. OCA further supports standards

that ensure the availability of information about the quality and reliability of networks,

for the benefit of consumers, businesses and public safety. OCA Comments at 4.

The OCA thither states that it supports retaining rules that require local exchange

carriers to document how consumer trouble reports are resolved. OCA Comments at 4.

OCA supports retaining rules that provide for bill adjustments to account for out-of-

service conditions and is open to consideration of alternative means to ensure consumers

do not pay for service quality they do not receive. OCA Comments at 4-5. However, the

OCA notes that bill adjustments for individual consumers may distract from resolution of

underlying network quality issues impacting a larger class of consumers. OCA

Comments at 5. OCA also supports retaining service quality standards to include

surveillance levels and reporting requirements. OCA Comments at 5. OCA posits that

66 Pa.C.S. § 504 provides the Commission with authority to require calTiers to file with

the Commission copies of reports made to the FCC. OCA Comments at 5.

Furthermore, the OCA states that it supports a requirement for carriers and

Commission staff to educate consumers about their options to resolve service quality and

billing issues. OCA Comments at 6. The OCA thither states that it supports revision, not

elimination, of the existing rule addressing Automatic Dialing Devices, subsection 63.60.

OCA Comments at 6. The OCA advocates that consumers be able to easily reach an

operator or customer service representative to answer questions and address service

quality issues and supports the Commission’s proposed “warm transfer” option. OCA

Comments at 6. Lastly, the OCA posits that consumers should receive uniform service

quality no matter what technology is used to deliver service. OCA Comments at 7.
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With respect to Chairman Dutrieuille’s Statement, IRRC opines that the

Commission “should have posed the nine questions to the regulated community, accepted

comments on those questions, drafted a proposed rulemaking based on the feedback

received, and then commenced the formal rulemaking process,” while noting that “[ut is

unclear whether or not the PVC will be considering the responses to these questions for a

future rulemaking or if they are intended to help formulate the final version of this

rulemaking.” IRRC Comments at 3.

C. Discussion and Resolution

1. IRRC’s concerns about Chairman Dutrieuille’s questions

IRRC asserts that the Commission would have been better positioned to

commence this rulemaking and proposed modifications to its Chapters 53, 63 and 64

regulations after receiving feedback from the regulated community on Chairman

Dutrieuille’s questions. We note that these questions are the questions of Chairman

Dutrieuille atone, not the Commission. While notice is always a valid concern, we

disagree with IRRC’s observation at this stage of our NPRM for the following reason. In

short, we believe that with the issuance of both the ANPRIVI Order and NPRM Order, the

Commission has received adequate input from the relevant stakeholders regarding our

Chapters 53, 63 and 64 telecommunications regulations.

As outlined in the Background section siipm. in 2018. the Commission issued an

ANPK1I Order in order to initiate this promised rulemaking regarding the continuation of

the waivers of the Chapters 63 and 64 regulations. In the ANPRA’I Order, the

Commission specifically requested parties to address the following four topics:

(i) whether to make any previously-granted waivers permanent in a wire center currently

classified as competitive or that may be classified as competitive in the ffiwre;

(ii) whether there are any obsolete or outdated regulations in noncompetitive wire centers

that should be modified or eliminated; (iii) whether to create separate chapters in our

regulations for competitive versus noncompetitive wire centers; and (iv) whether there
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are any reasonable alternative regulations or regulatory structure/scheme that the

Commission should consider and adopt.

The Commission opined that input from stakeholders on the four questions posed

in the ANPThVI Order plus the proprietary market data that Verizon had submitted for its

competitive and noncompetitive wire centers for the 2015-2016 timeframe, would assist

it in making a reasoned and well-informed decision about the need to revise the Chapters

63 and 64 regulations. The Commission received input to its ANPKW Order via the

receipt of both comments and reply comments. Thereafter, we issued the NPKiI Order

and Annex and solicited further input on our proposed modifications to the Chapters 53,

63 and 64 regulations. As with the ANPRM, the Commission received both comments

and reply comments to its NPRA’I Order.

The Commission had already received input from the regulated

telecommunications community at the ANPRM stage which resulted in the NPRIvI Order.

The input we received on the question in the ANPRA’I Order was beneficial and gave us

the proper foundational approach for revising our telecommunication regulations. This

underscores the fact that the Commission has taken the necessary and deliberate steps to

propose revisions to the Chapters 53, 63 and 64 regulations. The Chairman’s decisioft to

pose questions seeking additional input on the proposed modifications after the issuance

of the ANPTh’vJ Order and during the issuance of the NP]övI Order creates no need to

delay moving forward with this final rulemaking. In fact, it is of no real procedural

consequence.

There should be no concerns about the validity of proposals we issued in the

NPThW Order and Aimex to revise our Chapters 53. 63 and 64 regulations as we already

solicited and received input from the regulated community in 2018 with the ANPRIvI

Order, which initiated this rulemaking process. Thus, there is no valid reason not to
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move forward at this time or to delay taking further action on the proposed revisions to

our telecommunications regulations.

Moreover, the Commission is mindful of the fact that all interested stakeholders

were given an opportunity to submit comments and replies to the Chairman’s nine

questions. In the likelihood that the Commission determines to utilize those responses to

assist it in its consideration of whether to adopt or reject its proposed modifications to the

Chapters 53, 63 and 64 regulations in the final-form regulation, no party has been

prejudiced as the entire regulated community was given notice and an opportunity to

respond to the Chairman’s questions. It is beyond dispute that with these deliberate steps

in this rulemaking process, the Commission has given the regulated telecommunications

community ample opportunity to weigh on the proposed modifications to the Chapters

53, 63 and 64 regulations.

2. Response to Commentators’ General Comments

The Commission agrees with the commentators on the necessity of updating our

existing telecommunications regulations. Many of these regulations were promu’gated

when only one telecommunications company operated and provided monopoly local

telephone service to all customers in its respective certificated service territory. During

this era, consumers had no competitive choices and were unable to obtain voice service

from any other local telephone company.

In 1993, the General Assembly enacted the original Chapter 30 of the Public

Utility Code (Code), which frndamentally restructured Pennsylvania’s retail local

telecommunications services market by allowing new market entrants to provide

competitive local telephone service to residential customers and businesses within the

service territories of the former monopoly providers. Likewise, three years later, the

United States Congress passed the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which essentially

restructured the local telecommunications market on a national level in a similar manner



as Chapter 30 had already accomplished in Pennsylvania. Both legislative actions

resulted in the creation of two types of local service providers or local exchange carriers

(LECs)—the new-entrant competitive local exchange carriers (CLECs) and the former

monopolistic incumbent voice service providers, the ILECs. as both types of entities were

able to provide telephone service in the same local calling area.

Since that time, a technological paradigm shift has occurred in the

telecommunications marketplace, and other non-traditional competitive entrants (e.g.,

mobile wireless carriers, cable companies and satellite providers) now provide

competitive voice service offerings. This increased competition has resulted in

innovation, which led to a sweeping technological transition in how retail wired

telecommunications services are provisioned. Currently, wireline service customers are

served by two distinct but similar technologies — “end-user” switched access lines and

interconnected VoIP “subscriptions.” Additionally, many consumers have “cut the cord”

and now obtain their voice service exclusively from mobile wireless carriers.

The Commission acknowledges that competition works to enhance consumer

choice and service and should be a consideration when evaluating regulations applicable

to telecommunications service in Pennsylvania. However, the Commission does not

subscribe to the premise that competition singularly justifies eliminating all our Chapter

63 and 64 regulations at this time. Even though Section 1501 of the Code requires

telecommunications carriers to provide reasonable service among other requirements and

remains a critical regulatory backstop, the Commission is of the opinion there are

circumstances where specific and iuziforn, standards better serve carriers and customers

because of the greater predictability they provide. The Commission has determined this

is true for both competitive and noncompetitive areas of the Commonwealth: Based upon

the review of the comments and reply comments submitted in response to the proposed

regulations in the Annex accompanying the NPK4J Order, the Commission has

concluded that there are additional opportunities to modernize our Chapter 63 and 64
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regulations without compromising the important consumer protections contained in the

regulations. Therefore, the Commission has set forth a surgical approach to modernizing

its regulations applicable to telephone service in the final-form regulation.

Lastly, to bolster its claim that the vast majority of Chapters 63 and 64 should be

eliminated for Title 52 of the Pa. Code, Verizon advocates for the first time in this

proceeding a new interpretation of the Chapter 30 statutory criteria. Specifically, Verizon

argues that Chapter 30 requires the Commission “to entirely eliminate all of its existing

service quality regulations and it mustjustify creating or imposing any new service

quality regulations only if it has facts to demonstrate that it is necessary, beneficial and in

the public interest tak[ingj into consideration the emergence of new industry participants,

technological advancements, service standards and consumer demand.” This novel

interpretation reads into the statute an interpretation not supported by the words of the

statute itself. Upon review, Chapter 30 does not specifically require the Commission to

eliminate its telephone service quality regulations. Rather, Chapter 30 expressly

preserves the Commission’s power to “review and revise” these regulations and in doing

so, preserves the Commission’s power to maintain them.29 Thus, as discussed in greater

detail below, we have taken a pragmatic and reasoned approach in revising, modifying

and further streamlining our Chapters 53, 63 and 64 regulations as set forth in the

attached Annex.

I. Chapter 53 Tariffs for Noncommon Carriers: 52 Pa. Code § 53.57—53.60

In the ANPRA’! Order, the Commission explicitly discussed the past and periodic

temporary regulatory waivers involving the tariffing requirements under Section 53.58.

Specifically, over time, the Commission had granted Verizon and other CLECs tariffing

relief regarding the retail services they offered to enterprise (business, or non-residential)

29 See 66 Pa. CS. § 3019(b)(2).
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and large business customers generating $10,000 or more in annual revenues.30 These

waivers existed prior to and were unrelated to Verizon’s reclassification proceeding. The

Commission also granted periodic extensions of these temporary regulatory waivers

based on the rationale that it would initiate a rulemaking proceeding to address whether

Sections 53.58 and 53.59 should be modified by adopting the periodically renewed

temporary waivers as a permanent regulatory change. Accordingly, we solicited

comments whether such waivers should become permanent and embodied in revised

regulations going forward. ANPRIVI Order at 27-28, 48 Pa.B. 4799.

The Commission received comments to its ANPRM Order from various

stakeholders. Based upon its review of those comments, the Commission determined that

it would propose revisions to relevant regulations in Chapter 53 in order to provide clarity

as to the tariff filing requirements and reporting obligations applicable to the retail,

protected and noncompetitive telecommunications services offered by incumbent

telecommunications service providers and competitive services providers. Consequently,

while the Commission did not propose to eliminate all applicable tariff filing

30 Petition ofM€’Jnietro Access Transmission Services LLC (i/b/ct Verizon Access Transmission Sen’ices
for a Wither of the ConimLcsion ‘s Regulations at 52 Pa. Code • 53.58 and 53.59 to Permit Detariffing of
Services to Enterprise and Large Business Customers, Docket No. P-2009-2082991 (Order entered June
3, 2009); Petition ofMClmetro Access Transmission Services LLC d/b/a Verizon Access Transmission
Sen’icesfor a Waiver oft/ic Commission Regzdations at 52 Pa. Code if 53.58 and 53.59 to Permit
Detanjjing ofServices to Enterprise and Large Business Customers, P-2011- 2267522 (Order entered
April 26, 2012); Petition ofAT&T Comnumications ofPennsvlvania, LLC’,fbr a Waiver oft/ic
Conunission ‘s Regulations at 52 Pa. Code if 53.58 and 53.59 to Pet-mit DetarijJIng ofSen’ices to
Enterprise and Large Business Customers, Docket Nos. P-2009-2 137972, P-201 0-2164470, P-201 0-
2164472 (Order entered June 21, 2012); Pet ition of Windstreanz Connnunieations, Inc.for a Waiver oft/ic
Commission’s Regulations at 52 Pa. Code if 53.58 and 53.59 To Permit Detariffing Services to
Enterprise and Large Business Customers, Docket No. P-20 12-2327799 (Order entered December 5,
2012); Petition oflvK’Jmetm Access Transmission Services LLC cl/b/a J7erizon Access Transmission
Services for a Waiver oft/ic Commission s Regulations at 52 Pa. Code if 53.58 and 53.59 to Pennit
Detariffing ofSen’ices to Enterprise and Large Business Customers, Docket No. P-2016-2556207 (Order
entered September 1, 2016) and Petition ofAT&T Corp. and Teleport Communications ofAmerica, LLC
for Extension of Waiver of Commission’s Regulations at 52 Pa. Code if 53.58 and 53.59 to Permit
Detariffing ofServices to Enterprise and Large Business Customers, Docket No. P-20 16-2575097 (Order
entered February 9,2017).
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requirements within Chapter 53 for noncompetitive and protected services, including

basic local exchange services, in its NOPR Order, the Commission did determine it

would update the regulatory language in Chapter 53 to align with the current statutory

language of Chapter 30 of the Code. Accordingly, the Annex to the NPRM Order set

forth the proposed revisions to Sections 53.57-53.60 of the Commission’s regulations.

A. 52 Pa. Code § 53.57

Section 53.57 sets forth the definition of the tenns used in 52 Pa. Code § 53.57—

53.60. In the Annex to the NPRM Order, the Commission, inter alia, proposed to replace

the current definitions within Section 53.57 so as to be consistent with the statutory terms

set forth in the current version of Chapter 30 of the Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 3011—3019.

1. Comments and Replies

IRRC recommends that the Commission “should adopt a definition for the term

‘joint or bundled service package ‘that is consistent with ‘bundled sen’ice package’

contained in § 64.2 (relating to Definitions).” IRRC Comments at 4.

TCC/CCL note that Chapters 53 and 64 of the Commission’s rules use different

terms to describe “service offerings that contain multiple services at a single price” and

recommends that the Commission adopt its proposed single definition that has been

modified to include references to a “product guide or similar document” as well as

services being provided by an affiliate and incorporate this proposed definition within

Section 53.57. TCC/CCL Comments at 5-6.

Verizon offers proposals for a new and streamline Chapter 53 regulations in the

Attachment to its Comments. With respect to Verizon’s proposed definitional terms for

Section 53.57, OCA concurs with Verizon’s proposed amended definitions of

“competitive service,” “local exchange telecommunications company,” “noncompetitive

service,” and “protected service” to indicate that the Section 53.57 definition mirrors the
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relevant statutory Section 3012 definition. OCA Reply Comments at 4. While OCA

agrees with Verizon that subsection 53.57 should define the terms “competitive wire

center” and “noncompetitive wire center,” it argues its definitions of those terms (as set

forth in OCA Comments for subsections 63.1 and 64.2)— not Verizon’s — should be used.

OCA Reply Comments at 4-5.

The OCA opposes Verizon’s proposal to eliminate the phrase “subject to the

jurisdiction of the Commission and” from the Commission’s proposed definition of

“competitive telecommunications carrier” because “[t]he jurisdictional element is

appropriate.” OCA Reply Comments at 4. The OCA also opposes Verizon’s proposed

definitions of “dwelling” and “noncompetitive stand-alone basic residential service”

insofar as “they are tied to Verizon’s proposal to sunset regulatory protections by end of

2023,” and notes that a rejection of Verizon’s “arbitrary phase out proposal” could well

moot these definitions. OCA Reply Comments at 5.

Lastly, the OCA opposes Verizon’s proposed elimination of the term “Lifeline

plan” and notes that “the obligation to offer Lifeline service — as defined by federal

regulations, Commission orders designating an entity as an eligible telecommunications

carrier (FTC), and relevant Chapter 30 Plan provisions — does not win on the competitive

or noncompetitive classification of the residential service or the geographic area where

offered.” OCA Reply Comments at 6. The OCA urges the Commission to “provide

affinnative guidance and regulation of more than just residential stand-alone basic

service in a noncompetitive area.” OCA Reply Comments at 6.

2. Discussion and Resolution

Taking into consideration the comments from IRRC and TCC/CCL, we will

ensure that the definition of the regulatory term “joint or bundled package” is consistent

in both this section and Section 64.2 in Chapter 64 of our final-form regulations.
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We acknowledge that a few of our proposed definitions in this rule are

inconsistent with the statutory language of Chapter 30 of the Code. To ensure accuracy

and consistency with Chapter 30, the Commission agrees with Verizon’s rationale that

the proposed definitions of “competitive service,” “local exchange telecommunications

company.” “noncompetitive service,” and “protected service” in Section 53.57 should be

defined in a manner that minors the relevant statutory language in Section 3012 of the

Code, which explicitly defines the terms “competitive service,” “noncompetitive service”

and other terms.31 However, we reject Verizon’s suggested definitions for the terms

“competitive wire center” and “noncompetitive wire center,” in favor of the OCA’s

proposed definitions of those terms in Section 53.57. We will adopt the OCA’s

definitions in our final-form regulation as the OCA’s definitions are more inclusive than

Verizon’s regarding the manner in which a retail service may become a competitive

service under Section 3016 of the Code.

Lastly, we reject Verizon’s proposal to eliminate the phrase “subject to the

jurisdiction of the Commission and” from our proposed definition of “competitive

telecommunications carrier” because as stated by the OCA, thejurisdictional element is

appropriate and the reference to our jurisdiction over such entities should remain within

the definition in Section 53.57. We reject all the other proposed definitions that Verizon

has submitted in its comments. Accordingly, we will incorporate the foregoing approved

revisions to our proposed Section 53.57 in the final-form regulation.

We also mice steps to clarify the definition of “enterprise and large business

customer,” as currently proposed because it is somewhat ambiguous. As currently

proposed, the definition appears to limit its applicability to legal entities “organized by

charter, agreement or other similar instrument” but then includes “schools, government

agencies and correctional institutions,” which are entities typically created by statute, not

66 Pa.C.S. § 3012.
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charters or agreements. Since it was our intent that the definition of “enterprise and large

business customer” encompass both private business and public institutions, we will

amend the definition to provide clear delineation between public institutions and private

business. Accordingly, in the final-form regulation, we will also amend our proposed

definition of “enterprise and large business customer” so that the regulatory definition

includes both private business and public institutions.

B. 52 Pa. Code § 53.58

In the Annex to the NPRi’vI Order, the Commission proposed to clarify references

to the term “product guide” where the reference remained applicable. The Annex also set

forth proposed revisions to Section 53.58(a) by adding language that permitted a CLEC

to declare any retail nonprotected services as competitive without filing a petition and

demonstrating competitiveness.

Additionally, in the Annex to the NPI?M Order, the Commission proposed

revisions to Section 53.58(c) so that it would reflect that the temporan’ detariffing

waivers the Commission had granted to some incumbent and competitive

telecommunication service carriers in relation to certain services they offer to enterprise

and large business customers would be made permanent and such waivers would apply

on an industry-wide basis. -

Further, the Annex set forth proposed revisions that removed language in Section

53.58(d) that required competitive and incumbent telecommunications service providers

that are offering competitive services to file “infonriational tariffs, price lists, and

ministerial administrative tariff changes” with the Commission and proposed to allow

these entities to make rates and terms of basic local exchange service available through a

product guide or similar document on the carrier’s website subject to the carrier’s

maintaining an archive of any outdated rates. terms, and conditions that were available in
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a product guide or similar document for a period of four years. This archived document

must be provided to the Commission upon reasonable request.

In the Annex, the Commission proposed to modify Section 53.58(e)(4) to align

with the current statutory criteria as set forth in Section 3016 of the Public Utility Code.

In the NPThVI Order, the Commission had determined that it would not eliminate tariff

filing requirements for retail noncompetitive and protected telecommunications services,

including basic local exchange services.

1. Comments and Replies

With respect to proposed Section 53.58(a), IRRC states that “[p]roposed §
53.58(a) includes a local exchange telecommunications company’s ‘protected services’

that have been declared or determined to be competitive” but that “the proposed

definition of “protected service,” under § 53.57 (relating to Definitions), states that it is a

service that has not been determined to be competitive,” and recommends that the

Commission “should revise this section to make it consistent with the definition of

‘protected service’ or explain why it is unnecessary to do so.” IRRC Comments at 4.

In regard to proposed Section 53.58(d). IRRC asks whether the Commission

intends “for the [outdated product guide] archives to be available on carder websites so

the public has access to them” and if it does, then IRRC recommends that the

Commission “should specify, in the Annex to the final rulemaking. the location of where

the archive is to be housed [and] how the public will access it.” IRRC Comments at 5.

Finally, IRRC asks the Commission “to clarify in § 53.58(d), whether ‘by the

Commission as competitive’ should be removed from the bracket and retained so that the

amendment reads “Local exchange telecommunication companies and competitive

telecommunications carriers offering services determined by the Commission as

competitive or declared as competitive[.]” IRRC Comments at 10.
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The OCA opposes the Commission’s proposed modification to Section 53.58(d)

that eliminates the requirement that LECs file price lists applicable to competitive

services with the Commission, and instead only require LECs to post their rates in a

product guide and keep an archive of historical rates. OCA Comments at 9. The OCA

argues that filing price lists allows “for assessment of the impact — if any — of the

availability of documented competitive alternatives on the LEC’s pricing of competitive

services.” OCA Comments at 9. The OCA expresses concern that rates posted in price

guides on LEC websites “diminishes the ability to monitor the competitive marketplace.”

OCA Comments at 10.

TCC/CCL also propose modifications to the Commission’s proposed Section

53.58 to clarify that, in TCC/CCL’s view, (1) revised Chapter 30 contains a “presumption

that all services provided by a competitive local exchange carrier (CLEC) or competitive

telecommunications carrier are by definition ‘competitive,” TCC/CCL Comments at 6-7,

and (2) under Chapter 30, the Commission should not specify the types of voice service

offering a competitive carrier shall offer its customers to include “basic” service.

TCC/CCL Comments at 8.

Verizon agrees with the Commission’s proposal to revise the tariffing rules

relating to telephone service but argues that the Commission’s proposed new version of

Sections 53.57—60 is still “unduly and complex.” Verizon Comments at 12-13.

According to Verizon, the Commission’s proposal for Section 53.58(e) is flawed because

it repeats or restates the statutory language of Chapter 30, when a reference to the

statutory language would suffice. Verizon Comments at 13. Verizon also urges thither

streamlining or elimination of tariffing requirements with respect to competitive local

exchange carrier offerings and services provided to enterprise and large business

customers. Verizon Comments at 13.
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The OCA opposes Verizon’s proposed elimination of the steps for reclassification

of a competitive service as noncompetitive and challenges Verizon’s statement that “[ajIl

retail telecommunications services offered.., in competitive wire centers are classified as

competitive.” OCA Reply Comments at 7.

2. Discussion and Resolution

IRRC comments that the Commission should revise proposed Section 53.58(a) to

make it consistent with the definition of “protected service” in Section 53.57 or explain

why it is unnecessary to do so. The Commission will make this necessary clarification to

Section 53.58 in the final-fomi regulation so that the reference to “protected service” in

both Sections 53.57 and 53.58 is consistent with each other and the statutory language of

Chapter 30 of the Code.

Next, we address TCC/CCL’s proposed modifications to proposed Section 53.58

based on their premise that the revised Chapter 30 contains a presumption that all

services provided by a competitive local exchange carrier or competitive

telecommunications carrier are by definition “competitive’ services under Chapter 30.

TCC/CCL’s statutory interpretation is inconsistent with the plain language of Chapter 30

of the Code as it does not establish a standalone or independent statutory mechanism for

a competitive telecommunications carrier to classify its telecommunications services as

“competitive.” Rather, Section 3016 of the Code gives the authority to obtain

competitive classifications for their respective retail protected services to incumbent

carriers only. Under 30 16(a) of the Code, the Commission may detenine the retail

protected or retail noncompeiltive services of a local exchange telecommunications

company (defined as an “ILEC”) to be competitive upon the filing of petition and notice

and hearing thereupon as outlined in the statutory language. Section 30 16(b) of the Code

gives a local exchange telecommunications company the right to bypass the Section
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30 16(a) petition process and self-declare its retail nonprotected services “competitive.”32

Contrary to TCC/CCL’s assertion, there is no express rebuttable presumption in Chapter

30 of the Code that all services offered by competitive entrants are automatically deemed

competitive services.

For this same reason, we also reject TCC/CCL’s assertion that the Commission

should not specify the types of voice service offerings a competitive carrier shall offer its

customers to include “basic” voice service. Local exchange telecommunications service

is defined as a protected service in Chapter 30 of the Code.33 It remains a protected

service whether it is offered on a standalone basis or in a joint or bundled package. In a

prior rulemaking proceeding, the Commission merely determined to streamline filing

requirements for bundled service packages, not to eliminate any obligation to provide

protected service.34 Essentially, when a LEC bundles “basic” local exchange (or

standalone) voice service with other services as a joint or bundled service package, the

LEC is afforded some pricing flexibility jar the package, which includes the standalone

sen’ice.35 However, the obligation still exists to provide the service.

We take action in this final rulemaking to ensure that Section 53.58 is consistent

with plain language of Chapter 30 of the Code and its policy objectives. Only a local

exchange telecommunication company has the express statutory authority under Section

3Ol6of the Code to obtain a competitive classification for its retail protected services or

self-declare any of its retail nonprotected service as competitive by filing its declaration

with the Commission.36 Thus, the Commission will make it explicitly clear in Section

53.58 of the final-fom regulation that only local exchange telecommunications

32 See 66 Pa.C.S. § 3012 and 3016(a)(1).
See 66 Pa.C.S. § 3O2.
“ Ru eniaking Re Updating and Revising Existing Filing Requirement Regulations 52 Pa. Code 53.52—
53.53— Telecommunication Utilities, Docket No. L-00940095 (Order entered June 2, 2000); see also 30
Pa.B. 6202,
u Id.
3666 Pa.C.S. § 3016(b).
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companies or ILECs may obtain competitive classifications for their retail services under

Chapter 30 of the Code.

Notwithstanding. the Commission acknowledges that one of the stated goals of

Chapter 30 is to promote and encourage the provision of competitive services by a variety

of service providers on equal terms throughout all geographic areas of this

Commonwealth.37 This is our understanding of the way in which the General Assembly

intend for the Chapter 30 to operate. To maintain this objective and ensure tariff parity

amongst all local telecommunications service providers operating in Pennsylvania, the

Commission will explicitly state in the final—form regulation that a competitive services

classification obtained by a local exchange telephone company’s telecommunication

service via a Commission reclassification proceeding or a self-declaration process

automatically applies to the operations of any competitive carrier operating within that

incumbent’s service area.

In other words, when a local exchange telecommunications service either receives

a competitive classification in accordance with the Section 30 16(a) petition process for

certain services, or the ILEC makes a self-declaration via Section 30 16(b) for the

nonprotected service, that same functionally equivalent service may then be offered by

any competitive carrier without the need for any further evidentiary showing to the

Commission, as a competitive service in the relevant service territory’.38 In the final-form

regulation, Section 53.58(a) w’ill codify the concept that a competitive

telecommunications carrier may classify its retail service as competitive only after the

local exchange telecommunication company has obtained &competitive classification for

a similar or functionally equivalent retail service.

See 66 Pa.C.S. § 3011(8).
38 See 52 Pu. Code § 53.58(b); see generally, ReelassUlcahon Order.
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Additionally, in the final-form regulation, the Commission will amend Section

53.58 in such way so as to permit all local exchange telecommunications companies to

obtain detariffing relief for their retail protected, nonprotected and noncompetitive

services offered to enterprise and large business customers. In 1999, the Commission in

the Global Order determined that specific retail services offered by Verizon

Pennsylvania Inc. (Verizon PA) to enterprise and large business customers that exceeded

a certain total billed revenue (TSR) level were now competitive and could be offered

under individual case basis (ICB) contracts. Specifically, the Commission had

determined that Verizon’s business services for customers with greater than $80,000 in

annual TSR were competitive, and that Verizon could provide ICB pricing for business

customers generating between $40,000 and $80,000 in annual TBR. Over the years, the

Commission has modified the established applicable TBR levels for competitive business

services. Currently, 510,000 and above in annual TBR is competitive and is priced in

Tariff No. 500, and below $10,000 in annual TSR is noncompetitive and priced in Tariff

No. 1. In short, the manner in which we are amending Section 53.58 of the final-form

regulation allows the other local exchange telecommunications companies to self-declare

that their retail nonprotected, noncomperith’e services that they offer to enterprise and

large business customers are competitive. Accordingly, we modify Section 53.58 in the

final-form regulation so that the detariffing relief that had been granted solely to Verizon

PA via the Global Order is expanded to the other Chapter 30 ILECs.

The Commission acknowledges that over time, consistent with its prior action in

the Global Order, it had granted similar relief to additional carriers, specifically,

competitive local exchange companies, via temporary waivers. In light of Chapter 3D’s

stated goal of promoting and encouraging the provision of competitive services by a

Joint Petition ofNext/ink Pennsylvania, Inc., at at., Docket Nos. P-0099 1648, P-0099 1649, Order
entered September 30, 1999, at 246-249, 196 PUR4Ih 172, 279-80 (Global Order), aJrd, Bell Atlantic
Pennsylvania, Inc. v. Pa. Pub. Ltil. Cone;;; ‘ii, 763 A.2d 440 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2000), i’acated in part sub non;.
MCi Worldcon; lice. v. Pa. Pub. Utit Comm ‘n, 844 A.2d 1239 (Pa. 2004).
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variety of service providers on equal terms throughout all geographic areas of this

Commonwealth, the Commission sees no reason for a competitive local exchange

telecommunications company to have to file a petition with the Commission requesting a

competitive designation for its retail noncompetitive services offered to enterprise and

large businesses. Once a local exchange telecommunications company makes a self-

declaration that the retail nonprotected, nonconipetithe services it offers to enterprise and

large business customers are competitive, this same competitive classification designation

would apply to any competitive carrier operating in the service territory of the local

exchange telecommunications company. Thus, in this circumstance, competitors would

now be permitted to offer the same or functionally equivalent service to an enterprise or

large business as a competitive service without first having to file a petition seeking a

temporary waiver from the Commission since the ILEC has obtained such detariffing

relief in accordance with the final-form regulation.4°

The OCA opposes the Commission’s proposal in Section 53.58 to eliminate the

requirement that LECs file price lists applicable to competitive services with the

Commission, and to instead only require that LECs post their rates in a product guide and

keep an archive of historical rates. OCA Comments at 8-10. The rationale for this

opposition to our proposal is OCA’s concern that the rates posted in price guides on LEC

websites diminishes the ability to monitor the competitive marketplace. Id. We disagree

with the OCA on this point, particularly in light of our archival requirement.

Chapter 30 gives the Commission the discretion to require the filing of price lists

that contain the rates, tenTis and conditions of service for competitive services. 66

Pa.C.S. § 30l6(d)(4). The overall purpose of this rulemaking is to streamline our

regulations and the intent of the proposed regulation was to establish that it is only

40 To be clear, this same tariff parity would apply to competitive entrants for any retail service classified
as competitive under Section 3016(a) or (b) of the Code.
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necessary for a jurisdictional LEC to post a price list for competitive services on its

website unless the Commission directs the coiflpany to do otherwise. Thus, in Section

53.58(d) of the final-form regulation permits jurisdictional LECs to either post a price list

or product guide setting forth the rates, terms and conditions for their retail competitive

services on their websites.

However, in taking such action to streamline our regulations for ourjurisdictional

LECs, the Commission is mindful it may be necessary for carriers to maintain price lists

for their competitive basic dial tone service offerings to residential customers. First, the

Commission recognizes that residential customers may not have easy access to the

Internet. Secondly, it is in the public interest for the Commission in order to ensure the

utility is not engaging in unlawful discrimination or any other unlawful activity.

Acknowledging this distinction between residential customers and nonresidential

customers, the Commission determines that Section 53.58(d) of the final-form regulation

will also set forth an exception to the default detariffing directive for retail competitive

services by requiring jurisdictional LECs to continue to file price lists for their

competitive residential standalone basic voice service with the Commission.

IRRC also recommends that proposed Section 53.58 should specify the location of

where the archive for the outdated product guides is to be housed and how the public will

access this archive. IRRC Comments at 5. We will adopt IRRC’s recommendation

regarding archived product guides and make this clarification in Section 53.58(d) of the

final-forni regulation in order to specify the location of the outdated price guide archive

and the manner in which the public will gain access to it.

IRRC asks the Commission to clarify the placement of the bracket in proposed

Section 53.58(d) because it causes ambiguity as to the intent of the regulation. IRRC

recommends that we remove the bracket in proposed modification to Section 53.58(d) so

that it reads as follows: “Local exchange telecommunication companies and competitive
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telecommunications carriers offering services determined by the Commission as

competitive or declared as competitive[.]” However, IRRC’s proposed construction of

Section 53.58(d) does not comport with the principles of the statute.

The overall intent of the Commission’s proposed modifications to Section

53.58(d) was simply to convey that both local exchange telecommunications companies

and competitive telecommunications carriers may offer competitive services and not an

attempt to expand the scope of 66 Pa.C.S. § 3016. Thus, to alleviate any confusion that

might have ensued from its proposed modifications to Section 53.58, the Commission has

deleted all extraneous references to 66 Pa.C.S. § 3016 in Section 53.58 in the final-form

regulation.

We do not agree with Verizon’s characterization of our proposed modifications to

Section 53.58 as being unduly long and complex. Additionally, we recognize that

Verizon overreaches in proposing to eliminate steps for obtaining a reclassification of a

competitive service as noncompetitive and also asserting that all retail

telecommunications services offered in competitive wire centers are classified as

competitive. These assertions are contrary to Verizon’s own verified and averred

statements in its reclassification petition where it explicitly stated that it was not seeking

a competitive classification for switched access or special access in these requested 194

wire centers.41

To date, Verizon has not averred or demonstrated that switched access or special

access is competitive in its 153 competitive wire centers. Nonetheless, we believe that

our actions taken in this final rulemaking to modify Section 53.58 are consistent with the

statutory language embedded within Chapter 30 of the Code, Accordingly, the

Commission’s regulatory intent regarding the offering of retail competitive services is

‘ Joint Petition at 3, ¶ 6.
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reflected in the final-form regulation and it has largely adopted its prior proposed

modifications to Section 53.58 in the final-form regulation subject to certain necessary

revisions for clarification purposes.

C. 52 Pa. Code § 53.59

In the Annex to the NPRIVJ Order, the Commission, inter alia, proposed this nile

to address the tariff filing regulations therein.

1. Comments and Replies

Verizon posits that tariffing is a burdensome, outdated regulatory process that does

not benefit consumers and does not apply to unregulated competitors. Verizon

Comments at 13. Instead, Verizon proposes “a phased-out approach” whereby the

tariffing requirement is immediately limited to standalone basic residential service in

noncompetitive areas and eliminated entirely by the end of 2023. Verizon Comments at

13. Verizon recommends that the Commission adopt Verizon’s proposed “streamlined

version of Section 53.57-60” set forth in Attachment ito its comments. Verizon

Comments at 13.

With respect to Verizon’s comments regarding Section 53.59, the OCA avers that

Verizon’s proposal is “confUsing” because Verizon “makes no mention whether these

[tariffing provisions conform with ILEC Chapter 30 plans” and OCA opposes Verizon’s

proposal insofar as it requires that the Commission “cease to exercise its authority and

discretion” in this area. OCA Reply Comments at 7-8. Additionally, the OCA opposes

Verizon’s proposal to immediately limit carriers’ obligations to file price lists except

where residential standalone basic service is offered in noncompetitive wire centers

which is to be eliminated entirely by the end of 2023. OCA Reply Comments at 7.
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2. Discussion and Resolution

Verizon proposes that the Commission adopt its “phased out approach” whereby

the tariffing requirement is immediately limited to standalone basic residential service in

noncompetitive areas and eliminated entirely by the end of 2023. We affirmatively

approved a two-tiered regulatory structure for Verizon in the Reclassification Order,

where currently, 153 of Verizon’s wire centers are classified competitive while 351

remain noncompetitive. For these noncompetitive wire centers, basic local exchange

service remains a protected service. Moreover, switched access and special access

remain protected services subject to tariffing requirements in both competitive and

noncompetitive wire centers. Thus, in regard to our proposed retention of tariffing

requirements in this rulemaking, we determine that it is appropriate to have a biftwcated

system of tariff requirements that may be separately applicable to retail protected and

retail noncompetitive services.

In addition, Chapter 30 already provides a process to obtain relief from tariffing

requirements. We note that when an ILEC ultimately decides to undergo the competitive

classification statutory process for its remaining retail protected or retail noncompetitive

services, if it is successful, it shall then have the legal right to move from under the tariff

regime requirements and utilize price lists as outlined in Chapter 30 and as set forth in

final-fomi Section 53.58(d). The ILECs’ comments reflect a belief that we are

unilaterally preventing or prohibiting them from seeking to obtain the statutory relief

outlined in Section 3016 of Chapter 30. While the main goal of this rulemaking exercise

is to adopt amendments that reduce certain regulatory burdens, we also remain cognizant

that the General Assembly has already established the means to obtain wholesale

detariffing relief—the Section 3016 process.

Thus, we are not persuaded at this time to adopt a detariffing regime for all

services except basic local exchange service in noncompetitive wire centers, especially

when Chapter 30 of the Code provides for the means for an ILEC to obtain such relief
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including the regulatory freedom to provide competitive services without having to file a

tariff. Accordingly, we reject Verizon’s phased out approach, and we will adopt our

proposed modifications to Section 53.59 in the final-form regulation subject to certain

necessary revisions for clarification and fonTlatting purposes.

D. 52 Pa. Code § 53.60

In the Annex to the NPKi,I Order, the Commission proposed some slight

terminology revisions to Section 53.60 but did not eliminate the tadffffling requirements

for noncompetitive and protected services, including basic local exchange service, in this

section of the regulation.

1. Comments and Replies

IRRC recommends that, in the Commission’s proposed language for subsection

53.60(b), the “a” after “local exchange telecommunications companies” should be “and.”

IRRC Comments at 10.

TCC/CCL propose that the Commission clarify the obligations of competitive

telecommunications carriers relative to tariff fiLings, either by (1) modifying the

Commission’s proposed subsection 53.60 (Supporting documentation) to include

references to competitive services and carriers; or (2) addressing tariff filings for

competitive services (whether offered by a local exchange telecommunications carrier or

a competitive telecommunications carrier) in a new or repurposed subsection 63.104.

TCC/CCL Comments at 8-11.

2. Discussion and Resolution

Based on their comments regarding Section 53.60, it appears that TCC/CCL are

working under the presupposition that a competitive telecommunications carrier is

automaticaliy deemed competitive upon its entry and operation in a local calling area

located within an ILEC’s service territory. As established above, this presupposition is
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incorrect. While a competitive telecommunications carrier is competing against an ILEC,

it cannot be deemed to be truly offering a “competitive” service until the ILEC has first

obtained a competitive classification of is service in the service territory (either through

self-declaration or the petition process). Until that occurs, a competitive

telecommunications carrier is deemed to be offering nothing more than a “competitive”

version of a noncompetithe or protected retail service in the service territory of the

ILEC. Thus. a competitive telecommunications carrier is subject to the tariffing

requirements under Section 53.58(d) unless it is offering a bundled service package, in

which case Section 53.60 would apply.

We adopt our prior proposed modifications to Section 53.60 subject to certain

necessary revisions for clarification purposes and incorporate them into the final-form

regulation set forth in the Annex.

II. CHAPTER 63. TELEPHONE SERVICE

In the ReclassifIcation Order, we granted Verizon’s request for waiver of Chapter

63 Subchapters B, C, E, F, and G for the wire centers that the Commission determined

may be reclassified as competitive under 66 Pa.C.S. § 30 16(a).42 However, all remaining

Subchapters of Chapter 63 remained in full force for these newly-classified competitive

wire centers, including Subchapter D. Underground Service. Subchapter K. Competitive

Safeguards, Subchapter L. Universal Service, and Subchapter M. Changing Local Service

Providers.43

In making our proposed amendments to the regulations within Chapter 63. we

reviewed the comments to the ANFK4i and the proprietary market data related to the

competitive wire centers Verizon had submitted for the 2015-2016 period. Based upon

our review of the submitted comments and the Verizon proprietary market data, the

42 Reclassification Order at 79.
lit
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Commission reached the determination that it could not eliminate all regulations in

Chapter 63 on the wholesale basis that Verizon sought. Instead, in the Annex to the

jyp]fivf Order, the Commission followed a granular approach, making specific proposals

to retain those Chapter 63 regulations that continue to serve a purpose in today’s market,

to eliminate those Chapter 63 regulations that are no longer necessary or appropriate in

today’s market, to revise certain Chapter 63 regulations in need of modernization, and to

have its Chapter 63 regulations apply to all geographic areas served by our jurisdictional

LECs.

A. Subchapter A (General Provisions)
52 Pa. Code § 63.1 (Definitions)

The Commission proposed to amend this regulation consistent with its

determinations to eliminate all unnecessary and obsolete regulations set forth in Chapter

63. For example, since the Commission proposed to rescind Section 63.60, which relates

to automatic dialing-announcing devices, we had also proposed to remove the definition

of automatic dialing-announcing device from Section 63.1.

a. Comments and Replies

With respect to the definitions of “Competitive wire centers” and “Noncompetitive

wire centers,” IRRC recommends that the Commission “should make certain that the

definitions for these terms are consistent with the definitions in Section 64.2.” IRRC

Comments at 5.

The OCA proposes edits to ensure “that the respective definitions are worded

consistently.” OCA Comments at 11. The OCA proposes the addition of definitions of

“Competitive wire center” and “Noncompetitive wire center,” consistent with proposed

definitions of the same terms in subsection 64.2. OCA Comments at II. The OCA also

supports the Commission’s proposal that any Chapter 63 regulation that is retained apply

in all geographic areas, whether competitive or noncompetitive. OCA Comments at 10.
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Verizon proposes several definitional terms for Section 63.1 in its Attachment to

its Comments. The OCA opposes Verizon’s proposals regarding subsection 63.1 because

those proposals would limit carriers’ obligations and customers’ remedies to

noncompetitive basic local service on a stand-alone basis. OCA Reply Comments at

9-10. OCA avers that “Verizon’s proposal to limit regulatory obligations and protections

for consumers and the public based upon whether the subscribed service is

noncompetitive basic stand-alone service and whether the date is before or after

December 31, 2023, is unworkable and not in the public interest.” OCA Reply

Comments at 10.

b. Discussion and Resolution

In response to IRRC’s and OCA’s comments concerning the definitions of

“Competitive wire centers” and “Noncompetitive wire centers,” the Commission has

already determined that it would adopt the OCA’s proposed definitions of these terms

and incorporate them into Section 53.57 of our regulations. Accordingly, we also will

incorporate those definitions and other of the OCA’s edits to proposed Section 63.1 in the

final-form regulation. We reject any other changes to Section 63.1 proposed by

commentators as unnecessary or contrary to the public interest or applicable law.

B. Subchapter B (Services and Facilities)

1. 52 Pa. Code § 63.12
(Minimizing interference and inductive effects)

As currently written in our regulations, Section 63.12 speaks to interference that is

traditionally recognized in relation to the provision of analog service transmitted over

copper transmission facilities, which is being replaced as providers migrate their wireline

networks to fiber optic transmission facilities and as a result increasingly offer digital

services.
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In the Reclassification Order, the Commission had waived the applicability of this

Section of Chapter 63 for Verizon in its 153 competitive wire centers.44 In light of

comments that had been filed in response to the ANPRM Order and our determination

that even after having transitioned their existing networks to a fiber optic based

distribution network provisioning jurisdictional telecommunications service, our

jurisdictional LECs remain statutorily obligated to provide service that is reasonable,

efficient, safe, adequate, and reasonably continuous without unreasonable interruption or

delay under Section 1501 of the Code. Thus, in the NPRM Order and Annex. the

Commission had proposed to eliminate Section 63.12 as a standalone regulation and

address all relevant matters of interference initially set forth in Section 63.12 under

Section 63.63 of our regulations.

a. Comments and Replies

No party filed comments or replies to the Commission’s proposed elimination of

this rule.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Our proposal essentially eliminates Section 63.12 as a standalone regulation but

incorporates the interference standard within Section 63.63. Since no party has filed any

adverse comments regarding our proposed elimination of Section 63.12 as a standalone

regulation, we will adopt our proposal to eliminate it from Chapter 63 of Title 52 of the

Pa. Code. Accordingly, the permanent rescission of Section 63.12 from Chapter 63 will

be reflected in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex. We note that the

proposed incorporation of the interference standard into Section 63.63 of the

Commission’s regulations is addressed elsewhere in this Order.

“Reclassijicadon Onler at 79.
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2. 52 Pa. Code § 63.13 (Periodic Inspections) and § 63.14
(Emergency Equipment and Personnel)

As currently written in our regulations, Section 63.13 requires utilities to adopt a

program of tests and inspections and Section 63.14 addresses telecommunications

network operational matters during emergencies. In the NPKW Order, using the same

rationale that led to our proposal to eliminate Section 63.12 from Chapter 63 of our

regulations, we proposed to eliminate Section 63.13 because the subject matter of the

regulation will be adequately addressed through our proposed modifications to Section

63.63. Moreover,jurisdictional LECs’ plans of inspections likely will play a role in their

ability to maintain continuous and efficient network operations, which is still required

under Section 63.64 of our regulations.

However, we proposed to retain Section 63.14 in its entirety because of our belief

that this regulation is essential for the provision of adequate, reliable and resilient

telecommunications services during various conditions including emergency situations

such as natural disasters experienced by all local calling areas, in all geographic areas in

which our jurisdictional utilities serve.

a. Comments and Replies

Verizon proposes that Section 63.14 should be eliminated from Chapter 63

because the regulatory mandate for metering, testing, inspections and preventative

maintenance is intrusive micro-managing that is completely unnecessary. Verizon

Comments at 22. Verizon argues that competitive pressure is sufficient to require

regulated providers to conduct whatever inspections and maintenance are necessary to

keep service at a level that meets customer expectations without the need for a stated nile

because if providers do not meet the level of service that customers expect, then

customers will abandon them for a competitor. Id. Lastly, Verizon asserts that the

Commission still has authority to enforce reasonable service under Section 1501 if issues

arise.
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The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain subsection 63.14 and its

applicability to all telecommunications public utilities and geographic areas. In

opposition to Verizon’s proposal regarding Section 63.14, the OCA specifically urges the

Commission to retain this rule as it currently exists because it is the OCA’s contention

that “its elimination or even its modification as proposed in the Annex to the NPRM

Order would remove all meaningful standards and regulatory guidance that is still needed

to promote and protect today’s complex and important telecommunications network.”

OCA Reply Comments at 10-12.

b. Discussion and Resolution

The regulated community agrees that jurisdictional LECs must have the ability

and capability to remain functional in emergency situations. As the Commission, we are

obligated to work with our regulated partners to ensure that critical infrastructure and

services are operational at all times. However, we are reluctant to abandon a level of

specificity in our regulations to ensure critical infrastructure and services are operating at

times when they are needed most. In this docket, Verizon proposes a streamlined version

of Section 63.14 in Attachment ito its comments. Verizon’s “bare bones” proposal

simply restates the requirement but does not outline how the requirement of continued

functionality is to be achieved or maintained by the LEC. Verizon also has not presented

any substantial evidence or compelling reason as to why the Commission should not

continue its regulatory obligation to specify standards to ensure the LEC’s continued

operations and thnctionality when emergencies arise, such as a severe weather event or

naniral disaster, since voice service may be interrupted during this event.

We acknowledge our statutory directive and regulatory obligation to review and

revise our Chapter 63 telecommunications regulations and to streamline them where

necessary so that we do not “micro-manage” LECs. Therefore, when we are proposing

modifications to the existing regulations it is our goal to ensure that (1) there is a

demonstrated need to regulate, and (2) the most efficient measure is selected to achieve
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the regulatory objective. Concerning the topic of continued operation in emergencies, the

Commission determines that it is reasonable to continue to specify the back-up power

requirements for line-powered voice service from the LECs’ central offices to ensure

their ongoing functionality and to require LECs to reroute traffic around damaged

facilities and manage traffic spikes resulting from emergency situations.

We had proposed to retain Section 63.14 in its entirety because it is essential for

the provision of adequate, reliable and resilient telecommunications services under

conditions of various emergency situations. Thus, we determine that Section 63.14

should be retained in a streamlined form in the final-form regulation set forth in the

Annex.

However, similar to our rescission of Section 63.12, we adopt our proposal to

eliminate Section 63.13 as a standalone regulation, and we note that the issue of whether

specific inspectionlmaintenance standards are still needed in Chapter 63 is addressed as

part of our Section 63.64 discussion elsewhere in this Order.

3. 52 Pa. Code § 63.15 (Complaint Procedures)

Consistent with our prior determination in the ANPThvI Order, we determined that

Section 63.15 continues to serve a legitimate purpose by giving definition to a viable

complaint process.45 However, we also determined that this regulatory section could be

further modernized and streamlined. The Commission noted that it had established a

“warni transfer” program for Verizon, by which BCS had the option to transfer any

customers who contacted BCS about a service or billing complaint directly to the

company’s representative in an effort to address the customer’s issues and avoid the

filing of an informal complaint. We acknowledged that this option promoted efficiency

for both customers and LECs. Thus, we proposed to amend Section 63.15 to add new

See ANPRAf On/er at 11.
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language to provide all telecommunications public utilities, most particularly our ILECs,

with the option to participate in a warm transfer or similar program for service and/or

billing-related disputes made to the Commission’s BCS.

a. Comments and Replies

With respect to the Commission’s proposed warm transfer process, IRRC opines

that “[t]he description provided by the [Commission] is a general overview of the process

and does not provide sufficient detail about the implementation or technical requirements

needed to participate” and “does not explain how it promotes efficiency for both the

customers and ILECs.” IRRC Comments at 6. IRRC recommends that “[t]he

[Commission] should provide greater detail pertaining to the process and technical

requirements of this section” and “it should also describe how the automatic customer

transfer option promotes efficiency for both customers and service providers.” IRRC

Comments at 6.

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain subsection 63.15 and to

add the warm transfer option. OCA Comments at 12. TCC/CCL suggest that the

Commission modify its proposed warm transfer procedure for customer complaints in

subsection 63.15. to be optional for the carrier as well as the customer. TCC/CCL

Comments at 12-13.

With respect to subsection 63.15, Verizon argues that the existing BCS informal

complaint process does not apply to competitive services and does not benefit consumers

because it focuses carrier resources on generating reports instead of resolving complaints.

Verizon Comments at 14. Verizon posits that the Commission’s proposed warm transfer

option would not significantly reduce the reporting burden or expedite complaint

resolution. Verizon Comments at 15.
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Verizon proposes an alternative complaint process whereby (a) BCS shall only

accept informal complaints relating to noncompetitive standalone basic residential local

exchange service, and utilize the warm-transfer option upon agreement of the carrier; (b)

BCS shall refer all complaints relating to competitive services to the carrier and shall not

accept any complaint relating to a competitive service or service outside the

Commission’s jurisdiction; and (c) after the end of 2023, BCS shall no longer accept

infonrial complaints relating to telecommunications service and shall refer all such

complaints to the carrier. Verizon Comments at 15.

The OCA specifically opposes Verizon’s proposals regarding Section 63.15. The

OCA asserts that Verizon’s proposal would limit carriers’ obligations and customer’s

remedies to “noncompetitive basic local service on a stand-alone basis.” OCA Reply

Comments at 9-10.

b. Discussion and Resolution

It is puzzling that Verizon is so highly critical of the proposed warm transfer

process. In 2009, the Commission’s BCS initiated a “Warm Transfer Trial” because

Verizon had specifically requested this option.46 In the absence of establishing an

industry-wide warm transfer process, a jurisdictional LEC would be subject to the

Commission’s usual informal complaint process prescribed in Section 63.15 as well as

the recordkeeping duty set forth in Section 63.22. Typically, if a customer were to file an

infonnal complaint regarding a jurisdictional issue against its local telecommunications

carrier, BCS would direct the company to report the date, time, and service affected, and

the nature of the trouble report, along with the results of the investigation, resolution, and

the date and time that the trouble report was cleared. This information is required for all

46 On March 31, 2010, the Commission extended the Trial for an additional twelve months or until April
2011. Although the Trial officially ended more than a year ago, BCS continues to offer Verizon
customers, and Verizon continues to use the warm transfer option.
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trouble reports related to the complaint filed with BCS. These reports can be long and

technical.

However, using the warm transfer process, the BCS utility complaint interviewer

gives the customer the option either to file an infonnal complaint that would normally be

processed by BCS or be directly and immediately transferred to Verizon for resolution of

the service issue. If the customer chooses the latter, the BCS utility complaint

interviewer logs that call as an “informal complaint” but then transfers the customer to

Verizon for resolution. Also, when a LEC participates in the warm transfer process, the

information required in response is abbreviated. While the LEC is required to provide

BCS with sufficient information regarding the disposition of the matter in a timely

manner. ECS only asks the LEC to provide enough information to indicate that the

trouble report or issue was cleared and that the customer was satisfied. The LEC is not

expected to provide any further detailed response. Thus, the warm transfer process

imposes no additional reporting requirements on LECs and nullifies the need for a LEC

to go through the Commission’s informal complaint process, greatly simplifying that

process.

Additionally, the warm transfer process allows BCS to continue to comply with its

statutory obligation to take in all informal complaints from customers as set forth in

Section 308(d) of the Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 308. Under Section 308.1(a) of the Code, the

Commission is required to promulgate regulations allowing for a consumer to make an

informal complaint with the Commission’s BCS. Moreover, under a plain reading of

Section 308(d) of the Code, BCS is required to receive, investigate and issue final

determination on “all informal complaints.” During the warm transfer process, the BCS

utility complaint interviewer logs that call as an “informal complaint,” but also has the

discretion to hold the informal complaint process in abeyance and allow the LEC to

quickly resolve the matter via the warm transfer process. Thus, the proposed warm
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transfer allows BCS to satisfy the statutory obligation set forth in Section 308(d) of the

Code but with a lesser burden on both the carrier and the customer.

Our primary effort in this rulemaking is to modify our regulations so that our

regulatory process is more efficient and streamlined for our regulated carriers while still

maintaining necessary consumer protections. Consumers calling BCS are looking for an

efficient resolution to their issues. Our proposal to make universally available the warm

transfer process facilitates this as it gives LECs the opportunity to address and resolve

issues and short-circuit the existing informal complaint process, which can be intensive in

both time and reporting. The Commission submits that benefits accrue through promptly

addressing a customer’s service-related issue:

• Increases customer satisfaction and loyalty: when customers are satisfied,
they are likely to stay with a business for long-term, which boost sales and
profitability.

• Gives competitive advantage: customer satisfaction helps
telecommunication operators achieve competitiveness because their
customers are less interested in a competitor.

• Increases word of mouth awareness and reduces marketing expenses:
Satisfied customers are likely to recommend the business and products to
their personal cotmections including friends and families, thus, become
advocates and “unofficial” brand ambassadors. This “word of mouth”
advertising can help generate new customers.

• Increases sales and ensures success with new product when your customers
are satisfied, they repeat business and reduce churn and look forward to
new products and services, which, in turn, increases your sales.

We note IRRC’s observations regarding the perceived absence of the necessary

technical requirements and sufficient details pertaining to the process. As to the technical

requirements of the proposed 63.15, it is important to note that currently almost all of our

ILECs and larger CLECs already participate in the Commission’s data and web exchange
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programs. BCS and the LECs already use electronic communication to share case

information, informal utility reports, and closing information. The most challenging

requirement for the LEC’s will be providing a dedicated telephone number to receive

calls from BCS and having the staff available to answer BCS calls. Since the warm

transfer process is voluntary, any provider that found those requirements too burdensome

would not be required to participate in the program. No further detail or technical

specificity about the wanri transfer process is necessary.

Consumers require a means to have their service-related complaints addressed,

and we have determined that our proposed warm transfer process is the most efficient

measure to meet this specific regulatory objective. Accordingly, we will incorporate our

proposed Section 63.15 in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

4. 52 Pa. Code § 63.16 (Traffic measurements),
52 Pa. Code § 63.18 (Multiparty line subscribers), and
52 Pa. Code § 63.19 (Interoffice lines)

We recognized in our ANPK1’i Order and Reclassification Order that Subchapter

B includes a few provisions that relate to services that essentially no longer exist,

including multiparty lines, and also provisions relating to traffic measurements and

recordkeeping that are largely manual in nature and predate the use of computers.

Accordingly, in the Annex to the NPRM Order, we proposed to permanently rescind

Sections 63.16. 63.18, and 63.19 from Chapter 63 of our regulations since they are

outdated and obsolete.

a. Comments and Replies

No party filed comments or replies to the Commission’s proposed modification to

this nile.
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b. Discussion and Resolution

Since no party has filed any adverse comments regarding our proposed recission

on these regulations, we permanently rescind Sections 63.16, 6318 and 63.19 from

Chapter 63 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code in the final-fonn regulation set forth in the Annex.

5. 52 Pa. Code § 63.20 (Line Extensions)

In the NPRIvI Order, the Commission retained Section 63.20 (Line extensions)

because of continued relevance to the carrier of last resort (COLR) obligation that

remains in effect, including in competitive wire centers. ReclassifIcation Order at 80-81.

For this same reason, we proposed to retain Section 63.20 and made it apply throughout a

jurisdictional LEC’s geographic service area.

a. Comments and Replies

OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule, for the same reasons

the Commission denied Verizon’s request for a waiver thereof in the Reclassfflcatioi;

Order. OCA Comments at 13.

TCC/CCL suggest that the Commission add a reference to product guides to this

nile, in recognition that the substance of the rule could be addressed in a tariff or in a

product guide, in the case of a competitive, detariffed service. TCC/CCL Comments at

13.

Verizon urges the Commission to eliminate this rule because COLR obligations

derive from the Public Utility Code and the rule is therefore superfluous and/or lacking

statutory support. Verizon Comments at 20.

The OCA opposes Verizon’s proposal regarding this rule because it asserts that its

elimination would remove meaningthl standards and regulatory guidance that is still
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needed to promote and protect today’s complex and important telecommunications

network.” OCA Reply Comments at 10-12.

b. Discussion and Resolution

This regulation was adopted in 1946 and last amended in 1969. As we have stated

previously, our prevailing goal of this proceeding is to propose regulations that set forth

the most efficient measure to achieve the regulatory objective. Thus, we agree with

Verizon that COLR obligations derive from the Public Utility Code and the rule is

therefore not necessary.47 Even in the absence of this regulation, a statutory obligation

exists under Section 1501 of the Code to make reasonable line extensions, and this

obligation applies to all LECs. Thus, the Commission has the ability under the Code to

ensure that a LEC readily makes line extensions servicing applicants within its

certificated territory.

Additionally, the LEC must include a section in their tariff or price guide that

details their duty and statutory obligation to make reasonable line extensions within the

territory in which it is authorized to operate and also the conditions under which it will

make line extensions servicing applicants within its charter telTitory. Accordingly, we

agree that it is unnecessary to attempt to restate the Section 1501 obligation to make

reasonable line extensions in our regulation, and thus, we will delete Section 63.20 from

Chapter 63 in the final-form regulation.

6. 52 Pa. Code § 63.21 (Directories)

We noted in the Reclassfrncation Order that Verizon no longer provides a

residential White Pages directory in paper form automatically.48 We also noted in the

ANPKW Order that both Verizon and CenturyLink were specifically granted relief to end

saturation delivery of paper copies of residential and business White Pages and business

‘ See Reclu.vsification Order at 7, 60—61.
48 Reclassification Order at 80.
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Yellow Pages directories, except for those customers likely to use or specifically request

the directories.49

Additionally, the Commission recently granted our thirty-five RLECs a temporary

waiver of 52 Pa. Code Section 63.21 regarding directories that is subject to the same

conditions, terms, limitations, and requirements attached to prior Commission waivers

granted under this regulation.5° In granting this temporary waiver during the pendency of

this rulemaking process, we determined that this regulation may be obsolete for end-user

consumers that receive retail services, including protected basic local exchange services

in all geographic areas.

However, we are also cognizant of the fact that not all end-user consumers of

regulated telecommunications services may simultaneously have broadband access to

electronic directory information. Therefore, we proposed to amend Section 63.21 to

comport with and codify the temporary waivers of directory distribution and availability

that were granted to Verizon, CenturyLink, and Frontier ILECs,5’ which by virtue of our

order entered July 28, 2020, at Docket No. P-201 8-3005224, were also extended to the

remaining Pennsylvania RLECs.

a. Comments and Replies

With respect to the Commission’s proposed modified subsection 63.21, IRRC

recommends that the Commission should explain how the benefits of the regulation

outweigh any cost and adverse effects. IRRC Comments at 6. IRRC also notes that

“paragraph (3) reads ‘print directories shall be distributed to consumers who are more

Joint Petition and Notice of the United Telephone Conipam’ ofPe,msvh’ania LLC cl/b/a Centz,n’Link,
Verizon Pennsylvania LLC and VeriZOn North LLC citicI Dcx Media, Inc. to red ice Distribution ofPrint
Telephone Directories cnn! Transition to Digital Publication or, Alternath’elv, for Reliefof 52 Pa. Code
§ 64,191(g), DocketNo, P-2017-2610359 (Orderenlered August 31, 2017) (2Ol7Directories Order).

See RLEC Directoty and Toll Fresubscription Order.
s Joint Notice and Petition of the Frontier Communications Companies to Reduce Mass Distribution of
Printed Telephone Directories, Docket No. P-201 9-3007831 (Order entered April 11, 2019).
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likely to use them” and avers that “[t]his is nonregulatory ‘anguage and it should be

replaced with a clear, enforceable standard.” IRRC Comments at 6.

The OCA supports the continuing availability and distribution of updated directory

information “in a way that meets the needs of consumers.” OCA Comments at 13.

However, with respect to subsection 63.21, the OCA does support elimination of the

requirement to distribute directories to subscribers, as required by subpart 63 .21(b).

According to Thryv, “{t]he traditional directory market is now small enough, and

competitive options ubiquitous enough, that no ffirther regulation of any sort is in the

public interest.” Thryv Comments at 2. Thryv points to comments it submitted to the

Commission in 2018 and states “[t]he trends discussed in 2018 have continued

unabated.” Tlwyv Comments at 2. Tlwyv argues that “the only impact of regulations has

been to drive up [itsi costs” and “{ajdvertising revenues from paper directories continue

to decline and no regulations can stop or slow those trends.” Thryv Comments at 2.

Thryv posits that the Commission’s prior regulatory waivers have permitted it to target

communities which want to receive directories with great success, but also that the

Commission should completely eliminate regulation of directories in order to facilitate

further targeting as the market for directories continues to shrink. Tlwyv Comments at

3-4.

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposal to codify its previous waiver

conditions relating to provision of white pages directories and urges the Commission

instead to eliminate any requirement for ILECs to provide directories. Verizon

Comments at 15-16. Verizon posits that there is no public demand for directories, that

continuing publication of directory information on an opt-out basis creates privacy

concerns, that directories are obsolete because the same infonnation can be obtained

online and by calling toll-free directory services, that the current requirement to provide

directories is anti-competitive because unregulated carriers have no obligation to provide
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them, whereas ILECs do, and that producing directories creates unnecessary

environmental issues. Verizon Comments at 16-17.

b. Discussion and Resolution

The Commission agrees with OCA that we should not rescind this regulation at

this time. As noted in the NPRM Order, not all end-user consumers of regulated

telecommunications sen’ices may simultaneously have broadband access to electronic

directory information. The Commission also agrees with IRRC’s comments that we need

to have an enforceable standard for directory distribution. However, we believe this

regulation is on the path to obsolescence. As noted in comments. print requests statewide

have declined almost by half since 2017 despite the 50% reduction in automatic

deliveries. And, at the current trend. requests for print would be near zero in another four

years. Thryv Comments at 4. Therefore, to address these issues raised in comments, we

shall revise Section 63.21 (b)(3) in the final—form regulation to state that distribution of

directories beyond an “upon request” basis shall be at the discretion of the public utility

and add a new Section 63.21(0 that sets forth a sunset provision of January 1,2026 for

the directory’ distribution requirement.

7. 52 Pa. Code § 63.22 (Service Records)

In the NPRM Order, we proposed to eliminate Sections 63.22(a)(1) and (a)(4),

63.22(b), and 63.22(c) of this regulation on the same bases we have set forth addressing

Sections 63.12, 63.13, and 63.63. However, we also proposed to retain Sections

63.22(a)(2) and (3). Complaints involving service generally and outages specifically cut

to the core of our regulatory oversight over consumer protections, especially when safety

is involved. Retention of records required to be made under this and other service-related

sections is further addressed in our discussion of Section 63.54, below.
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a. Comments and Replies

With respect to subsection 63.22, Verizon urges the Commission to eliminate this

rule as unnecessary and obsolete in today’s competitive environment. Verizon Comment

at 23.

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain Section 63.22. OCA

Comments at 12.

b. Discussion and Resolution

The gravamen of Verizon’s request for the Commission to eliminate this rule is its

contention that their competitors are not required to keep such records and there is no

evidence that competitive providers are failing to keep records sufficient to meet their

customers’ need. Ipso/hcto, jurisdictional LECs should be on the same footing as their

unregulated competitors in this regard.

To be clear, the primary goal here is to eliminate all obsolete and unnecessary

regulations and retain those that protect the public interest but at the same time do not

overburden or “micro-manage” the regulated teLecommunications community. We

disagree with Verizon about eliminating this record retention regulation, especially as we

are retaining regulations that require LECs to keep certain records involving service

generally and outages specifically, especially when safety is involved. Accordingly,

since some recordkeeping is still necessary, the Commission will adopt its proposal

regarding Section 63.22 in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

8. 52 Pa. Code § 63.23
(Construction and maintenance safety standards for facilities)

We concluded in the Reclassification Order that some of our regulations are

outdated, such as Section 63.23 requiring compliance with the 1981 National Electrical

Safety Code (NESC). Reclassification Order at 77. We agreed with the
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Communications Workers of America (CWA) that the regulation addresses safety and is

intended to protect workers and the public, and we decided to condition the temporary

waiver upon the requirement that Verizon construct and maintain equipment and

facilities, and wire or cable crossings, in compliance with the safety standards provided in

the current version of the NESC52. We also noted that the OCA supported such an

amendment to Section 63.23.

The Commission agreed with the OCA that instead ofjust granting the temporary

waiver of Section 63.23 conditionally upon Verizon’s construction and maintenance

standards conforming with the current and most up-to-date version of the NESC, we

proposed to revise the section to reflect that the most up-to-date safety standards wiLl

apply to all jurisdictional LECs in all areas throughout the Commonwealth.

a. Comments and Replies

IRRC recommends that the Commission clarify this subsection by referring to “the

most recent IEEE National Electric Safety Code” instead of “safe and reasonable

standards.” IRRC Comments at 7.

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule, modified to

ensure that public utilities construct and maintain facilities in accordance with the most

recent IEEE National Electric Safety Code. OCA Comments at 14. OCA argues that this

clarification is necessary in light of recent regulatory developments at the FCC and the

Commission which are designed to enable carriers and third parties to attach facilities to

existing public utility poles. OCA Comments at 14.

52 Reclass(flcation Order at 81, 141 (Appendix D).
“ (ct
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b. Discussion and Resolution

The need for safety and consistent standards should apply to all jurisdictional

LECs. Since the goal of this provision is maintaining safety and reliability, the regulation

remains relevant to ensure that the most up-to-date safety standards will apply to all

jurisdictional LECs in all areas throughout the Commonwealth. However, we agree with

the recommendation from IRRC and will clarify this rule by referring to “the most recent

IEEE National Electric Safety Code” instead of “safe and reasonable standards.” in the

final-fonn regulation set forth in the Annex.

9. 52 Pa. Code § 63.24 (Service interruptions)

As a result of our conclusion that a competitive market can offer a dissatisfied

customer an alternative service from another provider and a satisfactory financial remedy,

the Commission granted a temporary waiver of this regulation that allows a credit on a

customer’s bill when telecommunications service is interrupted for at least twenty-four

hours.54 Moreover, we noted in the Reclassification Order that Verizon’s Product Guide,

Section 1, Original Sheet 6 addresses the issue by providing credits.55

In the NPRM Order, we determined that since we were not persuaded that Section

63.24 has become irrelevant for the provision of service to end-user consumers that

receive retail services, including basic local exchange services, we proposed to retain

Section 63.24.

a. Comments and Replies

TCC/CCL suggest that the Commission add a reference to product guides to this

rule, in recognition that the substance of the rule could be addressed in a tariff or in a

product guide, in the case of a competitive, detariffed service. TCC/CCL Comments at

13.

54 Reclassification Order at 80.
“ fit; Fi,ial Iniplw;ze,itation Order at 17.
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Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposal to continue this regulation and to

reinstate it in competitive areas. Verizon Comments at 20-21. Verizon argues that

competition renders this rule obsolete and that it does not meet “the Chapter 30

regulatory standard.” \7erizon Comments at 21.

The OCA opposes Verizon’s proposal regarding this rule because it asserts that its

elimination or even its proposed modification as set forth in the Annex to the NPRM

Order would remove meaningful standards and regulatory guidance that is still needed to

promote and protect today’s complex and important telecommunications network.” OCA

Reply Comments at 10-12.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Section 63.24 of our regulations provides a schedule of mandatory credits for

service outages. In the NPRM Order, we had proposed to retain tlus regulation.

However, upon further review, we agree with Verizon that this regulation is no longer

necessary in today’s environment and should be rescinded. As noted by Verizon, a

dissatisfied customer can obtain service from other carriers if the carrier does not

adequately address the customer’s concerns by fixing the problem and/or by providing

appropriate financial compensation for any resulting service interruption. Verizon

Comments at 20-21. Moreover, Section 1501 provides sufficient regulatory coverage

here. If an outage occurs and a customer is not reimbursed for service that is not

received, the customer can pursue a Section 1501 action, which could result in the

telephone utility being directed to issue a credit/refund to the customer for providing

unreasonable service.56 Therefore, we shall rescind Section 63.24 in the final-fonn

regulation.

Section 1312 of the Code, 66 Pa. C.S. § 1312, addresses the Commission’s authority to direct refunds in
a proceeding.
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C. Subchapter C (Accounts and Records)

1. 52 Pa. Code § 63.31—63.35

In the Reclassification Order, we temporarily waived Section 63.31 (Classification

of public utilities); Section 63.32 (System of accounts); Section 63.33 (Integrity of

reserve accounts to be preserved); Section 63.34 (Reclassification of telephone plant to

original cost); and Section 63.35 (Preservation of records) in Verizon’s 153 competitive

wire centers.57

Although the majority of the ILECs operate in Pennsylvania under alternative

regulation with price cap formulas that are tied to changes in the rate of inflation (Chapter

30 Plan), the interstate operations for some of these same state price cap companies, all

RLECs. are subject to an overall method of rate base (RB) and rate of return (ROR)

regulation (i.e., they are “federal ROR” RLECs).58 Furthermore, many Chapter 30

NMPs and price stability mechanisms contain provisions that may trigger certain

exogenous event revenue adjustments that may be attributable to federal or state

regulatory changes or other actions outside the ILECs’ control. It was unclear to us how

such effects can be correctly tracked in the absence of an identifiable. consistent, and

proper uniform system of accounts that can consistently and correctly address issues of

jurisdictional separations.

In the ATThIJ Order, we determined that maintenance of accounting information

on revenues, expenses, and capital investment under a uniform system and being able to

perform relevant and necessary accounting separations was still relevant and necessary.

Thus, we proposed to retain and update Section 63.32 so that it explicitly detailed the use

of any other accounting methods that would accurately preserve the accounting

“ Reclassification On/er at 82.
We note that conventional methods of RB!ROR regulation are still relevant nor only for some RLECs

under Chapter 30 in Pennsylvania but also in the computation of wholesale interconnection unbundled
network element costs and rates that are derived through the total element long-run incremental cost
method.
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separations between the regulated and unregulated operations of a telecommunications

utility, as well as the jurisdictional separation of its regulated operations in terms of

appropriately classified categories of revenues, expenses and capital investments.

a. Comments and Replies

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposed continuance of Sections 63.31 and

63.32 because in Verizon’s view, these rules perpetuate the FCC’s traditional Universal

System of Accounts (USOA), a system which does not apply to price-cap carriers like

Verizon and which the FCC has itself concluded is no longer justified. Verizon

Comments at 23. With respect to subsection 63.35, Verizon opposes reinstatement of this

rule because in Verizon’s view it merely restates FCC rules and has no legal

consequence, other than creating a potential conflict in the event the FCC waives or

otherwise decides to not apply those rules. Verizon Comments at 23.

b. Discussion and Resolution

The Commission is persuaded by Verizon’s contention that Section 63.32 is no

longer relevant to the regulation ofjurisdictional LECs under Chapter 30 of the Code and

its elimination would not impede the Commission’s ability to regulate those companies.

Generally accepted accounting principles or “GAAP” are the common set of accounting

concepts, standards, procedures and conventions which are recognized by the accounting

profession as a whole and upon which most nonregulated enterprises base their external

financial statements and reports. GAAP directs the recording of financial events and

transactions and relates to how assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses are to be

identified, measured, and reported. Thus, GAAP allows companies to determine their

own system of accounts subject to certain principles.

We note that the FCC had intended the Uniform System of Accounts (USOA),

which was codified in Pan 32 of its regulations, 47 C.F.R. Part 32, to complement GAAP

to the extent regulatory considerations penTlit and Part 32 specified a chart of accounts
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and the types of transactions to be maintained in each account. In essence, the USOA

was designed to complement rate-of-return regulation and the system of tariffed interstate

access charges that incumbent LECs were required to follow at that time.59

In 2017, the FCC took steps to streamline the various accounting requirements for

all carriers and eliminated certain accounting requirements for its price cap caniersP°

Specifically, the FCC eliminated the requirement that large carriers keep a separate set of

regulatory accounting books in addition to their financial accounting books. Additionally,

the FCC reduced the extent of FCC-specific accounts that must be maintained by all

carriers. Lastly, the FCC gave price cap carriers the option to elect generally accepted

accounting principles, or GAAP, subject to certain conditions under its rules. GAAP

allows companies to determine their own system of accounts subject to certain principles

in the form of an overarching system of broad accounting guidelines that address the

recording of assets, liabilities, and stockholders’ equity.

In the NPRM Order, we stated that absent information that explicitly details the

use of any other accounting methods that would accurately preserve the accounting

separations between the regulated and unregulated operations of a telecommunications

utility, as well as the jurisdictional separation of its regulated operations in terms of

appropriately classified categories of revenues, expenses and capital investments, we

would retain Section 63.32. However, we now determine here that financial accounting

that conforms to GAAP will still provide us with the requisite data required for all

regulatory purpose, including the revenue, expense and capital investment classification

that governs the submission of annual financial reports under Section 63.36.

Accordingly, we will eliminate Section 63.32 from Chapter 63 of our regulations in the

final-form regulation.

Verhon i. FCC, 770 F.3d 961, 962 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
60 See Con:piehensii’e Reiieii of tli’ Unijbrm Svskm oJ.4ecoitnts, Jurisdictional Separations and Rtfenal to the
Federal-State Joint Board, Report and Order, WC Docket No. 14—130, CC Docket 80—286,32 FCC Rcd 1735
(2017).
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We previously temporarily waived Sections 63.33 and 63.34 in the

Reclassification Order and see no further purpose for their reinstatement in Chapter 63.

Therefore, we will permanently rescind Sections 63.33 and 63.34 from Chapter 63 of our

regulations in the final-fom regulation.

In the NFRM Order, we contemplated that Section 63.35 had room for

modernization though not hill repeal. We proposed to retain Section 63.35(a) while

amending it to reflect the requirement that records be maintained per the requirements of

the FCC and applicable Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) sections “as amended from

time to time” or an equivalent. However, after reviewing comments and reply comments,

we no longer see a need for this regulation. As Verizon has indicated, to the extent the

FCC rules apply, then companies are required to comply with them whether or not states

have their own regulation. Moreover, if the Commission chooses to request a copy of

any of the reports requested by the FCC, it has statutory authority under Sections 504 and

506 of the Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 504, 506, to obtain them. We now deem Section 63.35(a)

to be unnecessary and superfluous and will eliminate it from Chapter 63 in the final-fonn

regulation.

However, to be clear, we are not eliminating all of the Subchapter C regulations.

As we stated in the NPRM Orde,-. telecommunications public utilities may continue to

have a need for these or similar records for other regulatory purposes. Therefore, we are

retaining our modified version of 63.35(b) in the final-forni regulation subject to certain

necessary revisions for clarification purposes.

2. 52 Pa. Code § 63.36—63.37

We still consider Section 63.36 (Filing of annual financial reports) necessary since

there are statutory reporting mandates under 66 Pa.C.S. § 30 15(e) including requiring

LECs to file an annual financial report. Additionally, we noted that there were no

objections to retaining Section 63.37 (Operation of the Telecommunications Relay
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Service System and Relay Service Fund) as the information required by the regulation is

necessary to calculate the annual surcharge to support the relay service programs and,

therefore, remains relevant. For these reasons, the Commission proposed to retain

Sections 63.36 and 63.37.

a. Comments and Replies

No party has filed comments or replies regarding our proposed modification to this

rule.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Since no party has filed any adverse comments regarding our proposed retention

of Sections 63.36 and 63.37 in Chapter 63 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code, we will retain them

“as is” and not incorporate them within the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

D. Subchapter D (Underground Service)

1. 52 Pa. Code § 63.41(a)—(l)

This regulation was not waived in the Reclassification Order. However, in the

jtR4if Order, we determined that Act 50 of 2017 authorizes the Commission to enforce

provisions of the state’s Underground Utility Line Protection Law. Act 287, also known

as the “One Call Law.”6’ We noted that these laws and applicable contractual

agreements will govern the interactions and any potential disputes between the developer

and the LEC that is being requested to place its facilities underground in order to

provision telecommunications service within the development. Accordingly, in the

Annex to the NPRM Order we proposed to rescind Section 63.41.

61 73 P.S. § 176 et seq.
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a. Comments and Replies

No party has filed comments or replies regarding the Commission’s proposed

modification to this rule.

b Discussion and Resolution

Since no party has filed any adverse comments regarding our proposed recission

on this regulation, we will adopt our proposal to permanently rescind Section 63.41 from

Chapter 63 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code. Accordingly, the permanent rescission of this

rule will be reflected in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

E. Subchapter E (Telephone Quality of Service Standards)
52 Pa. Code § 63.51—63.65

As currently constructed, Subchapter E contains the provisions related to quality

of service, i.e., the perfomiance standards for trouble reports, service installations,

operator calls, dial tone connection, completion of correctly dialed calls, as well as a

safety program for its employees. Our rationale for temporarily waiving many of the

Chapter 63, Subchapter E regulations in the Reclassiflcatioiz Order was the fact that

customers can switch to an alternate service provider or “vote with their feet,” if

Verizon’s service quality becomes unacceptable.62 We also thrther recognized that

Verizon’s Section 1501 statutory obligation to provide certain standards of service was

confimied in Verizon’s Chapter 30 plan and the record developed in the reclassification

proceeding.63

Moreover, we considered Verizon’s obligation to comply with the reasonable and

adequate service requirements of Section 1501 as a “regulatory back-stop of quality

2 Reclassijication Order at 85.
63 Id
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service” and that customers can still file quality of service complaints as the Code still

requires Verizon to provide reasonable service in competitive areas.64

1. 52 Pa. Code § 63.51 (Purpose),
- 52 Pa. Code § 63.52 (Exceptions)

In the Reclassi/Ication Order, the Commission temporarily waived Sections 63.51

and 63.52 of this Subchapter E of its regulations for Verizon in the 153 competitive wire

centers.65 Based on our determination regarding Chapter 64 of our regulations in the

NPRM Order, and because Section 63.51 operates in conjunction with our Chapter 64

regulations, we proposed in the NPRVI Order to retain it. We also determined that

Section 63.52 covering interexchange carriers is no longer relevant as that service is

adequately addressed under Chapter 30. Therefore, we also proposed to rescind Section

63.52.

a. Comments and Replies

TCC/CCL suggest that the Commission modi’ subsection 63.51 to eliminate

reference to “regulated simple residential or business voice grade services” as that term is

not actually defined in the Commission’s rules. TCC/CCL Comments at 14.

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposed continuance of subsection 63.51

(Purpose) because in Verizon’s view it “establishes no standard or requirement” and is

“outdated” and “not necessary.” Verizon Comments at 21.

b. Discussion and Resolution

“lv’e agree with Verizon that Section 63.51 is simply a general statement about the

purpose of the Subchapter E. The Commission determines that the rule is of no

substantive or regulatory value and unnecessary. We also have not changed our opinion

“Id at 86.
65 Id at 85.
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regarding Section 63.52 and no party offered adverse comment to our proposal to rescind.

Therefore, we propose to rescind Sections 63.51 and 63.52 for Chapter 63 of our

regulations in the final-forni regulation.

2. 52 Pa. Code § 63.53 (General provisions)

In the Reclassi/Ication Order, we temporarily waived Sections 63.53 of

Subchapter F of our regulations for Verizon in the 153 competitive wire centers.66 In the

NPRJvI Order we proposed to retain certain portions of Section 63.53. Specifically, we

proposed to retain Section 63.53(a) and (e) because of ongoing surveillance obligation

and the availability of relief from unreasonable hardship provided under Section 63.53(e),

but we proposed the rescission of Section 63.53(c) that requires maintenance of operator

services and Section 63.53(d) that requires forecasting customer demand. Also, in our

continual balancing of burdens and benefits, we proposed to rescind the reporting

requirement in Section 63.53(b) as unnecessary in light of other protections since we had

determined to retain reporting requirements regarding service levels in other sections of

Chapter 63.

a. Comments and Replies

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposed continuance of subsection 63.53

(General provisions) in modified form because in Verizon’s view it is not “necessary,”

and Verizon believes its proposed modified rule is preferable because service quality is

subject to Section 1501 and because it preserves the “unreasonable hardship” section.

Verizon Comments at 21.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Section 63.53 of our regulations contains various provisions related to quality of

service. In the NPK4I Order. we proposed to retain parts of this section, including

6SM at 85.
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Section 63,53(a) requiring telephone utilities to provide service in accordance with their

tariffs or product guide. Upon review, the Commission shall instead rescind Section

63.53(a) from our regulations. Current Section 63.53(a) essentially restates an already-

existing legal obligation, and there is no need to repeat it in a regulation.

No party filed comment or replies regarding the Commission’s additional

proposals to this rule. Therefore, we shall rescind Sections 63.53(b). (c) and (d) from

Chapter 63 in the final-form regulation. Also, we shall retain Section 63.53(e) because of

ongoing surveillance obligation and the availability of relief from any unreasonable

hardship to comply with the Commission’s Subchapter Equality of service regulations.

3. 52 Pa. Code § 63.54 (Record Retention)

In light of the several other changes that we had proposed in our regulations with

respect to reports and record keeping, we proposed to amend Section 63.54 to retain the

language that currently exists and incorporate it as a new Section 63.54(a). Thus Section

63.54(a) retains the current 90-day retention period for undisputed billing records and a

retention of records related to bills disputed until the dispute is resolved.

In the Annex to the NPRM Order, we also proposed a new Section 63.54(b) that

establishes a five-year record retention period for the following specific service records:

(1) records related to call answering times, a subject currently addressed under Section

63.56 of our regulations and proposed to be amended in proposed Section 63.59 below;

(2) records related to service complaints and trouble reports under Section 63.22 as

proposed to be amended below; (3) records related to surveillance level investigations

under Section 63.55 as proposed to be amended below; and (4) records related to service

outages addressed under Sections 63.22 and 63.57.

In the NPRM Order, we had determined that these amendments, in concert with

the other proposed amendments to Sections 63.22, 63.55, and 64.57, would allow us to
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retain sufficient guidelines on the types of records related to service that utilities should

continue to keep, thereby continuing consumer protections in core service-related

matters, while at the same time also providing relief from what are multiple mandatory

reporting requirements under our regulations as they currently exist.

a. Comments and Replies

IRRC notes that “[a] commentator suggests that rather than a five-year period

requirement, the PUC should adopt a three-year time frame for retaining records,” and

recommends that the Commission “should explain its rationale for the time period

contained in this section and explain why it is reasonable.” IRRC Comments at 7.

TCC/CCL challenge the Commission’s proposed reliance on Section 1509 of the

Public Utility Code to supports their proposed new record retention requirements.

TCC/CCL Comments at 14. TCC/CCL urge the Commission to adopt a three-year

retention period in lieu of the proposed five-year period. TCC/CCL Comments at 14-15.

b. Discussion and Resolution

In light of the comments from IRRC and TCC/CCL the Commission modifies the

record retention period in this rule to a three-year time frame. The Commission will

incorporate an amended version of Section 63.54 in the final-form regulation.

4. 52 Pa. Code § 63.55 (Surveillance levels)

The Commission did not waive Section 63.55 of this Subchapter in the Verizon

reclassification proceeding.67 In the NPRM Order, the Commission proposed to retain

Section 63.55(a) addressing surveillance levels and amended it so that we may always

request a service report. However, in lieu of requiring a carrier to file reports to the

Commission as set forth in Sections 63.55(b) and 63.55(c), we proposed to rescind those

67 Id.
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provisions and amend Section 63.55(a) to provide that a report of the investigation into a

breach of a surveillance level shall be provided to the Commission upon request.

a. Comments and Replies

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposed continuance of subsection 63.55

(Surveillance levels) because in Verizon’s view the rule is obsolete and does not meet

customer expectations. Verizon Comments at 21. Verizon proposes an alternative rule

which it says preserves the Commission’s Section 1501 authority and ability to

investigate failures to meet the Section 1501 slandard. Verizon Coimnents at 21.

b. Discussion and Resolution

In response to comments and reply comments to the NPRM Order and

accompanying Annex, the Commission will further amend Section 63 .55(a) so that the

trigger for the reporting requirement shall be violations of Chapter 15 of the Code and

violations of Subchapter F of Chapter 63 of the Commission’s regulations. That way, it

is clear the Commission retains the authority to request investigative reports for

violations of important quality of service regulations like service outage trouble reports.

5. 52 Pa. Code § 63.56 (Measurements)

In the NPRJvI Order, we noted that because of amendments that we had propose

to Sections 63.54 and 63.59, we had also proposed to delete this regulation as it currently

exists.

a. Comments and Replies

No party filed comment or replies regarding the Commission’s proposed

modification to this rule.
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b. Discussion and Resolution

Since no party has filed any adverse comments regarding our proposed recission

on this regulation, we will adopt our proposal to permanently rescind Section 63.56 from

Chapter 63 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code. Accordingly, the permanent recission of this rule

will be reflected in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

4. 52 Pa. Code § 63.57 (Customer trouble reports)

In the Reclassification Order, we found it important that certain consumer

protections relating to service outages be applied during the period of transition from a

protected, noncompetitive service territory to a competitive service territory.68 We noted

that the current language under Section 63.57(b) permits a EEC and the customer to

“agree to another arrangement” other than a “substantial action within 24 hours” time

frame for nonemergency outage calls. Thus, we reasoned that such flexibility in a

competitive environment made sense, particularly for customers who have wireless

service and can schedule an appointment at a more convenient time other than within 24

hours of reporting the trouble.69

In the NPRM Order, we determined that it was necessary to minimize utility

burdens where possible when complying with out-of-service reporting requirements and

addressing trouble reports without sacrificing necessary customer protections. Thus, we

propose to amend Section 63.57 to afford more flexibility to the customer and the

telecommunications carriers. Specifically, in the Annex to the NPRM Order, we

proposed to combine Sections 63.57(a) and 63.57(b) to impose a requirement that

telecommunications public utilities respond to out-of-service trouble reports within 24

hours unless a different period of time is agreed to by the customer and proposed an

amendment to Section 63.57(fl and eliminated Section 63.57(e). In the NPK4J Order, we

also proposed to retain Sections 63.57(c) and 63.57(d) as they currently exist.

Reclassification Order at 87.
Id. at 87-88.
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a. Comments and Replies

IRRC recommends that the Commission “should explain the rationale for and the

reasonableness of removing the existing weekend exclusion from this section.” IRRC

Comments at 7.

TCC/CCL urge the Commission to retain an exception to this performance

requirement for isolated weekend outages affecting fewer than 15 customers in an

exchange. TCC/CCL Comments at 15. According to TCC/CCL, “it is not reasonable to

expect the carrier to dispatch technical support for that isolated report” on a weekend.

TCC/CCL Comments at 15.

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposed continuance of this rule in modified

form because in Verizon’s view it is “a prime example of micro-managing that is

unnecessary and counterproductive in a competitive market.” Verizon Comments at 21.

Verizon proposes an alternative that limits the rule to standalone residential service in

noncompetitive areas, and sunsets the rule entirely by end of 2023. Verizon Comments at

21.

Again, like its criticism of Verizon’s proposals regarding Sections 63.1 and 63.15

sz(pra, the OCA specifically opposes Verizon’s proposals regarding Section 63.57

because it asserts that Verizon’s proposal would limit carriers’ obligations and

customer’s remedies to “noncompetitive basic local service on a stand-alone basis.”

OCA Reply Comments at 9-10.

b. Discussion and Resolution

We disagree with Verizon that retention of a modified version of Section 63.57 is

unnecessary and counterproductive in a competitive market. Section 1501 of the Code

states the following in pertinent part;
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Every pubLic utility shall furnish and maintain adequate,
efficient, safe, and reasonable service and facilities, and shall
make all such repairs, changes, alterations, substitutions,
extensions, and improvements in or to such service and
facilities as shall be necessary or proper for the
accommodation, convenience, and safety of its patrons,
employees, and the public. Such service also s/tall be
reasonably continuous and without unreasonable
inteirtiptions or delay.

66 Pa.C.S. § 150 l(emphasis added). For service outages and other similar service

troubles, we believe the most efficient measure to meet the specific statutory objective of

ensuring a LEC provides service that is reasonably continuous and without unreasonable

interruptions or delay in both competitive and noncompetitive wire centers is to specify

the standard in a regulation.

While we are mindful of both IRRC’s and TCC/CCL’s observations that the rule

should retain an exception for weekends, we disagree. We acknowledge that a LEC is

handling many issues during a major service outage as it attempts to determine the cause

of the outage (if unknown) and quickly take steps to resolve it, but a LEC’s customer

base is dealing with far greater stress during this difficult situation. Customers are

detrimentally impacted by the outage, and they also have far less information about what

is happening. Recovery of the ability to communicate is just too important to ignore.

The Commission determines that it cannot be put on a slow track even when it is an

isolated weekend outage affecting fewer than 15 customers in the local exchange.

Initiation of service recovery must be prioritized, and the statute requires a fast, efficient

and effective service recovery process. Accordingly, we will incorporate our modified

version of Section 63.57 as it was proposed in the final-form regulation.

5. 52 Pa. Code § 63.58 (Installation of service)

In the ReclassqIcation Order, we reached the conclusion “that information on the

timing of service installations, including any standards applicable to service installation
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times, should be readily available to customers in some form other than a regulation” and

thus we temporarily granted Verizon a “waiver of Section 63.58 conditionally upon the

requirement that Verizon include in its Product Guide applicable to competitive services

its rules regarding timing of service installations and any commitments that Verizon is

willing to make to customers on the subject.”7°

In the NFRIVI Order, we determined it was best to propose a revision to Sections

63.58(a) and 63.58(b) so that the regulation would now provide that the respective five-

day and twenty-day rules apply unless a later date is agreed to by the customer. This ‘‘as

the same rationale we used to the proposed amendment to Section 63.57, which was to

provide more flexibility in the carrier/customer relationship and allow a public utility and

its customer to agree to a different installation date.

a. Comments and Replies

IRRC notes that “[for companies that are still in the construction phase of

building their network, fulfilling a customer order for new service may require additional

construction to the customer’s premises,” and asks the Commission to consider a

commentator’s request “to amend this section to account for delays in the installation of

service due to construction.” IRRC Comments at 7.

TCC/CCL request that the Commission modify its proposal for this rule to provide

an exception to service installation metrics when construction is required “from the

backbone to the customer’s premises,” noting that both TCC and CCL are in the process

of building or planning to construct fiber networks in areas where broadband was

previously underserved. TCC/CCL Comments at 16. TCC/CCL state that the

Commission’s current rules “recognize that construction may delay connection of

service.” TCC/CCL Comments at 17.

70 Reclassification Order at 87.
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\7erizon opposes the Commission’s proposed continuance of this nile because in

Verizon’s view it is artificial, unnecessary and not based on customer expectations and

there is no evidence regulated providers are failing to meet customer expectations for

installing service. Verizon Comments at 22. Verizon proposes an alternative that limits

the rule to standalone residential service in noncompetitive areas, and sunsets the rule

entirely by end of 2023. Verizon Comments at 22.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Section 63.58 contains standards for installation of service. In the NFR/vI Order,

we proposed to revise Section 63.58 so that the time requirements apply unless a later

date is agreed to by the customer. The rationale for this change was to provide more

flexibility in the carrier/customer relationship and allow a public utility and its customer

to agree to a different installation date.

However, upon further review, we will rescind this regulation. In today’s

competitive market, carriers have every incentive to install service as quickly and

competently as possible. Moreover, Code Section 1501 provides regulatory coverage for

any failures in this regard. To the extent a telephone utility does not perform a service

installation to the customer’s satisfaction, the utility’s conduct can be adequately

addressed under Section 1501, which requires that service installations be reasonable

among other things. We note that rescinding this regulation is consistent with Verizon’s

comments that this regulation is artificial, unnecessary and not based on customer

expectations. Verizon Comments at 22. Accordingly, we rescind Section 63.58 from

Chapter 63 of our regulations in the final-form regulation.
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6. 52 Pa. Code § 63.59 (Operator-handled calls)

We conditionally and temporarily granted Verizon a waiver of Section 63.59 in all

competitively classified wire centers.71 In the NPRaW Order, we determined that certain

and uniform performance standards governing the ability of end-user consumers to make

prompt and direct contact with ILEC repair and business offices should be maintained.

We noted that our review information in our BCS UCARE Reports, persuaded us that

there is a continuous need for call answering performance standards. Accordingly, in the

Annex to the NPTh1I Order, we proposed the following actions: (1) permanently rescind

Sections 63.59(a) and 63.59(b)(1). and (2) revise Sections 63.59(b)(2). (3) and (4) to

mirror the Section 54.1 53(b)( I) framework by incorporating the specific wording and

definitional changes necessary to make the Section 54.153(b)(l) framework applicable to

all telecommunications utilities and services throughout Pennsylvania. Because of these

proposed amendments to Sections 63.54 and 63.56, our proposed amendments to Section

63.59 also addressed the following points:

• Renaming Section 63.59 as “Call answering measurements.” Specifically
including the phrase: “A public utility shall take measures necessary and
keep sufficient call answering records to monitor answering times for calls
as follows” in the beginning of the amended Section 63.59.

• Utilizing the word “records” instead of “reports” and “provide” in the
proposed amendments in line with our goal of endeavoring to reduce utility
reports and other burdens while still ensuring a meaningful manner of
addressing regulated sen’ice by reducing reporting requirements and
replacing them with clearer rules on service requirements and attendant
record keeping.

a. Comments and Replies

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposed continuance of this rule in modified

fonn because in Verizon’s view “continued monitoring of call answer times in perpetuity

‘ Reclassification Order at 85, 88, and 124 (Ordering Paragraph 2).
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is not necessary.” Verizon Comments at 22. Alternatively, Verizon proposes a modified

rule that sunsets by the end of 2023. Verizon Comments at 22.

b. Discussion and Resolution

We note that Verizon’s modified version of this rule is verbatim with our proposed

rule except for the language setting forth a sunset provision. We disagree with Verizon’s

insertion of a sunset date. As discussed above, we believe there is a continuous need for

call answering performance standards. Accordingly, we will incorporate our proposed

Section 63.59 in the final-form regulation.

7. 52 Pa. Code § 63.60 (Automatic Dialing Announcing Devices
(ADAD))

An automatic dialing announcing device is automatically used to place calls and

play a recorded message. This regulation was developed and originally implemented

when ADADs would initiate automated voice calls through networks that largely utilized

the time division multiplexing or 1DM communications protocol and addresses standards

when an ADAD is used. However, the evolution of telecommunications and broadband

access networks and technologies have provided pathways for today’s unwanted and

unlawful “robocalls” that utilize caller identification (caller ID) “spoofing” in order to

initiate and propagate such traffic. As indicated previously, we specifically and

temporarily waived Section 63.60 under our Reclassification Order.

In light of enacted federal legislation, actions by the FCC and states to pursue

generic rulemakings and enforcement actions against entities that initiate unwanted and

unlawful “robocall” traffic, and our existing statutory authority to independently combat

entities that initiate and propagate unwanted and unlawful “robocall” traffic, we proposed

to rescind Section 63.60 in its entirety.
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a. Comments and Replies

The OCA posits that the Commission’s proposed elimination of this rule “be

accorded more scrutiny, as suggested by the Chairman’s statement.” OCA Comments at

15.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Since no party has filed any adverse comments regarding our proposed recission

on this regulation, we vi1I adopt our proposal to permanently rescind Section 63.60 from

Chapter 63 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code. Accordingly, the pemrnnent rescission of Section

63.60 from Chapter 63 will be reflected in the final-form regulation set forth in the

Annex.

8. 52 Pa. Code § 63.61 (Local dial service),
52 Pa. Code § 63.62 (Direct distance service)

These regulations deal with central office, interoffice charmel, trunk, and

switching facilities capacity to handle certain types of telecommunications traffic. In the

Reclassification Order, the Commission granted Verizon a temporary waiver of the

Section 63.61 and 63.62 regulations.72 In the NFThW Order, we acknowledged that LEC

facilities are currently utilizing more modem telecommunications technologies (e.g., soft

switches, Fiber optic circuits) that are not subject to capacity constraints of the more

distant past (e.g., when analog central office switching equipment was in use).

Accordingly, consistent with our proposed rescission of Section 63.12 and further

amendments in Chapter 63, we proposed to rescind both Section 63.61 and 63.62 in their

entirety.

72 Reclassification Order at 85.
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a. Comments and Replies

No party filed adverse comments to the Commission’s proposal regarding Sections

63.61 and 63.62 of its regulations.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Since no party has filed any adverse comments regarding our proposed recission

of Sections 63.61 and 63.62, we will adopt our proposal to permanently rescind them.

Accordingly, the penTlanent rescission of Sections 63.61 and 63.62 from Chapter 63 will

be reflected in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

9. 52 Pa. Code § 63.63 (Transmission requirements and standards)

In the NPRM Order, the Commission had determined that Section 63.63(a)

remains relevant to each wire center or other geographic area defined by the jurisdictional

LEC where the utility has fully deployed a jurisdictional fiber-optic network while we

also proposed to amend this Section to provide a new Section 63.63(b) to provide

sufficient guidance under Section 1501 of the Code to ensure that our jurisdictional LECs

provide reasonable service that is free from distortion, noise, and cross talk.

Additionally. the Commission had proposal to rescind Section 63.12 addressing

interference but incorporate it within the amended Section 63.63.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to address interference and other

transmission issues in revised subsection 63.63. OCA Comments at 11-12. The OCA

also encourages the Commission to retain “the core protection” of subsection 63.63

(Transmission requirements and standards). OCA Comments at 15.

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposed reinstatement and continuance of

subsection 63.63 because in Verizon’s view Section 1501 is sufficient to ensure sen’ice
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of “good quality” and competition provides adequate incentive to ensure quality service.

Verizon proposes that the rule be eliminated. Verizon Comments at 22.

The OCA opposes \‘erizon’s proposal regarding this rule because it asserts that its

elimination in its entirety or even its proposed modification by the Commission as set

forth in the Annex would remove meaningffil standards and regulatory guidance that is

still needed to promote and protect today’s complex and important telecommunications

network.” OCA Reply Comments at 10-12

b. Discussion and Resolution

Section 63.63 deals with transmission requirements and standards for

jurisdictional local exchange carriers. As stated above, in our NPRA’I Order, we had

proposed to retain and revise Section 63.63 of our regulations, which as revised would

impose certain reliability requirements like requiring telephone en’ice to be provided at

adequate volume levels and free of excessive interference, distortion, noise and cross

talk.

Upon further review, we have decided to rescind Section 63.63 from our

regulations. In today’s competitive market, carriers are incentivized to provide reliable

service. If not, they will lose customers. Moreover, Code Section 1501 provides

regulatory coverage for any failures in tlus regard, as failing to provide service that is free

from distortion, noise and cross talk is a potential violation of Section 1501. We note that

rescission is consistent with Verizon’s comments that this regulation can be eliminated

because Section 1501 is sufficient to ensure service of “good quality.” Verizon

Comments at 22.

Also, in the NPRM Order we had proposed to eliminate Section 63.12 addressing

interference as a standalone regulation and incorporate it subject matter of interference in

Section 63.63 of our regulations. Verizon essentially is advocating for the entire
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elimination of the interference standard set forth in Chapter 63 because of its belief that it
is no longer necessary. Verizon asserts that Section 1501 of the Code is sufficient to
require regulated service to be of good quality without the need to state such in a rule.
Verizon finther asserts that if providers do not meet the level of service that customers
expect, then customers will abandon them for a competitor. We agree with Verizon and
see no need to address interference specifically in a regulation. Rather, interference

issues can be addressed adequately under Section 1501, as the statutory “reasonable
service” obligation includes the obligation to provide service that is free from

interference. Accordingly, we rescind Section 63.63 from Chapter 63 of our regulations

in the in final-form regulation.

10. 52 Pa. Code § 63.64 (Metering inspections and tests)

Sections 63.64(a) and (b) of our regulations impose obligations on

telecommunications utilities to carry out periodic tests, inspections, and preventive

maintenance, and to maintain and test the performance of equipment and facilities.
Sections 63.64(c) to (h) require the use of metering equipment for a variety of purposes

including, for example, the measurement of call duration for billing purposes. This
regulation was temporarily waived for the competitive wire centers of Verizon under our
Reclassification Order.

In the NPRA/I Order, we determined that matters such as periodic tests,

inspections, and preventive maintenance as well as the performance testing of

telecommunications network equipment and facilities should operate under standards that
are uniformly applicable to all services. We noted that operational failures to perform
preventive maintenance or adequate testing can and does lead to service outages that can
also affect public health and safety, e.g., loss of9l l/E91 I emergency calling capabilities,
or loss of the technical ability to route 9l1/E9l1 emergency call traffic to the appropriate
public safety answering point, and that such service outages can easily and

simultaneously affect the provision of all retail services.
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Nevertheless, in the NPR]vI Order, we proposed to retain Section 63.64(a) and to

amend Section 63.64(b), both of winch address testing, inspections, and preventive

maintenance. We also proposed to amend Sections 63.64(c), 63.64(e). and 63.64(fl and

to rescind Sections 63.64(d), 63.64(g), and 63.64(h), all of which address metering.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports retaining this rule for all geographic areas. OCA Comments at

15. The OCA posits that the rule’s requirements “are needed to guard again[st] the

potential for service outages which might affect public health and safety, such as the loss

of 91 1/E91 lcalhng service and impact the provision of retail services.” OCA Comments

at 16.

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposed reinstatement and continuance of

this rule because in Verizon’s view Section 1501 and competitive pressure would suffice

to ensure customers receive “whatever inspections and maintenance are necessary to keep

service at a level that meets customer expectations[.J” Verizon Comments at 22.

Verizon proposes that the rule be eliminated. Verizon Comments at 22.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Section 63.64 addresses two main subject matters: (1) systems, tests, inspections,

and preventative maintenance and (2) meter inspections and testing. We vill stay the

course and adopt our proposed amendments to Sections 63.64(c), 63.64(e), and 63.64(fl

and rescind Sections 63.64(d), 63.64(g), and 63.64(h) addressing metering. Upon further

review, however, we will rescind Sections 63.64(a) and (b) as no longer necessary in

today’s competitive environment. We no longer see a need for specific

testing/inspection/preventative maintenance standards to be included in a regulation.

Verizon’s contends that Section 1501 and competitive pressure are sufficient to require

regulated providers to conduct inspections and maintenance necessary to keep service at a

level that meets customer expectations without the need to state this in a rule. We agree.
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Section 1501 mandates that a jurisdictional LEC “furnish and maintain adequate,

efficient, safe and reasonable service[.]” 66 Pa.C.S. § 1501. Thus, we need not rely on

competition alone to compel a LEC to perform whatever system tests, inspections and

preventative maintenance are necessary to maintain service that is reliable and meets

consumer expectations.

11. 52 Pa. Code § 63.65 (Safety)

In the RecIassIcation Order, we recognized that the CWA and the International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW, collectively CWA — IBEW) sought retention

of Section 63.65 (Safety) but we concluded instead that workplace safety is adequately

regulated at the federal level.73 In temporarily waiving this regulation for Verizon, we

noted that this provision is enforced by other agencies, but at the same time, violations of

FCC and/or OSHA workplace safety regulations are also subject to our jurisdiction and

require compliance with Section 150! of the Code.

Consequently, in the NPRM Order, we proposed the permanent rescission of

Section 63.65(l) to 63.65(4). However, we also proposed to retain the first part of this

section,. which requires telecommunications public utilities to adopt and implement a

safety program fitted to their size in conformance with Occupational Safety Health Act

standards, which we propose be amended to add the words “as amended from time to

time” or an equivalent.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports retaining “the first part” of this, to ensure that public utilities

implement a safety plan that conforms to OSHA standards, as updated. OCA Comments

at 16.

Reclassification Order at 86.
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b. Discussion and Resolution

Since no party has filed any adverse comments regarding our proposal for this

rule, we will incorporate our proposed Sections 63.65 in the final-fonTi regulation set

forth in the Annex.

F. Subchapter F (Extended Area Service) —52 Pa. Code § 63.7 1—63.77

We specifically and temporarily waived the following Subchapter F (Extended

Area Service) regulations for Verizon under our Reclassi/Ication Order:74

Section 63.71 (Definitions);
Section 63.72 (Traffic usage studies);
Section 63.72(a) (InterLATA traffic studies);
Section 63.73 (Optional calling plans);
Section 63.74 (EAS polls);
Section 63.75 (Subscriber polls);
Section 63.76 (EAS complaints);
Section 63.77 (Evaluation criteria).

In the NPRM Order, we determined that these regulations were outdated and no

longer purposeful or relevant in today’s regulatory environment. Accordingly, we

proposed to rescind Subchapter F regulations in their entirety.

a. Comments and Replies

No party has filed comment or replies regarding the Commission’s proposed

modification to these rules.

N ReclasscfIcation On/er at 88.
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b. Discussion and Resolution

Since no party has filed any adverse comments regarding on our proposed

recission on these regulations, we will adopt our proposal to permanently rescind

Subchapter F from Chapter 63 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code. Accordingly, the permanent

rescission of Subchapter F will be reflected in the final-fonn regulation set forth in the

Annex.

C. Subchapter C (Public Coin Service) —52 Pa. Code § 63.91—63.98

We also temporarily waived the following Subchapter G (Public Coin Service)

regulations for Verizon:

Section 63.91 (Purpose);
Section 63.92 (Definitions);
Section 63.93 (Conditions of service);
Section 63.94 (Coin telephone requirements):
Section 63.95 (Sufficiency of public telephone service);
Section 63.96 (Service requirements for coin telephones);
Section 63.97 ([Reserved]); and
Section 63.98 (Compliance).

In the NPRM Order, we determined that these regulations were outdated and no

longer purposeful or relevant in today’s regulatory environment. Accordingly, we

proposed to rescind Subchapter G in its entirety.

a. Comments and Replies

No party has filed comments or replies regarding the Commission’s proposed

modification of these rules.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Since no party has filed any adverse comments regarding our proposed recission

on these regulations, we wiLl adopt our proposal to permanently rescind Subchapter G
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from Chapter 63 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code. Accordingly, this permanent recission of

these rules will be reflected in final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

H. Chapter 63 Subehapters H, I, .1, K, L M, N and 0

Subchapters K, L M, N and 0 of Chapter 63 remained in full force for all

geographic areas.75 In the NFRA’I Order, we proposed to retain these subchapters but

proposed amendments to certain provisions in Subchapter J in the Annex. In the NPRIVI

Order, we also discussed Subchapters H and I of Chapter 63 and proposed to eliminate

them.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain Subchapter J. with

minimal changes “to better describe that the responsibilities extend to agents as well as

employees.” OCA Comments at 10-11. OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to

retain Subchapters K, L, M, N and 0. OCA Comments at II.

Verizon opposes retention of Subchapter J rules ( 63.131-37), relating to

confidentiality of customer data, on grounds that federal law, 47 U.S.C. § 222, and FCC

implementing rules are sufficient to address the issue. Verizon Comments at 25.

Similarly, Verizon opposes retention of subchapter K ( 63.141-144) because

competition is largely facilities-based and any remaining CLEC wholesale customers

may rely upon interconnection agreements and federal law to address unfair treatment.

Verizon Comments at 25-26.

“While we had proposed to rescind Subchapter H and las obsolete, Subchapter I of Chapter 63 has
already been reserved in a previous rulemaking; thus, there is no reason to rescind it in this rulemaking
proceeding.
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b. Discussion and Resolution

The Commission fully understands Verizon’s position that the FCC’s rules and

federal law and are sufficient to address the LEC’s preservation and maintenance of the

confidentiality of customer data. However, given that the rising trend in data breaches

continues to angle upwards, and as a result, making proprietary and confidential customer

information and records vulnerable to exposure, the Commission has determined that this

consumer protection remains necessary to continue to give specific instructions to our

jurisdictional telecommunications companies or LECs so that they adequately comply

with the privacy-related requirements at 66 Pa.C.S. § 30 19(d).

However, there are no compelling reasons to retain Sections 63.136 and 63.137 in

Subchapter J. The Commission determines it is not necessary to retain them in order to

continue to give specific instructions to ourjurisdictional telecommunications companies

considering the circumstances regarding recent data breaches. Moreover, jurisdictional

LECs remain subject to state laws even absent certain specific requirement being outlined

in Subchapter J.

The Commission also has considered the OCA’s comments requesting us to

incorporate some minimal revisions to our proposed modifications to Subchapter J so as

to better describe that the responsibilities therein extend to agents as well as employees.

We agree with OCA and will make the clarification that the operational restrictions that

apply to a telecommunications company itself, its employee, agent regarding the handling

of customer communications and customer information or independent contractors, also

apply to the agents, independent contractors, subsidiaries or affiliates of a party that has

entered into a contractual relationship with the telecommunications company.

Additionally, Section 63.132 defines “agent” as “an individual or entity that

perfonTis work on behalf of a telecommunications public utility as the principal and is

subject to this subchapter.” We acknowledge as is currently drafted, the definition is
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ambiguous since “as the principal” could be construed as applying to the agent, rather

than the public utility, making it appear as though the agent is the principal, rather than

acting on behalf of the actual principal (i.e., the public utility). We modify the definition

to clarify and cure this issue.

Further, Section 63.132 defines “independent contractor” as “an individual or

entity that performs work on behalf of a telecommunications public utiLity that is subject

to this subchapter.” In order to sufficiently distinguish an independent contractor from an

employee, or an agent the Commission will revise the definition of “independent so that

it clearly distinguishes and clarifies that an independent contractor is not an employee or

agent of the public utility. Accordingly, we will clarify aspects of proposed

modifications to Subchapter J and adopt them as final which will be reflected in the

Annex.

We reject any adverse comments regarding on our proposed retention of

Subchapters K. L, M, N, and 0. and we adopt our proposal to retain these respective

Subchapters in Chapter 63 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code.

Accordingly, we need not take any further action to modify the final-form

regulation for these Subchapters.

III. CHAPTER 64. STANDARDS AND BILLING PRACTICES FOR
RESIDENTIAL TELEPHONE SERVICE

The Chapter 64 regulations are titled “Standards and Billing Practices for

Residential Telephone Service” and address the following items involving interactions

with customers: billing and payment. credit and deposit, termination, restoration of

service, and complaint handling. In the reclassification proceeding. Verizon requested a
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waiver of the entire Chapter 64 regulations at 52 Pa. Code § 64. l—64.2 13.76 However,

we concluded that certain protections were still needed, and we addressed the regulations

individually and granted, in part, and denied, in part, Verizon’s request to waive our

entire Chapter 64 regulations in competitive wire centers.77

Likewise, because Verizon’s proprietary data was inconclusive, we again

concluded that certain protections were still needed and in the NPRM Order we proposed

to retain most of the Chapter 64 regulations and have them apply in all local calling areas,

whether competitive or noncompetitive. We also proposed to rename the Chapter as

“Standards and Billing Practices for Residential Telecommunications Service.” We set

forth these proposals to the Chapter 64 regulations in the Aimex.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain “the majority of the

Chapter 64 regulations” in all geographic areas, competitive and noncompetitive, and to

forego a bifurcated set of rules. OCA Comments at 16. OCA posits that these rules are

necessary to protect consumers relative to suspension or disconnection of service and to

promote continuity of service. OCA Comments at 17. According to OCA, “[tjhe public

benefits of the Chapter 64 regulations extend beyond just the LEC and consumer

relationship.” OCA Comments at 17.

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposal to reinstate “large portions of its

Chapter 64 regulations” because in Verizon’s view, the rules are unnecessary and

obsolete in a competitive environment and because, in the absence of the rules, the

Commission would retain authority to rein in unreasonable practices pursuant to Sections

1501 and 1509 of the Code. Verizon Comments at 26-27. Verizon notes that the

Commission previously waived the rules in competitive areas based on its finding that

76 ReclassUlcation Order at 90-103.
771d. at 93-94
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market forces provide Verizon with sufficient incentive to meet reasonable customer

expectations. Verizon Comments at 27. Verizon argues that tile rules are “anti-

competitive” because they do not apply to unregulated carriers and because ILEC

customers are “often conthsed” by bills that conform to the rules. Verizon Comments at

27-28. Verizon proposes that tile Commission eliminate the rules entirely, or else apply

them only to residential basic local exchange service, with a sunset date of end of 2023.

Verizon Comments at 28.

b. Discussion and Resolution

For the same reasons set forth in our discussion of the parties’ general comments

with respect to this rulemaking overall,78 we conclude that wholesale elimination of our

Chapter 64 regulations is not appropriate. \Ve note that the Chapter 64 regulations

address the concrete essentials of the carrier-customer relationship that includes billing

and payment, suspension/termination of service, restoration of service. and customer

complaints. We find that having specific standards in these technical subject areas

provides useful guidance to both our regulated utilities and their customers. Also, no

party has submitted substantial evidence which would reasonably persuade us to abandon

those regulations overall. Although Verizon states that customers are “often confused”

by bills that conform to the rules, Verizon provides no facts to support this assertion, e.g.,

(1) what percentage of its customers are “conthsed,” (2) in what manner the rules may

have caused confusion, and (3) how elimination of the Chapter 64 regulations might

resolve that confusion. Verizon Comments at 27. Our discussion relative to individual

Chapter 64 regulations, set forth below, sheds further light on our overall determination

not to eliminate these regulations entirely.

78 In/hi, at 18-24.
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A. Subchapter A (Preliminary Provisions)

1. 52 Pa. Code § 64.1 Statement of purpose and policy;
52 Pa. Code § 64.2 Definitions

As currently constructed, Section 64.1 is the Chapter 64 statement of purpose and

policy, and Section 64.2 contains definitions. In the Reclassification Order, we granted a

temporary waiver of the first sentence of Section 64.1 because that description of the

purpose was no longer an accurate statement for the areas served by Verizon’s

competitive wire centers while the rest of Section 64.1 remained relevant even for

Verizon’s competitive wire centers.

In the NPRM Order, we concluded it was not feasible to establish a two-tiered

regulatory structure that would impose different regulations and standards in competitive

and noncompetitive areas. Consequently, we proposed the retention of Section 64.1 in its

present form applied uniformly to all geographic areas where telecommunications

services are offered by the jurisdictional LECs. We also proposed to rename Chapter 64

as “Standards and Billing Practices for Residential Telecommunications Service” and to

replace the term ‘‘Telephone’’ with ‘‘Telecommunications’’ throughout this chapter as

appropriate and where the word “telephone” appears in the existing text of the

regulation.

Also, in the NPRM Order, we proposed to retain the definitions contained in

Section 64.2 that remained relevant and updated references within this regulatory

definitional section to be consistent with current state statutory language (e.g., Chapter 30

of the Public Utility Code).
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a. Comments and Replies

IRRC notes that in the Commission’s proposal for section 64.2. “coinpetithe wire

center” reads in pan “services have been declared or determined to be competitive by the

Commission as competitive under 66 Pa.C.S. § 3016 (relating to competitive services),”

and suggests that either “to be competitive” or “as competitive” be removed. IRRC

Comments at 10.

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain subsection 64.1

(Statement of purpose and policy) in its present fonm OCA Comments at 17. The OCA

also supports the Commission’s proposed modifications to the subsection 64.2

(Definitions), as well as the corresponding provision of Chapter 63 (subsection 63.1,

Definitions) to conform with Chapter 30. OCA Comments at 18. The OCA proposes

minor, non-substantive edits to the Commission’s proposed definitions of “Competitive

wire center” and “Noncompetitive wire center” in both subsections 63.1 and 64.2, to

make the corresponding definitions uniform in each subsection. OCA Comments at

18-19.

TCC/CCL propose that the Commission adopt a definition for joint or bundled

service package that is consistent with the definition adopted for Chapter 53, subsection

53.57. TCC/CCL Comments at 17.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with our rejection of a biffircated regulatory structure that would

impose different regulations and standards in competitive and noncompetitive areas, we

will retain the language of Section 64.1 in its present form, to be applied unifonnly to all

geographic areas where telecommunications services are offered by the jurisdictional

LECs in the final-form regulation. We also will rename Chapter 64 as “Standards and

Billing Practices for Residential Telecommunications Service” and replace the tern

“Telephone” with “Telecommunications” throughout the text of Chapter 64 as
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appropriate. This will be reflected in the final-form regulation. We also determine that

the definitions contained in Section 64.2 that remain relevant shall be retained and

updated as necessary to be consistent with the terminology set forth in the current

applicable statutory language.

Regarding IRRC’s comment relative to the definition of “Competitive wire

center,” we agree with [RRC that clarification is warranted, and we find that the final

form definition shall eliminate the words “as competitive” and shall read, in relevant part:

“services have been declared or determined to be competitive by the Commission under

66 Pa.C.S. § 3016 (relating to competitive services).”

We have already determined in our discussion regarding Section 53.57 of Chapter

53 of our regulations and Section 63.1 of Chapter 63 of our regulations supra that we

would adopt the OCA’s proposed definitions of these terms “Competitive wire centers”

and “Noncompetitive,” and incorporate them into the final-form regulation.

Likewise, taking into consideration the comments from TCC/CCL, we will ensure

that the definition of the regulatory term ‘joint or bundled package” is consistent in

Section 53.57 of Chapter 53 of our regulations and Section 64.2 in Chapter 64 in the

final-form regulation.

B. Subchapter B (Payment and Billing Standards)
52 Pa. Code § 64.11—64.24

Subchapter B of Chapter 64 governs the payment and billing relationship between

customers and LECs. In the Rec/assi/Ication Order, we temporarily waived the following

Subchapter B regulations for Verizon’s competitive wire centers79:

w Reclassification Order at 95.
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Section 64.11 (Method of payment);
Section 64.12 (Due date for payment);
Section 64.13 (Billing frequency);
Section 64.14 (Billing information);
Section 64.15 (Advance payments);
Section 64.16 (Accrual of late payment charges);
Section 64.17 (Partial payments for current bills);
Section 64.18 (Application of partial payments between past and current bills);
Section 64.19 (Rebilling);
Section 64.20 (Transfer of accounts);
Section 64.21 ([Reserved]); and
Section 64.22 (Billing service for interexchange carriers).

Concomitantly, we also retained the applicability of the following sections in

Subchapter B both for the competitive and the noncompetitive wire centers of Verizon:

Section 64.23 (Cramming/Slamming); and
Section 64.24 (Provision of bundled service packages)

In the NPRIvI Order, we proposed to retain most of Subchapter B. We credited

OCA’s observation that the statutory “Billing Procedures” protection of Section 1509 of

the Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 1509, still apply in competitive and noncompetitive areas and the

Payment and Billing Standards will assist the Commission in determining whether the

LECs are following both Section 1501 and Section 1509 of the Code.

a. Comments and Replies

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposal to reinstate the Subchapter B rules

because in Verizon’s view, they are unnecessary and obsolete in today’s competitive

marketplace. which the Commission recognized when it granted waivers from these rules

in competitive exchanges in 2015. Verizon proposes that the Commission eliminate them
entirely, or else apply them only to residential basic local exchange service, to sunset at

the end of 2023. Verizon Comments at 28.
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b. Discussion and Resolution

For the same reasons set forth in our discussion of the parties’ general comments

with respect to this rulemaking overall,80 and consistent with OCA’s comments in

response to the ANPRIvI Order, we conclude that wholesale elimination of our Chapter

64, Subchapter B regulations is not appropriate. Instead, we think it is beneficial to have

specific standards that provide specific guidance to the industry and consumers on LEC

payment and billing practices, and having specific standards helps the Commission

determine whether LECs are following Code Sections 1501 and Section 1509. Moreover,

our retention of Subchapter B maintains the protections Pennsylvania consumers enjoy

today. Of note, we would have been open to viaNe alternatives that maintained but

modernized/streamlined our existing Subchapter B regulations on a granular level, but no

such alternatives were proposed as part of the imlernaking process. Rather than

eliminating all of Subchapter B of Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code, we decide

instead to review individual regulations or sets of regulations on their own merits, in

response to specific concerns raised by commentators.

1. 52 Pa. Code § 64.11 (Method of payment)

In the NPRM Order, we proposed the retention of Section 64.11 in all geographic

areas where our jurisdictional LECs serve and, in the Annex, proposed a revision to the

regulation to specify that returned check charges are permissible, if included in the

carrier’s approved tariff, Product Guide or similar document.

° In/h,. at 1 8-24.
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a. Comments and Replies

IRRC notes that “[t]his section appears to allow the LEC to impose both a returned

check charge and a handling charge, in the event of a failed payment transaction,” and

recommends that “[tjhe PUC should clarify the intent of this provision and, if necessary,

revise it to be consistent with the intent.” IRRC Comments at 7. With respect to the

Commission’s proposed language for this subsection, IRRC recommends that the “be”

after “set forth” should be deleted. IRRC Comments at 10.

OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule in all geographic

areas. OCA Comments at 19-20. OCA posits that the rule’s references to “payment by

check” does not foreclose “electronic payments as another option.” OCA Comments at

20. OCA objects to the Commission’s proposed modified rule insofar as it would permit

a LEC to impose both a “returned check charge” and a “handling charge” and proposes

edits to clarify that a single handling charge should apply and be set forth in the LEC’s

tariff or product guide, as appropriate. OCA Comments at 20-21.

Verizon opposes retention of this rule because in Verizon’s view, market forces

are sufficient to incent carriers to offer diverse methods of payment. Verizon Comments

at 29. At most, Verizon posits that any payment method obligation be set forth in a

product guide or similar document. Verizon Comments at 29.

b. Discussion and Resolution

We will retain this regulation in all geographic areas where ourjurisdictional

LECs serve. We note that this regulation allows for payment to be made in any

reasonable manner, and we reiterate our position from the NPKii Order that this includes

electronic payment. However, we adopt our proposal to amend Section 64.11 to clarify

that a LEC may impose a renamed check charge if such a charge is set forth in the LEC’s

tariff, Product Guide, or similar document in the final-form regulation. We also agree

with IRRC that the word “be” as it appears after the phrase “as long as the charge is set
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forth” in our proposed language for Section 64.11 is superfluous and should be

eliminated in the final form regulations.

Finally, consistent with the comments of IRRC and OCA (which were not

opposed by any other party), we decide to eliminate the references to the superfluous and

undefined “handling charge” as it appears in the last two sentences of Section 64.11,

specifically by eliminating the second to last sentence of the regulation and by deleting

the phrase “or impose a handling charge” in the last sentence. These changes shall be

reflected in the final form regulations.

2. 52 Pa. Code § 64.12 (Due date for payment),
52 Pa. Code § 64.13 (Billing frequency), and
52 Pa. Code § 64.14 (Billing information)

In the NPRM Order, we proposed to retain Sections 64.12 and 64.13 and to revise

them so that the regulations incorporate the availability and use of electronic billing in

lieu of paper bills.

Also, in the NPRIYI Order, we proposed to retain Sections 64.14(a) and (c) and to

rescind Sections 64.14(b) and 64.14(d). We noted that the infonTifition provided in

Section 64.14(c) is sometimes at the heart of consumer disputes and thus a requirement

that a utility inform the customer of charges to be incurred for new or additional services

and then retain that information for 90 days, or approximately 3 billing cycles, is

necessary should a dispute arise from either party.

a. Comments and Replies

With respect to Section 64.12, IRRC recommends “that this section be modified to

provide for the date of transmittal for bills generated and conveyed to the consumer

electronically.” IRRC Comments at 8. With respect to Section 64.13, IRRC

recommends that “this section should be amended to reflect the option to detariff
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competitive services by adding ‘product guide or similar document posted on the LEC’s
website’ to the end of the regulation,” or the Commission should “explain why it is

unnecessary to do so.” JRRC Comments at 8.

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain these rules in all

geographic areas. OCA Comments at 21. According to OCA, these rules “implement the
billing procedure and consumer protection provisions of Section 1509” and provide

transparency to consumers of LEC services. OCA Comments at 2 1-22. With respect to
subsection 64.12 (Due date for payment), OCA proposes edits to clarify that the 20-day

bill due date period should begin, in the case of an electronic bill, “on the date of
transmittal.” OCA Comments at 22. Similarly, OCA proposes to clarify that the date of
payment for electronic payments is “the date the consumer made the electronic payment.”
OCA Comments at 22-23.

TCC/CCL propose that the Commission modify its proposed language for

subsection 64.12 (Due date for payment) to acknowledge that electronic bills are

“transmitted” not “mailed.” TCC/CCL Comments at 18. Additionally. TCC!CCL

propose that the Commission modify its proposed language for subsection 64.13 (Billing
frequency) to reflect the fact that detariffed competitive services may be offered in a

product guide. TCC/CCL Comments at 18.

TCC/CCL also propose that the Commission modify its proposed language for

subsection 64.14 (Billing information) to reflect the fact that “bundled service packages

have become a standard product option,” and recommends deletion of subpart (c) of this

rule because “in the current telecommunications marketplace... customers purchase ‘all-
in’ bundled service.” TCC/CCL Comments at 19.

Verizon opposes retention of these rules because in Verizon’s view, section 1509

of the Code is sufficient to address due date for payment and other billing issues.
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Verizon does agree with the Commission’s proposal to clarify that electronic billing is

pennissible. Verizon Comments at 29.

b. Discussion and Resolution

We find that Sections 64.12, 64.13 and 64.14 remain important consumer

protections, and we decide to retain these regulations in all geographic areas where our

jurisdictiona[ LECs serve. We note these rules clarify various aspects of the billing

process and thus, protect both the carrier and the consumer in most respects. We also

note that we impose similar obligations on our other regulated entities such as electric

distribution companies, natural gas distribution companies and water companies when

they issue bills to their residential customers. In fact, one of the main reasons we

proposed to retain these billing practices was that similar rules are also imposed for

electric, gas, and water residential customers and these utility markets are all subject to

competition too.

As a step towards modernization, we amend Sections 64.12 and 64.13 to include our

proposed language relative to electronic bills, and we accept various parties’ suggestion

to modify our proposed language for Section 64.12 to recognize that the due date shall

be, in the case of electronic bill, twenty days from the date the bill was “transmitted”—

not “mailed.” We also agree with the OCA in its comments that Section 64.12 should be

amended to state a convention for identifying the payment date for electronic payments,

which we agree should be the date the consumer made the electronic payment. Just as

consumers cannot control the length of time for delivery of a mailed payment, consumers

may not know the utility’s internal process for receipt and posting of an electronic

payment. OCA Comments at 22-23.

We further agree with parties that suggested Section 64.13 should acknowledge that

LECs may in some cases offer service through a Product Guide in lieu of an approved

tariff and accordingly we will replace the term “approved rate schedules” at the end of
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Section 64.13 with the phrase “tariff, Product Guide or similar document” in the

final-form regulation.

We also decide to adopt our proposed modifications to Section 64.14 as set forth in

the Appendix, with one modification. We find ICC/CCL’s proposed change to

subsection (a)(4) to be unnecessary: if a customer does not subscribe to “basic service,”

nothing in the subsection would appear to require a LEC to state any “amount due for

basic service.” However we shall rescind Section 64.14(c). We agree with TCC/CCL

that deletion of this nile makes sense in the current telecommunications marketplace,

given the popularity and proliferation of service bundles. TCC/CCL Comments at 19.

Accordingly, based on the above discussion these changes will be reflected in the

final-fom regulation set forth in the Annex.

3. 52 Pa. Code § 64.15 (Advanced payments) and
52 Pa. Code § 64.16 (Accrual of late payment charges)

In granting Verizon a temporary waiver of Section 64.15, we determined that

customers in competitive wire centers who do not want to pay the price for Verizon’s

services have alternate services to choose from to replace their services.8’ Similarly, if

Verizon customers in competitive wire centers are not satisfied with their terms of service

8’for late payments, they can choose another provider with different terms of service. -

Using this same rationale, we determined in the NPRM Order that we could

rescind Section 64.15 and proposed its rescission in the Annex to the NOPR Order.

However, for the reasons outlined in the \PKW Order. we determined that it was

necessary that we propose to retain Section 64.16 for all geographic areas.

XI Reclassification Order at 62.
82
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a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to rescind subsection 64.15

entirely. OCA Comments at 23.

OCA supports retaining subsection 64:16 (Accrual of late payment charges) but

proposes edits thereto to clarify that this rule applies to “tariffed residential local

exchange service,” in recognition that LECs with pricing discretion in competitive wire

centers may fix a different late payment charge that does not comply with this rule. OCA

Comments at 24-2 5.

Verizon opposes retention of subsection 64.16 (Accrual of late payment charges)

because in Verizon’s view the rule is unnecessary and obsolete in a competitive

environment. Verizon Comments at 29.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with the NPRM Order, we find that Section 64.15 shall be eliminated

from our regulations. However, Section 64.16 remains an important consumer protection

that we decide to retain in all geographic areas where our jurisdictional LECs serve.

Accordingly, theses detemiinations will be reflected in the final-form regulation set forth

in the Annex.

4. 52 Pa. Code § 64.17 (Partial payments for current bills) and
52 Pa. Code § 64.18 (Application of partial payments between
past and current bills)

In view of our decision regarding Section 64.16, we proposed the permanent

retention of Section 64.17 and 64.18 for all geographic areas.
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a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain these rules in all

geographic areas. OCA Comments at 25.

TCC!CCL propose that the Commission modify its proposed language for

subsection 64.17 (Partial payments for current bills) to incorporate a can’eout for bundled

service packages. TCC/CCL Comments at 19.

TCC/CCL propose that the Commission modify its proposed language for

subsection 64.18 (Application of partial payments between past and current bills) to

reflect the fact that bundled services are exempt from this rule. TCC/CCL Comments at

19.

Verizon opposes retention of these rules because in Verizon’s view these rules are

unnecessary and obsolete in a competitive environment. Verizon Comments at 29.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with the NPRA’I Order, we find that Sections 64.17 and 64.18 remain

important consumer protections, and we decide to retain both regulations in all

geographic areas where our jurisdictional LECs serve. We reject TCC/CCL’s suggested

changes as unnecessary. Since, as TCC/CCL states, our current regulations exempt

“bundled service packages” from Sections 64.17 and 64.18, there is no reason to restate

that exemption in the text of each regulation. TCC/CCL Comments at 19. Accordingly,

the retention of Sections 64.17 and 64.18 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code will

be incorporated in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.
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5. 52 Pa. Code § 64.19 (Rebilling)

As currently constructed, Section 64.19(a) addresses a four-year limit for the

issuance of a make-up bill for unbilled services resulting from a LEC’s billing error.

Section 64.19(b) provides consumer protections through a remedy for over-billing by

requiring the LEC to provide an appropriate credit to the customer’s account including

taxes. Section 64.19(c) requires a LEC to provide notice to the Commission “of rebilling

affecting more than 10% of its residential customers within 90 days of the rebilling.”

For the reasons outlined in the iVPRA’i Order, we proposed the permanent retention

of Section 64.19 in all geographic areas.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule in all geographic

areas, for the reasons set forth in OCA’s comments to the ANPRM relative to this rule.

OCA Comments at 25.

Verizon opposes retention of this rule because in Verizon’s view it is unnecessary

and obsolete in a competitive environment. Verizon Comments at 29.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with the NPKI’I Order, we find that Section 64.19 remains an important

consumer protection and we decide to retain both regulations in all geographic areas

where ourjurisdictional LECs serve. Accordingly, the retention of Section 64.19 in

Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code will be reflected in the final-form regulation set

forth in the Annex.
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6. 52 Pa. Code § 64.20 (Transfer of account) and
52 Pa. Code § 64.33 (Payment of outstanding balance)

Both regulatory sections are interrelated. Section 64.20 addresses transfer of

accounts and outstanding balances associated with discontinuance or termination to a

new or existing customer. Section 64.33(a) allows a LEC to condition the provision of

service to a new applicant upon payment of an outstanding balance “for which the

applicant is legally responsible[.1” In addition, Section 64.33(b) prohibits a LEC from

requiring an applicant for service to pay an outstanding balance incurred in another

person’s name, absent a legal order determining the applicant’s obligation to pay. Both

Section 64.20 from Subchapter B and Section 64.33 from Subchapter C were temporarily

waived as to Verizon’s provision of residential local service in competitive wire centers.

For the reasons outlined in the NFThVI Order, we proposed to retain these

regulations in all geographic areas.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain these rules in all

geographic areas, for the reasons set forth in OCA’s comments to the ANPRM relative to

this rule. OCA Comments at 26.

Verizon opposes retention of subsection 64.20 (Transfer of accounts) because in

Verizon’s view these rules are uimecessary and obsolete in a competitive environment.

Verizon Comments at 29.
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b. Discussion and Resolution

The OCA believes that these regulations protect the affordability and continuity of

residential local service by providing specific guidance as to a LEC’s collection practices

applied to a customer, where the charges were incurred in another account or by another

person. The OCA submits that the important balancing of interests contained in the

regulations is unlikely to appear in the terms and conditions of a Product Guide. OCA

recommends that these regulations should be preserved and apply to residential service in

both competitive and noncompetitive areas. Id. at 34.

Considering our rejection of a two-tiered regulatory approach, and in

consideration of our balancing of interests as explained above and asserted by the OCA,

we decide to retain Sections 64.20 and 64.33 in all geographic areas where our

jurisdictional LECs serve. Accordingly, the retention of Sections 64.20 and 64.33 in

Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code will be reflected in the final-form regulation set

forth in the Annex.

7. 52 Pa. Code § 64.22 (Billing services for interexchange carriers)

We granted Verizon a temporary waiver of Section 64.22 in competitive wire

centers. In the NFTh’vI Order, we determined that this regulation is obsolete. Therefore,

we proposed the permanent rescission of Section 64.22 in all geographic areas.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to rescind this rule entirely. OCA

Comments at 26.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Since no party has filed any adverse comments regarding our proposal for this

rule, we will adopt our proposal to permanently rescind Section 64.22 from Chapter 64 of
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Title 52 of the Pa. Code. Accordingly, this permanent rescission will be reflected in the

final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

8. 52 Pa. Code § 64.23 (Cramming/Slamming) and
52 Pa. Code § 64.24 (Provision of bundled service packages)

In the Rec/assUlcation Order, we retained the applicability of Section 64.23 and

Section 64.24 to Verizon’s provision of service in its competitive areas.

In the NPRM Order, consistent with our proposed actions regarding Sections

64.14, 64.17 and 64.18, we proposed the permanent retention of existing Sections 64.23

and 64.24 for all geographic areas.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain subsection 64.23

(Cramming/Slamming) in all geographic areas, noting that protection against cramming

and slamming remains relevant today. OCA Comments at 26. OCA also supports the

Commission’s proposal to retain subsection 64.24 (Provision of bundled service

packages) in all geographic areas and argues that this rule permits consumers to default to

basic local exchange service if they cannot pay the full price for a bundle of services and

serves the statutory goal of preserving universal service and does not undermine pricing

flexibility for bundled services as set forth in 66 Pa.C.S. § 30 16(e). OCA Comments at

26-27.

TCC/CCL urges the Commission “to eliminate Section 64.24(c) for all

telecommunications carriers” or, at a minimum, “the conversion to basic service should

be limited to incumbent local telecommunications companies that have the obligation to

offer ‘protected services’ under Chapter 30.” TCC/CCL Comments at 21. TCC/CCL

argue that “bundled packages are competitive offerings” that should not be subject to the

“extra step” that this rule imposes, especially when unregulated carriers (to include
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wireless) are not subject to the rule. TCC/CCL Comments at 22. Finally, TCC”CCL

posit that “Chapter 30 does not authorize the Commission to require alternative service

providers to provide a specific product to customers, especially one that mirrors the

legacy incumbent product” and that the Commission’s previous offer to consider waiver

requests “does not provide the certainty that new entrants need.” TCC/CCL Comments at

23.

Verizon opposes retention of subsection 64.24 (Provision of bundled service

packages) because in Verizon’s view the rule undermines the flexibility afforded carriers

to offer bundled service by 66 Pa.C.S. § 30 16(e), and because the rule is unnecessary,

obsolete, and unfairly discriminatory in a competitive environment in which unregulated

carriers need not comply. Verizon Comments at 29.

Ii. Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with the NPThW Order, we adopt our proposal to retain Sections 64.23

and 64.24 for all geographic areas. We acknowledge the concerns raised by TCC/CCL

with respect to the interplay between bundled service packages and basic local exchange

service in situations where the LEC offering bundled service has no obligation to offer

(and likely does not offer) basic service. Accordingly, we will modify the language of

Section 64.24 in the final fonTi regulations by replacing the initial sentence of existing

subsection (c) with the following: “An LEC that is legally obligated to offer any

“protected service” pursuant to Chapter 30,66 Pa.C.S. § 3011 et seq., to certain

residential customers shall comply with the following requirements when offering any

bundled service package that includes basic service to such customers[.]” We find that

this limited modification answers TCC/CCL’s concern without unduly weakening the

existing regulation’s protection of consumers’ need for basic local exchange service.
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C. Subchapter C (Credit and Deposit Standards Policy)
52 Pa. Code § 64.31—64.41

In our ReclassUlcation Order, we granted Verizon a temporary waiver for the

entirety of regulations in Subchapter C of Chapter 64 in its competitive wire centers.83

However, this waiver was conditioned on the requirement that Verizon provide

information in its Product Guide concerning the consequences if an applicant for service

is not deemed to be creditworthy. This reflected our belief that disclosure of credit and

deposit standards would help manage reasonable customer expectations.84

In the NPRA’I Order, we proposed the retention of the Subchapter C regulations in

all geographic areas, noting that credit and deposit rules remain important consumer

protections in today’s marketplace and that, lacking any competitive analysis or

substantive evidence otherwise, the scale tilts in favor of retaining these regulations.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain Subchapter C in all

geographic areas but notes that subsection 64.33 (Payment of outstanding balance) was

omitted from the Commission’s proposal, apparently due to error. OCA Comments at 27-

28.

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposal to reinstate the Subchapter C rules

because in Verizon’s view, they are unnecessary and obsolete in today’s competitive

marketplace, which the Commission recognized when it granted waivers from these rules

in competitive exchanges in 2015. Verizon proposes that the Commission eliminate them

entirely, with one exception. Verizon proposes to retain subsection 64.31 (LEC credit

and deposit policies), modified to clarify that “a LEC shall describe its credit and deposit

policies for noncompetitive stand-alone basic services” in a product guide or similar

83 ReclassjfIcation Order at 97.
841(1.
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document and that a LEC’s credit and deposit practices shall comply with applicable state

and federal law. Verizon Comments at 30.

b. Discussion and Resolution

In the NPRJvI Order, we had proposed to retain this subchapter. However, based

upon input received in response to the NPRM, we shall rescind Subchapter C except for a

revised Section 64.31. Specifically, we hereby revise Section 64.31 to clarify that a LEC

shall describe its credit and deposit standards, which must be reasonable under Section

1501 of the Code, in a tariff, product guide, or similar document. Based on the

information contained in our Utilities Consumer Activities Report and Evaluation from

recent years, the Commission finds that credit/deposit standards have not been a major

issue for our telephone utilities and their customers. Moreover, Section 1501 along with

the requirement that these rules be tariffed, etc., adequately protects Pennsylvania

consumers against unreasonable telephone utility credit and deposit practices.

D. Subchapter D (Interruption and discontinuance of service)
52 Pa. Code § 64.51—64.53

In the Reclassification Order, we recognized that Verizon’s Product Guide applies

to basic local exchange services in competitive wire centers in Verizon’s service

territories in Pennsylvania and addresses refunds for service interruptions and customer-

initiated discontinuation of service.85 Consequently, we temporarily waived the

Subchapter D regulations Section 64.52 (Refunds for service interruption) and Section

64.53 (Discontinuation of service) for Verizon.86 Concomitantly, we also decided to

retain Section 64.51 in the Reclassification Order.

In the NPRj1’f Order, we proposed the retention of this subchapter in its entirety in

all geographic areas in recognition of the need to balance the interests of consumer

85 Reclassification Order at 97.
86
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protection with the ability of a LEC to operate efficiently and in a streamlined manner in

the competitive marketplace.

a. Comments and Replies

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposal to reinstate the Subchapter D rules

because in Verizon’s view, they are unnecessary and obsolete in today’s competitive

marketplace, which the Commission recognized when it granted waivers from these rules

in competitive exchanges in 2015. Verizon proposes that the Commission apply these

rules only to residential basic local exchange service, to be sunset at the end of 2023, with

the proviso that section 1501 of the Code shall continue to govern all aspects of regulated

carrier services. Verizon Comments at 31.

Ii. Discussion and Resolution

This subchapter addresses scheduled interruptions of service by the utility and

voluntary discontinuations of service by the customer. Subchapter D contains

notification procedures and refund amounts for service interruptions and contains the

general procedures for customers to discontinue service- In the NPRM Order, we

proposed to retain this subchapter. However, based upon input received in response to

the NPRM, we hereby rescind Subchapter D in its entirety. We agree with Verizon that

Subchapter D is unnecessary and obsolete in today’s competitive marketplace. Verizon

Comments at 31. To the extent a telephone utility does not provide adequate service in

one of the areas addressed by Subchapter D, the utility’s conduct can be adequately

addressed under Code Section 1501.
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E. Subchapter E (Suspension of Service)
52 Pa. Code § 64.61—64.111

Subchapter E regulates grounds for suspension of service and notice procedures

prior to suspension of service. In the Reclassification Orde,; we temporarily waived

several of our Subchapter E regulations for Verizon but also concluded that several

regulations remained relevant for competitive service.87

Specifically, we decided to temporarily waive the following Subchapter E

regulations for Verizon pertaining to grounds for suspension of service and certain notice

procedures:

Section 64.61 (Authorized suspension of service);
Section 64.63 (Unauthorized suspension of service), except for subsection (10)
relating to medical certificates;
Section 64.72 (Suspension notice information);
Section 64.73 (Notice when dispute pending);
Section 64.74 (Procedures upon customer contact before suspension); and
Section 64.81 (Limited notice upon noncompliance with report or order).

However, we denied Verizon’s temporary waiver request for the following

Subchapter E regulations, which we acknowledged remained relevant and should

continue to apply in a competitive environment:

Section 64.62 (Days suspension or termination of service is prohibited);
Section 64.63(10) (Unauthorized suspension of service) relating to medical
certificates;
Section 64.71 (General notice provisions);
Section 64.75 (Exception for suspension based on occurrences harmful to person
or property);
Section 64.101 (General provision);
Section 64.102 (Postponement of suspension pending receipt of certificate);
Section 64.103 (Medical certification);
Section 64.104 (Length of postponement);
Section 64.105 (Restoration of service);

Reclassification Order at 98-100.
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Section 64.106 (Duty of customer to pay bills);
Section 64.107 (Suspension upon expiration of medical certification);
Section 64.108 (Right of LEC to petition the Commission);
Section 64.109 (Suspension prior to expiration of medical certification); and
Section 64.111 (Third-party notification).

In the NPRJVI Order, we noted that in the absence of sufficient data evidencing
decreased customer reliance on these emergency-related provisions or to support a
determination that the alleged utility burden is greater than the consumer benefit, it was
prudent to retain the Subchapter E emergency provisions at Section 64.101—64.111,
given the potential impacts of suspension of service on customers with serious medical

conditions, throughout all geographic areas.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain Subchapter E rules in alL
geographic areas, especially “given the potential impacts of suspension of service on

customers with serious medical conditions, throughout all geographic areas.” OCA
Comments at 30.

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposal to reinstate the Subchapter E rules
because in Verizon’s view, they are unnecessary’ and obsolete in today’s competitive

marketplace, which the Commission recognized when it granted waivers from these rules
in competitive exchanges in 2015. Verizon proposes that the Commission apply these

rules only to basic residential telephone service, to be sunset at the end of 2023, with the
proviso that section 1501 of the Code shall continue to govern all aspects of regulated
carrier services. Verizon Comments at 31.
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b. Discussion and Resolution

For the same reasons set forth in our discussion of the parties’ general comments

with respect to this rulemaking overall,88 and consistent with OCA’s comments in

response to the ANPRM Order, we conclude that wholesale elimination of our Chapter

64, Subchapter E regulations is not appropriate, and would substantially weaken the

protections Pennsylvania consumers enjoy today. Rather than eliminating all of

Subchapter E, we decide instead to review individual regulations or sets of regulations on

their own merits, in response to specific concerns raised by commentators.

1. 52 Pa. Code § 64.61 (Authorized suspension of service)

Section 64.61 states eight separate grounds for authorized suspension of service.

In the Reclassification Order, the Commission determined that Section 64.61 was no

longer relevant in a competitive market as these terms of service for grounds for

suspension and termination are addressed in Verizon’s Product Guide at Section 1,

Original Sheets 4 and 4.1, while termination is covered in Section 29 of their Product

Guide. Thus, we temporarily waived this regulation for Verizon.

In the NPRM Order, we expressed our concern regarding the suitability of having

potentially different standards govern the suspension of residential services, including

basic local exchange services.

Also, in the NPRM Order, we noted that OCA brought to our attention that

Verizon has utilized Section 64.61(3) in the context of network transitions from

conventional copper-based connections to fiber optic ones for residential customers.

OCA indicates that Section 64.6 1(3) permits a LEC to suspend residential service upon

“[ujnreasonable refusal to permit access to service connections, equipment and other

88Jnfra at 18-24.
89 ReclassifIcation Order at 99.
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property of the LEC for maintenance or repair,” and references the Altman case.9° In the

Fox copper to fiber transition case the presiding Administrative Law Judge determined

that Mr. Fox’s reffisal to provide Verizon PA with access to his dwelling was

unreasonable and put Mr. Fox at risk of suspension of service, and that Verizon must

meet the notice requirements of Section 64.71 and 64.72 before proceeding with a service

suspension.9’

OCA pointed out that the Commission’s denial of Mr. Fox’s complaint noted that

“[w]hen migrating telephone service from a copper to fiber-based service, Verizon also

must comply with the relevant customer notice requirements regarding

suspension/termination of service in Chapter 64 of the Commission’s regulations.”2

OCA recommends that “the Commission should not, through this rulemaking, diminish

or dismantle such important, inter-related Chapter 64 provisions that relate to suspension

of service and timely notice of how the customer may cure the potential suspension,1’ and

that the copper to fiber transition of network connections should be accomplished in a

manner that does not confuse consumers or result in the avoidable suspension of vital

residential basic local exchange services.”3 OCA supports the retention of the Section

64.61 regulation for both competitive and noncompetitive areas.94

Thus, for the reasons set forth by OCA, we proposed to retain Section 64.61 for all

geographic areas.

90 OCA Comments at 39-40, citing Neil and 0th/a Affinan v. Verizon Pennsylvania LLC, Docket No.
C-2015-2515583 (Order entered November 18, 2016) (Altman). OCA indicates that Verizon cited
Section 64.61(3) as support for the possible suspension of service, but the presiding Administrative Law
Judge found Section 64.61(3) inapplicable on the particular facts. OCA Comments at 40, citing the
Altman Initial Decision at 14-15.
91 OCA Comments at 40-41, citing to Intin Fox v. Verizo;z Pennsylvania LLC, Docket No. C-2016-
2576094 (Order entered July 18, 2018) (Fox).
92 OCA Comments at 4041, citing to Fox at 9.
‘ OCA Comments at 41, citing Altman at 4, Ordering ParagraphS. OCA also notes that the FCC has
eliminated the requirement of a “direct notice to retail customers” in copper retirement network
transitions. Id. at 41, n.79.

OCA Comments at 39.
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a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule in all geographic

areas, noting the need for guidance “in matters such as the continuing transition of

network connection from copper-based to fiber optic facilities thus avoiding the

suspension or even the loss of vital basic local exchange services.” OCA Comments at

31.

IRRC notes with approval that “[a] commentator states that Section 64.6] should

recognize the ability of the telecommunications service provider to suspend services to

prevent other types of abuse, or illegal activities.” TRRC Comments at 9.

TCC/CCL propose that the Commission modify its proposed language for this rule

to permit carriers to suspend service based on “abusive, illegal or fraudulent activity.”

TCC/CCL Comments at 27.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with our discussion in the NPRM Order, we decide to adopt our

proposed retention of Section 64.61 in all geographic areas.

We find reasonable TCC/CCL’s suggestion that LECs be permitted to suspend

service based on “abusive, illegal or fraudulent activity” and we will add new subsection

(9) to the existing regulation in the final form regulations to capture these grounds for

suspension. Accordingly, the retention of Sections 64.61 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the

Pa. Code will be reflected in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.
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2. 52 Pa. Code § 64.62
(Days suspension or termination of service is prohibited)

In the Reclassification Order, we denied Verizon’s waiver request for Section

64.62 on the basis that identifying the dates service cannot be suspended or tenTlinated is

relevant and should apply in a competitive market.95 We determined that rather than

Verizon’s Product Guide’s determining these dates, it was best to continue to have these

dates controlled by regulation. Accordingly, Section 64.62 was retained and made to

apply in all geographic areas.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule in all geographic

areas. OCA Comments at 31.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with our discussion in the iVPThW Order, we will adopt our proposal to

retain Section 64.62 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code for competitive and

noncompetitive local calling areas. Accordingly, we take no further action to modify our

prior determination regarding Section 64.62 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code in

the final-form regulation set forth in the Amiex.

3. 52 Pa. Code § 64.63
(Unauthorized suspension of service)

Section 64.63 identifies the reasons for which “basic service may not be

suspended, and a suspension notice may not be sent[.]” This regulation, except for

subsection (10) addressing medical certifications, was temporarily waived for Verizon in

our Reclassication Order.

Reclassjfication Order at 99.
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In the NPTh1I Order, we stated that we did not believe the processes and

procedures governing unauthorized suspensions for residential services, including basic

local exchange services, should be governed by different standards when and where the

same services are provided in competitive and noncompetitive wire centers by the same

telecommunications utility. Furthermore, we stated it was unclear how potentially

differing standards for dealing with unauthorized suspensions would operate with respect

to select residential customer groups in the competitive and noncompetitive wire centers

or equivalent geographic areas of the same utility, e.g., low-income consumers and

households that are eligible for Lifeline services. For these reasons, we concluded that

the unifonthty of treatment of unauthorized suspensions was a better resolution, and we

proposed to retain the Section 64.63 regulation for all geographic areas.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule in all geographic

areas. OCA Comments at 3 1-32.

TCC/CCL propose that the Commission modify its proposed language for this rule

to recognize that the Commission previously waived certain provisions relative to

bundled service packages. TCC!CCL Comments at 28.

b. Discussion and Resolution

OCA notes that the regulation protects against unauthorized suspension of service

for nonpayment of other telephone services or use of suspension to collect unpaid

charges, from four or more years earlier. Also, OCA cites subsection (7) stating that

basic local service is protected from suspension, based upon nonpayment by a third party.

unless a court order or administrative agency establishes the customer is legally obligated

to pay the outstanding balance. OCA Comments at 4 1-42.
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OCA argues that that the preservation of Sections 64.63(1) through (9) provides

consumer protections by preventing LECs from using suspension of residential basic

exchange services to collect payments owed for other services, owed by other parties, or

that may have already been written off. OC.A recommends that the Commission preserve

the regulation arguing that the regulation provides important consumer protections that

should apply in all areas, competitive or noncompetitive. OCA Comments at 42.

We agree with OCA’s position. In addition to our rejection of a two-tiered

regulatory approach, we do not believe processes and procedures governing unauthorized

suspensions for residential services, including basic local exchange services, should be

governed by different standards when and where the same services are provided in

competitive and noncompetitive wire centers by the same telecommunications utility.

Furthermore, it is unclear how potentially differing standards for dealing with

unauthorized suspensions would operate with respect to select residential customer

groups in the competitive and noncompetitive wire centers of the same utility, e.g.,

low-income consumers and households that are eligible for Lifeline services. For these

reasons, we conclude that the uniformity of treatment of unauthorized suspensions is a

better resolution, and we propose to retain the Section 64.63 regulation for all geographic

areas.

We reject TCC/CCL’s suggestion to modify this regulation as unnecessary.

Accordingly, we take no further action to modify our prior determination regarding

Section 64.63 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code in the final-form regulation set

forth in the Annex.

4. 52 Pa. Code § 64.71 (General notice provisions)

In the Reclassification Order, the Commission retained Section 64.71 containing

the notice requirements prior to suspension of service. The Commission considered the
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regulation relevant for application in a competitive environment.96 In similar vein, in the

NPRIvI Order, we concluded that the uniformity of treatment of unauthorized suspensions

is a better resolution, and thus, we proposed to retain Sections 64.71 as it presently exists

for all geographic areas.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule in all geographic

areas. OCA Comments at 32.

b. Discussion and Resolution

The Commission will adopt our proposal to retain Section 64.71 in Chapter 64 of

Title 52 of the Pa. Code for competitive and noncompetitive local calling areas.

However, consistent with our goal of modernizing our rules to reflect current technology,

we shall modify Section 64.71 in the final-fonn regulation to permit electronic transmittal

of telephone suspension notices as long as the customer consents specifically to receiving

suspension notices electronically. We note that TCC/CCL recommends allowing

electronic transmittal of termination notices in Section 64.123, TCC/CCL Comments at

28, we agree with that recommendation, and we see no reason why we cannot and should

not allow the same for suspension notices. We further note that our rules allow a LEC to

transmit bills electronically so this outcome is entirely consistent what we allow for

billing.

96 Reclass(fIcation Order at 99.
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5. 52 Pa. Code § 64.72 (Suspension notice information)

The Commission temporarily waived this regulation for Verizon finding that the

provision is no longer necessary in a competitive market.97 We took this action based on

our understanding that the grounds for suspension and termination of service are

addressed in Verizon’s Product Guide. However, in the NPRM Order, we determined

that there was no compelling reason why suspension notice information for the same

residential services should be subject to different standards. Thus, we proposed to retain

the Section 64.72 in all geographic areas.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s propos& to retain this rule in all geographic

areas, noting that LEC customers “may need clear notice of the steps to take to prevent

suspension of service.” OCA Comments at 32-33.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with our discussion in the NPRM Order, we adopt our proposal to

retain this reguiation for all geographic areas. Accordingly, we take no further action to

modify our prior determination regarding Section 64.72 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the

Pa. Code in the final-fonTi regulation set forth in the Annex.

6. 52 Pa. Code § 64.73 (Notice when dispute pending)

Section 64.73(a) and (b) essentially direct that a LEC cannot mail or deliver a

notice of suspension if a notice of dispute has been filed and the failure to comply with

this requirement shall render the suspension notice “void.” This regulatory section was

temporarily waived for Verizon.98

Reclassification Onler at 99.
Reclass/k’ation Order at 99.
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In the NFKW Order, we expressed our reluctance to adopt different standards for

notices when disputes are pending between essentially the same residential services.

including basic local exchange services. Nonetheless, we determine that the Section

64.73 regulation needed to be simplified. Therefore, we proposed the following: (1) the

retention of Sections 64.73(a) and (b) for all geographic areas; and (2) proposed the

elimination of the part “except where toll usage exceeds the following usage in a billing

period after the filing of the notice of dispute or informal complaint.”

a. Comments and Replies

IRRC notes that the Commission’s proposed language for this rule eliminates

subparts (1) and (2) of subsection 64.73(a), but “does not address existing subsection

(3),” and recommends that the Commission “should make the necessary edits to clarify

this provision.” IRRC Comments at 9.

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule in all geographic

areas but modified to eliminate outdated references to “toll usage.” OCA Comments at

33. OCA further proposes that the Commission eliminate “toll usage” references in

subsection (3) of subpart (a) of this rule, in addition to subparts (I) and (2). OCA

Comments at 33.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with our discussion in the NPRM Order, we adopt our proposal to

retain this regulation for all geographic areas but clarify in this Preamble that subsections

(1). (2), and (3) of Section 64.73(a) are being eliminated too. Accordingly, the retention

of Sections 64.73 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code as modified will be reflected

in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.
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7. 52 Pa. Code § 64.74
(Procedures upon customer contact before suspension)

In the NPRM Order, we stated that these procedures outlined in Section 64.74 are

of material help to consumers and can substantially contribute to the avoidance of

undesirable service suspensions and even terminations, as well as in a consequent

reduction of informal and fonnal complaints that reach this Commission for adjudication

and resolution. We also determined that these procedures are equally applicable to

residential services, including basic local exchange services, that are provided in both

competitive and noncompetitive wire centers of the same telecommunications utility and

of particular benefit to low-income consumers and households that are eligible and

receive Lifeline services in both competitive and noncompetitive wire centers. Lastly, we

also determined that the regulation should be changed with respect to its references to

interexchange carrier (IXC) services and billings. Therefore, we proposed the retention

of Section 64.74 and its uniform applicability in all geographic areas and proposed an

amendment to Section 64.74 to eliminate the term “other than IXC toll charges” in

subsection 64.74(a)(3) and to eliminate subsection 64.74(a)(5).

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule in all geographic

areas, modified to eliminate outdated references to “toll” and “IXC” services, noting that

the rule’s procedures “can substantially contribute to the avoidance of undesirable service

suspensions and even terminations, as well as in a consequent reduction of infonrial and

formal complaints that reach this Commission for adjudication and resolution.” OCA

Comments at 34.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with our discussion in the NpKw Order, we adopt our proposal to

retain this regulation for all geographic areas. Accordingly, the retention of Sections
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64.74 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code will be reflected in the final-form

regulation set forth in the Annex.

8. 52 Pa. Code § 64.75 (Exceptions for suspension based on
occurrences harmful to person or property)

In the NPTh1’I Order, we stated that based on the exigent circumstances that this

regulation addresses, the regulation should be retained and uniformly apply in all

geographic areas.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule in all geographic

areas. OCA Comments at 34.

b Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with our discussion in the NPRM Order, we will adopt our proposal to

retain Section 64.75 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code for competitive and

noncompetitive local calling areas. Accordingly, we take no further action to modify our

prior determination to retain Section 64.75 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code in

the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

9. 52 Pa. Code § 64.81 (Limited notice upon noncompliance with
report or order)

Section 64.81 addresses the circumstances where a customer does not comply with

a dispute, informal or formal complaint resolution, and the original grounds for

suspension are then revived, and the LEC can suspend subject to a 24-hour advanced

notice by telephone. We temporarily waived this regulation in the ReclassUication Order
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for Verizon.99 Consistent with our approach for this entire regulatory Chapter, we

proposed that Section 64.81 be retained in its entirety and apply in all geographic areas.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this nile in all geographic

areas. OCA Comments at 32 and 35.

b Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with our discussion in the NFRJvI Order, we will adopt our proposal to

retain Section 64.81 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code for competitive and

noncompetitive local calling areas. Accordingly, we take no further action to modify our

prior determination to retain Section 64.81 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code in

the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

10. 52 Pa. Code 64.101—64.109 (Emergency provisions) and
52 Pa. Code § 64.111 (Third Party Notification)

In the NP]?]VI Order, we noted that these regulations were retained in both

competitive and noncompetitive wire centers in the Reclassification Order and further

noted that no valid reasons had been presented to convince us that customers do not rely

on these important provisions. Therefore, we proposed to retain these regulations without

amendment.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain these rules in all

geographic areas. OCA Comments at 35.

Reclassification Order at 99.
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b. Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with our discussion in the NPRM Order, we will adopt our proposal to

retain Sections 64.101—64.109 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code for competitive

and noncompetitive local calling areas. Accordingly. ‘ye take no further action to modify

our prior determination to retain Sections 64.101—64.109 in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the

Pa. Code in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

F. Subchapter F (Termination of Service)
52 Pa. Code § 64.121—64.123

The Commission temporarily waived all the Subchapter F provisions for Verizon

concluding that these provisions were no longer necessary in a competitive market and

noting that Verizon’s grounds for suspension and termination are covered in their Product

Guidesi°° However, for these reasons outlined in the NPRIvI Order, we proposed the

retention of Subchapter F in its entirety and the uniform applicability of the subchapter in

all geographic areas.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain these three regulations

and their applicability to all geographic areas, noting that they “are interrelated with other

provisions and important consumer protections, including the need for the utility to

provide notice of the medical certificate process[.]” OCA Comments at 35-36.

TCC/CCL propose that the Commission modify its proposed language for

subsection 64.123 (Termination notice) in two ways: (I) to clarify that termination

notices may be transmitted electronically; and (2) to eliminate the reference to amount

due for basic service only, since in TCC/CCL’s view, competitive carriers may choose

not to offer basic service. TCC/CCL Comments at 28-29.

100 ReclassUication Order at 99; ANPRM Order at 19-20.
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Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposal to reinstate the Subchapter F rules

because in Verizon’s view, they are unnecessary and obsolete in today’s competitive

marketplace, which the Commission recognized when it granted waivers from these rules

in competitive exchanges in 2015. Verizon proposes that the Commission to apply these

rules only to residential basic local exchange service, to be sunset at the end of 2023, with

the proviso that section 1501 of the Code shall continue to govern all aspects of regulated

carrier services. Verizon Comments at 3 1.

b. Discussion and Resolution

For reasons previously explained, the Commission rejects Verizon’s adverse

comments to its proposed retention of Subchapter F, and we will adopt our proposal to

retain Subchapter F in Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code for competitive and

noncompetitive local calling areas, consistent with our discussion in the NPRIvI Order.

We reject TCC/CCL’s suggested change with respect to basic local exchange

service as unnecessary because the current regulation does not require a LEC to specify

an amount past due for basic service if the LEC does not provide basic service. However,

we agree with TCC/CCL’s recommendation that we allow electronic transmittal of

termination notices. TCC!CCL Comments at 28. Consistent with our goal of modernizing

our rules to reflect current technology, we shall modify Section 64.123 to permit

electronic transmittal of telephone termination notices as long as the customer consents

specifically to receiving termination notices electronically. We further note that our rules

allow a LEC to transmit bills electronically so this outcome is entirely consistent what we

allow for billing.
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G. Subchapter G (Disputes; Informal and Formal Complaints)
52 Pa. Code § 64.151 — 64.154

We did not grant a waiver of Subchapter G in the Reclassification Order for

Verizon since a customer has a legal right to file an informal or a formal service

complaint with the Commission, and we wanted to ensure and control the complaint

process.’°’ However, the Commission proposed a streamlined warm transfer process

available for all Verizon retail customers in competitive wire centers who submitted an

infonnal complaint to BCS about service and also added billing-related complaints.

In the NPRM Order, we detennined that we should preserve the full scope and

protections provided to residential basic local exchange service customers, whether in

competitive or noncompetitive areas. Thus, in consideration of our determination that we

should have uniform standards across all geographic areas on matters affecting customer

service suspension or tennination, we proposed to retain the entirety of Subchapter G

throughout all geographic areas. Notwithstanding, we also proposed amendments to

relevant Subchapter G regulations to add new language to provide all jurisdictional LECs

with the option to participate in a warm transfer or similar program for service and/or

billing-related disputes made to BCS.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain these informal complaint

procedures and to add a warm transfer option, noting that the option could allay

“consumer frustration when the consumer is unable contact an actual utility customer

service representative to address a service or billing concern.” OCA Comments at 37.

Referring to the Commission’s proposed “wann transfer” option, TCC/CCL refer

the Commission to our comments relative to subsection 63.15 (Complaint procedures)

‘°I RechrssiJk’ation Order at 100-01; see 66 Pa.C.S. § 308(b)(1) and 701.
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and “question whether the new process should be specified in both Chapter 63 and

Chapter 64, or whether a single reference is more appropriate.” TCC/CCL Comments a

29.

Verizon opposes retention of Chapter 64 dispute and complaint process, even in

the modified form proposed by the Commission. Verizon Comments at 31. Verizon

proposes to eliminate subchapter G and replace it with “a much simpler and customer

friendly dispute resolution framework” by which BCS will accept informal complaints

only relating to residential standalone noncompetitive service, utilize the warm transfer

option, and refer any other complaints relating to regulated service directly to the carrier.

Verizon Comments at 31-32. Verizon proposes to sunset the informal complaint process

entirely by the end of 2023. Verizon further proposes to replace the formal complaint

process with a new process whereby all formal complaints relating retail

telecommunications service shall be subject to mandatory mediation. Verizon Comments

at 32.

b. Discussion and Resolution

The Commission rejects any adverse comments to its proposed retention of

Subchapter G, and we will adopt our proposal to retain Subchapter G in Chapter 64 of

Title 52 of the Pa. Code for competitive and noncompetitive local calling areas,

consistent with our discussion in the APR11’I Order. We also adopt our proposal to add a

warm transfer process to the Subchapter G regulations in the final form regulations. We

agree with OCA’s assessment that the warm transfer process will facilitate more and

higher quality interactions between consumers and LEC customer-facing representatives.

We disagree with Verizon that we should restrict the informal complaint process

to residential standalone noncompetitive service, and we find no legal or factual support

for such a restriction. Nor do we find any merit to Verizon’s suggestion that we sunset

the informal complaint process entirely or require that all formal complaints be subject to
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mediation. As previously discussed, the Commission is required under the Code to

promulgate regulations that allow for a consumer to make an informal complaint with the

Commission’s BCS, and BCS is required under the Code to receive, investigate and issue

final determination on all informal complaints. And, the Commission’s existing rules

provide for mediation when appropriate but without mandating it on any party,

particularly residential customers. Accordingly, we retain Subchapter G in Chapter 64 of

Title 52 of the Pa. Code as modified in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

H. Subchapter H (Restoration of Service)
52 Pa. Code § 64.181—64.182

In the Reclassification Order, the Commission temporarily waived all of

Subchapter H as to Verizon’s provision of residential service in competitive wire

centers)02 In the NPRM Order, we determined that Section 64.182 is unnecessary and

proposed to rescind it. However, consistent with our previous proposals to permanently

retain the applicability of certain service suspension and termination regulations for both

competitive and noncompetitive wire centers. we proposed the following: (I) the

retention of Section 64.181 for all geographic areas; (2) the amendment of Section 64.181

to include reference to bproduct guides or other similar documents” in addition to a

LEC’s lawful tariff to the extent those terms are applicable to the particular service.

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain Section 64.181 in all

geographic areas, with minor revisions to acknowledge existence of a pricing guide or

tariff, and to eliminate Section 64.182. OCA Comments at 37.

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposal to reinstate the Subchapter H rules

because in Verizon’s view, they are unnecessary’ and obsolete in today’s competitive

102 ReclassUlcation On/er at 99, 144.
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marketplace, which the Commission recognized when it granted waivers from these rules

in competitive exchanges in 2015. Verizon Comments at 31. Verizon proposes that the

Commission to apply these rules only to basic residential telephone service, to be sunset

at the end of 2023, with the proviso that section 1501 of the Code shall continue to

govern all aspects of regulated carrier services. Verizon Comments at 31.

b. Discussion and Resolution

The Commission rejects Verizon’s adverse comments to its proposed retention of

Subchapter H, Section 64.181 for reasons previously stated, and we wilt adopt our

proposal to retain this regulation for competitive and noncompetitive local calling areas,

consistent with our discussion in the NPRM Order. We also adopt our proposal to

modify Section 64.181 as set forth in the Annex to the NFRM Order. Finally, we adopt

our proposal to rescind Section 64.182 noting that no party opposes that recission.

Accordingly, the retention of Section 64.181 as modified, and the rescission of Section

64.182 from Chapter 64 of Title 52 of the Pa. Code will be incorporated in the final-form

regulation set forth in the Annex.

I. Subchapter I (Public Information; Record Maintenance)
52 Pa. Code § 64.191 (Public Information);
52 Pa. Code § 64.192 (Record Maintenance)

The two separate regulations in Subchapter I address the requirements of fair

marketing. In the ReclassIcation Order we temporarily waived Section 64.191(0 and

(g) for Verizon as no longer necessary in a compelitive environment. However, we

concluded that Sections 64.191 (a)—(d) provide necessary regulatory provisions

governing applications for service and disclosure of information about available services

to potential customers. Since many customers receive bundled services, the Commission
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previously granted Verizon a waiver of Section 64.191(e) which addresses toll

presubscription.’°3

In (lie NPK1I Order, we determined that it is necessary that both parties, the

customer and the LEC, know their rights and responsibilities when entering a new service

arrangement and thus, we proposed the permanent retention of Sections 64.191 (a)—(d)

and (t)—(g) for all geographic areas. However, in the Annex to the NPRM Order, we

also proposed to amend 64.19 1(g) to require this infonTlation be made only to new

customers and thereafter only upon request.

With regard to Section 64191(e) and being cognizant of the fact that many of our

ILECS were previously granted a temporary waiver of this regulatory section.T01 we

determined that this regulation was no longer relevant and proposed its rescission in the

NPThW Order.

Additionally, we concluded that the record retention requirement in Section

64.192 can and does assist when various disputes arise as well as in the resolution of

informal and formal complaints. We determined that since such record generation,

retention and storage are being performed through electronic means in the ordinary

course of business of telecommunications utilities by their respective billing and

operational support systems, that the requirement to maintain such records uniformly for

residential set-vices provided in both competitive and noncompetitive wire centers does

not appear to constitute an administrative burden. Thus, we proposed to retain Section

64.192 for all geographic areas.

103 Joint Petition of Venzon Pennsylvania, Inc. and Verizon North, Inc. for a IVaiver of the Commission ‘s
On/er Dated May 9, 1997, et at, Docket Nos. 1-00940034 and P-00072348 (Tentative Order entered
September 24, 2008 and Final Order entered October 6, 2008: see also Secretarial Letter dated January
22, 2009) (May 9, 1997 hnplementation Order).
104 RLEC Directoiy anti Toll Presithscription Order at 10-11.
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a. Comments and Replies

With respect to subparts (a) and (b) of subsection 64.19 1, IRRC notes with

approval a commentator’s suggestion that “basic service” should be replaced with “of

service for which the applicant is eligible” “since some LECs may not provide ‘basic

service’ as contemplated in this regulation.” IRRC Comments at 9.

Additionally, with respect to subpart (fl of subsection 64.191, JRRC agrees with a

commentator that “this provision can be deleted as it is no longer relevant given the

movement away from saturation delivery of white page directories.” IRRC Comments at

9.

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule in all geographic

areas, and to revise the rule to eliminate reference to toll presubscription and to only

require that information be provided to new customers. OCA Comments at 38. OCA

further proposes to eliminate the reference to “telephone directory” in subsection

64.191(0(4) as “no longer relevant.” OCA Comments at 38. OCA also supports the

Commission’s proposal to retain Section 64.191 rule in all geographic areas, noting that

“this regulation and information covered is still needed and relevant, given the use of the

“warm transfer” approach to management of consumer disputes as well consumer

concerns arising from the copper to fiber network transition.” OCA Comments at 39.

TCC!CCL propose that the Commission modify its proposed language for this rule

to eliminate references to basic service, since in TCC/CCL’s view, competitive carriers

may choose not to offer basic service. TCC/CCL Comments at 29.

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposal to retain the Subchapter I rules

because in Verizon’s view, they are unnecessary and obsolete in today’s competitive

marketplace. According to Verizon, “consumers today value the streamlined interactions
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typical of unregulated providers” but the rules force regulated carriers “to communicate

in an annoying and confusing manner.” Verizon Comments at 32.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Ensuring that both parties to a new service know their rights and responsibilities

affords protection to both the customer and the provider. However, in our continual

effort to balance burdens on providers with protections for customers, we narrowed the

provision of this information to new customers only to reduce our providers’ burdens

while still protecting all parties to the transaction.

The Commission rejects Verizon’s adverse comments to its proposed retention of

Subchapter I, Sections 64.191 and 64.192 for competitive and noncompetitive local

calling areas, for reasons previously stated and consistent with the discussion in the

NPRM Order. However, we agree with the comments of TCC/CCL relative to basic

service and we will further modify Section 64.191(a) and (b) to replace the word “basic”

with the generic term “telecommunications.” Accordingly, the retention of Sections

64.191 and 64.192 in Chapter 64 ofTitle 52 ofthe Pa. Code as modified will be

incorporated in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

J. Subchapter J (Annual Reporting Requirements)
52 Pa. Code § 64.201—64.202

1. 52 Pa. Code § 64.201 (Reporting Requirements)

The Commission granted Verizon a temporary waiver of many, but not all, of the

Section 64.201(b) reporting requirements for the 153 competitive wire centers.’°5

However, Verizon remained subject to the Section 64.201(a) annual reporting

requirement that imposes on each LEC with residential accounts the obligation to file a

report providing information that is set forth in Section 64.20 1(b).’°6 Specifically,

105 Reclassification Order at 102.
lOb See Fitial Implementation Order at 32.
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Verizon was required to continue to comply with Section 64.201(a) and the following

Section 64.20 1(b) provisions: (b)(2)(i), (b)(4)Q), (b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7), (b)(8)O), (b)(9)(i),

and (b)(l0)(i).

In the NPRM Order, the Commission determined that these reporting requirements

for residential account information relative to non-basic and toll service data are no

longer necessary in any area. Consequently, in the Annex to the NPRM Other, we

proposed to rescind 64.201(b)(2)(ii), (iii). and (iv); 64.201 (b)(4)Oi), (iii), and (iv);

64.20 I(b)(8)(ii), (iii), and (iv); 64.20 l(b)(9)Oi), (iii), and (iv); 64.201(b)( l0)Oi), (iii), and

(iv); and 64.20 l(b)(l 1) and thereby limit each reporting requirement to basic local

exchange service.

However, because we also determined that the retention of the other reporting

provisions in this subchapter continued to provide useful infornution regarding the status

and assist our understanding of changes in the residential telecommunications services

market, we proposed to retain the remaining reporting requirements in Section 64.201,

including the previously temporarily waived subsections (b)( 1) and (3) for all geographic

areas.

Additionally, since we have retained some Chapter 64 regulations, Section 64.202

(Petition for waiver) remained relevant.’°7 Thus, we proposed to retain this regulation in

all geographic areas.

‘° ANPRM Order at 21; Reclassification Order at 103.
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a. Comments and Replies

Noting that “{r]etaining [Section 64.201] will assist in providing useful

information regarding the impact of. -. ‘warm transfer’ arrangements,” IRRC asks the

Commission “to explain the need and rationale for eliminating this periodic reporting.”

IRRC Comments at 10.

Noting a commentator’s objection to the reporting requirements of

§ 64.201(b)(2), 64.201(b)(4), 64.201(b)(9) and 64.201(b)(l0) as “outside the

jurisdiction” of the Commission. IRRC asks the Commission to “explain the need for

these provisions in a revised Preamble to the final-form rulemaking.” IRRC Comments

at 10. IRRC also notes a commentator’s suggestion that “where ‘basic service’ appears

in § 64.20 l(relating to reporting requirements), it should be replaced with

‘telecommunication services,” and recommends that the Commission “should make

certain that it is consistent in its use of terms throughout the text of the regulation.”

IRRC Comments at 10.

The OCA opposes the Commission’s proposal to rescind subsection

64.20 l(b)(11), requiring reporting of the total number of Chapter 64 disputes, because

“that this tally is an important measure which should be retained [and] is particularly

important given the Commission’s proposed option for LECs to participate in a ‘warm

transfer’ arrangement to expedite receipt and resolution by the LEC of consumer

complaints to the Bureau of Consumer Services.” OCA Comments at 40. OCA supports

the remainder of the Commission’s proposal to retain this rule with substantial

modifications to eliminate reporting of non-basic and toll service that is no longer

necessary. OCA Comments at 39-40.

TCC/CCL propose that the Commission modify its proposed language for this nile

in two ways: (1) to eliminate several reporting requirements which, in TCC/CCL’s view,

“do not implicate the areas over which the Commission retains jurisdiction”; and (2) to
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replace references to “basic service” with “telecommunications service,” since in

TCC/CCL’s view, competitive carriers may choose to offer services other than basic

service. TCC/CCL Comments at 30.

The OCA also supports the Commission’s proposal to retain Section 64.202 in all

geographic areas. OCA Comments at 40.

Verizon opposes the Commission’s proposal to retain the Chapter 64, Subchapter J

rules because in Verizon’s view, they are unnecessary and obsolete in today’s

competitive marketplace, provide no benefit to consumers, and impose burdens that

unregulated carriers do not bear. Verizon Comments at 33. According to Verizon, these

rules and related reports “belong to the now nonexistent rate-of-return structure” and

unduly burden regulatory carriers only. Verizon Comments at 33. Verizon posits that the

Commission may continue to monitor affordability of basic residential service by

reviewing publicly available price guides. Verizon Comments at 33.

b. Discussion and Resolution

The Commission rejects any adverse comments to its proposed retention of

Subchapter J, Sections 64.201 and 64.202, and we will adopt our proposal to retain these

regulations and limit their application to basic local exchange service for competitive and

noncompetitive local calling areas, consistent with our discussion in the NPK4I Order.

We also adopt our proposal to modify Section 64.201 as set forth in the Annex to the

NPRM Order.

Consequently, we reject the comments of TCC/CCL and IRRC relative to

replacing the term “basic” service with “telecommunications” service in the final fonn

regulations because our intent is to limit Section 64.201’s reporting obligations to basic

local exchange service only. Using “telecommunications” would broaden, not limit, the

reporting obligations. As previously noted, the Commission in the Annex to the NPRM
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Order proposed to limit the Section 64.20 1 reporting requirements to basic local

exchange service. We will maintain this approach, as the retained reporting requirements

could provide useful infonuation to assist our understanding of changes in the residential

telecommunications services market in general and the basic service market in particular.

We also agree with the continents of OCA relative to retention of subsection (11)

regarding total number of disputes handled. We will revise Section 64.201 accordingly

in the final form regulations.

K. Subchapter K (General Provisions)
52 Pa. Code § 64.2t1—64.213

In the Reclassi/Ication Order, we temporarily waived Section 64.211 in Verizon’s

competitive wire centers.’°8 In the NPRM Order, we proposed to rescind Section 64.211.

However, since we retained certain Chapter 64 regulations, we also proposed to retain

Sections 64.212 and 64.213 as they currently exist because Section 64.212 governs

waiver requests and Section 64.213 governs the effect of tariff provisions that are

inconsistent, and these regulations potentially remained useful.”109

a. Comments and Replies

The OCA supports the Commission’s proposal to rescind 64.211 in all geographic

areas as unnecessary. OCA Comments at 40. Additionally, OCA supports the

Commission’s proposal to retain Section 64.2 12 and 64.2 13 in all geographic areas.

OCA Comments at 41.

b. Discussion and Resolution

Consistent with our discussion in the NPRM Order, we will adopt our proposal to

retain Subchapter K, Sections 64.2 12 and 64.2 13 for competitive and noncompetitive

local calling areas, and to rescind Section 64.211. Accordingly, the retention of Sections

lOB Reclassification Order at 22.
109 Jd
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64.212 and 64.213 and the rescission of Section 64.211 from Chapter 64 of Title 52 of

the Pa. Code will be incorporated in the final-form regulation set forth in the Annex.

CONCLUSION

We again thank those interested parties who filed comments on the proposed

subsections of the regulation. The determinations the Commission has made in this Final

Rulemaking and the changes we have adopted to our telecom regulations in the final

form regulation set forth in accompanying Annex are driven by multiple factors,

including the presence of competition, industry technological changes, and consumer

demand for convenience with their telecommunications services. The Commission

concedes that there may be work left to do, as our Chapter 63 abandonment, change of

control, and universal service fund regulations for example will remain unchanged after

this proceeding. Nevertheless, this rulemaking represents a significant step forward in

modernizing our telecommunications regulations, including eliminating regulatory

obligations that are no longer necessary or appropriate and modifying regulatory

obligations to better reflect today’s market realities. In our view, the proposed changes

from this proceeding bring Pennsylvania ILECs closer to regulatory parity with their

competitors. which is one of the stated policy goals in Chapter 30 of the Code.’ 10

At the same time, the Commission needs to balance the needs of utilities and

consumers when making decisions. The surgical approach that we have taken with our

telecommunications regulations does just that; it allows our jurisdictional carriers to

better compete in today’s marketplace, while still maintaining the consumer protections

necessary to ensure the provision of reasonably continuous, modem, and safe service.

Accordingly, under Sections 501, 504, 505, 506, 1501, 1504, 1507, 1508, 1509, and

3011—3019 of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 501, 504, 505, 506, 1501, 1504,

Chapter 30 recognizes that “the regulatory obligalions imposed upon the incumbent focal exchange
telecommunications companies should be reduced to levels more consistent with those imposed upon competing
allemative service providers. 66 Pa. C.S. § 3011(13).
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1507, 1508, 1509, and 3011—3019; Section 201 ofthe act ofJuly 31, 1968 (P.L. 769,

No. 240), known as the Commonwealth Documents Law (45 P.S. § 1201), and the

regulations promulgated thereunder at 1 Pa. Code § 7.1, 7.2 and 7.5; Section 204(b) of

the Commonwealth Attorneys Act (71 P.S. § 732 204(b)); Section 5 of the Regulatory

Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5); and Section 612 of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71

P.S. § 232), and the regulations promulgated thereunder at 4 Pa. Code § 7.231—7.234,

we amend the regulations at 52 Pa. Code § 53.57—53.60 and 52 Pa. Code Chapters 63

& 64, as set forth in Annex A; THEREFORE,

IT IS ORDERED:

1. That Chapters 53,63 and 64 of Title 52 of the Pennsylvania Code are

hereby amended as set forth in Annex A hereto.

2. That the Law Bureau shall certify this order and Annex A and deposit them

with the Legislative Bureau for publication in the Pennsvhania Bulletin.

3. That the Law Bureau shall submit this order and Annex A to the Office of

Attorney General for approval as to legality.

4. That the Law Bureau shall submit this order and Annex A to the Governor’s

Budget Office for review of fiscal impact.

5. That the Law Bureau shall submit this order and Annex A for review by the

designated standing committees of both houses of the General Assembly, and for review

and approval by the Independent Regulatory Review’ Commission.
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6. That the Secretary’s Bureau will serve copy of this Order and Annex A

upon the Pennsylvania Telephone Association, all the participating parties in the

Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the Office of Consumer Advocate, the Office

of Small Business Advocate, and the Commission’s Bureau of Investigation and

Enforcement.

7. That the contact persons for this rulemaking are Deputy Chief Counsel

David E. Screven. Law Bureau, (717) 787-2126. dscreven(?ipa.ov. and Assistant

Counsel Christopher Van de Verg. (717) 783-3459. cvandevergpa.gov. Alternate

formats of this document are available for persons with disabilities and may be obtained

by contacting Karen Thome, Regulatory Coordinator, (717) 772-4597, kalhornepa.gov.

8. That a copy of this Order will be published on the Commission’s website at

http://www.puc.pa.gov.

9. That the final regulations embodied in Annex A shall become effective

upon publication in the Pe;ziisvh’ania Bitileti,,.

(SEAL)

ORDER ADOPTED: October 28, 2021

ORDER ENTERED: December 9, 2021

Rosemary Chiavetta
Secretary
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PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17120

PROPOSED RULEMAKING PUBLIC MEETING OCT. 28, 2021
ORDER - COMPETITIVE 3001391-LAW
CLASSIFICATION OF DOCKET NO. L-2018-3001391
TELECOM RETAIL SERVICES

STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN GLADYS BROWN DUTRIEUILLE

The matter before us is a recommendation for adopting final form regulations
revising Sections 63 and 64 of our Code governing teLecommunications, This arose as
part of the Commission’s earlier Reclassification Order and addresses Section 3019(b)(2)
of the Public Utility Code (Code).’

As an initiol matter, I support following the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission’s (IRRC) suggestion that we reissue the proposed regulations and solicit
additional input on the issues raised by my earlier statement.2

I do not agree with the proposition that the mere existence of competition and
technological updates warrants the elimination of the vast majority of the many customer
protections included in our existing service quality and billing regulations. The reference
to cable voice service as a substitute for regulated stand-alone voice service is
unpersuasive. While I applaud the great progress that has been made in providing cable
Internet and cable voice services, I am reminded that we still struggle with the availability
of access to reliable and affordable cable service in rural and urban areas in our
Commonvealth. Also, cable voice is not classified as a telecommunications service and,
even if it wcrc, it is rarely offcred as thc stand-alone voicc service regulated by the
Commission. Wireless service is also not a substitute to regulated stand-alone voice
service because it has capacity constraints that limit its useftilness. Satellite service is too
nascent to consider as a substitute today.

66 Pa.C.S. § 3019(b)(2).
2 comments oldie Independent Regidaton’ Revieit’ Commission, Docket No. L-20 18-3001391
(July23, 2021), p.3.

Section 706 Report, DockctNo. 17-199(Fcbaiarv 2.2018), Appcndix D-2. Of Pennsylvania’s
12,774M residents cited, 82.4% of rural residents and 98.2% of urban residents have no access to
fixed and mobile broadband. This translates into approximately 179,000 urban residents and
481,000 rural residents without broadband. This totals over 600,000 Pennsylvanians.

1
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A more moderate approach to updating our regulations is preferable to one that
cuts far deeper than necessary, at this time, when true competition is not ubiquitous and
the technological advancements,4 that do exist, are not universally available. Even if
ubiquitous competition existed and technological advancements were universally
available, there would still be issues like network reliability, public safety, adequacy,
privacy, and service quality that are sufficiently critical to require detailed regulations
and not reliance on Section 1501 of the Code.5

Section 30l9(b)(2) expressly directs the Commission to take into consideration the
emergence of new industry participants, technological advancements, service standards
and customer demand when revising our regulations. Section 301 l(a)(l3) recognizes that
regulaton’ burdens on carriers subject to Chapter 30 should be reduced to level more
consistent with those of an alternative service provider.

Interconnected VoIP service, not classified by the FCC as telecommunications, has proven as
reliable as traditional plain old telephone service (POTS) only if the customer possesses a high-
speed Internet connection at their residence or business since it works via ethernet cable, Wi-H,
and even LTE. For the approximately 6000,000 consumers without broadband in PA, VoIP is
not an option in the absence of cable internet service unlike POTS, which we regulate and which
still works in the event of a power outage, a lost internet connection also means the consumer
loses voice service unless they have a celiphone. Cellphone sen-ice also has less capacity and
can be quickly ovenvhclmed as in an emergency. Cable voice service also requires consumers to
keep service by investing in an established backup power source. Technologies like low-earth
orbiting satellites (LEOs) or fixed wireless are in their infancy, have capacity constraints, can be
expensive like requiring a 5500 equipment fee upfront. The parties also overlook that these
require access to Internet broadband scn’ice that unfortunately many Pennsylvanians still lack.

Competition must he ubiquitous to be an effective replacement for regulations. Verizon notes
that competition replaces regulatory’ oversight in formerly monopoly markets Accord I’eiton
Comments at 5. The record does not define competition nor how to measure it except for an
incomplete discussion of lost access lines noted infra. Compare Verizon Comments at 3-10
citing FCC Voice Subscription (April 2021) with FCC Voice Subscription Repor (April 2021)
Table 1, pp. 8-9 showing ILEC over-the-top VoIP grew from 67 to 70, ILECs coaxial cable grew
from 55 to 56, and ILEC fiber-to-the-premises grew from 8,590 to 8633 while CLEC ability to
compete to provide service declined from 3,514 to 3,082 using last mile facilities and reliance on
UNE-L declined from 1,529 to 1,352. Professor Harry Trebing, a former FCC economist and
Michigan State Public Utility Institute Director, defined effective competition to exist when there
are at least five providers of the service and no one provider has more than 40% of market share.
Anything less makes competition ineffective by making consumers price takers not price makers.
Compare Hani’ Trehing (Michigan Institute of Public Utilities Lectures, 1993) and David S.
Schwartz, Crossing the Rubicon intl/i I-lain’ Tithing (2002) https://ipu.msu.edu!wp
content!uploads’20 19/08/Crossing-the-Rubicon-with-Hany-Trebing.pdf and William G.
Shepherd. Wrong Nnnzberc (May 2000)(discussing a proposed MCI-T-Mobile merger in light of
Trebing’s approach available at Wrong Numbers—MCI WorldCom, Sprint, and monopoly
power in the loiw-distance market I Economic Policy Institute (epi.or2) with Veuizon Comments,
pp. 2-5 and PTA Reply, and CR Comments. Cf Comments of the OCA.
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The guiding principles of Sections 3019(b)(2) and 301 1(a)(13) should be the
prunus inter pares considerations in the present rulemaking. Those principles must be
considered in purl materia with other preceding provisions in the statute emphasizing the
importance of universal service, affordable rates, nondiscrimination, and the deployment
of broadband be it mandated or by competition.6 A holistic consideration of
Sections Section 3019(b)(2), 301 1(a)(I 1) and (13), and Section 3016(a) does not support
substantial deviation from the final form regulation before us today.

Section 3019(B)(2).

A. Emergence of New Industry Participants

Our 35 Chapter 30 Companies, which are the traditional incumbent service
providers in Pennsylvania and referred to as local exchange telecommunications
companies (LETCs) in Chapter 30 of the Code, assert that they continue to experience
significant losses in the number of voice service access lines to unregulated competitors
over the past few years.7 They argue that this competition from these unregulated
competitors should result in the Commission rescinding a substantial portion of our
regulations addressing the safety, adequacy, reliability, and privacy of
telecommunications services and the ordering, installation, suspension, termination, and
restoration of any telecommunications service. However, a Section 3019(b)(2)
proceeding is to consider new industry participants, technological advancements, service
standards and consumer demand. But, the commentators have made eoLnpetition a
component of the statutory criteria and, even then, have presented no real substantial
evidence to support their claim other than aggregate figures on line losses set forth in the
Federal Communication Commission’s Voice Subscription Report (April 2021) which
also show competition increases and declines. These partial references, moreover, fail to
address the extent to which these “lost” incumbent stand-alone access lines used to
provide stand-alone voice have been, or will be, replaced by the incumbents’ own
modernized “multiservice” last-mile lines that are providing not only voice, but also
internet and video service, backhaul service, and mobile services as well.

I note that the current version of Chapter 30 enacted seventeen years ago
incorporated a statutory provision that permitted our LETCs to obtain pricing regulatory
relief once the LETC presents evidence that competition from alternative service
providers is no longer nascent in their set-vice territory. If competition were a criteria in
Section 301 9(b)(2), which it is not, and were as pervasive as claimed, beyond the

SCOII?pare e.g., Section 201 1(a)(l). (2), (8), and (11) with Verizon Comments. p. 2, n. 7 citing
201 1(a)(l I). It should be noted that Section 301 l(aXl I) must be read in conjunction with (a)(9)
addressing competition in any region where there is market demand. That has occurred in 153 of
Verizon’s 504 exchanges and in none of the exchanges operated by all the remaining ILECs who
also rely on Section 301 1(a)(1 1). See PTA Reply Comments, p.3.

J7erjzon (‘oni,;je,;js, pp. 3-10; PTA Reply Co,nn,ents.
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superficial reference to access line losses, the incumbents would have long ago, under
Section 3016 of the Code, petitioned to obtain “competitive” classification in their
remaining exchanges by presenting these claims and additional evidence beyond that
made here. That has not occurred except for Verizon’s attempt to reclassify 196 of its
504 exchanges. This illustrates that competition is not ubiquitous.

I support the overall approach in Sections 63.22 to 63.44 on Service Quality
Measurements because the existing rules retain a minimum amount of regulation as
needed to ensure information about network reliability and quality of service. The
proposed regulations governing Service Records (63.22), Service Interruptions (63.24),
Accounts and Records (63.35), and Surveillance (63.5 1-63.55), Trouble Reports (63.57),
Installation (63.58), Transmission (63.63), and Inspections and Metering (63.64) should
be retained. I support modification of our earlier approach to now state that reports are to
be provided upon Commission request except in some limited instances like the Annual
Report.

I support substantial revisions of Automatic Dialing Device, Extended Area
Service. Payphone, Underground Utility Service, Long-Distance Utility Service. Operator
Supported Services, and Wholesale Service portions of the regulations with a backstop
provision that should the public interest demand, the Commission retains the appropriate
jurisdiction to serve the public interest.

B. Service Standards and Consumer Demand.

Section 3019(b)(2) of the Code also requires the Commission to consider service
standards and consumer demand. On these points, a recent event involving over 140
infomial complaints against one incumbent provider suggests that consumer demand for
network reliability, adequacy, and public safety continues to exist.

An even more recent letter from the General Assembly, whose standing
committees will comment on our final form rules, asked the Commission to investigate
outages and network reliability.9 While those matters and allegations have been
appropriately referred to our independent enforcement authority under the L’ness
doctrine, their existence illustrates the extent to which consumers expect this Commission
to regulate telecommunication service standards. 1 do not support revisions to our rules
that rescind the practice of requiring notice to the Commission of any outage reported to
the FCC, providing customer credits based on the length of a service outage in any
exchange, or eliminating the need for reports and metrics measuring network reliability.
The Pennsylvania public relies on the Commission to continue to address these matters.

866 Pa.C.S. § 3016(a)(I)-(3).
See attached Letter. Under the Lvness doctrine, a regulatory agency cannot be prosecutor and

judge. The Commission’s independent enforcement ant, B1&E, is looking into those claims.
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Section 3011(a).

tany commentators called for a reduction in our rules to those imposed on
alternative service providers (or CLECs) due to the presence of competition. They view
the rules imposed on LETCS or ILECs as harmful to their ability to compete everyday
with CLECs for a consumer’s business.’0

This call for the wholesale rescission of our existing telecom regulations or for the
incorporation of sunset provision for telecom regulations contains no substantial evidence
of ubiquitous competition. But, even if it did, the call fails to address the fact that
Chapter 30 also recognizes that the obligations and duties imposed on an ILEC are not
identical with those expected of a CLEC. For this reason, the statute expects that the
Commission should reduce regulations to levels more consistent with those of an ILEC.
Section 3011(a)(13) must be balanced against preceding provisions such as
Sections 301 l(a)(2) addressing universal service at affordable rates. (a)(8)’s concern that
competitive service be deployed without jeopardizing universal service, and that the
promotion of advanced and broadband services not jeopardize universal sen’ice in
Section 301 I(a)12).

The call for absolute regulatory parity between ILECs and CLECs fails to account
for the fact that incumbent LETCs, or ILECs, like incumbent providers in the water,
electric, and gas public utilities, have universal service Carrier of Last Resort (COLR)
obligations’’ under state law and are Eligible Telecommunications Carriers (ETC) with
obligations arising from the receipt of federal support tied to that ETC designation. 12 The
competitor LETCs, or CLECs do not.

Pennsylvania’s Basic Service versus Federal Stand-Alone Service. The
comments to Section 53.57. inter cilia, state that Pennsylvania’s definition and
requirements for intrastate “basic” service should be reconciled with federal niles requiring
stand-alone voice as a condition of federa’ support when there are technological
limitations.’3 IRRC has raised this concern as well.’4

tO See e.g., PTA Comments, p. 4.
‘That anticipation, at least in Pennsylvania, was accompanied by an equally important

commitment to universal service, assurances that rates remained just and reasonable, and that
eligible consumers could get Lifeline service from LEGs subject to Chapter 30. Section 3011(a)
and 3019(f). The comments recognize this interplay of universal sen’iceCOLR and competition.
See e.g., PT1 Reply Comm ents, pp. 5-6.
12 See e.g., Comments of Claverack Communications, Docket No. L-2018-3001391 (May 25,
2021) inter al/a.

C’onz,nents of Clai’erack Communications, 1,zc., Docket No. L-2018-300 1391 (May 25, 2021);
Accord JRRC Comments (July 23, 2021), p.5.
‘ !RRC Comments (Julj’ 23, 2021), p. 5.
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The “basic” service definition set forth in our current rules reflects a monopoly era
when the Commission regulated intrastate voice service and the FCC regulated interstate
voice. Since then, voice service is now usually blended into a packaged voice service
that combines intrastate and interstate voice. This packaged voice service is often
bundled with broadband service where broadband is available. The FCC requires
recipients of federal support to provide “stand alone” voice service, usually a packaged
voice service, as ‘veil as bundled voice and broadband service. The final Riles should
retain the definition of “basic” service limited to intrastate voice but should also be
revised to include package voice services that provide unlimited local and long-distance
calling, 911, and telecommunications relay service provided by new entrants. This
allows those providers to comply with the ancillary requirements while reconciling our
“basic” service for thosc without a package voice in a way that also ensures compliance
with FCC mandates. This also ensure that all consumers, not just Lifeline consumers,
will have access to stand-alone voice service if it is a “basic” intrastate voice service or a
packaged voice service offered to comply with federal mandates.’5

Tariffs, Product Guides, or Similar Documents. The comments calling for
reliance on Section 1501 and the Commission’s current rules as well as tariffs, price lists,
or other documentation for noncompetitive stand-alone service, and then only through
December 31, 2023, are unpersuasive. This ignores the language in the VoIP Freedom
Bill retaining Commission authority over VoIP if it is a protected service provided under
tariff. That may not be the case if it is protected voice service but is offered using a price
list or a similar document. That is because allowing protected service provided under
tariff to be done using a price list or a similar document circumvents these provisions and
deregulates VoIP without the proceeding mandated for protected services in Section
3016. A better approach is to reconcile Chapter 30 with the VoIP Freedom Bill and our
ReclassIcation On/er by revising the rules to allow regulatory compliance by tariff,
product guide, or similar document. However, a product guide or similar document
should only be allowed when the LETC is not providing a protected service or the service
does not implicate COLR or ETC Designation. In that case, the LETC must use a tariff.
All providers, however, should be allowed to post their information electronically so long
as it is approved by the Commission’s Bureau of Consumer Services.’6

Accord, Comments of Claverack Communications, Inc., Docket No. L-20l8-3001391
(May 25, 2021), p.4, n. 2. Claverack provides this only to Lifeline consumers and although most
consumers prcfcr a voice and internet bundle, there may be other consumers intcrcsted in this
voice package, Importantly, this voice package meets the “stand alone voice service” required
by the FCC in the recent RuDOF auction in which the Commission grants providers ETC
designation consistent with that rule. See also Comments oft/ic 0/jice of Consumer Advocate,
Docket No. L-20l 8-3001391 (May 25, 2021) at p. 3 citing Comments of Cause.
16 Consumers seeking information on regulated voice service face a daunting task trying to locate
that information or obtain access to a human customer service representative (CSR).
Commission review would ensure predictability while promoting consumer education.
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Section 3016.

Sunset of All Regulations. The commentators rely on an incomplete reference to
lost access lines to support an assertion that competition warrants the wholesale
elimination of regulations. They make those claims in this quasi-adjudicator rulemaking
proceeding as opposed to a quasi-judiciaL Section 3016 proceeding. The commentators
also rely on the same claims about competition to support a mandatory sunset date.

This approach circumvents the process set out in Section 3016(a) governing how
an ILEC with a universal service/COLR obligation or ETC Designation must proceed.
An agency order cannot by fiat obviate a requirement for a proceeding set forth in law by
the General Assembly. That will happen here if we provide relief based on competition
claims that have not been substantiated. A better approach is to revise the regulations to,
in the incremental manner prescribed by Chapter 30, Section 3019(b)(2), reflect new
industry participants and technological advancements without addressing further relief
based on competition claims that are not supported by persuasive evidence.’7

In conclusion, I do not support any revisions of the regulations which do not strike
the appropriate balance between Sections 3011(a), 3019(b)(2), and Section 3016 while
recognizing the universal service mandate and the need to address new industry
participants and technological advancements in Section 301 9(b)(2). Any other result
constitutes an end-run around the petition process set out in Section 3016 of the Code.
The quasi-adjudicatory proceeding set out by the General Assembly to test the reality of
daims that competition in Pennsylvania is ubiquitous, therefore meriting complete
rescission or substantial elimination of our rules, should not be supplanted by this
rulemaking.

October 28. 2021

_________________________________________

Date Gladys Brown Dutrieuille, Chairman

The claim that universal service and COLR go to a sen-ice and not the underlying rules
adopted by the Commission fails to explain how a statutory mandate like Section 3016, universal
service, COLR, or an ETC Designation can be enforced. However, the observation that COLR is
an integral part of universal service under Chapter 30 is consistent with recognition that universal
service in the energy and gas industries also use COLR as a means to attain universal service.
Compare PTA Reply Comments, pp. 5-6 with Section 3011 and 1501 of the Public Utility Code.
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TITLE 52. PUBLIC UTELITIES

PART I. PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Subpart C. FIXED SERVICE UTILITIES

CHAPTER 53. TARIFFS FOR NONCOMMON CARRIERS

TARIFF FILING REQUIREMENTS FOR IINCUMBENT LOCAL EXCHANGE

C4RRWRS-{ A LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATION COMPANY

AND A COMPETITIVE ILOCAL EXCHANGE CARRIERSI

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER

§ 53.57. Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this section and § 53.58—53.60. have the

following meanings. unless the context ciearly indicates otherwise:

BUNDLED SER IICE PACKAGE—(I) A PACKAGE, WHICH INCLUDES

NONCOMPETITIVE OR PROTECTED AND COMPETITIVE SERVICES,

INCLUDING SERVICES OF AN AFFILIATE, IN COMBINATIONS AND AT A

SINGLE RATE OR CHARGE THAT IS OFFERED AND BILLED ON ONE BILL

BY A COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER OR A LOCAL

EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY.

(II) THE TERM DOES NOT INCLUDE A LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY OR COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER TARIFF FILING THAT INVOLVES

SIMULTANEOUS CHANGES IN RATES AND CHARGES FOR



:S

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICES IN A REVENUE NEUTRAL MANNER.

4 CLEC Competitive local exchange carrier A telecommunications company that

has been certificated by Ok Commission as a CLEC undcr the Commission’s

procedures implementing the Telecommunications Act of 1996, the act of Febnmry

8, 1996 (Pub.L. No. 104 104, 110 Stat. 56), or under the relevant provisions of 66

Pa.C.S. 3009(a) (relating to additional powers and duties).I

Competitive service A senice or business activity offered by Ian ILEC or-CLEGj—

local exchange telecommunications company or a senice or business activity offered

by a competitive telecommunications carrier that has been Ielassilie4-as) determined

or declared to be compctitivc by the Commission under the-+eIevatuprei4tiens-of-€6

PS---ff300$I-3O6-fre[afin-toeompetitive-ser%4eet4 AS DEFINED IN 66 PA.C.S. §

3012 (RELATING TO DEFINITIONS).

CT€’—€’ompetitire telecoiiiiiiiiiiicatbus carrier—an entity that provides

telecommunications services subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission and in

competition with a local exchan2e telecommunications company.

COMPETITIVE %J’IRE CENTER - A WIRE CENTER OR OTHER GEOGRAPHIC

AREA THAT IS DEFINED AND SERVED BY A LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY WHERE ALL OF ITS PROTECTED,

RETAIL NONPROTECTED AND RETAIL NONCOMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES HAVE BEEN DECLARED OR

DETERMINED TO BE COMPETITIVE BY THE COMMISSION UNDER 66

PA.C.S. § 3016 (RELATING TO COMPETITIVE SERVICES).
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E,uerprise and large business customer—any legal entity organized by charte

agreement or other similar instrument, including, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

corporations, partnerships, limited liability companies, or other similar

organizations of more than one person, including, but not limited to hospitals.

schools, government agencies and correctional institutions with AN annual TOTAL

BILLED revenue that exceeds EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN 5OOOOO

gross revenue or that employs more than 50 full time equivalent employees and

obtains telecommunications service by means of customized or individually

negotiated contractual agreements $80,000 FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SERVICES.

ILEC Incumbent local exchange carrier A telecommunications company deemed

to-be-tm 1LEC under section 101(n)(h) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (47

U.S.C.A. § 251(h)).)

Joint or bundled scn’icc packages

(i) Sen’icc packages composed of onc or more distinct catcgories of

noncompetitive and competitive sen’ices and sen’icc options or features, inclusive

of toll sen’iccs, when the senice packages are offered by ICIECs and ILECsJ

competitive tclceommunieations carriers and local exchange

telecommunications companies under a single rate or charge and a unified set of

tems and conditions for sen-icc as defincd in a taff approved by the

Commission.

(ii) The term does 1101 include IILEC or CLECI local exchange

3



9

telecommunications company or competitive telecommunications carrier

tariff filings that involvc simultaneous changes in rates and charges for

noncompctitivc services in a revenue neutral manner.

Lifrline p/an—A tariffed service offering, approved by the Commission, which provides

telecommunications services to qualified low-income end-user consumers at reduced

rates and charges in accordance with applicable State or Federal law or regulations.

LETC—Local exchange telecom,,,u,,ications conipanp An incumbent carrier

authorized by the Commission to provide local exchange telecommunications service.

The term includes a rural telecommunications carrier defined under section 3 of the

Telecommunications Act of 1996 (7 U.S.C.A. 153(41)) atid a nonrural incumbent

local exchange carrier under section 101 (a)) of-theT-e[ec-eFrn1*mications-Ae-ef 1996

(47 U.S.C.A. § 251(1i3): A TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE PROVIDER AS

DEFiNED IN 66 PA.C.S. § 3012 (RELATING TO DEFINITJONS).

New service—A service OR BUSINESS ACTIVITY that is not substantially the same

or functionally equivalent with existing competitive or noncompetitive services.

Nonconipetthi’e service A jprotcctcd tclcphoncl telecommunications service as

defined in 66 Pa.C.S. § 130021 3012 (relating to definitions) or a regulated

telecommunications service or business activth’ that has not been determined or

declared to be competitive by the Commission Ia not a competitive service!. AS

DEFINED EN 66 PALS. § 3012 (RELATING TO DEFINITIONS).

NONCOMPETIT1VE WIRE CENTER-A WIRE CENTER OR OTHER

4



GEOGRAPHIC AREA THAT IS DEFINED AND SERVED BY A LOCAL

EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY WHERE THE

JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATLONS PUBLIC UTILITY OFFERS

PROTECTED, RETAIL NONPROTECTED AND RETAIL NONCOMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES AS DEFINED BY 66 PA.C.S. § 3012

(RELATING TO DEFINLTLONS).

Nonprotected service A telecommunications service as defined in 66 Pa.C.S. 3012

or any telecommunications seniec provided by a local cxehan2e

telecommunications company that is not a protcctcd scryicc. AS DEFINED IN 66

PA.C.S. § 3012 (RELATING TO DEFINITLONS).

PRICE LIST—A DOCUMENT TFIAT SHALL CONTAIN THE PRLCES OR

RATES OF RETAIL COMPETITIVE SERVICES OR PRODUCTS. THE PRICE

LIST MAY BE SET FORTH iN THE PRODUCT GUIDE OR SIMILAR

DOCUMENT OF THE LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

COMPANY OR COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER.

PRODUCT GUIDE—A DOCUMENT THAT SHALL CONTAIN THE

DESCRIPTION, TERMS, CONDITIONS AND PRICES OF RETAIL

COMPETITIVE SERVICES OR PRODUCTS.

Pivuzotioncil sn-vice ofkrings—A sen’ice OR BUSINESS ACTIVITY offered by a

I CLEC or ILECI competitive telecommunications carrier or local exchange

telecommunications company at rates, terms and conditions that are designed to

promote usage and available for a dtLration of no longer than 6 months in any rolling 12-

5
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month period.

Protected service A telecommunicafions sencc as dcfined in 66 Pa.C.S. 3012 that

is offered by a local cxehanc telecommunications company and has not been

determined to be a competitive senice by the Commission. AS DEFINED IN 66

PA.C.S. § 3012 (RELATING TO DEFINITIONS).

§ 53.58. Offering of competitive services.

(a) jILECI IONLY A local exchange telecommunication company’s COMPANY

MAY OBTAIN A COMPETITIVE SERVICES CLASSIFICATION FOR ITS

RETAIL protected, retail noncompetitive and retail nonprotected services that havc

been-declared or determined to be-eempai-tive under the relevant provisions of 66 Pa.C.S.

§4300&{ 3016 (relating to competitive services). may also be offered by jCLEC$

eempetitive-telccommunications carriers as competitive scr,’iccs without prior

eernpetitivc determination and clas;iflcation by the Commission subject to this section.

THE COMPETITIVE CLASSIFICATION THAT A LOCAL EXCFIANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY OBTAINS FOR ITS RETAIL

SERVICES UNDER 66 PA.C.S. § 3016 (A) OR (B) SHALL BECOME

APPLICABLE TO THE SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR OR FUNCTIONALLY

EQUIVALENT RETAIL SERVICE OF THE COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER OPERATING IN THE SAME

GEOGRAPHIC REGION AS THE LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY.

6
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(b) Under § 53.59 (relating to cost support requirements and effectivc filing-dates for

tariff filings of noncompctitivc scntcs), a [CLECI compctitivc telecommunications

carrier may offer services classified as noncompetitive in Ian ILECI a local cxchanc

tclcepmmunications company’s service tcrntory when the ICLECI competitive

telecommunications carrier has been eeflificated to offer service. (RESERVED).

(c) f-When the Commission approves a CLEC petition under the relevant provisions

sf66 PatS. § 3005 for classification of a noncompctitivc service to a competitive

sen4ee$he ILEC serving that petitioning CLEC’s service territory and other

certificated CLECs within the petitioning CLEC’S service territory may offer the

service approved by the Commission as a competitive service subject to this seetion.I

A local exchange telecommunications company and a competitive

telecommunications carrier ma;’ declare retail nonprotccted services that they offer

to enterprise and large business customers throughout their service territories as

competitive without first filing a petition with the Commission and making a

(RESERVED).

(d) (CLECS and ILECsI Local exchange telecommunication companies and

competitive telecommunications carriers offeHng services jdetermiued by the

Commission as competitive shall ific with the Commission appropriate

informational tariffs, price lists, and ministerial administrative tariff changes.

These filings will-become effective on 1 days’ noticel. declared as competitive under

66 Pa.C.S. S 3011 3019 (relating to alternative form of regulation of
At

telecommunications services) will not be required to file tariffs with the Commission

7



for these services but the carder may be required to maintain price lists with the

terms and conditions in a product guide or similar document made available on the

earner’s web site.

(1) A local exchange telecommunications company and a compcfifive

telecommunications carrier shall file a price list for stand alone basic residential

service.

(2) A local exchange telecommunications company and a competitive

telecommunications carrier may provide ratc and terms of basic dial tone service

available through a product guide or similar document on its web site instead of

maintaining a price list or formal tariff with the Commission. The carrier shall

maintain an archive of outdated rates, terms and conditions that were a-s’ailabk-h-a

product guide-ar-siwThw-4ee-ument for a period ot’4 eurs--and shall remain

ohhga-ted-to-pnwtde-heth-eurrent-aiid-arehwekloeuments-to4htGomnitsslOll-Il p on

rensonablepeguesir A LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATION

COMPANY AND A COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER

SHALL:

(1) MAINTAIN ON ITS WEBSITE A PRICE LIST FOR ITS RETAIL

COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES OR A PRODUCT

GUIDE OR SIMILAR DOCUMENT SETTING FORTH THE RATES, TERMS

AND CONDITIONS OF ITS RETAIL COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES.

S



(2) FILE WITH THE COMMISSION AND MAINTAIN ON ITS WEBSITE

A PRICE LIST FOR ITS COMPETITIVE STANDALONE BASIC RESIDENTIAL

VOICE SERVICE.

(3) MAINTAIN ON ITS WEBSITE AN ARCHIVE OF OUTDATED RATES,

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ITS RETAIL COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES THAT WERE AVAILABLE IN ITS

PRICE LIST, PRODUCT GUIDE OR SIMILAR DOCUMENT FOR A PERIOD

OF FOUR YEARS FROM THEIR POSTING, AND SHALL PROVIDE BOTH

CURRENT AND ARCHIVED DOCUMENTS TO THE COMMISSION UPON

REASONABLE REQUEST.

(e) Under Cptei—5—teIating-to fommi procccdings), Ithe Commissioni a pai4ma

petition the C&mrnission to initiate a proceeding for the potential reclassification from

competitive to noncompetitive a sentice that is offered by [cithcr or both an ILEC and

CLECsI a local exchange tclccommunications company or competitive

telecommunications carriers in a specific 5cr. ice tcthto under the relevant provisions

of 66 Pa.C.S. § [3005(d)I 3016(c).

(1) The Commission will decide which competitive scnicc of Ian ILEC or

CLEC} a local exchange telecommunications company or a competitive

telecommunications carrier warrants reclassification to noncompetitive status under

relevant provisions of 66 Pa.C.S. § 13005(d)I 3016(c).

(2) The Commission will provide an opportunity to participate in the proeecding to

the [ILEC and to those CLECsI local cxchanc tclecommunications company and

9



those competitive telecommunications carriers that offer substantially the same or

ifinctionally cguivalent competitive scn’ice within thc service territory of the IILEC or

specific CLECJ local exchange telecommunications company for which there is a

rcclassification proceeding.

(3) The Commission will separately dctcnine whcther the substantially same or

ifinctionally equivalent sennice that is offercd by [the competing ILEC or CLAECSJ a

local exchange telecommunications company And ft competitive telecommunications

earner in the relevant sen’iec tethtory will continue to be classified as a competitive

scn’ice for the local exchange telecommunications company or competitive

telecommunications carrier.

(4) When roviewing whether a scrvice should be reclassified, the Commission will

eensidcr the following fae+ers

(i) IThc ease of entry by potential competitors into the market for-the

specific service at issuci (Reserved).

(H) The presence of other cxisting t&ecominunications carriers in the

market for the specific seniecs at issue.

(iii) IThe ability of other telecommunications earners to offer the

service at competitive prices, terms and conditions.] ResentcdL

(iv) The availabili of like or substiftte senice alternativcs in the

relevant geographic area for the senice at issue.

(v) IWhcther the service is provided under conditions that do not

constitute unfair competitiom-{

10



(vi) IWhcthcr the scn’icc, including ils availability for resaic under the

relevant provisions of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, the act of

February 8, 1996 (Pub.L. No. 104 104, 110 Stat. 56), is provided on a

nondiscriminatory basis.j RescnedL

(vii) Othcr factors dccmcd r&cvant by thc Commission. A PARTY

SEEKING THE RECLASSIFICATION OF A RETAIL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE OR OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITY

THAT hAS BEEN DESIGNATED AS A COMPETITIVE SERVICE UNDER 66

PA.C.S. § 3016 OF THE PUBLIC UTILITY CODE SHALL FILE A PETITION AS

DIRECTED IN 66 PA.C.S. § 30 16(C) OF THE PUBLIC UTILITY CODE. THE

COMMISSION WILL USE THE FACTORS SET FORTH IN 66 PA.C.S. §

3016(C)(3) TO MAKE ITS DETERMINATION OF WHETHER

RECLASSIFICATION OF THE COMPETITIVE SERVICE TO A

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICE IS WARRANTED. A RECLASSIFICATION

DETERMINATION OF A COMPETITIVE SERVICE SHALL BE APPLICABLE

TO BOTH THE LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

AND A COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER THAT IS

OFFERING A SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR OR FUNCTIONALLY

EQUIVALENT SERVICE IN THE SAME GEOGRAPHIC AREA.

(F) A LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY MAY

DECLARE AS COMPETITIVE THE RETAIL NONPROTECTED AND RETAIL

NONCOMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES IT OFFERS TO
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ENTERPRISE AND LARGE BUSINESS CUSTOMERS, AS DEFINED IN 52 PA.

CODE § 52.57, THAT ARE LOCATED IN ITS CERTIFICATED SERVICE

TERRITORY.

§ 53.59. Cost support requirements and effective filing dates for tariff filings of

noncompetitive services.

(a) I CLEC servieesl Services priced bc/ow IILECI llratcs ofa local cxchan:c

tckcwnmunications carrier. IA CI..ECI A competitive telecommunications carrier

that offers scrviccs that arc substantially the same or functionally equivalent with

noncornpetitivc services by Ian ILECI a local exchange telecommunications company

in the scr,icc territory of the IILECI local exchange telecommunications company, at

rates and charges that arc at or below the level of the corresponding rates and charges of

the ILLECI local exchange telecommunications company for these services, is not

required to provide cost support for tariff filings and rate changes involving these

services. These tariff filings will be effective on I day’s notice if the following apply:

(RESERVED).

f4 The ICLECI competitive telecommunications carrier offers these services

in the same service territor as the IILECI local exchange telecommunications

co mp any.

(2) The ICLECI competitive telecommunications carrier tariff ffling docs not

contain any material changes in the ICLEC’sI competitive telecommunications

carrier’s tariff mles, terms or conditions.
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(3) The LCLECI competitive telecommunications carrier specifically states in

its accompanying cover letter that thc filing is being made on I day’s notice in

accordance with this subsection, and that the tariff filing does not contain material

changes in the [CLECI competitive telecommunications carrier’s tariff mies. terms or

conditions.

(4) The ICLECI competitive telecommunications carrier provides copies of the

IILEC’sI local cxchanpc telecommunications company’s effective tariffs designating

the_eovresponding rates and charges of the same or ffinctionally equivalent

noncompctitive services.

(b) j CLECsI Cornpetitive telccornrnunications carriers operating in multiple IILECI

territories. When (a CLECI a competitive telecommunications carrier offers services

in the service territories of more than one IILECI local cxchan2e telecommunication

company, and the rates and charges for these ser.’ices satisfy the criteria of subsection

(a). the ICLEC! competitive telecommunications carrier may file separate tariff

schedules when the rates and charges for these services correspond to the rates and

charges of the different (ILECsI local exchange tclccommunications companies in

their respective service territories. (RESERVED).

(c) ICLEC servicesj Services priced above IILECI the rates Wa local cxclwn,,’e

telecom in unications coinpuny and CLECj cornpetit/ye telceomrnunications carrier new

senlces. (RESERVED).

(1) [CLECI A competitive telecommunications carrier tariff filings for seniecs

that are substantially the same or ftinctionally equivalent with noncompethivc services
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offered by Ian ILECI a local cxchane telecommunications company in the same

service territory of the jILECj local exchange telecommunications company, at rates

and charges that arc higher than the corresponding rates and charges of the IILECI local

exchange telecommunications company, will become effective as tiled if the

Commission does not take any action within 30 days from the date when all consumers

subject to the rate increase shall have received individual notice.

(2) ICLECI competitive telecommunications carrier tariff filings for new

services will becomc effective as filed if the Commission does not take any action within

30 days from the date the tariff filing is filed with thc Commission.

(3) The tariff fflings in this subsection shall be received by the Office of Consumer

Advocate, the Office of Small Business Advocate and the Commission’s lOffice of Trial

Staff) Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement on the date of fifing with the

Commission’s Secretary’s Bureau.

(1) The Commission may extcnd the review period in this subsection by up to an

additional 30 days upon notice to the Office of Consumer Advocate, the Office of Small

Business Advocate, the Comn±sion’o lOffice of Trial Staffi Bureau of Investigation

and Enforcement d the affected LcLECI competitive telecommunications carrier.

(5) The [CLECI competitive telecommunications carrier shall include the

following summary documentation for tariff filings involving the services:

(i) A brief statement inthcating whether the ICLECI competitive

telecommunications carrier offers these services solely on the basis of resale of

an IILEC’sI local exchange telecommunications company’s retail services,
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;..,. •1b

through its own facilities, org combination of both.

(ii) A brief statement indicuting whcthcr the tadiffihing represents an

increasc or decrease in existing rates and charges.

(iii) A summary justification of the tariff filing, including an explanation of

whcthcr the proposed changes have been caused by a coffesponding change in

rates and charges of the resold senices of the underl1ng IRECI local exchangc

telecommunications company.

(d) WLEfl Gompetitive telecpmiuunieatipns carrier ministerial athninistrative changes.

ICLECI Competitive telecommunicafions carrier ministerial administrative tariff

filings for sen’iecs that arc substantially the samc or functionally equivalent with

noncompctitivc services offcrcd by f an ILECI a loeal-e*ehanac telecommunications

company in the same sen’ice teitory of the IILECI local exchamie

telecommunications company, will be effccth’c on 1 day’s notict (RESERVED).

(e) Cost support/br jCLEgfiflngs. When new or revised ICLECI competitive

telecommunications carrier rates for service arc higher than those of the IILECI local

exchanc telecommunications company in that IILEC’sI local exchange

tclecommunications company’s senice territory, the Commission may request relevant

documentary support, including cost support and a statement of compliance with

applicable guidelines. The requests can be made either before or after the rates become

effective, and will only occur when it is necessary’ to protect consumers such as, without

limitation, when the service is targeted to the economically disadvantaged or customers

with poor credit histories. (RESERVED).
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(fl [ILEC] Local exchange telecommunications company rate changes.(RESERVED).

(1) Rate reductions. IRECI Local cxchange telecommunications company

tariff filings for noncompetitive scnice3 that represent rate reductions from cuncnt rates

and charges of that ILECJ local exchange telecommunications company, will become

cffcctivc as filed if the Commission does not take any action within a 10 day notice and

review period. To obtain the 10 day notice and review period, the [ILECI local

exchange telecommunications company shall provide copies of its current tariff for the

noneompetitive service for which it seeks a rate reduction.

(2) Rate increases. IILECI Local exchange telecommunications company tariff

filings for noncompetitive services that represent rate increases from cuffent rates and

charges of that IILECI local exchange telecommunications company will become

effective as filed if the Commission does not take any action within 30 days from the date

when all consumers subject to the rate increase shall have received individual notice.

(3) Ac1k scn’iccs. [ILECJ Local exchange telecommunications company tariff

filings for new sen’ices will become effective as filed if the Commission does not take

any action within 30 days from the date the tariff filing is filed with the Commission.

(1) Ministerial administrative changes. IILECI Local exchange

telecommunications company ministerial administrative tariff filings for

noncompotitive services will be effective on I day’s notice.

(5) Vodcc. The tariff filings in this subsection shall be received by the Office of

Consumer Advocatc, the Office of Small Business Advocate and the Commission’s

lOffice of Trial Stafil Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement on the date of filing
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with the Commission’s Secretary’s Bureau.

(6) Extension ofreview period. The Commission may extend thc review period in

this subsection by up to an additional 30 days upon notice to the Office of Consumer

Advocate, the Office of Small Business Advocatc, the Commission’s lOffice of Trial

Staff] Bureau of Investigation and Enforcemcnt and the affected IILECI ben!

cxchangc telecommunications company.

(7) Docurncntasy support. Nothing in this subsection affects the type of

documentary suppoit, including cost support and a statement of compliance with all

applicable regulations, that will be necessary for an IRECI local exchange

telecommunications company to file with the Commission for approval of tariff filings

involving noncompetitive scn’ice offerings.

(g) Execufirc overview. IILECs and CLECS] Local exchange tclccommunicatipns

companies and competitive telecommunications carricrs that file tariff filings in

accordance with subsection (c) or ( shall file an executive OVCniCW sttmmai4iii4he

reason for the filing. The executive oven’iew shall include relevant information

regarding the safety. adequacy, reliability and privacy considerations related to the

pmposed or rcvisetkewiee, (RESERVED).

(h) bThtepIen-siatanat&ewa—{CLECJ—ctitive telecommunications carricr

proposes increases in rates and charges for any of its basic local exchange seriecs, the

ICLECI competitive tclccommunicptions carrier shall also state whether it has

implemented a Lifeline Plan that has been approved by the Commission.

(RESERVED).
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(fl Enterprise and large business customers. A local cxchanEe telecommunications

company and a competitive telecommunicaflons carrier arc not required to file a

tariff setting forth the rates and terms for retail protected basic dial tone senice

offered to enterprise and larce busincs customers but may maintain information

reardin the rates, terms, and conditions for these services in an online auide on its

Internet web site as it would have been available in a paper tariff. MINISTERIAL

ADMINISTRA liVE cHANGES. A LOCAL EXChANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY OR A COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER TARIFF FILING THAT REPRESENTS

ONLY MINISTERIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REVISIONS TO A

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICE SHALL BE EFFECTIVE ON 1-DAY’S NOTICE.

(JJ A NONCOMPETITIVE AND NEll’ NONC’OMPETITII’E SER VICE OF A

LOCAL EXUL4NGE TELECOMMUNK’A liONS COMPANY. ANY RETAIL

SERVICE THAT A LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

COMPANY OFFERS TO THE PUBLIC THAT HAS NOT BEEN CLASSIFIED

AS A COMPETITITIVE SERVICE UNDER 66 PA.C.S. § 3016 OF THE PUBLIC

UTILITY CODE (RELATING TO COMPETITIVE SERVICES) OR SECTION

53.58(B) OF THIS SUBPART IS CLASSIFIED AS A NONCOMPETITIVE

SERVICE. THE LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

SHALL MAINTAIN A TARIFF ON FILE WITH THE COMMISSION FOR ALL

OF ITS RETAIL NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICES.

(K) LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNWA liONS COMPANY RA TE GM NGES
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TOA NONCOMPETITII’E SER VICE. UNLESS A LOCAL EXHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY’S RATES CHANGE FOR ITS

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICES ARE GOVERNED BY ITS APPROVED

ALTERNATIVE REGULATION AND NETWORK MODERNIZATION PLAN,

THE FOLLOWING APPLY TO THE RATES FOR ITS RETAIL

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICES:

(1) RATE REDUCTIOtL A LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY’S TARIFF FILING FOR

NONCOM PETITIVE SERVICES THAT SETS FORTH RATES THAT

ARE LOWER THAN THE CURRENT RATES AND CHARGES FOR THE

LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY’S RETAIL

NONCOM PETITIVE SERVICES SHALL BECOME EFFECTIVE ON I-

DAY’S NOTICE.

(2) RATE INCREASE. A LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY’S TARIFF FILING FOR

NONCOM PETITIVE SERVICES THAT REPRESENTS RATE

INCREASES FROM THE CURRENT RATES AND CHARGES OF THE

LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY RETAIL

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICES SHALL BECOME EFFECTIVE ON 30-

DAY’S NOTICE.

(3) NEWSERVI€’E. LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

COMPANY TARIFF FILINGS FOR NEW RETAIL NONCOMPETITIVE
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SERVICES SHALL BECOME EFFECTIVE ON 30-DAY’S NOTICE.

(4) THE COMMISSION MAY EXTEND THE REVIEW PERIOD IN THIS

SUBSECTION BY UP TO AN ADDITIONAL 30 DAYS UPON NOTICE TO

THE OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE, THE OFFICE OF SMALL

BUSINESS ADVOCATE, THE COMMISSION’S BUREAU OF

INVESTIGATION AND ENFORCEMENT AND THE AFFECTED LOCAL

EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY.

(L) NVCOMPEflTIVESERflCE OFA COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNWATIONS CARRIER. A COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER MAY OFFER NEW RETAiL

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICES THAT ARE SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR OR

FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALVENT TO THE NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICES

OF A LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY IN THE

SERVICE TERRITORY OF THE LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNiCATIONS COMPANY ONCE THE COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER HAS RECEIVED PROVISIONAL

AUTHORITY OR HAS BEEN CERTIFICATED BY THE COMMISSION TO

OFFER JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS UTILITY SERVICE IN

THAT PARTICULAR GEOGRAPHIC AREA.

(M) NONCOMPETITWE SERVICE OFA COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICA liONS CARRIER PRICED AT OR BELOW THE RATES OF A

LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICA liONS COMPANY.
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(I) A TARIFF FILING OF A COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

CARRIER THAT SETS FORTH A RATE OR CHARGE FOR A RETAIL

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICE THAT IS AT OR BELOW THE LEVEL OF TFIE

CORRESPONDING RATE AND CHARGE OF THE LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY’S SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR OR

FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT RETAIL NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICE

SHALL BE EFFECTIVE ON 1-DAY’S NOTICE AND DOES NOT REQUIRE

THE COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER TO PROVIDE

COST SUPPORT.

(2) THE TARIFF FILING SHALL BE EFFECTIVE ON 1-DAY’S NOTICE AND

NOT REQUIRE COST SUPPORT ONLY IF THE FOLLOWING APPLY:

(A) THE COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER OFFERS

THE SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR OR FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT

RETAIL NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICE IN THE SAME SERVICE

TERRITORY AS THE LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

COMPANY.

(B) THE COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER’S

TARIFF FILING DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY MATERIAL CHANGES IN

THE COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER’S TARIFF

RULES, TERMS OR CONDITIONS.

(C) THE COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER

SPECIFICALLY STATES IN ITS ACCOMPANYING COVER LETTER
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THAT THE FILING IS BEING MADE ON 1-DAY’S NOTICE IN

ACCORDANCE WITH THIS SUBSECTION, AND THAT THE TARIFF

FILING DOES NOT CONTAIN MATERIAL CHANGES IN THE

COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER’S TARIFF

RULES, TERMS OR CONDITIONS.

(D) THE COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER

PROVIDES COPIES OF THE LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY’S EFFECTIVE TARIFFS

DESIGNATiNG THE CORRESPONDiNG RATES AND CHARGES OF

THE SAME OR FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT RETAIL

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICES.

(3) WHEN A COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER OFFERS

SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR OR FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT RETAIL

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICES IN THE SERVICE TERRITORIES OF MORE

THAN ONE LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNiCATION COMPANY, AND

THE RATES AND CHARGES FOR ITS NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICES

CORRESPOND TO THE RATES AND CHARGES OF THE DIFFERENT

LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANIES IN THEIR

RESPECTIVE SERVICE TERRITORIES, THE COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATiONS CARRIER MAY FILE SEPARATE TARIFF

SCHEDULES FOR LTS RETAIL NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICES.

(N) NONCOMPEfin VE SER VICE OF A COMPETITIVE
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TEL ECOMMU VIGI TIONS CARRIER TIM TARE PRiCED ABOVE THE RATES

OFA LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY’S

NONCOMPETITIVE OR NEWSER VICE.

(1) A COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER TARIFF FILING

THAT SETS FORTH RATES AND CHARGES FOR A RETAIL

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICE THAT IS HIGHER THAN THE

CORRESPONDING RATES AND CFIARGES OF A LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY’S SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR OR

FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICE SHALL

BECOME EFFECTIVE ON 30-DAY’S NOTICE.

(2) THE COMMISSION MAY REQUIRE A COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER TO SUBMIT RELEVANT

DOCUMENTARY SUPPORT INCLUDING COST SUPPORT AND A

STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE GUIDELINES UPON

REQUEST FOR ANY TARIFF FILING THAT SETS FORTH RATES AND

CHARGES FOR A RETAIL NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICE THAT IS HIGHER

THAN THE CORRESPONDING RATES AND CHARGES OF A LOCAL

EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY’S SUBSTANTIALLY

SIMILAR OR FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT NONCOMPETITIVE

SERVICE. THE COMMISSION MAY REQUEST THIS DOCUMENTATION

EITHER BEFORE OR AFTER THE HIGHER RATE BECOMES EFFECTIVE,

BUT ONLY WHEN iT IS NECESSARY TO PROTECT CONSUMERS SUCH AS,
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WITHOUT LIMITATION, WHEN THE SERVICE IS TARGETED TO THE

ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED OR CUSTOMERS WITH POOR

CREDIT HISTORIES.

(3) THE COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER ShALL

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING SUMMARY DOCUMENTATION FOR THE

TARIFF FILING SETTING FORTH THE HIGHER RATE FOR ITS RETAIL

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICE AS DESCRIBED IN § 53.59 (E)(1):

(I) A BRIEF STATEMENT INDICATING WHETHER THE

COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER OFFERS THESE

SERVICES SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF RESALE OF A LOCAL

EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY’S RETAIL

SERVICES, THROUGH ITS OWN FACILITIES, OR A COMBINATION

OF BOTH.

(II) A BRIEF STATEMENT INDICATING WHETHER THE TARIFF

FILING REPRESENTS AN INCREASE OR DECREASE IN EXISTING

RATES AND CHARGES.

(III) A SUMMARY JUSTIFICATION OF THE TARIFF FILING,

INCLUDING AN EXPLANATION OF WHETHER THE PROPOSED

CHANGES HAVE BEEN CAUSED BY A CORRESPONDING CHANGE IN

RATES AND CHARGES OF THE RESOLD SERVICES OF THE

UNDERLYING LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

COMPANY.
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(4) TIlE COMMISSION MAY EXTEND THE REVIEW PERIOD IN THIS

SUBSECTION BY UP TO AN ADDITIONAL 30 DAYS UPON NOTICE TO THE

OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCATE, THE OFFICE OF SMALL BUSINESS

ADVOCATE, THE COMMISSION’S BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION AND

ENFORCEMENT AND THE AFFECTED LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY.

(0) NOTICE. THE TARIFF FILINGS MADE PURSUANT TO THIS

SUBSECTION SHALL BE SERVED ON THE OFFICE OF CONSUMER

ADVOCATE, THE OFFICE OF SMALL BUSINESS ADVOCATE AND THE

COMMISSION’S BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION AND ENFORCEMENT ON

THE DATE THE TARIFF OR TARIFF SUPPLEMENT IS FILED WITH THE

SECRETARY’S BUREAU.

(P) DOCUMENTARYSUPPORT. NOTHING IN THIS SUBSECTION AFFECTS

THE TYPE OF DOCUMENTARY SUPPORT, INCLUDING COST SUPPORT

AND A STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE

REGULATIONS, THAT WILL BE NECESSARY FOR A LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY OR A COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER TO FILE WITH THE COMMISSION

FOR APPROVAL OF TARIFF FILINGS INVOLVING NONCOMPETITIVE

SERVICE OFFERINGS.

(Q) LIFELINE PLANSTATEMENT. WHEN A COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER PROPOSES INCREASES IN RATES
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AND CHARGES FOR ANY OF ITS BASIC LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICES,

THE COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER ShALL ALSO

STATE WHETHER IT HAS IMPLEMENTED A LIFELINE PLAN THAT HAS

BEEN APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION.

§ 53.60. Promotional offerings and jeint-ec bundled service packages.frand-tell

s crvieesj.

(a) Promotional offrings. {GhECs-arnl—thECs4 Competitive telecommunications

carriers and local exchange telecommunication companies are not required to provide

cost support for tariff filings involving a promotional service offering for noncompetitive

services so long as the promotional offering does not result in any type of price increase

to customers UNLESS REQUESTED BY THE COMMISSION.

(1) j-I-hEf-and-GhEGf A local exchange telecommunications company and

competitive telecommunications carrier tariff filings involving a promotional service

offering for noncompetitive services will become effective on 1-day’s notice. Il-hECs

and-CkEC.s-{ Local exchange telecommunications company COMPANIES and

competitive telecommunications carriers shall provide a 10-day advance notice to any

resellers that purchase the promotional service offering from the JILEC or CLEC) local

exchange telecommunications company or competitive telecommunications carrier

making the tariff filing.

(2) The Commission may rcgucst rclcvant documentary support, including cost

suppea-feetariff filings involving promotional service offerings for noncompetitive
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sen-ices. (Reserved).

(3) fGhECs-and—IhEC.s4 Competitive telecommunications carriers and local

exchange telecommunications companies that [lie promotional service offerings for

noncompetitive services under this subsection shall confirm in their filing that subscribers

to the promotional service offerings will be required to respond affirmatively at any time

the promotional service is being offered if they wish to continue the service beyond the

promotional period.

* * * * *

(b) Joint or bundled service packagtw BUNDLED SER VICE PA CLI GES. JULEGs

aml4hE-Cs-f Local exchange telecommunications companies AND competitive

telecommunications carriers are relieved from an automatic obligation to provide cost

support for tariff filings involving th&effi4ig-&-jsi-nt-er bundled service packages

UNLESS COST SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION 15 REQUESTED BY THE

COMMISSION.

(I) When IThEGI a local exchange telecommunications COMPANY’S OR

COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER’S joi-m--or bundled service

packages include both competitive and noncompetitive services, these BUNDLED

service packages shall meet any applicable Stale law or regulation regarding cost

justification, THE PROHIBITION FROM USING REVENUES EARNED OR

EXPENSES INCURRED IN CONJUNCTION WITH NONCOMPETITIVE

SERVICES TO SUBSIDIZE COMPETITIVE SERVICES AND THE

STANDARDS REGARDING discrimination and unfair pricing in joint or bundled
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service package offerings, and their component competitive and noncornpctitivc services.

(2) I Thc Commission may request relevant-documentary support, including

cost support, for tariff filings involving joint or bundled services.! (Reserved).

(3) No filing requirements exist for Nw offering of joint-or IN THIS

SUBPART FOR A LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

COMPANY’S OR COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER’S

bundled service packages composed entirely of competitive services.

[(e) ml! scnlccs. CLECS and ILECs may file tariffs with changes in their rates and

charges for existing noncompctitive toll services alone that can become effective on I

day’s notice. A 16 day notice period is rcguired for the filing of a new toll service or the

specific noncompetitivc services defined in 66 Pa.C.S. § 3008(a) (relating to inter

exchange telecommunications carrier). For tariff filings and rate changes involving

noncompetitive toll seMce&—the Commission may request relevant documentary suppo,

including cost suppoitr} (Reserved).

CHAPTER 63. fT-EIEEHONf4 TELECOMMUNECATIONS SERVICE

Subchapter A. GENERAL PROVISIONS

§ 63.1. Definitions.

the following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have the following meanings.

unless the context clearly indicates othenvise:

Applicant—A person, association, partnership, corporation or government agency
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making a written or oral request for the commencement of or changes in its Public utility

service.

Application—A written or oral request to a JURISDICTIONAL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility for the commencement ofor changes in

puN4e utility service.

l1lutomatie dialing announcing device Automatic equipment used for solicitation

which has a storage capability of multiple numbers to be called or a random or

sequential number generator that produccs numbers to be called and has the

capability, working alone or in conjunction with other equipment, of disseminating

a prcrecorded message to the number called.J

Automatic customer transfer—The process through which the Commission’s Bureau

of Consumer Services is able to immediately and contemporaneously transfer a

customer inquiry or service or billing complaint to a JURISDICTIONAL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility that has voluntarily elected to

participate in such an arranuement.

Bzisi’ hour—The continuous 1—hour period of the day during which the volume of traffic

is greater than during another continuous I—hour period of the same day.

Bizsi’ season—The calendar month or 30-day period of the year during which the greatest

volume of traffic is handled in the office.

Calls—A customer 1-telephone-I telecommunications message attempted.

Central office—An operating unit equipped with switching apparatus by means of which

telephonic communication is established between telephones connected to it or by the
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additional aid of trunk lines between the telephones and telephones connected to other

central offices.

Gonzpcqjtive wire center—A wire center or other geographic area that is defined and

served by a local exchan2e telecommunications company where all of its

PROTECTED, retail NONPROTECTED AND RETAIL NONCOMPETITIVE

telecommunications services have been DECLARED OR determined to be

competitive by the Commission under 66 Pa.C.S. 3016 (relating to competitive

services).

CzLcton?er—A person, association, partnership, corporation or government agency

provided with j-telephoneftelecommunications service by a regulated public utility.

Exchange—A unit established by a JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

public utility for the administration of communication services under its specific local

exchange service tariff provisions consisting of one or more central offices with

associated plant facilities used in furnishing services and having one point designated for

the purpose of rating toll caLLs for customers.

Inte;-cxchangc earner A carricr which providcs intercxchange tcIephoncI

telecommunications services to the public under 166 Pa.C.S. § 30081 66 Pa.C.S. 3018

(relating to intercxchangc telecommunication calTicr).

JURISDICTiONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC UTILITY—A PERSON

OR CORPORA liON OIL WING OR OPERA TING EQUIPMENT OR FACILITIES

JV THIS COMMONWEALTH FOR CONVEYING OR TRANSMITTING

MESSA GES OR COMMUNICA lYONS TO THE PUBLIC FOR COMPENSA liON.
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THE TERM DOES NOT LV(’L UDE EITHER A PERSON OR CORPORA TION NOT

OTHERWISE A PUBLIC UTILITY WHO OR WHICH FURNISHES SERVICE

ONLY TO HIMSELF OR ITSELF OR A BOV4 FIDE COOPERATIVE

ASSOGIA lYON WHICH FURNISHES SER VICES ONLY TO ITS STOCKHOLDERS

OR MEMBERS ONA NONPROFIT BASIS.

Local service area—The area within which customers may call without assessment of

toll charges.

Message—A completed customer or user call.

Message i,,zir—A unit of measurement used for a form of exchange service under which

originated messages are measured and charged for in accordance with the local exchange

tariff.

Metering—The metering of data concerning a customer’s calls which is used in

preparation of the customer’s bill for service which is made by operators, automatic

message accounting, message registers or other acceptable data recorder methods.

Noncoinpeiltive wire center—A wire center or other geographic area that is defined

and served by a local exchange telecommunications company where the

jurisdictional telecommunications public utility confinucs to offer OFFERS

protected, retail nonprotected and noncompetitive TELECOMMUNICATIONS

services as defined by 66 Pa.C.S. 3012 (relating to definitions).

Nonpr!n?an’ service order—An application for simple residential or business, voice

grade, public utility service which is not primary service.

Prbnarv service order—An application for simple residential or business, voice grade,
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pttbl1e TELECOMMUNICATIONS utility service to be provided at a customer location

which does not have publie TELECOMMUNICATIONS utility service including, but

not limited to, the initial connection of a new customer or the transfer of publie utility

service of an existing customer’s service to a new location.

Public utillt A person or comoration owning or operating cguipinerfl or facilities in

this Commonwealth for conveying or transmitting messages or communications over the

telecommunications network for the public for compensation. The term does not include

either a person or comomtion not othenvisc a public utih’ who or which furnishes

service only to himself or itself or a bonn fide cooperative association which furnishes

serviccs only to its stockholders or members on a nonprofit basis.

Subscriber—A person, firm or corporation designated on public utility records as the

party responsible for payment of bills for j-telephone{ telecommunications service.

Sunezilance level—A measurement ofj-telephonef telecommunications service which

indicates a need for the public utility to investigate the cause of the problem, to remedy

the problem and to inform the Commission of the problem.

Trouble report—A written or oral report delivered to an authorized public utility

representative by a customer or user of public utility services which relates to a defect,

difficulty or dissatisfaction with the public utility’s regulated service.

Tn,,,Ic—A communication channel between central offices, switching units or private

branch exchanges.

JVoi*iug day—A day except Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday.
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Subchapter B. SERVICE AND FACILITIES

§ 63.12. IMinimizing interfercncc and inductive effeetsj (Reserved).

(a) finterference. A public utility system shall be so constructcd as to eliminate cross

talk and noise resulting from faulty construction, to the extent that these factors

interfere with the satisfactory transmission of messagesi

(b) fhiduction. A public utility shall usc reasonable means to minimize inductive

effects between adjacent power and communication eircuits.}

§ 63.13. IPeriodic inspectionsi (Reserved).

IA public utility shall adopt a program of periodic tests, inspections and preventive

maintenance aimed at achieving continuous efficient operation of its system in-a

manner satisfactory to the Commission]

§63.14. Emergency equipment and personnel.

(a) fThnergexzcies. A TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility shall take rcasennbk

measures to meet emergencies, such as fire, storm, illness of personnel, power

failure or sudden increase in traffic, by making available to the extent-practicable

the following:

(I) Emergency sources of ringing, lighting and other power.

(2) Other resent equipment

(I) The rescn’e equipment shall include a minimum of 3 hours battery resent

for central offices equipped with permanently installed standby power
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(ii) Central offices shall have adequate provisions for standby power. A

ecntral office which is without stationary standby power facilities shall have

available a portable power unit which can be delivered and connected on

short notice.

(ill) Exchanges exceeding 5,000 lines shall be equipped with stationary

standby power facilities.

(3) Qualified personnel for emergency operating and repair workj. A

JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC UTILITY SHALL

TAKE REASONABLE MEASURES TO ENSURE THE CONTINUOUS

OPERATION OF ITS TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE IN ALL

GEOGRAPHIC AREAS AND THIS CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONALITY OF ITS

TELECOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE WILL ALSO ALLOW FOR

ROBUST COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION SHARING ACROSS ALL

LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT, WITHIN COMMUNITIES, AND BETWEEN

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS DURING EMERGENCIES SUCH

AS FIRE, ILLNESS OF PERSONNEL, SUDDEN INCREASE IN TRAFFIC OR

LOSS OF POWER DUE TO EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS AND

DISASTERS CAUSED BY NATURAL HAZARDS.

(b) [Emcrgcncr soilcc. If thc volume of traffic does not rcguirc that the central officc be

attended during the thil 24 hours, emergency senicc shall be providod during the period

in which the switchboard is unattended by the usc of suitable alarm signals and
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conveniently available peronnel.] THE JURISDICTIONAL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC UTILITY SHALL MAINTAIN

QUALIFIED PERSONNEL FOR EMERGENCY OPERATING AND REPAIR

WORK AND HAVE RESERVE EQUIPMENT OR A PORTABLE POWER

SUPPLY THAT WILL GIVE IT THE REASONABLE CAPABILITY TO

MAINTAIN POWER AT ITS CENTRAL OFFICE SO THAT IT HAS THE

ABILITY TO REMAIN FUNCTIONAL DURING THE EMERGENCY

SITUATION.

§ 63.15. Complaint procedures.

(a) Imcstigatrnac. A_public utility shall make a full and prompt investigatiomef

service complaints made to it through the Commission by its customers-eetkir4

pui4ks-—bpon receiving a service complaint from a customer of a utility, the

Commission will transmit a summary of the service complaint to the utility. If a

service complaint is resolved, the utility may terminate the investigation by

submitting or transmitting a copy of the service order which identified the action

taken by the utility to resolve the sen’iec complaint. When complaints are referred

to the public utility through the Commission, the public utility and the Commission

shall work to process and resolve all complaintsl (Reserved). a1) AUTOMATIC

CUSTOMER TRANSFER. THE COMMISSION’S BUREAU OF CONSUMER

SERVICE SHALL PROCESS SERVICE COMPLAINTS RECEIVED FROM

CONSUMERS IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
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(1) Upon the receipt of a customer complaint related to service or billing SERVICE-

RELATED COMPLAINT FROM A CUSTOMER. the COMMISSION’S Bureau of

Consumer Services of the Commission can MAY seek to immediately and

contemporaneously transfer the customer to a- ITS JURISDICTIONAL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility for resolution to address the inquiry or

service complaint in the following manner:

f-fl (A) The transfer will occur with the customer’s explicit consent.

(2) (B) The transfer will be made to a live public utility operator or customer

service representative OF TI-I E JURISDICTIONAL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC UTILITY.

(33 (C) The JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public-utility

shall maintain a dedicated toll-free telephone number for the automatic

customer transfer process.

(4) (D) In the event that the customer inquin or CUSTOMER’S service or

billing complaint cannot be resolved, it will be referred back to the

COMMISSION’S Bureau of Consumer Services of the Commission for

resolution in accordance with the provisions of subsection (c).

(-5) (E) The COMMISSION’S Bureau of Consumer Services of the

Cemmissien and participating public utilities may establish automated

electronic communication links, electronic data interfaces, or appropriate

web page access, for the exchange of information and data in the automatic

customer transfer. These links shall be used only by authorized Commission
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and THE JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public ufflitv’s

personnel an4-shall safeuard the customer’s personal data and billing

information from public disclosure.

fi (2) Inrestigations. If the customer declines to participate in automatic customer

transfer resolution process set forth in subsection (-a4) (1) ABOVE, the

JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility shall make a full and

prompt investigation of THE service or—hi-HLi-n—c omplaints made to it through the

Commission by its customers or third parties. Upon receiving a service &_billuiig

complaint from a customer ofa utility, the Commission will transmit a summary of the

service complaint to the utility. If a service or billing complaint is resolved, the utility

may terminate the investigation by submitting or transmitting a copy of the service order

which identified the action taken by the utility to resolve the service e-hil-ki+g complaint.

When complaints are referred to the JURISDICTIONAL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS public-utility through the Commission, the ptthl1e utility

and the Commission shall work to process and resolve all complaints.

(b) Records olcomplaints. A JURISDICTONAI. TELECOMMUNICATIONS public

utility shall preserve COPIES OF written or recorded service or billing complaints

showing the name and address of the subscriber or complainant, the date and character of

the complaint, the action taken and the date of final disposition. Records of complaints

shall be kept in accordance with § 64.192 (relating to record maintenance).

(c) Commission review. If a customer or applicant expresses dissatisfaction with the
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utility company’s JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC

UTILITY’S decision or explanation. the JURLSDICDTIONAL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC utility shall inform the customer or applicant of

the right to have the problem considered and reviewed by the Commission and shall

provide the name, address and telephone number of the appropriate Commission Bureau.

This subsection shall be read in conjunction with § 164.14! 64.182J 64.141—64.181

when applicable to residential utility service.

§ 63.16. {Traffic mcasurcmentsj (Reserved).

I Traffic measurements shall be taLcu of sufficient extent, frequency and character

to-determine that central office equipment and personnel arc adequate to handle

traffic without—unreasonable dclay.I

§ 63.18. jMultiparty line subscribersj (Reserved).

IA multiparty Hue-subscriber may be required to take service of a different grade if

his—use-el-service-interferes unreasonably with the necessary service of the other

subscribers owtheliut—The-numbeeof subscribers connected to a multiparty line

shall be limited to a maximum of four.!

§ 63.19. fl-nterofflee-thie*f (Reserved).

IA puhlic utility furnishing, singly or jointly with other telephone companies,

channels for communication behvccn different central officc, may not connect
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stations of subscribers to thcsc channels. Sufficient intcroffice channels shall be

provided to handle the traffic without unreasonable dclay.I

§ 63.20. Line extensions. (RESERVED).

(a) Duty ofpublic udlip’ to make 1kw extensions. A public utility shall make

reasonable line extensions within the territory in which it is chartered to operate.

(b) Tariffs to include line extension rule. As part of its tariffs each public utility shall

file rules with the Commission setting forth the conditions under which it will make

line extensions servicing applicants within its charter territory.

§ 63.21. Directories.

(a) When a directory is provided by the JURISDICTIONAL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PLiblic utility, it [shall] MUST he revised and reissued at

sufficiently frequent intervals to avoid serious inconvenience to the public. A satisfactory

length for a directory period fshall4 MUST he determined by the volume of changes and

new listings and the facilities available for supplying new numbers to calling parties and

for intercepting calls to numbers which have been changed.

(b) One copy of each new directory issue shall he furnished to leach subscriber and one

eopy-sent-to-J the Commission by the issuing JURISDICTIONAL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility at the time of its distribution to subscribers.

The JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility shall furnish a
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new directory to customers and subscribers in the following manner:

(1) A JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility shall

include a bill message no less thaii once annually advising customers that

paper copies of that market’s or service area’s affected directories are

available upon request The notice must provide customers with a toll-free

number to call to obtain a paper directory at no cost and must include the

JURISDICTIONAl. TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility’s Internet

address where customers can find the online directory. The

JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility also shall

post the notice on its web site.

(2) A JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility shall

make paper directories or USB thumb drive directories available at no

charge to customers in that market or service area on an “upon request”

basis by calling a toll free number maintained by the public utility.

(3) Print dircetorics shall be distributed to consumcrs who arc more likely to

use-them. DISTRIBUTION OF DIRECTORIES BEYOND AN “UPON

REQUEST” BASIS SHALL BE AT THE DISCRETION OF THE

JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC UTILITY.

(4) Requests for printed directories shall be treated as standing orders but

may be reconfirmed by the JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

public utility every 2 years.
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(5) Directories shall be made available online in di2ital format at a web site

maintained by the JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public

utility.

(6) Printed, USB and online versions of directories must meet all regulaton’

form and content requirements of this section and 64.191(g) (relating to

public information).

(c) A directory shall contain the following:

(I) The name of the issuing JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

public utility.

(2) The month and year issued.

(3) A statement of the area covered by the directory.

(4) Necessary instructions to enable users to place calls efficiently. including, but

not limited to, telephone company local, toll, emergency and operator—assistance

calls. Necessary instructions to transact business with the telephone company,

such as payment of bills, ordering changes in service and reporting service

difficulties.

(5) A separate section containing social service organization, school and

government listings.

* * * * *

(e) Upon receiving a customer complaint alleging misleading deceptive or confusing

directory listings, a JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility

shall investigate the complaint under § 63.15 (relating to complaint procedures). If the
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utility determines that a directory listing is misleading, deceptive or confusing, the utility

shall delete the listing from future directories. After reaching its decision the

JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility shall advise interested

parties in writing of its opinion and shall inform them of the right to file a complaint with

the Commission.

(F) THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION SHALL BE IN EFFECT UNTIL

JANUARY 1, 2026 WHEREUPON DIRECTORY DISTRIBUTION IS NO

LONGER REQUIRED.

§ 63.22. Service records.

(a) A public utility shall keep sufficient records to reflect the following:

(1) [Tests and inspections showing data as to date, facilities tested or inspeeted

conditions of the facilities and action taken] (Reserved).

(2) Service complaints and trouble reports.

(i) A JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility

shall provide for the receipt of trouble reports at all hours and make a full

and prompt investigation of, and response to, complaints, with the

exception of isolated outages beyond normal working hours affecting fewer

than 15 customers in an exchange.

(ii) A JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility

shall maintain an accurate record of customer trouble reports which shall

include:
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(A) Identification of the customer affected.

(B) Service affected.

(C) Time, date and nature of the report.

(D) Results of investigation.

(E) Action taken to remedy the situation.

(F) Time and date of trouble clearance or other disposition.

(3) Service interruptions affecting 300 or more customers, including the date,

cause, extent and duration of the interruption.

(4) [Location and description of its plant, including maps, as appropriatc.]

(Reserved).

(b) J-Records required by this chapter shall be kept within this Commonwealth at an

ofliee-of4he-utilkHcatcd in the territory served by it, and shall be open-for

examination by the Commission or its rcprcsentativej (Reserved).

(c) fRecords pertaining to reasonableness and adequacy of utility service, as

required by this chapter, shall be filed with the Commission and released to the

public upon request. A ufility may petition the Commission for waiver of this

subsection for particular public regucsts (Reserved).

§ 63.23. Construction and maintenance safety standards for facilities.

Overhead and underground public utility equipment or facilities and crossings of the

wires or cables of every JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public

utility over or under the facilities of other public utilities, cooperative associations or
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electric utilities—including paralleL or random installation of underground electric supply

and communication conductors or cable—shall he constructed and maintained in

accordance with safe and rcasonable standards as sct foh in the INational Electrical

Safrtv Codc, 1981 cditionl THE MOST RECENT Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers’ (IEEE) National Electrical Safety Code (NESC), 2017 edition,

as amended and supplemented. -

§ 63.24. lScnicc intcrrupfions.J (RESERVED).

(a) [System maintenance. Each public utility shall endeavor to maintain its entire system

in such conthtion as to make it possible to thmish continuous service and shall takc

reasonable measures to prevent intcrmptions of service and to restore sen’icc with a

minimum delay if intcrruptions occur.]

(b) [When main telephone service is interupted for a period of at least 21 hours, thc

public utility, after due notice by thc customer, shall apply thc following schedule of

aHowanecs except in situations as provided for in paragraph (3):]

(1) [One thirtieth of the tariff monthly rate of services and facilities himished by

the public utility rendered inoperative, useless or impaired for each of the first

three hill 24 hour periods during which the intcption continues after notice by

the customer to the public utility conditioned that the out of service extends

beyond a minimum of 2’l hours.]

(2) [Two thitheths of each Ml 21 hour period beyond the first three 21 hour

periods. However, in no instance may the allowance for the out of service period
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exceed the total charges in a billing period for the service and facilities ffirnished

by the public utility rendered useless or impaired.]

(3) [When scrvice is intcpted for a period of at least 24 hos due to such

factors as storms, fires, floods or other conditions beyond the control of the public

utility, an allowance of 1/30 of the tariff monthly rate for all services and facilities

furnished by the public utility rendered inopcrativc or substantially impaired to the

extent of being uselcss shall apply for each Ml 21 hours during which the

intermption continues after notice by the customer to the public utility.]

(4) [The allowances set foh in paragraphs (I) (3) may not be applicable where

service is inteimpted by the negligence or willful act of the customer to service or

where the public utility, pursuant to the terms of the contract for service, suspends

or terminatcs service for nonpayment of charges or for unlawful or improper use

of the facilities or service or for any other reason provided for in the filed and

Subchapter C. ACCOUNTS AND RECORDS

§ 63.31. Classification of public utilities.

For accounting and reporting purposes. j4eleplienef JURISDICTIONAL

telecommunications public utilities are classified as follows:

(1) C/ass A. jTekphene Telecommunications public utilities that are fincumbent

local exchange carriers] LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

COMPANIES subject to an alternative forn of regulation, including, but not
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limited to, price cap formulas, under 66 Pa.C.S. Chapter 30 (relating to alternative

form of regulation of telecommunications services).

(2) Class B. j4ekphone Telecommunications public utilities that are

lineumbent local exchange carriersi LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANIES subject to rate base/rate of return

regulation or the Plan B Simplified Ratemaking Plan approved by the Commission

under 66 Pa.C.S. Chapter 30.

(3) C/ass C. ITekphoiwf Telecommunications public utilities that provide

competitive local Itelephone eehangef TELECOMMUNICATIONS services

and that are not the incumbent provider in any local exchange area within this

Common veal th.

§ 63.32. Systems of accounts1 (RESERVED).

(a) Class A and Class B Itelephonel telecommunications public utilities shall—keep

their accounts in conformity with the requirements prescribed by the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC), under “Common Carrier Services; Revision;

Uniform-System of Accounts (USOA); Classes A, B, and C Telephone Companics,”

151 Fed. Reg. 43498 (December 2, 1986) (to be codified at 47 CFR Part 32)1 47 CFR

Part 32 (rclatin to Uniform system of accounts for telecommunications companies).

The symbol “32” which forms the initial component of each account number in the

system of accounts, as published, may not be considered as a prescribed part of the

account number for accounting and reporting purposes.
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(b) A Class C Itelcphoncj telecommunications public utility which is not required by

the FCC to conform to the USOA and does not do so, shall inform the Commission

of this fact on its annual financial report. The Class C utility slrnIl-also-sta+e4he

method of accounting utilized to compile the financial information reported,

including the Cenerally Accepted Accounting Principles (CAAP).

§ 63.33. lntcgrity of reserve accounts to be preservedi (Reserved).

jWith respect to those companies which keep their accounts in conformity with the

requirements prescribed by the Federal Communications Commission under the

“Common Carrier Services; Revision; Uniform Systems of Accounts (USOA);

Classes A, B and C Telephone Companies,” 51 FR 43498 (December 2, 1986) (to be

codified at 47 CFR Part 32), amounts in Class A and CLass B accounts 169 173

inclusive, and in Class C accounts 185 and 190, reserved as of thc effective date of

the appropriate-systent-omnccounts prescribed in § 63.32 (relating to systems of

accounts), may not, except by permission of the Commission, be used for any

purpose other than the specific purpose for which resen’ed.J

§ 63.34. Weclassification of telephone plant to original eostj (Reserved).

IBefore making entries in its books of account to reclassify its telephone plant to

original cost when first devoted to the public service, as required by the text of

accounts 100:1, 100:2, 100:3, 100:4 and 100:7 of the uniform accounting system

prescribed by § 63.32 (relating to systems of accounts), each telephone public utility
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subject to such system of accounts shall submit to the Commission, for approval, a

draft of the entries which it proposes to make accompanied by all of the following

data, sworn to or affirmed by the officer of the utility responsible for the

preparation of such entries:

(1) StatemeittA. Statcmcnt A shall ben comprehensive statement of the

procedures and methods followed by the utility in the detcrmination of the

original cost of its telephone plant at the cifedtive date of the uniform

accounting system prescribed by § 63.32. If procedures or mcthods or both

differed with respect to classes of plant, such differences should be set forth

clearly.

(2) Statement B. Statement B shall be a comprehensive index for the utility

and for each of its predecessors of ledgers, journals and other books of

account, of vouchers, work orders, contracts covering the purchase or

construction of utility plant, time reports, payrolls and summaries and othcr

original records which arc the sources of entries in the books of account for

telephone plant transactions and relevant reserves, and of othcr books and

memoranda, such as minute books, operating maps and records, and similar

items, which may be useful in the establishment of the historical development

of the telephone plant and rclated reserves of the company. With the

exception of mass records such as material tickets, vouchers, work orders,

time reports, payrolls, and similar items the index shall describe each

record, indicate the period covered by it, show the physical location of it, and
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give the name of the person in charge of it. For mass records, the index shaU

be so prepared to show, for each type of record, the periods covered thereby

at cach location and identified, as appropriate, by the first and last serial

number of the record for each period.

{3*&atcii’cnt C. Statement C shall be an outline of the origin and the

development of the utility, including a description of each consolidation and

merger to which the utility or predecessors were parties, and each aegu-kitioii

by the utility or by a predecessor of property comprising a substantially

complete-telephone system, exchange line, or toll line. (Reserved).

(4) Statement D. Statement B shall be a summary by years for the utility and

for each of its predecessors of the gross debits and the gross credits-to-the

telephone plant account from the date of origin of the telephone plant of the

utility to the effective date of the system of accounts prescribed by § 63.32,

setting forth all of the following:

(i) Plant acquired by merger or consolidation.

(ii) Plant constructed by the utilfty

(iii) Plant acquired by purchase1

(v) Retirements of the plant which cannot be classified by

subparagraphs (i) (lii).

(vi) Balance at the effective date of the system of accounts.

5) StatanentE. Statement E shall be a statement showing the foLlowing for
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cacti acquisition by the utility or by a predecessor through consolidation,

merger or purchase of property comprising a substantially complete

telephone system, exchange tine, or toll tine:

(I) A description of the property acquired.

(ii) The names of parties to the transaction and whether—the—parties

were affiliated with cacti other.

(iii) The date of incorporation of the merged constituent or vendor.

(iv) The date physical proper’ was acquired.

(v) A balance sheet of the predecessor at the date its plant was

(vi) The book value of the plant acquired, by primary—aeeounts1-as

recorded by the predecessor or vendor, at the date the physical

property was acquired.

(vii) The cost of the plant to the acquirer, and how the cost was

determhwt

(viii) Entries recording the acquisition.

(ix) The amount recorded by the acquirer in subaccounts of lOO÷l

“Telephone plant in service,” of the uniform system of accounts

prescribed by § 63.32.

(x) The amount of depreciation reserve applicable to the plant

acquired, as shown in the books of account of the predecessor or

ven4e
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(xi) The adjustment of the depreciation reserve, if any, by the vendee

with respect to the plant acquired, and the basis. (Reserved).

(xii) If the capital stock of the predecessor was acquired prior to the

acquisition of its property, the date or dates such capital stock was

acquired, from whom acquired, the consideration paid, and whether

the vendor was an affiliate of the utility or of a predecessor.

(xiii) If the parties referred to in subparagraphs (ii) and (xii) were

affiliates, the following additional information shall be furnished:

(A) W’ith respect to subparagraph (ii), thc name of the affiliated

interest which acquired the property at arm’s length, and the

consideration paid by it sli-all-he-givem

(B) With respect to subparagraph (xii), the name of the affiliated

interest which acquired the capital stock at arm’s length, and

the consideration paid by it shall be given.

(6) Statement F. Statement F shali be a statement for the accounting utility or

its predecessors showing any increases in plant accounts resulting from the

recording of appraised values. The statement should give the full jour-md

entry together with a comparative balance sheet showing the accounts prior

and subsequent to the journal entry at the time the appraisal was recorded.

(7) Statement C. Statement C shall, with respect to increments, that is,

differences between paragraph (5) (vi) and (ix) and also the amounts shown

by Statement F under paragraph (6) in plant accounts of the utility or its
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predecessors arising from plant acquisitions or from the recording of

appraiscd values, state the amountc of the increments remaining in the plant

account as of the reclassification date.

(8) Statement H. Statement H shall be a statement with detailed accounts

showing telephone plant per books as of the date as of which telephone plant

will be reclassified to original cost

(9) Statement J. A statement J shall be a statement, by years of plant

installation, of the original cost of the telephone plant proposed to be

classified in the subaceounts of account 100:1, “Telephone pIant-in-sen4ee”

of the uniform system of accounts prescribed in § 63.32.

(10) Statement K. Statement K shall be a comparative balance sheet, as of the

effective date of the system of accounts, setting forth the accounts and the

amounts appearing in the books of account both before entries to adjust the

telephone plant to original cost have been made, and to give pro Jbrma effect

to the proposals of the utility for adjusting the telephone plant to original

eos

(11) Statem emit L. Statement L shall be a reconciliation of the book value of the

telephone plant immcdiately before reclassification to original cost (as shown

by Statement H in paragraph (8)) and the utility determined original cost as

of the effective date of the system of accounts (as shown in Statement J in

paragraph (9)). The reconciliation shall show all adjustments by naftrc of

adjustment in detail.
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(12) Statement 31. Statemcnt M shall be an analysis of Account 100:4,

“Telephone plant acquisition adjustment,” and of Account 100:7, “Telephone

plant adjustment,” showing character and the basis for computation of each

amount included and proposed to be included.

(13) Statement A Statement N shall be a suggested plan for depreciating,

amortizing, or othcnvise disposing of, in wholc or in part, the amounts

included and includible, as of the effective date of the system of accounts, in

Account 100:4, “Telephone plant acquisition adjustment,” and Account

100:7, “Telephone plant adjustment,” of the uniform system of accounts

prescribed by § 6132.J

§ 63.35. Preservation of records.

(a) [A telephone) telecommunications public utility shall kccp and preserve its rccords

in confonity with “Pan 45 Preservation of Records of Telephone Carricrs,” adopted

by Federal Communications Commission on August 16, 1950 (47 CFR Pa 42) I

amended from time to time. (RESERVED).

(b) [Telephone public utilities which maintain the original cost of their plants in

continuing property records which conform with the rcguircmcnts of the

Commission may apply for permission to dispose of books and records related to

transactions dated 20 years or more prior to the date of the applicationj Unless a

different retention period is otherwise specifically addressed in this chapter. a
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telecommunications public utiLity shall be required to retain for eilit years the

followimz records: (I) all records related to an audit conducted by the Commission

under section 516 of the4eode{ PUBLIC UTILITY CODE. such as but not limited to

tinancial and mannement audits; (2) records required for review under sections

505 and 506 of the code PUBLIC UTILITY CODE; Irecords required under the

system of accounts followed pursuant to subsection a);J and (3) records required

for those entities remaining subject to ratemaking provisions under Chapters 13

and 30 of the Ieede PUBLIC UTILITY CODE.

Subchapter D. UNDERGROUND SERVECEI (Reserved)

§ 63.41. IUndcrground telephone service in new residential dcvclopmcntsj

(Reserved).

1(a) For thc purpose of this scction only, the following words and terms, have the

following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

(1) 1lpplicantfbr telephone service The developer of a recorded plot plan consisting

of five or more lots, or one or more five unit apartment houses.

(2) Developer The par responsible for constructing and providing improvements

in a development, that is, sfrccts, sidewalks and ufill ready lots.

(3) Development A planned project which is developed by a developer/applicant

for telephonc service set out in a recorded plot plan of five or more adjoining

unoccupied lots for the construction of single family residences, detached or

othenvisc, mobile homes, or apartment honcs, all of which arc intended for year
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round occupancy, if telephone service to the tots necessitates extending the utility’s

distribution lines.

(4) Distribution 1kw A main line facility directly or indirectly connecting the

customers in a development to the telephone central office.

(5) Scn’icc 1kw A line from the distribution line to the residence of the subscriber.

(6) Snbilivider The party responsible for dividing a tract of land into building lots

which are not to be sold as utility ready lots.

(7) SzthdMsion A tract of land divided by a subdivider into five or more adjoining

unoccupied lots for the construction of single family residences, detached or

othcnvisc, or apartment houses, all of which are intended for year around

occupancy, if telephone service to the lots necessitates extending the u-tility2s-edsting

distribution lines.

(b) Distribution and service lines, except pedestals, installed as the result of an

application for the telephone service within a development shall be installed

underground; shall conform to the utility’s construction standards; and shall be

owned and maintained by the utility. Excavating and backfilling shall be performed

by the applicant for telephone service or by another agent the applicant may

authorize. Other installation shall bc performed by the utility or by another agent

the utility may authothc. The utility may not be liable for injury or damage

occasioned by the wilful or negligent excavation, breakage or other interference

with its underground lines occasioned by anyone other than its own cmploycs or

agent. Nothing in this section shall prohibit a utility from performing its own
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excavating and backfiuing for greater system design flexibility. No charges other

than those specified in subsections (c) and (d) is permitted.

(c) The applicant for telephone service to a development shall do the following:

(1) At its own cost, provide the utility with aeopv of the recorded

development plot plan identifying property boundaries, and with easements

satisfactory to the utility for occupancy and maintenance of distribution and

service lines—an4—related—faeilitie&

(2) At its own cost, clear the ground in which the service lines and related

facilities arc to be laid of trees, stumps and other obstructieim-provkle-the

excavating and backfilling according to utility specifications and subject to

the-inspection and approval of the utility, and backfill within 6 inches of final

grade. Utility specifications for excavating and backfilling shall be set forth

by the utility in written form and presented to the applicant at the time of

application for the service and presentation of the plot plan to the utility. If

the utility’s specifications have not been met by the applicant’s excavating

and backfihling, the excavating and backfiuing shall be corrected or redone by

the applicant or its authorized agent. Failure to comply with the utility’s

construction standards and specifications permits the utility to refuse utility

service until the standards and specifications are met

(3) Request the installation of distribution and seniec lines at the time that

the lines may be installed before curbs, pavements and sidewalks are laid;

carefully coordinate scheduling of the utility’s line and facility installation
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with the general project construction schedule including coordination with

another utility sharing the same trench; keep the route of lines clear of

machinery and other obstructions when the line installation crew is scheduled

to appear; and otherwise cooperate with the utility to avoid unneccssa’ costs

and dclay.

(4) Place with the telephone company, in advance or upon other terms that

the company may require, the following charges:

(i) A prepaymcnt in aid of construction in an amount not in excess of

60% of the company’s costs of the distribution line for the

dpme

(ii) The prepayment in aid of construction will be refunded on a

proportionate basis for each contract for telephone service rendered.

The basis for total refund shall be 100% refund upon receipt of

tclephonc contracts for telephone service from 50°Z. of the total

development within a 10 year period.

(d) If the applicant changes the plot plan after installation of the telephone utility’s

lines has begun, or requests deviation from the utility’s established underground

construction practices, the additional—costs shall be borne by the applicant. No

charges othcr than those described in this subsection and in subsection (c) may be

borne by the applicant for telephone service or by another utility sharing the same

trench, even if the utility elects to perform its own excavating and backfiuing.

(e) The Commission believes that there should be joint use of trenches whenever
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economically and technologically feasible. However, the Commission realizes that

the economic advantages which can result from the joint usc of trenches may at

times be obviated by the technological disadvantages of joint occupancy. Therefore,

the Commission wifi not make the joint use of trenches mandatory but will require

the joint use of trenches whenever the circumstances indicate that the usc would be

feasible and parties agree thereto.

(f) This sccUon applies to all requests for distribution facilities for telephone service

to developments which are tiled after June 9, 1984.

(g) Amounts the public utility receives under subsection (c)(4)(i) shall be credited to

Accounts 174 Other deferred crcthts.

(h) Whenever the public ufflity or an affected person believes that the application of

the tariff rule works an undue hardship, involves a physical-impossibility, or is

othenvise inappropriate, the utility or person may request an exception from the

undcrgroirnding requirements of this section by following the procedure set forth in

(i) Exceptions, as granted by the Commission for electric distribution lines under §

57.86 shall also apply to telephone facilities. If an exception request initiated by an

applicant for telcphone senice is granted and the applicant thereafter desires

underground sen’iee, then this section shall apply as if no exception had been

(j) Telephone utilities shall file a tariff supplement adding this section to its tariff.

The tariff supplement shall become effective on the date filed.
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(k) Telephone utilities shall file undcrgrounding construction and specification

standards and revisions thereto with the Commission’s Bureau of Fixed Utilih

(I) Underground facilities in new residential developments arc only required by this

section when a bonn fide developer exists, that is only when utility ready lots are

provided by the developer. A mere subdivision is not required to have underground

service. However, should the lot owner or owners in a subdivision desire

undcrground service, the service shall be provided by the utility if the lot owner or

owners, at his option, either complies with subsection (c) or pays to the utility the

charges that are contained in the utility’s tariff for underground telephone service

not required by this title.I

Subchapter E. JTELEIMIONF4 TELECOMMUNICATIONS QUALITY SERVLCE

STANDARDS

§ 63.51. Purpose. (RESERVED).

This subchapter establishes, regulates and enforces uniform, fair and reasonable

service objeefivcs and surveillance levels of Itelephonel telecommunications service

offered within this Commonwealth. This subchapter applies to regulated simple

residential or business voice grade seniecs offered by a public utility as defined in §

63.1 (relating-to definitions). This subchapter does not preclude, supersede or

amend Chapter 64 (relating to standards and billing practices for residential
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Itciephonel telecommunications service). This subchapter shall be applied in

eenjunetiowwith Chapter 6t

§ 63.52. IExccptionsl (Reserved).

IThis subchapter does not apply to services offered by interexchange carriers as

defined in § 63.1 (relating to defrniflons)j

§ 63.53. General provisions.

(a) IApuNic utility shall provide Itelephonc] telecommunications service to the

public in its service area in accordance with its tariff on file with the Commission-

product guide or similar document listed on its web site. The quality of service shall

meet or exceed the minimum standards set forth in this subehapteri (RESERVED).

(b) JIf a public utility fails to meet a standard service surveillance level in a

reporting entity as described in this subchapter, the service data for the standard

not-met in that reporting entity shall be filed with the Comnissionj (Reserved).

(c) IA public utility shall provide access to operator assisted senices for all

exchanges at all hoursi (Reserved).

(d) IA public utility shall provide equipment and facilities designed and engineered

in accordance with realistic forecasts of customer demand and shall maintain, or

have access to, a stock of associated equipment to meet the dematidi (Reserved).

(e) If unreasonable hardship to A JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

PUBLIC utility results from compliance within WITH this subchapter, THE
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JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC UTILITY application

may FILE A PETTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH 52 PA. CODE § 5.41 be-made-to

the-GommissisIl-fef-REQUESTING THE modification of the section or for

temporary exemption from its requirements. The adoption of this subchapter by

the Commission will not preclude the altering or amending of thc provisions in a

COMMISSION MAY manner consistent with applicable statutory procedures, nor

will the adoption of this subchapter preclude the Commission from granting

GRANT temporary exemptions OF THIS SUBCHAPTER in exceptional cases

CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE STATUTORY PROCEDURES. A-person or

THE JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC utility that-tiles-an

application under this section shall provide notice to a person who may be affected

by the modification or temporary exemption, IF GRANTED. Notice may be made

by a bill insert or in another reasonable manner.

§ 63.54. Record retention.

ffl A JURISDICTIONAL telecommunications public utility shall retain for at least 90

days the information contained in customer bills and used by the public utility in

compiling customer bills. Billing information on an account for which a dispute is

pending shall be retained until the dispute has been finally resolved.

(b) A JURISDICTIONAL telecommunications public utiliw shall retain for at least

aS year MINIMUM 3-VEARperiod the service records related to the following: (1)

call answering times under 63.59 (relating to call answering measurements); (2)
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service complaints and trouble reports under 63.22 (relating to service records);

(3) surveillance level investigations tinder 63.55 (relating to surveillance levels);

and (4) service outages under 63.22 and 63.57 (relating to customer trouble

reports) of this chapter..

§ 63.55. Surveillance levels.

(a) IW’hcn the level of operation of a telecommunications public utility fails to meet

u-stated average level of operation required by this subchapter for a period of 3

consecutive months, the public utility immediately-shath

(I) Initiate an investigation into the cause of the inadequate performance.

(2) llnform thc Commission of the substandard performance and of steps,

studies and investigations commenced and undertaken by the public ufflity to

determine the cause and to remedy the inadequate pcrformancej

(3) On request from the Commission, the telecommunications public utility

shall provide to the Commission a report detailing the results of the

investigation into a breach of a sun’cillanec level substandard performance

and any steps, studies and further action undertaken or commenced by the

public utility to determine the cause and to remedy the inadequate

performance. I ON REQUEST FROM THE COMMISSION, A

JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC UTILITY

SHALL PROVIDE TO TFIE COMMISSION A REPORT DETAILING THE

RESULTS OF ANY INVESTIGATION INTO A FAILURE TO MEET THE
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QUALITY OF SERVICE STANDARDS SET FORTH IN CHAPTER 15 OF

THE PUBLIC UTILITY CODE, OR VIOLATIONS OF SUBCHAPTER E

OF CHAPTER 63 OF THE COMMISSION’S REGULATIONS, AND ANY

STEPS, STUDIES AND FURTHER ACTION UNDERTAKEN OR

COMMENCED BY THE UTILITY TO DETERMINE THE CAUSE AND

TO REMEDY THE INADEQUATE PERFORMANCE.

(b) lEn addition to the requirements set forth in subsection (a), a public utility shall

file with the Commission, within 5 working days from its initial contact with the

Commission as provided for in subsection (a)(2), a report which contains-the

following informationt (Reserved).

(1) The nature of the problent -

(2) The cause of the problem.

(3) The duration of the problem.

(4) The result of studies and investigations which have been taken.

(5) The remedial action taken
.

(e) IA public utility shall monitor the stated sen-ice problem area for a period of I

month. At the end of this 1 month period the public utility shall file an updated

status report with the Commissioni (Reserved).

§ 63.56. IMeasurementsl (Reserved).

(a) IA public utility shall utilize measuring devices, methods and practices generally

recognized and accepted by the communications industry to obtain or to allow the
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calculation of the service objectives detailed in this subchapter.]

(b)I Equipment arrangements permitting, each public utility shall have an objective

of attaining at least 300 local dial service measurements per month on originating

entities serving more than 10,000 access lines that are a part of a local dial network

of453000 access lines,4

(c)I A public utility shall provide, maintain and operate a dial tone speed measuring

device for originating entities serving more than 3,000-aecess-line&]

(d)I A public utility shall provide, maintain and operate load or service indicating

devices on originating equipment for entities not equipped with a dial tone-speed

measm4ug-dei4ee-j

(e)j A public utility shall monitor the answering time for calls received at customer

esntae&loeafions, including, but not limited to, repair service, business offices and

toll operator office. The monitoring required by this subchapter may be

accomplished through measuring devices, random sampling or statistically valid

customer satisfaction surveys. The Commission retains the right to determine the

appropriateness of utility monitoring methods in particular circumstances.]

(IN-A-public utility shall establish and maintain a performance record for each

central office or other appropriate entity which shall be kept current and shall show

applicable service results hourly, daily, monthly, as appropriate.} (Reserved).

(g)I Records and measurements required by this section shall be retained by the

public utility for a minimum period of 3 ycars.j
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§ 63.57. Customer trouble reports.

(a) IA public utility shall respond to mid take substantial action to clear out of

service trouble of an emergency nature whenever the outage occurs, within 3 hours

of the reportcd outage consistent with the nccds of customers and personal safety of

util#y-petsonnel4 (Reserved).

(b) IA public utility shall respond to and take substantial action to clear other out

of seniec trouble, not requiring unusual repair, within 21 hours of the report,

e*eept—tèr-isolated weekend outages affecting fewer than 15 customers in an

exchange or whcrc the customer agrees to another arrangcment A

JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC UTILITY SHALL

RESPOND TO OUT-OF-SERVICE TROUBLE REPORTS WITHIN 24 HOURS

UNLESS A DIFFERENT PERIOD OF TIME IS AGREED TO BY THE

CUSTOMER.

(c) A JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility shall keep

commitments made to its customers and applicants, unless timely notice of unavoidable

changes is given to the customer or applicant or a reasonable attempt is made to convey

the notice.

(d) If unusual repairs are required or other factors preclude the prompt clearing of

reported trouble, reasonable efforts shall be made to notify affected customers.

(e) jA report received by the public utility shall be counted as a separate report even

though it may be a duplication of, or may involve a progress inquiry of, a previous

repei4v{ (Reserved).
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(1) It shall be substandard performance for a JURISDICTIONAL

TELECOMMUNICATiONS public utility to receive more than 5.5 customer trouble

reports per 100 lines per month .A JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

public utility receiving greater than 5.5 customer trouble reports per 100 lines per month

is subject to the reporting requirements set forth in § 63.55(a) (relating to surveillance

levels).

§ 63.58. Ilnstallation-af-stn4ee4 (RESERVED).

(a) [Ninety five pcrcent of a TELECOMMUNICATION public utility’s primary serv-iee

order installation shall be completed within 5 working days of receipt of an application

[unless a later date is requested by the applicant or when construction is requircd]

unless the customer agrees to a later date.]

(b) [Ninety percent of a public utility’s nonprinup’ service orders shall be completed no

Later than 20 days of receipt of an application unless a later date is requested by the

applicant. If the utility company is unable to fill a nonprimary service order within the

requisite time, the utility shall so inforni the applicant and provide the applicant with the

date nonprimary sen’iee will be avai-leNe4

(e) [Ninety percent of a public utility’s commitments to applicants as to date of

installation of service orders shall be met, except for applicant caused delays, adverse

weather conditions and other supervening causes beyond the utility company’s control.]

§ 63.59. (Operator-handled caIIsJ Call Answering Measurements.
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AJ URISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility shall take

measures necessary and keep sufficient call answering records to monitor answering

times for calls as follows:

(a) [A public utility supplying operators shall establish practices for operators and

thc public utility shall establish practices for its representatives with the statcd

objcctivc of providing cificient and picasing service to its customcrs. Operators and

other rcprcscntativcN shall be instructed to be courteous and considerate, and to

comply with thc Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C.A. § 157 611) in

maintaining the secrecy of communications4 The percent of calls answered at each

JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility’s call center or

business oflice, or both, within 30 seconds with the public utility representative

ready to render assistance and to accept information necessary to process the call.

An acknowledgment that the customer or applicant is waiting on the line does not

constitute an answer. If the public utility records data for more than one call center

or business office, the public utility should also record the combined percent of calls

answered within 30 seconds for the public utility as a whole.

(b) jA public utility supplying operators shall maintain adequate personnel and

equipment to assure an average operator answering performance on a monthly

basis as follows: (RcservedL

(1) Ninety pcrccnt of toll and opcrator assistance calls shall be answered

within l0cconds.

(2) Eighty five pcrccnt of calls seeking repair scn’ice or to the business office
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during normal working hours shall be answered within 20 seconds.

(3) For purposes of this section, an “answer” means that the operator or other

representative is ready to render assistance and to accept information

necessary to process the call. An acknowledgement that the customer or

applicant is waiting on the line does not constitute an answer.

(4) A public utility may measure its compliance with paragraphs (1) and (2)

through the use of measuring devices, random sampling, statistically valid

customer attitude surveys or a combination of these compliance measuring

teehuiquesr-The-Cemmission retains the right to determine the

appropriateness of utility monitoring methods in particular circumstances.]

The average busy-out rate for each call center or business office, or both. If

the JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMM UN ICATIONS public utility records

data for more than one call center or business office, the public utility should

also record the combined busy-out rate for the pub& utility as a whole.

Ic) The call abandonment rate for each call center or business office, or both. If the

JURISDICTIONAL TELECOi’1MUNICATlONS public utility records data for

more than one call center or business office, the public utility shQuld also record the

combined call abandonment rate for the public utility as a whole.

§ 63.60. jAutomatic Dialing Aunouncrng Devices (ADAD)j (Reserved).

1(a) Upon receipt of a complaint in which the complainant can identify the ADAD

user, the public utility shall inform the ADAD user of the service standards set forth
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in subsection (b). A subsequent complaint may result, after notice, in suspension of

the ADAD user’s service.

(b) A public utility may not knowingly permit an ADA&D to be connected or operated

ovcr its network unless one of the following applies:

(1) A prior written agreement exists between the culled and calling parties.

(2) The ADAD is used in accordance with the following standards:

(i) Within 10 seconds after the called party terminates the call, the

ADAD automatically shall create a disconnect signal or an on hook

condition allowing the culled party’s line—to-be released. The-AD-AD

shall terminate calls completed and a disconnect or an on hook

eotidifion shall be created within 15 seconds of termination.

(ii) The recorded message shall begin with, or be preceded by, a

statement announcing the name, address and call back telephone

number of the calling party, the nature and purpose of the ensuing

message, and the fact the message is a recording.

(iii) No calls are permitted to be made to emergency telephone

numbers of hospitals, fire departments, law enforcement offices or

other entities providing emergency services.

(iv) No calls may be made on a Sunday before 1:30 p.m. or after 9 p.m.

or before 9 a.m. or after 9 p.m. during the remainder of the week.

(v) The public utility shall make a determination either at the time of

application for use or at the time the utility becomes aware of the use of
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the ADAD that no substantial impairment of service will occur as a

result of the use of ADAD.J

§ 63.61. IocaI dial scrvieef (Reserved).

1(a) A public utility shall operate and maintain central office and interoffice channel

capacity and equipment adequate to achieve the following minimum service

requirements during the average busy season, busy hour:

443-Ninety—eight percent of calls shall be provided a dial tone within 3 seconds.

(2) Ninety seven pci-cent of correctly dialed intraoffice calls shall be

eompkted

(3) Ninety six percent of correctly dialed interoffice calls shall be completed.

(b) For purposes of this section. completion is accomplished when either a ringing or

busy signal resulting only from use of the called line occurs.J

§ 63.62. IDirect distance dial sen’ieel (Reserved).

ffafA-publle utility shall operate and maintain trunk and related switching

components-hi the intertoll network adequate to achieve the following minimum

service requirements for operator unassisted, properly dialed, direct distance dialed

calls during the average busy season:

(1) Ninety seven percent of outgoing calls by customers shall be completed to

the trunk group.

(2) Ninety eight percent of incoming calls by customers shall be completed
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from the trunk groupv

(b) This section applies only to calls placed exclusively over the facilities of the

public utility or over which the utility’ leases for the completion of local exchange

eafls4

§ 63.63. (Transmission requirements and standarilsi (RESERVED).

(a) [A telecommunications public utility shall furnish, operate and maintain facilities

adequate to provide acceptable transmission of communications. Transmission shall be

at adequate volumc levels and free of excessive interference, distothon, noise and cross

(b) [The transmission standards shall be based upon the usc of tclephonc sets conncctcd

to a 48 Volt dial ccntral office, measured at a frequency of loop Hez (Kz)j f

provisions of this subsection shall apply to each wire center or other eographic

area defined by the jtirisdktional telecommunications public utility where the utility

has fully deployed a jurisdictional fiber optic nebvork.

(c) [A telephone line teninating at a customer’s premises shall have a loop resistance not

exceeding the operating design of the associated central office equipment.]

(d) [Overall transmission loss on a customer loop shall not exceed 15 decibels.]

§ 63.64. Metering inspections and tests.

(a) [A telecommunications public utility shall adopt a program of pedodic tests,

inspections and preventive maintenance aimed at achieving efficient operation of its
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system and the rendition of safe, adequate and continuous service.] (RESERVED).

(h) [A telecommunications public utility shall maintain or have access to test facilities

enabling it to determine the operating and trnnsmission capabilities of equipment and

facilities, both for routine maintenance and for trouble location. The actual transmission

performance of the network shall be monitored in order to determine if the established

objectives and operating requirements are met. The monitoring function shall consist of

circuit order test prior to placing trunks in service, routine periodic trunk maintenance

tests, tests of actual switched trunk connections, periodic noise tests of a sample of

customer loops in each exchange and special transmission sun’cys of the network.]

(RESERVED).

(c) If a meter is used in connection with Itelephonel telecommunications service, it shall

be read, where applicable, at monthly intervals. The meter reading records from which

the customers’ bills are prepared shall show:

I) Identifying number or means to determine readily the customer’s name.

address and service classification.

(2) Meter readings.

(3) Date of meter reading.

(4) Multiplier or constant if used.

(d) [A meter or other recording dDvicc used to record data and prepare customers’ bills

shall be in good mechanical and electrical condition, shall be accurately read and may not

involve approximations. A meter or recording device shall accurately perform the

following: (Reserved).
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(I) For message rate sen’ice, if timing the length of message is not involved, the

meter or rccording device shall show the number of completed messages sent by

the station or think which it is measuring.

(2) For measured rate or toll sen’ice when, in addition to recording a call, it is

necessary to time the call, the rccording device shall show the number of calls, and

the chargcahlc time involved in each call and the station or tmnk making thc call.

If a meter is associated with the station maldng the call, the meter shall accumulate

the number of message units for these calls.

(3) If the recording equipment provides customer bills, accurate interpretation of

the coded information is required.

(e) IA telephonel A telecommunications meter and recording device shall be tested

prior to installation or when released for service and at regular intervals, or both, either

by the manufacturer, the pubhc utility or an approved organizalion equipped for the

testing. The utility shall comply with the following:

(I) A public utility furnishing service, if local exchange billing is based on the

number or duration ofessages, shall provide the necessary facilities, instruments

and equipment for testing its metering or recording equipment.

(2) The overall accuracy of the test equipment and test procedure shall he

suFficient to enable testing of meter and record equipment within the requirements

of this chapter.

(3) A meter and recording device tested under this subchapter for routine or

complaint shall be tested in its normal operating location and wiring mode prior to
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removal or adjustment.

(4) A record of meter and recording equipment tests and adjustments and data

sufficient to allow checking of the results shall be recorded. The record shall

include the identifying number of the meter and recording device, its type, the date

and kind of test and the results of each test.

(fl A public utility shall perform periodic testing and maintenance of its controlling trunk

equipment associated with the meters or recording devices, or both. to assure the integrity

of their operation upon request or complaint.

(g) lUpon request of a custorncr, a public utility shall make a tcst of a meter and

recording device related to the billing. The requests may not be made more often than

once every 3 months unless unusual circumstances exist] (Reserved).

(h) [A customer, by request to the Commission, may have a test conducted by the public

utility in the presence of a Commission representative.] (Reserved).

§ 63.65. Safety.

A public utility shall adopt and implement a safety program fitted to the size and type of

its operation and shall confonn to the Occupational Safety Health Act (OSHA) standards,

29CFR Pails lQlO—l999fwhieli+

(1) Require employees to use suitable tools and equipment and to perform

their work in a safe manner.

(2) lnstrnct employees in safe work practices.

(3) Instruct employees as to proper methods of artificial respiration for use in
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accidents, such as electric shock, asphyxiatioi and drowning.

(4) Exercise reasonable care in minimizing hazards to which employees,

customers and the general public may be subjectedi as amended from time to

time.

Subchapter F. IEXTENDED AREA SERVICE] (Reserved).

§ 63.71. fflefinifions-f (Reserved).

IThe following words and terms, when used in this subchapter, have the following

meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

EAS extended area service The expansion of a local calling area to include

adthfional exchanges.

Exchange Au urea served by one or more central offices which lips a unique local

calling area and a defined rate center from which toll distances arc measured.

Full billing and collection agreement An agreement under which an—interexehmge

carrier contracts with the local exchange carrier to bill and collect the revenues for

message toll service calls placed by end users through the intcrexchange carrier as

the—p-resubscribed carrier.

Interavc!range toll rates Telephone rates, usually based in part on the length of a

telephone call, which arc applied to calls bebveen exchanges that arc not in the same

local calling area.

LITA A local access and transport area as designated by Federal law.

Local calling area The area, consisting of one or multiple telephone exchanges,
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between which calls may be completed without having intercxchange toll rates

applied.

A public utility which is certificated to provide

intraexchangc telephone service.

Optional calling plait A tariff provision which establishes the rate option to be

offered to residential and bushuess subscribers in exchanges which qualify for

alternatives to EAS under § 63.73 (relating to optional calling plans).

Qualified noncontiguous exchanges Exchanges with toll rate centers within 16

miles of each other which do not geographically border each other but which—meet

the following criteria:

(i) The call frequency standards between the exchanges established under §

6174(rclating to LAS polk;) are met in at least one direction.

(ii) The local calling area of the calling exchange is contiguous to the receiving

exchange.

Suhseribee—A-pcrson or entity which contracts directly with a telephone utility for

telephone service

Traffic study hitcrcxchangc carriers The five most active interexchange carriers in

the service territory of a local exchange carrier as dcternilncd by a biennial review

of interLATA access charge lcvels.j (Reserved).

§ 63.72. ITraffic usage studies-f (Reserved).
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jA local exchange carrier shall conduct a biennial intcrcxchange toll traffic usage

study. The study shall measure traffic over both intraL&TA and interL&TA routes.

The study shall measure the average calling frequency behvecn contiguous

exchanges and behveen each exchange and each noncontiguous exchange having a

toll rate center within 16 miles. On intraL&TA routes only, the study shall also

measure the percentage of total access lines within the exchange over which the calls

are placed. In measuring calling frequency, all calling classes shall be considered

collectively, including those who have elected optional calling plans under § 63.73

(relating to optional calling plans). The study shall measure usage in a

representative 30 day period within the 12 month period preceding the study. The

local exchange carrier shall prepare a report containing results of the study. The

report is required to address only routes which equal or exceed 1.50 calls per access

line per month. The report shall be tiled with the Commission with a copy to the

Office of Consumer Advocate on or before October 1 of each survey year. The

report will be treated as proprietary and shall be filed under protective seal. The

Commission and the Office of Consumer Advocate will release the results of the

repert—upon request, on a route specific basis to customers or customer

representatives. Traffic usage data for routes with less than 1.50 calls per access

line per month shall be submifted by local exchange carriers upon request by the

Commission or the Office of Consumer Advocate.l

§ 63.72a. InterLATA traffic studies (Reserved).
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ftp) By Janua’ 31 of each year in which a biennial traffic study is due, each local

exchange carrier will identify and formally notify the Commission of the traffic

study intcrcxchangc carriers in its scnice territory. The identi of the traffic study

intcrcxchangc carriers shall be based upoii review of the access charge levels from

the most recent 12 month period available. Each local exchange carrie-v-shall

concurrently notify each traffic study intcrcxchangc carrier of the following:

(1) That thc intcrexchangc carrier’s traffic will be included in the local

exchange carrier’s traffic study under this subchapter.

(2) The format which the local exchange carder will utilize in its traffic usage

(3) The representative month the local exchange carrier will use in its study.

(b) Each traffic study intercxchange carrier shall provide the local exchange carrier

with data which identifies the relevant intcrcxchangc traffic completed by the

interexchange carrier and which originated in the local exchange carrier’s senice

territory for the representative month used by the local exchange carder. The data

shall be submitted to the local exchange carrier by June 1 of each year in which a

biennial traffic usage study is due. The data submitted by traffic study

intcrcxchange carriers may not include traffic for which the intcrexchange carder

hills through thc local exchange carrier under a full billing and collection

agreement.

(c) The data submitted by each traffic study intcrexehange carrier shall be

ovganked-eonsistcnt with the following-i
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(1) The data shall be in the format specified by the local exchange carrier for

the traffic usage study.

(2) The data shall identify the total number of calls completed by the traffic

study interexchange carrier and which originated in each exchange in the

local exchange carrier’s sen’icc territory for each intcrLkTA route which

requires study under § 63.72 (relating to traffic usage studies) for the

representative month.

(3) The data shall identify the total number of access lines prcsubscribed to

the traffic swdy intercxehange carrier in each exchange for which data is

submitted under paragraph (2).

(4) Data submicd by a traffic study inter exchange carder to a local

exchange carrier shall be considered proprietary to the traffic study

intercxchangc carrier and may not be used by the local exchange carrier for a

p*fposc-otheethnwpreparhg its traffic usflge-stuth

(5) Each traffic study interexchangc carrier may petition the Commission to

waive the submission of a portion of the data required to be submitted under

this section. Each waiver petition shall include the estimated costs of

submitting the data and the relative amount of traffic which the data

represents. The Commission will approve a waiver petition only if it finds

that the costs to the interexehange carrier ouhveigh the value of the data to

the traffic usage study.

(d) Upon receiving the traffic study intcrcxehange carrier data, each local exchange
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carrier shall complete the following in preparing the interLATA component of the

traffic usage study:

(1) Collcct and analyze the traffic data for each traffic study intcrexchangc

carrier for calls completed by the intcrexchange carrier which arc billcd

through the local exchange carrier under a full billing and collection

agreement.

(2)-Aggregate the traffic data it collects and analyzes under full billing and

collection agreements with the traffic data it receives from each traffic study

interexehange carrier. Each local exchange carrier shall report the aggregate

interexehangc carrier. Each local exchange carrier shall report the aggregate

results of the intcrLATA traffic study to the Commission in its biennial traffic

usage study filed under § 63.72.1

§ 63.73. lOptional calling plansi (Reserved).

j(a) When biennial intcrexchange toll traffic usage studies reveal an average

monthly calling frequency of 2.00 or more calls per access line from one exchange to

another and where at least 25°L of the access lines in the calling exchange have been

used for 1.00 or more calls per month to the receiving exchange over a route for

which a local exchange carrier provides toll scniee, a local exchange carrier shall

offer one of the following rate options to each residential and business subscriber

within the culling exchange:
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(1) The ability to purchase for a flat fee a block of time for calls and a

continuing discount for nil usage exceeding the initial block of time to the

receiving exchange during each billing period.

(2) Another alternative rate option approved by the Commission.

(b) \Vhen an exchange qualifies for an optional calling plan over a route served by a

local exchange carrier, the local exchange carricr shall notify each residential and

business subscriber within 60 days of the availability of the optional culling plan and

shall provide to each subscriber a general description of the rates and benefits of-the

optional calling plan.

(c) When biennial interexehange toll traffic usage studies reveal an average monthly

calling frequency of 2.00-or-more calls per access line from one exchange to another

over an interLkTA route, each traffic study intcrcxehange carrier serving the route

shall offer one of the following rate options to each residential and business

subscriber to whom the traffic study interexehangc carrier provides toll service

within the calling exchange:

(I) The ability to purchase a block of time for calls for a flat fee and a

continuing discount for usage exceeding the initial block of time to the

receiving exchange during each billing period.

(2) Another alternative rate option approved by the Commission.

(d) When an exchange qualifies for an optional calling plan over an interLATA

route, each traffic study intercxchange carrier serying the route shall notibt each

residential and business subscriber it serves in the exchange within 60 days of the
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avaiIabill of thc optional calling plan and shall provide a description of the rates

and benefits of the optional eaffing-plam

(e) A local exchange carrier and a traffic study intercxchangc carrier, serving a

route which qualifies for an optional calling plan under a traffic usage study shall

maintain in its tariff a provision which provides for establishment of an optional

calling plan. The optional calling plan shall be consistent with subsection (a) or (b)

and may establish flat fees to be charged for the installation of the optional calling

pEalE

(f) A local exchange or traffic study inter exchange carrier may not termrnatc an

optional calling plan to an exchange without express Commission approval.]

§ 63.74. IEAS polls-f (Reserved).

IWhenever a traffic usage study between contiguous exchanges or between qualified

noncontiguous exchanges qualifies for EAS under paragraphs (1) and (2), a

subscriber poll of the calling exchange shall be conducted by the local exchange

carrier serving the calling exchange to determine if the local calling area should be

eflende

(1) For intraLATA routes, a route gualifics for extended area seniee if it has

an average monthly caffing frequency of 5.50 or more calls per access line

from one exchange to another and where at least 500/U of the access lines in

the calling exchange have been used for 1.00 or more calls per month to the

receiving exchange.
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(2) For interLATA routes, a route qualifies for EAS if it has an average

monthly culling frequency of 5.50 or more calls per access line from one

exchange to another.

(3) A subscriber request for polling will not be considered a legal pleading

and will not be subject to response by a utility or another party.

(4) A poll is not required if subscribers have affirmatively rejected the

implementation of EAS from the calling exchange to the receiving exchange

during the preceding 2 years.

(5) Two way balloting will not be required unless usage standards are met in

both directions.

(6) If bvo way balloting is required and if the same telephone utility 5nt5

each exchange, the utility shall poll subscribers in each exchange for EAS into

the other exchange. If different telephone utilities serve each exchange, each

utility shall poll its own subscribers.

(7) A poll is not required when usage standards are met on a specific route

an4-there--s4ll-be no increase in the local senice charge for extending the local

calling area of an exchange. In this instance, one way EAS shall be

implemented over the qualifying route.

(8) When usage standards arc met in both directions, hvo way balloting is not

required if there will be no increase in the local service charge for extending

the local calling area for one of the two exchanges. If one of the two

exchanges will receive an increase, than that exchange shall be polled and, if
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the exchange polled adopts LAS two way LAS shall be implemented.

Otherwise, one way EAS shall be implemented on thc route where there will

be no increase

(9) If circumstances require, the Commission may speei addidonal

conditions under which polls shall bc conducted.

(10) A local exchange carrier may petition the Coission for waiver of a

provision of this section to address unique circumstanees.}

§ 63.75. ISubscriber polisi (Reserved).

fElie4oflowing rules apply to LAS subscriber p0Th:

(I) Within 180 days of the submission of traffic usage data indicating that a

route qualities for LAS under § 63.74 (relating to LAS polls), a local exchange

carrier shall file a petition with the Commission requesting approval of a proposed

transmittal letter and ballot which includes an estimate of the inetease-im-the-ehmge

for local service to the Commission as a result of extending the local calling area.

The Commission will approve a transmittal letter and ballot which shall include an

estimate of the increase in the charge for local service, if any, due to the expansion of

the local calling area.

(2) The local exchange carrier shall mail one approved ballot to each

subscriber in the calling exchange. The local exchange carrier may tabulate the

ballots itself but shall submit to the Bureau of Safety and Compliance a list of

customers to be-polled and their telephone numbers prior to sending out ballots.
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Upon completion of tabulation by a local exchange carrier, the Local exchange

carrier shall submit the original rethrned ballots to the Bureau of Safety and

Compliance and shall submit a verified report to the Commission detailing the

results of the poi1. If the local exchange carrier does not tabulate the ballots itself,

the ballots sent by the local exchange carrier to the subseribers shall be

preaddressed, postage prepaid postcards to be returned to the Commission for

tahulitileit 7

(3) At least 5O of the ballots from an exchange shall be returned for gpo11

to he considered valid.

(4) In a valid poll, if 5O% of the ballots returned from an exchange are in

1ii-voeof-E,4S--tbe-afketed local exchange carriers shall implement EAS to the

receiving exehangt

(5) In eases where interLATA EAS is implemented, telephone service between

the calling exchange and the receiving exchange shall be transferred from the

interexehangc carriers sening the calling exchange to the Ioeal-e-xehange carrier

serving the calling exchange.

(6) In cases where the local exchange carrier is prohibited from providing

senice between the calling exchange and the receiving exchange by Federal

antitrust consent decree restrictions and a waiver is necessary to implement EAS,

the local exchange carrier shall apply for a waiver of Federal antitrust restrictions

to allow it to implement LAS. The request for waiver will be made within 60 days of

a Commission order or Secretarial Letter approving EAS. The Commission will file
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a statement affirmatively supporting the waiver application.I

§ 63.76. IEAS complaintsl (Reserved).

IA formal complaint may be filed seeking the implementation of A complaint

will be evaluated according to the criteria in § 63.77 (relating to evaluation criteria).

If multiple telephone utilities arc involved, each affected utfilty shall be an

indispensible party to the proceeding. An administrative law judge may, as part of

an initial decision, recommend the conduct of subscriber polls under § 63.75

frehiting to subscriber polls) to determine if LAS should be implemented. The

provisions of this subchapter do not prohibit the filing of complaints seeking thc

implementation of EAS between noncontiguous cxehanges.J

§ 63.77. lEvaluation criterial (Reserved).

(The Commission will consider the following criteria in evaluating EAS complaints:

(1) The amount of toll charge traffic between the two exchanges.

(2) The cost to the utility of implementing extended area senice.

(3) The potential increase in local service charge due to implementation of

EAS versus the current cost to subscribers for interexehange toll calls.

(4) The demography and the proximity of the exchanges as indicating

eommunth of interest.

(5) The availability of alternatives to EAS.

(6) The economic effect on the community if the local seniec urea is not
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e*te

Subchapter C. fPUBUC COIN TELEPHONE SERVICEI (Reserved).

§ 63.91. f-Purposej (Reserved).

jThc purpose of this subchapter is to promote competition in the coin telephone

market, assure accurate price disclosure and provide for public interest coin

tde

§ 63.92. IDefinitions+ (Reserved).

IThe following vords and terms, when used in this subchapter, have the following

meanings, unless thc context clearly indicates otherwise:

cout telephone A telephone which includes a coin mechanism which—aeeepts--eehm

for payment of rafts or charges associated with placing local or interexehange calls

from the telephone. The term does not include a telephone which requires insertion

of a credit card to pay for using or placing calls from the telephone and does not

ineht4e-n-tclcphone without a coin mechanism.

Local exchange carrier A telephone company certificated by the Commission to

provide service within a local calling area.

Payphonc senice provider A corporation, association, partncrship or person who

manufactures, vcnds, owns or Leases coin telephones and is not required to be

certificated by the Commission for the provision of coin telephone senicc.I
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§ 63.93. fConditions of servicel (Reserved).

(A payphonc service provider shall provide service in accordance with this

subchapter to be eligible for access to a public utility’s intrastate telephone facilities

and services, and these services shall be denied when a payphonc servke-prei4ilev

does not comply with the requirements of this subchapter.j

§ 63.94. ICoin telephone reguirementsj (Reserved).

(a) A coin telephone shall be registered with the Federal Commimientisjs

Commission when required under 47 CFR Part 63 (relating to thecoimeetiomof

terminal equipment to the telephone network).

(b) A coin telephone shall provide a dial tone without the insertion of a coin to

permit access to the operator. A coin telephone shall comply with the Americans

With Disabilities Act Accessibility Cuidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAC)

usability standards where compliance with usability standards is required by-the

Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA). It shall provide call completioii—fer

911 service if available, access to telecommunication relay services, and per call

blocking of any caller identification service when the caller initiates the blocking

service by dialing *67. As an alternative to the per call blocking sen’ice, the coin

telephone shall offer callers free operator service to block caller identification.

(c) A coin telephone shall be capable of accepting and registering nickels, dimes and

quarters for the payment of applicable charges for local exchange, message toll and

other services.
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(d) Coin telephones shall provide message toll scnicc. The coin telephone shall be

capable of completion of toll free numbers without the payment of a coin, that is,

either without the insertion of a coin or with the return of the coin inserted.

(e) No more than one coin telephone may be connected to a single coin telephone

access line. If a noncom extension telephone is connected to the line, the instruments

shall be wired so as to disconnect the extension telephone when the coin telephone

hand set is off the hook.

(fJ A local exchange carrier shall provide access lines to a payphone service

provi4er. The payphonc service provider shall be responsible for charges properly

attributable to the installation, connection and use of the line. The charges may not

include a charge for unpublished numbers for coin telephone listings. The charges

may include the following:

(1) Nonrecurring installation charges.

(2) Connection and reconnection charges.

9fSen4eteaWde&

(4)-Recurring monthly flat rate and measured metered charges.

(5) Directory assistance charges

(6) Improperly or erroneously accepted collect message toll charges, third

number billing charges and credit card billing charges unless the non public utility

is paying a charge to the local exchange carrier for screening calls.

(g) A coin telephone shall display instructions and notices which are prominently

posted on, or in the immediate vicinity of, the coin telephone clearly stating the
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all

(1) The charge for local coin calls and dialing instructions to obtain rates for

other types of calls.

(2) The name, address and telephone nmnbcr of the owncr, lessee or supplier

ef-the4defleiit

(3) Dialing and other instructions applicable to the use of the coin telephone.

(4) The telephone number of the coin telephone.

(5) Notice that thc coin telephone provides one way service only, if applicable.

(6) Notice of the per call blocking option by dialing *67 or, as an alternative,

free operator service to block any caller identification service.

(7) The procedure for registering service complaints and obtaining refunds.

(Ii) A coin telephone may not be connected to a type of line other than a payphone

service provider access line. Existing connections using business or residential

access lines shall be converted by the local exchange carrier to utilize payphone

senice provider access lines. Each local exchange carrier shall maintain provisions

in its tariff providing for payphonc service provider access line service offerings.

Through these tariff provisions, each local exchange carrier shall offer payphone

senice provider access lines and associated optional features to all payphone service

providers on a nondiscriminatory basis.I

§ 63.95. ICoin telephone service in the public interest[ (Reserved).
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The Commission may require a payhonc senice provider to place or replace a

coin telephone at a particular location if it is determined that a placement or

replacement is in the public interesti

§ 63.96. IServiec requirements for coin telephonesi (Reserved).

j(a) A coin telephone shall provide hvo way senice and may be converted to one

way outgoing senice only under extraordinary circumstances when the Commission

determines that the action is justified based on public health, safety or welfare

concerns, and is in the best interest of the public.

(b) A local exchange carrier, pa3phone seniec provider or other interested party

may seek Commission review of whether conversion of a coin telephone from two

way service to one way is justified by extraordinary circumstances. Conversion

requests shall be made in writing and shall idcntir the telephone number and

location of the coin telephone, and describe the circumstances which justi-fy

conversioti.

(e) The Commission’s Bureau of Consumer Services shall determine whether a

conversion request is justified within 10 days of its receipt unless the information

provided by the requesting party is inadequate to make a determination. The

Bureau will notit’ the requesting party and the owner of the coin telephone of its

determination by telephone. The Bureau will provide the requesting part’ and the

owner of the coin telephone written notice of its determination. The Bureau will

limit the duration of the conversion authorization if it appears that the
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circumstances justi1ng the conversion are temporary in nature.

(d) A part’ may appeal the Bureau’s determination, or request that a coin telephone

previously approved for one way conversion be returned to flvo way service, by

filing a formal complaint with the Commission.

(e) In instances where a conversion request involves allegations of drug trafficking

from a coin telephone or other emergency circumstances pertaining to public health,

safe or welfare concerns, the Bureau may telephonically authorize the owner of

the coin telephone to convert the telephone to one way service on the same day the

emergency conversion request is received. Following an emergency conversion

authorization, the Bureau will review the conversion request under the procedures

established in subsee.tiswfc)4

§ 63.98. [Compliance I (Reserved).

[(a) The Commission may direct a payphonc service provider to submit data-er

other information to ensure compliance with this subchapter and may direct a local

exchange carrier to terminate service to a payphonc senice provider found by the

Commission to be in violation of this subchapter. The owner of a coin telephone

shuWbe primarily responsible for assuring compliance with this subchapter.

(b) The Commission may direct payphone service providers to pafticipate in the

implementation of a self enforcement program for payphone service provider coin

tekphenes

(e) This subchapter supersedes conflicting provisions of previously issued
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Commission ordcrs.I

Subchapter Fl. IINTEREXCHANCE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIERSI
(Reserved)

§ 63.10 I. FStatcment of purpose and pollcyj (Reserved).

IOn December 1, 2004, the Cencral Assembly enacted Chapter 30 of the code

(relating to alternative form of regulation of telecommunications services), which

provided for thc regulatory reform of the-telephone industry in this Commonwealth.

Sections 3018 and 301 9(b) of the code (relating ft interexehange tclccomnrnnieations

carriers; and additional powers and duties) have significant effect on the future

regulation by the Commission of intraState intcrcxehange telecommunications

carriers, which include intercxehangc resellers. The purpose of this subchapter is to

codify the application of Chapter 30 of the code to intraState, inter exchange

teiccommu-meattons carriers and to codify the modification of procedures to address

the application of Chapter 30 of the code.I

§ 63.102. j-Delinitiens+ (Reserved).

I The following words and terms, when used in this subchapter, have the following

meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

Clear and conspicuous manner Information that is legible, stated in plain—language

and printed in 10 point type or larger.

Code The Public Utility Code. (66 Pa.C.S. § 101 3316).
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L’ompeitivc services Interexehange services other than noncompctitive services.

Inrcrcxchangcfacilities based carrier A person or entity whose facilities carry

intraStatc intcrexchangc service on a wholesale or retail, basis through line, wire,

cable, microwave, radio wave, satellite or other analogous facilities owned or

operated by it.

Interexehange reseller caner A person or entity which directly or indirectly

acquires intraState interexehange service capacity and establishes rates to sell

interexehange service through the use of technology to a residential or

nonresidential subscriber or consumer.

Jnterexchangc services The transmission of iiilerLATA or intraLkTA toll

messages or data outside the local calling area.

Intercvchange tclcconununications carrier

(i) A public utility, including both interexehange reseller carrier and

interexehangc facilities based carrier, as those terms arc defined in—this

section, authorized by the Commission to provide intraState intercxchangc

service on a wholesale or retail basi&

(ii) The term does not include a local exchange telecommunications

company authorized by the Commission to prodc infraState, interexehange

Sc ni e es.

Aoncompefltn’e services The term only includes those interexehange services or

business activities that have been determined expressly by the Commission to be

noneompetifive under § 63.105 (relating to reclassification of services).]
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§ 63.103. IJurisdiction of intcrcxchangc reseller carriersi (Reserved).

jUnder the definition of “public utility” in section 102 of the code (relating to

definitions), a person or corporation now or hereafter owning or operating in this

Commonwealth equipment or facilities for transmithng intraState interexchangc

services is subject to Commission jurisdiction as a public utility. lntcrcxchangc

reseller carriers operate equipment or facilities utilized for the transmission of

intcrexcbange services and therefore, under the statutory definition of “puhuie

utility,” are jurisdictional.]

§ 63.104. fD-iselosurc requirements for competitive services-I (Reserved).

ftp) All services, new or existing, offered by interexchange telecommunications

carriers are deemed competitive.

(b) An intcrexehangc telecommunications carrier may maintain tariffs and liIe4ailff

supplements with the Commission that set forth the rates, charges and service

description information relating to each of its tariffed competitive sen’iccs. If an

intcrcxchange telecommunications carrier files a tariff or a tariff supplement-with

the Commission for its competitive scn’iees, it shall become cffcetivc on I thw2s

(c) If an interexchange telecommunications carrier chooses to dctariff its

competitive seniecs, it shall make available for public inspection information

concerning the rates, charges, terms and conditions for its competitive services in an
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easily accessible and clear and conspicuous manner at the following locations:

(1) At the interexehange telecommunications carrier’s principal office, if it is

located within this Commonwealth, or at any local business office of the utility

during regular business hours.

(2) At the wcb site of the interexchangc telecommunications carrier. An

intcrexchange telecommunications carrier has the flexibility to structure and

present information concerning the rates, charges, terms and conditions for its

competitive services on its internet web site in any manner that it chooses, as long as

the information is easily accessible to the public.

(d) An intcrcxchange telecommunications carrier shall update information

concerning changes in rates, charges, terms and conditions for its detai4flèd

eempctitive services either at its principal office or any local business offiee—j4thifI--5

days and on its internet web site no later than 48 hours after the effective date of the

change so it provides the current information concerning service offerings.

(e) An intcrcxchange telecommunications carrier that chooses to detariff its

competitive services shall disclose to customers their right to request information

eonccrning the rates, charges, terms and conditions for its competitive services and

&h-all provide contact information for this purpose.

(1) This section supersedes Chapter 53 (relating to tariffs for noneommon carriers)

to the extent that Chapter 53 is inconsistent with this scetion.J

§ 63.105. I Reclassification of services (Reserved).
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1(a) The Commission has authority, under section 3018(c) of the code (relating-to

intcrcxchange telecommunications carriers), after notice and an opportunity for a

hearing, to reclassify the scntes of an interexehange telecommunications carrier as

a noncompetitive service.

b) The Commission will review whether a competitive sen’iec should be reclassified

as a noncompetitive service within the scope of a Commission investigation

conducted under section 331(a) of the code (relating to powers of commission and

administrative law judges), or upon consideration of a complaint filed under section

701 of the code (relating to complaints). The notice to the intcrcxehangc

teleeemmuuicatioin carrier may contain the information deemed relevant by the

—oinnflssion—in holding a redassitieatiowproeeeding

(c) Vhewreviewing whether a service should be reclassified, the Commission will

eensidcr all relevant information submitted to it, including the following factors:

(1) The case of entry by potential competitors into the market for the-speeffie

sewiee-at-issue

(2) The presence of other existing intercxehnnge telecommunications carriers

in the market for the specific service at issue;

(3) The ability of other interexchangc telecommunications carriers to offer

the service at competitive prices, terms and conditions.

(4) The availability of like or substitute service alternatives in the relevant

geographic area for the service at issue.J

§ 63.106. jNoneompctifive senices and tariffsj (Reservedi.
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fta) A noiicompetitive sen’icc, as defined in § 63.102 (relating to definitions), offered

by an interexehange telecommunications carder shall be included inn tariff filed in

compliance with sections 1302 and 1303 of the code (relating to tariffs; filing and

inspection; and adherence to tariffs).

(b) Modifications to the rates, terms or conditions of the noncompefiti;e senice set

forth in thc intercxchange carrier’s tariff shall be implemented through the filing of

n-tariff-supplement and verified supporting documentation. Thc intcrcxchange

telecommunications carrier shall serve the tariff supplement on the Office of

Consumer Advocate, the Office of Small Business Advocate and the Commission’s

Office of Trial Stuff. The intercxehange telecommunications carrier shall provide

notice to the customer of the proposed change to the noncompetitive senice 45 days

prior to the filing of the tariff supplement with the Commission.

fe)-The tariff supplement and verified supporting documentation must contain the

following information:

(1) An indication on each page of the tariff supplement that the page pertains

to the noncompetitivc serviet

(2) A description of the noncompefifive service.

(3) The rates proposed for the noncompctifive senice.

(4) Supporting data justifying the proposed rates for the noneompctitive

service.

(5) An executive overview summarizing the reason for the filing which

includes relevant information regarding the safety, adequacy, reliability and privacy
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considerations related to the proposed sen’iee.

(6) Other reasonable justification or any relevant data that is requested by

the Commission after its initial review;

(d) The interexehange telecommunications carrier is not required to submit cost

justification, cost of service or revenue data relating to the proposed change as

directed in subsection (e)(4) if one of the following applies:

(1) mc proposed change does not purport to increase an existing rate or

sure-

(2) The proposed change to the noncompctitive service is designed to make

the rates, terms or conditions for that senice comparable to the rates, terms and

conditions that have been approved by several other state commissions.

(c) The noncompefitive service tariff supplement shall be filed to bccome-effretive-ejt

16 days’ notice by the interexchangc telecommunications carrier.

(fl Review of noncompctifivc service tariff supplements shall be conducted

consistent with the following procedures:

f1-)—W’ithin 14 days of the date of filing of the tariff supplement with the

Commission, the Commission will issue a notice allowing the tariff supplement to

become effective or issue a report that explains why the tariff supplement may not

become effective without modification. The report must identify modifications

which would eliminate inadequacies in the tariff supplement. The Comnthsion wilt

deliver or transmit the notice or report to the filing interexchange

telecommunications carrier at the time of issuance.
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(2) When the Commission issues a notice allowing the tariff supplement to go

into effect, thc tariff supplement shall become effective, without modification, 16

days after the filing date. If the Commission does not issue a notice or report on the

tariff supplement within the 14 day period, the tariff supplement will go into effect

by operation of law at the end of the 16 days’ notice period.

(3) When the Commission prohibits a tariff supplement from going into effect

and issues a report addressing thc inadequacies in the tariff supplement, the tariff

supplement shall be suspended pending consideration of the tariff supplement

under paragraphs (4) and (5).

(4) The tiling interexehange telecommunications carrier may file a response

is-suspension of the carrier’s tariff supplement The response shall be filed

7 days of the issuance of the—repei4

(5) In the alternative, the intcrcxchange telecommunications carrier may

withdraw the tariff supplement and file a new tariff supplement which adopts the

modifications addressed in the report or which reflects a version of the tariff

sttppkment that has been agreed to by the carrier and the Commission. When a

modified tariff supplement is filed, the modified tariff supplement shall become

effective on 1 day’s notice.

(g) An interexchange telecommunications carrier requesting rate decreases for its

existing noncompetitive senices shall be permitted to put them into effect at the end

ef-the-speeified 16 day notice period without further review or approval by the

Comm iss ion.
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(Ii) An intcrcxchangc telecommunications carrier requesting changes in the terms

and conditions of its existing noncompcfitivc services, when the changes do not

result in any ratc changes, shall bc permitted to put them into effect at the end of the

specified 16 day nofiec period without further review or approval by the

Cemmissien

(i) This section supersedes Chapter 53 (relating to tariffs for noncommon carriers)

to the extent that Chapter 53 is inconsistent with this section.j

§ 63.107. lApplieations for authority (Reserved).

1(a) An applicant shall specifically indicate in the application for authority to

commence service that it is requesting authorization to provide interexchangc

services to the public and comply with § 3.551 (relating to official forms).

(b) If an applicant is offering noncompetitivc services to the public, it shall attach a

proposed tariff to its application containing the proposed rates of the

noneompetitive services and the rules and policies under which the intcrexchange

telecommunications carrier intends to provide its service. Rates for noncompetitivc

services provided for in the proposed tariff may not exeecd the reasonable charge

for a noncompctitivc intcrexchange call.

(e) In addition to review of the general evidentiary criteria applicable to

intercxchange telecommunications carrier application proceedings, the Commission

will rcvicw the proposed tariff to determine if it complies with subsection rb). The
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Commissioll will grant applications only upon a finding that the proposed tariff

complies with subsection (b). If the proposed tariff contains rates for

noneompefifivc services that do not exceed the rcasonabk charge for a

noncompdfitivc interexehange call, the Commission will presume that the rates for

the noneompetitivc services arc just and reasonable.

(d) Upon the grant of an application for authority to commence interexehange

senice, the applicant proposing to offer noncompetitive scniees shall file an initial

tariff with the Commissieu for its noncompetithe services only. The initial tariff

must contain the same rates, rules and policies for the noncompetitive services as set

forth in the proposed tariff reviewed by the Commission. The initial tariff must

become effective immediately upon filing. Initial tariffs must comply with § 53.1

53.10 and 53.21 53.26 (relating to filing regulations; and form and content-of

n
fe)4pon the grant of an application for authority to commence intcrexchange

service, a new intercxchange telecommunications carrier may file or-maintain with

the Commission tariffs containing the rates, terms and conditions for its competitive

services. If the new intercxchange telecommunications carrier files a tariff with the

Commission, the tariff shall become effective on 1 day’s nofiee

(1) If a new intcrexchange telecommunications carrier chooses to detariff its

competitive services, the information regarding the rates, terms and conditions for

its competitive services shall be made available at the public disclosure locations

established in § 63.104(c) (relating to disclosure requirements for competitive
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scn’iecs). The nc;; carrier shall post the information at the public disclosure

IOeB4IOHS within 48 hours of the date that its application to commence intcrcxchange

service has been approved by the Commission.

(g) This section supersedes Chapter 53 (relating to tariffs for noncommon carriers)

to the extent that Chapter 53 is inconsistent with this section.J

§ 63.108. fReportiag—requirementsf (Reserved).

fta) lnterexchange telecommunications carriers shall file affiliated interest and

affiliated transaction agreements with the Commission unless-the-agveemeiits

involve services declared to be competitive. The filings constitute notice to the

Commission only. The Commission may use the filings to audit the accounting and

reporting systems of interexehange telecommunications carriers for transactions

with their affiliates.

(b) On or before May 31 of a calendar year, a ceflificated interexchangc

telecommunications carrier, as defined in § 63.102 (relating to defmitions), shall file

with the Commission an annual report for the preceding calendar year. The annual

report shall be filed with the Commission’s Bureau of Fixed Utility Services.

(c) The annual rcport must contain aggregate total revenue and traffic volume data

measured in minutes of use for the carrier’s intraState operations during the

preceding calendar year.

(d) The interexehange telecommunications carrier shall provide disaggregated

information in its annual report if it is technologically feasible for the intercxehangc
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telecommunications carrier to collect the data. Some examples of the information

that shall be disaggregated in the carrier’s major sen’ice catcgories are+

(1) Message toll service (MTS) and associated services including operator

assisted and calling card services.

(2) Services corresponding to outbound Wide Area Telecommunications

Sen4ecs (VATS).

(3) Services corresponding to inbound \VATS or “800” type senices.

(4) Private line or dedicated communication path services.

(5) Dedicated network type services, including virtual network type seniccs.I

§ 63.109rEii4èreementj (Reserved).

fta) For the purpose of enforcement of consumer complaints regarding competitive

services, the Commission will have jurisdiction to enforce consumer complaints that

involve violations of the applicable public notice requirements established in this

subchapter. The Commission will have jurisdiction to enforce consumer complaints

regarding the provisioning of service by interexchangc telecommunications carriers,

including customer privacy, ordering, installation, restoration and disconneetien-as

well as the quality of senice issues. Other consumer complaints, including—those

complaints involving violations that fall-under the Unfair Trade Practices and

Consumer Protection Law (73 P.S. § 201 1 209 9.3), ;vlll be referred by the

Commission’s Bureau of Consumer Services to the Office of Attorney General’s

Bureau of Consumer Protection.
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(b) For the purpose of enforcement of consumer complaints related to

noncompetitive services, the Commission will utilize the dispute and informal

complaint procedures prescribed for residential billing disputes under Chapter 64

(relating to standards and billing practices for residential telephone service). The

Bureau of Consumer Services will have primary jurisdiction over informal

complaints arising tinder this subchapter for dcsignatcd noncompctifivc scrvices.J

Subchapter J. CONFIDENTIALITY OF CUSTOMER COMMUNICATIONS AND

INFORMATION

§ 63.131. lPurposc and gencral General provisions.

(a) -{-This-subehapter establishes appropriate minimum standards to ensure that

public utilities providing regulated telecommunication services maintain the

confldentialthr of customer communications and customer information-f (Reserved).

(h) jA telephone] A [jm1Mifflfl telecommunications company subject to this

subchapter shall treat customer communications and customer information as

confidential. Except for the limited instances provided in this subchapter, release of

customer information to the public shall be permitted only on the authority of the

customer. When a Itekpheuej telecommunications company or its authorized

I enp1o,’esI employees. a%ents or independent contractors utilize customer

information, they shall do so only when necessary and only to the extent necessary to

accomplish legitimate and authorized purposes. as set forth in this subchapter.

ITelephonel Telecommunications companies and itclcphonc company employcsj
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their employees. agents or independent contractors shall make every reasonable effort

to avoid the unauthorized dissemination of customer information to the public. A

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, ITS EMPLOYEE, ITS AFFILIATES

OR SUBSIDIARIES, OR AN AGENT OR INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR

THAT HAS ENTERED INTO A CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP WITH THE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY AND HANDLES CUSTOMER

COMMUNICATIONS AND CUSTOMER INFORMATION IS SUBJECT TO

THIS SUBCHAPTER.

(c) Nothing in this subchapter supersedes the Wiretap Act, or permits a 1-telephonel

telecommunications company service or activity which is otherwise prohibited by the

Wiretap Act.

§ 63.1 32. Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this subchapter, have the following

meanings. unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

AgentAn individual or entity that performs work on behalf of a

telecommunications public utility WHO jS the principal EN THE

CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP WITH THE AGENT. and is subject to this

Customer communications—A customer voice or data communication made in whole or

in pail by wire, cable, microwave or other means for the transmission by a IekpheneI

telecommunications company of communications between the point of origin and the
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point of reception by a j-telcphone- telecommunications company.

Citsroner infbnz,ation—lnformation regarding a customer of a j-teIephene-

telecommunications company or information regarding the services or equipment

ordered and used by that customer. The term includes a customer’s name, address and

telephone number, occupation, infonrmtion concerning toll calls, collect calls and third-

party billed calls, local message detail information and information concerning services

ordered or subscribed to by a customer. The term also includes bills, statements, credit

history, toll records whether on paper, microfiche or electromagnetic media; computer

records; interexchange carrier selection, service problems and annoyance call records.

Destnictjon—The mutilation of documents in a manner which insures that their content

is obliterated by sufficiently tearing or shredding prior to collection by public waste or

trash collectors or by appropriately erasing information stored electromagnetically.

}Ernplftve{ Emylo pee—An individual who works direcUy for and is paid a salary by a

j4eIephene telecomniunications company subject to this subchapter.

Independent contractor—An individual or entity that IS NOT AN EMPLOYEE OR

AGENT OF THE TELECOMMUNICATLONS COMPANY BUT performs work

on behalf of a telecommunications p*blic-ntiliW COMPANY PURSUANT TO A

CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP that is subject to this subchapter.

IPcn register A device which records or decodes electronic or other impulses which

identify the numbers dialed or otherwise trnnsmifted with respect to wire

communications on the telephone line to which the device is punched. The term
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does not include a device which is excluded from the definifion of pen register by the

\Virctap \ctI

Secuilt deprnuuei;c—The department or individuals with responsibility for the

prevention and investigation of the loss, destruction or theft of ltclephoncj

telecommunications company property, the unauthorized or unlawful use ofj4elephonej

telecommunications company equipment or services and the unlawful conduct of

j4elephenef telecommunications company jtmplovesfemplovees. a2ents or

independent contractors which occurs during the course of employment.

Se,,icc cia/nation and inomtonng—Evaluation and monitoring offtelephonef

telecommunications company operations, including communications, to maintain or

improve the quality of service to the customer. The term includes review of

customcr/cmploye relations-f employee, agent or independent contractor

relationships with customers, system checks and facility maintenance.

TELECOMMUNIC-I nays SER J7WES-TFI E OFFERING OF THE

TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES OR COMMUNICATIONS FOR A FEE TO

THE PUBLIC.

I Telcphonel TL’leconlIlzllnicatiolzs conipany—A public utility which provides teguhtted

telecommunication services subject to Commission jurisdiction.

1-Trap and trace device A dcvicc which captures incoming electronic or other

impulses which identify thc originating number of an instrument or device from

which a wire or eLectronic communication was transmitted. The term does not

include a device which is excluded from the definition of trap and trace device by
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the Wiretap Act.

Wiretap A device which is used to intercept and record or aurally monitor

telephone communications whether from a local or remote site under a court order

or other lawful proecss.J

Wiretap Act—Title 18 of the Pen,zsvhvniu Consolidated Statutes § 5701—578 1

(relating to Wiretapping and Electronic Survei]lance Control Act).

§ 63.133. Confidentiality.

A j-telephorie{ telecommunications company shall lestabliskf distribute a written

statement of its fundamental policy and obligation to maintain the confidentiality of

customer communications and customer information to its customers annually. The

written statement shall declare the responsibility of each femplove{ employee, agent or

independent contractor to maintain the confidentiality of customer communications and

customer information in accordance with applicable State and Federal law.

§ 63.134. fE-mplsye-eomm#mentf Commitment to confidentiality of customer

communications and customer information.

A 4e1ephone-{ telecommunications company shall confirm with each femploye{

employee. a2ent or independent contractor the responsibility to maintain the

confidentiality of customer communications and customer information in accordance

with applicable State and Federal law.
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(V) 5eciu’ing cos;inhitnieszt/roni jeinpThvt’s ens plovees, agents or indeye,,dc,,t

contractors. A Itclcphoncl telecommunications company shall, at the time a person

commences employment or an agency or independent contractor relationship, instruct

that person regarding Itclcphoncl telecommunications company policy covering the

following points:

(i) State and Federal law generally prohibits the interception, disclosure and

use of customer communications.

(ii) An {employef employee, auent or independent contractor is

prohibited from intercepting, using or disclosing customer communications except

in those limited instances which are a necessary incident 10:

(A) The provision of sen’ice.

(B) The protection of the legal rights or property of the j1elephone}

telecommunications company where the action is taken iii the normal

course of employment.

(C) The protection of the Itclcphoncl telecommunications

company, an interconnecting carrier, a customer or user of service from

fraudulent, unlawful or abusive use ofj1ekphonef telecommunications

service.

(D) Compliance with legal process or other requirements of law.

(iii) An cmpIoycI employee, agent or independent contractor is

prohibited from using or disclosing customer information except when the use or

disclosure is authorized by this subchapter.
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(iv) Improper interception, use or disclosure of customer communications

or customer information may result in disciplinary action, including dismissal or

criminal and civil proceedings. or both.

(2) Docuineiztadon qf I cinplorcj e,nploj’c’e. agent or uu!epen(k’nt contractors

co,,zniitment. An appropriate document shall be prepared outlining the policy

summarized in paragraph (I) and stating that the ftelephenef telecommunications

company femplovet employee, agent or independent contractor has read and

understands the policy. The ftelephonej—telecommunications company shall present the

document to each Jemploye-f employee, agent or independent contractors for

signature. A ftekpheiie{ telecommunications company manager shall witness and date

the document, regardless of whether the J-employej—emplovee, agent or independent

contractor has agreed to sign the document. One copy shall be filed with the

j-employ&s-f personnel papers of the employee. agent or independent contractors and

one copy given to the Icmpleyt-f employee, agent or independent contractors to keep

and review.

(3) Aniziml review. A -f-telephone-f telecommunications company shall annually

review with lemploves-I employees, agents or independent contractors the

commitment to confidentiality of customer communications and customer information,

and shalE make a record of that annual review.

§ 63.135. Customer information.

This section describes procedures for determining jcmploycl access to customer
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information and the purposes for which this information may be used by j-emplsyes-f

employees, agents or independent contractors responding to requests for customer

information from persons outside the Jielephenef telecommunications company and the

recording of use and disclosure of customer information.

(I) j-Empleve-aeeessf Access to and use 0/customer injönnation. Access to and

use of customer information shall be limited to j-empIsves employees, agents or

independent contractors who have a legitimate need to use the information in the

performance of their work duties and, because of the nature of their duties, need to

examine the data to accomplish the legitimate and lawful activities necessarily incident to

the rendition of service by the ftekplioiw telecommunications company. An

j-ernployel employee, agent or independent contractor shall be prohibited from using

customer information for personal benefit or the benefit of another person not authorized

to receive the information.

(2) Requests from the public. Customer information that is not subject to public

availability may not be disclosed to persons outside the J4ekpbene{ telecommunications

company or to subsidiaries or affiliates of the Jlekplmiw-f telecommunications

company, except in limited instances which are a necessary incident to:

(i) The provision of service.

(ii) The protection of the legal rights or property of the Itclephonci

telecommunications company where the action is taken in the normal course of

an jempIoye!s{ employee’s, agent’s or independent contractor’s activities.

(iii) The protection of the ftelephene{ telecommunications company. an
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interconnecting carrier, a customer or a user of service from fraudulent, unlawful

or abusive use of service.

(iv) A disclosure that is required by a valid subpoena. search warrant, court

order or other lawful process.

(v) A disclosure that is requested or consented to by the customer or the

customer’s attorney, agent, Icmployel employee or other authorized

representative.

(vi) A disclosure request that is required or permitted by law, including the

regulations. decisions or orders of a regulatory agency.

(vii) A disclosure to governmental entities if the customer has consented to

the disclosure, the disclosure is required by a subpoena, warrant or court order or

disclosure is made as pail of j4ekpbonel telecommunications company service.

(3) Linzitation on disclosures to agents, contractors, subsidiaries or affiliates. To

comply with this subchapter, a l4eIepImne{ telecommunications company may not allow

disclosure of customer information to an agent, contractor, subsidiary or affiliate IT HAS

ENTERED [N A DIRECT CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSFIIP WITH OR TO

THE AGENTS, INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS, SUBSEDEARIES OR

AFFILIATES OF A PARTY IT HAS ENTERED INTO A CONTRACT with absent

the prior establishment of terms and conditions for the disclosure pursuant to a written

agreement that requires:

(i) Treatment of the information as confidential.

(ii) Use of the information by the contracting party or any of its respective
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lemplovcsl employees. agents or independent contractors for only those

purposes specified in the contract or agreement. The contract shall require the

contracting party to establish a confidentiality statement which provides

confidentiality protections which are no less than those required of the jlelephsnef

telecommunications company by this subchapter and to maintain the same

femplovel- cmplovcc commitment to the protections in § 63.134 (relating to

J-emplove{ employee. auent or independent contractor commitment to

confidentiality of customer communications and customer information). The

contract may not allow the interception or use of the customer information or

customer communications in a manner not authorized with respect to a

j-telepbone-f telecommunications company COMPANY’S Icmp1oycemplovee,

agent or independent contractor. The contracting party shall also be subiect to

the operational restrictions specified in this subchapter with regard to the handling

of customer communications and customer information as would otherwise apply

to a j4eleplmne{ telecommunications company COMPANY’S cmploycJ

employee. agent or independent contractor.

(iii) Nondisclosure of the customer information and customer

communications to third parties except as required by law.

(4) Requests /ivnz lait’ enfbrcenzent agencies awl cR11 litigation. Government

administrative, regulatory and law enforcement agencies and parties in civil litigation

may be able to compeL the ltclcphonel telecommunications company to disclose

customer information by serving upon the utility a subpoena, search warrant, court order
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or other lawful process.

(i) In response to legal process requiring the disclosure of customer

information, the security department shall make the necessary arrangements with

the government agency or attorney who caused the legal process to be issued

regarding the information to be produced and the identity of the +employel

employee, agent or independent contractor or other ftelephone{

telecommunications company representative who will produce the information.

The jemploie[ employee, agent or independent contractor assigned to produce

this information shall secure the information, including applicable records, from

the department having possession of the information and records and shall

ascertain the meaning of a code word or letters or nomenclature which may appear

on the records, to explain the meaning, if requested to do so. The {employef

employee, agent or independent contractor shall then comply with the legal

process.

(ii) If information, including applicable records, is unavailable, the

{cmplsye employee, agent or independent contractor selected to respond to the

legal process shall be prepared to explain the unavailability of the information

requested.

(iii) When a request for customer information is presented by a law

enforcement agency, but that request is not accompanied by legal process, the

request shall be referred to the security department. Absent legal process, the
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security’ department may not make disclosure of customer information to a law

enforcement agency, except as required or permitted by law. Written, oral or other

communication to law enforcement officials to indicate whether obtaining legal

process would be worthwhile is prohibited by the Commission.

(5) Saguarding customer infbrmation. A I4elephone-[ telecommunications

company is responsible for implementing appropriate procedures to safeguard customer

information and prevent access to it by unauthorized persons. Tangible customer records

such as paper or microfiche records and electromagnetic media shall be stored in secure

buildings, rooms and cabinets, as appropriate, to protect them from unauthorized access,

Data processing and other electronic systems shall contain safeguards, such as codes and

passwords, preventing access to customer information by unauthorized persons.

(i) Transmission ofcustomer in/b,’mation. Customer information shall be

transmitted in a manner which will reasonably’ assure that the information will not

be disclosed to persons who are not authorized to have access to it.

(ii) Reproduction. Customer records may not be reproduced unless there is

a business need for the reproduction. Only sufficient copies shall be made to

satisfy the business purpose for the reproduction.

(iii) Destruction ofcustomer records. Customer records shall be disposed

of by the most advantageous method available at each location when retention of

the records is no longer required by applicable Federal Communications

Commission (FCC) regulations. other legal requirements, contract provisions such

as government contract requirements or appropriate document retention
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guidelines.

(6) Recording use and disclosure ofcustome, in/bnnation. Because of the

frequency with which customer information is used and disclosed in the ordinary course

of business, it is neither practical nor desirable to record each instance in which customer

information is used or disclosed by an J-emplsye{ employee, agent or independent

contractor. However, the importance of some forms of customer information and the

circumstances under which the information may be used or disclosed dictate that a record

is required of the use or disclosure of customer information, as follows:

(i) Each instance in which customer information is used or disclosed for

purposes other than to furnish sen’ice to the customer, to collect charges due from

the customer or to accomplish other ordinary and legitimate business purposes.

(ii) Each instance in which information is disclosed to persons outside of

the I4eIephone{ telecommunications company, subject to subparagraph (i).

(iii) Each instance in which customer information is disclosed to a

governmental entity or the J-telephoiie{ telecommunications company security

department.

(iv) Each instance in which a record is required by other Itclcphoncl

telecommunications company practices or procedures.

(7) Anziad notice a/Customer Proprietaiy tVetirork In/ormation (CPNJ) rig/its.

The 1-telephone-f telecommunications company shall provide an annual written notice of

CPNI rights, as defined by the FCC, to customers with less than 20 access lines. The
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notice shall be submitted to the Commission’s Bureau of Consumer Services for plain

language review prior to issuance.

§ 63.1 36. jUse of certain customer communications or customer information for

debt collection purposes! (Reserved).

[Novithstanding another provision of this subchapter, ncithcr the telephone company

nor an agent or contractor of the tclephone company may usc itemized call information,

including toll call infonation, which states the name or number of a person called by a

customer, or customer communications with a person other than the telephone company,

±&1he-purpose of identifying and contacting the person to locate the customer to collect a

debt owed by the customer to the telephone company. If the customer disputes liability

for charges associated with a panicular call, the telephone company may contact thc

person whom its records indicate was called to asceilain whether a call acwally was

laced from the customer’s service to that pcrsonr}

§ 63.137. jScrviee monitoring and related mnttefsj (Reserved).

[This section sets fofth procedures for service evaluation and monitoring; usc of pen

rcgisters and trap and trace devices; and responses to government requests for assistance

in conducting wiretap, pen register, tap and trace and other tes of thvestigations.

(I) Compliance wit/i State and Federal lairs. The telephone company shall

comply with State and Federal laws regulating the recording, interception, disclosure or

usc of customer communications and the use of pen registers and tap and trace devices.

Other recording of conversations is prohibited.
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(2) Scn’icc cvah:ation mid monitoring. The telephone company may evaluate and

monitor those aspects of its operations, iicluding customer communications, necessary

for the provision of sen’ice to its customers

(i) Scnicc cvah:arion. A telephone company may engage in the sampling

of customer communications by telephone company employees or automated

equipment to measure sen’ice quality. This sampling of customer

communications shall be kept to the minimum needed to measure senice quality.

Scnice evaluation facilities may not have monitoring access points outside official

evaluation quarters. Entry to evaluation quarters shall be strictly controlled.

During periods when evaluation quarters are not in use or when othenvise

considered appropriate, the quarters shall be securely locked or the equipment

rendered inoperative or accessible only by authorized persoel. Access to senice

evaluation documents that contain individual employee customer contact

infonation shall be closely arded to protect the customer’s privacy.

(ii) Maintcnancc monitoring. A telephone company may engage in the

monitoring of telephone company facilities by an employee entering the circuit to

listen and carry out tests to determine whether noise, “cross taHç” improper

amplification, reproduction or other problems may exist. This includes the

mandatory routines covered by equipment test lists, tracing of circuits for

corrective action and other similar activities. The monitoring may not interfere

with the voice or data infomution being cmed.
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(iii) Administrative monitoring. A telephone company may engage in the

monitoring of telephone company employee contacts with customers and with

other employees which have a direct bearing on the quality of ser;ice provided to

customers. The monitoring equipment shall be secure at all times and only used

by authorized pci-sons. The monitoring may be performed from a remote location.

When the equipment is in a remote location and is not in use, it shall be secured or

made inoperative or accessible only by authorized pcrsomcl.

(3) Security department monitoring. To the extent pennittcd by applicable State

and Federal law, the security depamcnt may conduct monitoring. including recording of

conversations, in conjunction with the investigation of toll fraud or other unlawful uses of

the telephone network. The security depaflment shall maintain complete records of

monitoring performed. At a minimum, the records shall include the date and times

between which the monitoring was conducted, the name, address and telephone number

of the person from whose scn’icc the communication was placed and by whose sen’ice it

was received, the name of the person making the communication, the duration of the

communication and intbrmation dcdvcd from the monitoring. The records shall bc

retained for the period of time required by telephone company document retention

guidelines.

(4) £e ofpen registers and trap and trace dei’iccs.

(i) Pen register and trap and trace devices may be used by telephone

company employees in accordance with applicable State and Federal law.

(ii) In each instance in which pen register or trap and trace devices arc used
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for a purpose other than for the operation, maintcnancc or testing of the network,

for billing purposes or for the provision of service, a record shall bc made showing

the dates and times between which the pen register or trap and trace device was

used, the names of the persons by whom the usc was authorized, directed to be

perfomwd and conducted, and the name, address and telephone number of the

person whose service was subject to use of the pen register or trap and trace

de*4cc. The record shall be retained for the time required by applicable telephone

company document retention guidelines.

(5) Employee authorization. An employee may not perform cn’iee evaluation,

maintenance monitoring or administrative monitoring or direct that these activities be

pcrfonned unless the employee is authorized and has a need to do so as pan of the

employee’s work duties. An employee may not use pen register or trap and trace

facilities or direct that such a device or facilities be used unless the employee is

authorized and has a need to do so as part of regular work duties.

(6) Government orders. Orders from court and other lawful process requiring the

one company to assist in the pcrfonanee of pen register searches, trap and trace

searches, wiretap searches and other t)yes of investigations shall be handled in

accordance with applicable State and Federal law. The telephone company shall

maintain a record of each investigation conducted under this subsection. The record shall

be retained for the time required by applicable telephone company document retention

guidelines.]

Subchapter K. COMPETJTIVE SAFEGUARDS
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§ 63.141. Statement of purpose and policy.

(a) This subchapter establishes competitive safeguards to:

(1) Assure the provision of adequate and nondiscriminatory access by4-hECs to

GhE.Cs-f local exchange telecommunications carriers COMPANIES to competitive

telecommunications carriers as the term is defined in this subchapter for all services

and facilities FILECsI local exchange telecommunications companies are obligated to

provide {c-hECsf competitive telecommunications carriers under any applicable

Federal or State law.

(2) Prevent the unlawful cross subsidization or support for competitive services

from noncompetitive services by fthEcs4 local exchan1e telecommunications

companies.

(3) Prevent LECs from engaging in unfair competition.

(b) These competitive safeguards are intended to promote the Commonwealth’s policy of

establishing and maintaining an effective and vibrant competitive market for all

telecommunications services.

(c) The code of conduct in § 63.143 (relating to code of conduct) supersedes and replaces

the code of conduct adopted by Commission order entered September 30, 1999, at P

00991648, et al.

§ 63.142. Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this subchapter, have the following

meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
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WLEC o;npetitive local exchange carrkrl competitive telecommunications

cariiei•—

(i) A local exchange telecommunications Icompanyl services provider

that has been certificated or given provisional authority by the Commission as a

I CLEC I competitive telecommunications carrier under the Commission’s

procedures implementing the Telecommunications Act of 1996, the act of

February 8, 1996 (Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 56), or under the relevant

provisions in 66 Pa.C.S. § f3009{n}f 301 9(a) (relating to additional powers and

duties), and its successors and assigns.

(ii) The term includes any of the WLEC’sl competitive

telecommunications carrier’s affiliates, subsidiaries, divisions or other corporate

subunits that provide local exchange service.

Conpetith’e service A scrvicc or business activity offcrcd by an IILEC or CLECI

local cxclianc telecommunications company or competitive telecommunications

carrier that has bccn c’assified as competitive by the Commission under the relevant

provisions of 66 Pa.C.S. § 130051 3016 (relating to competitive ser.’iccs). AS DEFINED

EN 66 PA.C.S. § 3012 (RELATING TO DEFINITIONS).

ILEC Incumbent local exchange carrier

(I) A telecommunications company deemed to be an ILEC under

section 101(h) of the Tclccommunications Act of 1996 (47 U.S.C.A. § 251(h)),

and its successors and assigns.
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(ii) The term includes any of the ILEC’s affiliates, subsidiaries.

divisions or other corporate subunits that provide local exchange sen1ce.

LEC’—Loca/ exchange earner— IA local Itclcphonc companyj exchange

telecommunications service pro;ider that provides telecommunications service

within a specified service area. LECs encompass both IILECs and CLECsI local

exchange telecommunications companies and competitive telecommunications

eaiins-f A LEGAL ENTITY THAT ES AUTHORIZED TO DO BUSINESS IN

PENNSYLVANEA BY THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE AND HAS BEEN

CERTIFICATED BY THE COMMISSION TO OFFER LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE WITHIN A SPECIFIED SERVICE AREA.

LECS ENCOMPASS BOTH LOCAL EXChANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

COMPANIES AND COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIERS.

Local cxci; an2e telecommunications companr—

1(i) A local exchange telecommunications seniecs provider deemed to

be an incumbent carrier under section 101(h) of the Telecommunications Act

of 1996 (47 U.S.C.A. 251(h)), and its successors and assigns.

(ii) The term includcs any of the local exchange telecommunications

company’s affiliates, subsidiaries, divisions or other corporate subunits that

provide local exchange senicej AS DEFINED IN 66 PA.C.S. 3012

(RELATING TO DEFINITIONS).

Marker price—P rices set at market-determined rates.

Noncompetithr sen’ice—IAny protected Itclephone] telecommunications senice as
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defined in 66 Pa.C.S. § 130021 3012 (relating to definitions), or a service that has

been determined by the Commission as not a competitive servicc.I AS DEFINED IN

66 PA.C.S. § 3012 (RELATING TO DEFINITIONS).

Telecon,,,,unications service— IA utilift scn’iee, involving the transmission of

messages, which is subject to the Commission’s jurisdictioul The offering of the

transmission of messages or communications for a fee to the public.

§ 63.143. Code of conduct.

All LECs, unless otherwise noted, shall comply with the following requirements:

(1) Nondiscrimination.

(i) JAwILEC[ A local exchange telecornmumcations company may not

give itself, including any local exchange affiliate or division or other corporate

subunit that performs that function, or any fGhEG{ competitive

telecommunications carrier any preference or advantage over any other fCLEf-f

competitive telecommunications carrier in the preordering. ordering.

provisioning, or repair and maintenance of any goods, services. network elements

(as defined tinder section 3(29) of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C.A.

§ 153(29)), or facilities.

(ii) IAn ILECI A local exchange telecommunications company may not

condition the sale, lease or use of any noncompetitive service on the purchase,

lease or use of any other goods or services offered by the fl-hE-C-I local exchan%e

telecommunications company or on a written or oral agreement not to deal with
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any CLEC. In addition, a LEC may not condition the sale, lease or use of any

noncompetitive service on a written or oral agreement not to deal with any other

LEC. Nothing in this paragraph prohibits an jThE€4 local exchange

telecommunications company from bundling noncompetitive services with other

noncompetitive services or with competitive services so long as the fFhEG{ local

exchange telecommunications company continues to offer any noncompetitive

service contained in the bundle on an individual basis.

(iii) IAwFhEGI local exchange telecommunications company shall offer

to ICLECsI competitive telecommunications carriers for resale any bundled

competitive and noncompetitive services it provides to end-users at the same price

it offers the bundled services to end-users less any applicable wholesale discount

approved by the Commission, and shall make the unbundled network elements

associated with those services available to +GbEc*1 competitive

telecommunications companies as may he required by any applicable State or

Federal law.

(2) Employee conduct.

(i) A LEC employee, while engaged in the installation of equipment or the

rendering of services to any end-user on behalf of a competitor, may not disparage

the service of the competitor or promote any sen’ice of the LEC to the end-user.

(ii) A LEC employee, while processing an order for the repair or restoration

of service or engaged in the actual repair or restoration of service on behalf ofa

competitor, may not either directly or indirectly represent to any end-user that the
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repair or restoration of service would have occurred sooner if the end-user had

obtained service from the LEC.

(3) Corporate advertising and marketing.

(i) A LEC may not engage in false or deceptive advertising with respect to

the offering of any telecommunications service in this Commonwealth.

(ii) A LEC may not state or imply that the services provided by the LEC are

inherently superior when purchased from the LEC unless the statement can be

factually substantiated.

(iii) A LEC may not state or imply that the services rendered by a

competitor may not be reliably rendered or are otherwise of a substandard nature

unless the statement can be factually substantiated.

(iv) IAn ILECJ A local exchan2e telecommunications company may not

state or imply that the continuation of any requested service from the [ILECI local

exchange telecommunications company is contingent upon taking other services

offered by the JILECI local exchange telecommunications company that are not

technically necessary to provide the requested service.

(4) Cross subsidization.

(i) 1Aw-1Lf€ A local exchange telecommunications company may not

use revenues earned or expenses incurred in conjunction with noncompetitive

services to subsidize or support any competitive services.

(5) Information sharing and disclosure.

(i) IAn ftECI A local cxehange telecommunications company shall
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simultaneously make available to (CLECsj competitive telecommunications

carriers network information not in the public domain that is used for sales

purposes by the IRECI local exchange telecommunications company or the

I ILEC’sI local exchange telecommunications company’s compctifivc local

cxchangcJ telecommunications services affiliate or division or other

corporate subunit that performs that function.j

A LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

SHALL SIMULTANEOUSLY MAKE AVAILABLE TO COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIERS NETWORK INFORMATION

NOT IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN THAT IS USED FOR SALES PURPOSES

BY THE LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

OR ITS LOCAL EXCHANGE AFFILIATE OR DIVISION OR OTHER

CORPORATE SUBUNIT THAT PERFORMS THAT FUNCTION.

(A) The term “network information” means information concerning

the availability of unbundled network elements or information necessary

for interconnection to the jILEC’s] local exchange telecommunications

company’s network.

(B) Network information does not include information obtained

during the processing of an order or service on behalf of the-I4-LE€flocal

exchange telecommunications company or the fI-LEC’sj local exchange

telecommunications company’s competitive local exchange affiliate or

division or other corporate subunit that performs that function.
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(ii) IAn ILEC’sl A local exchange telecommunications company’s

employees, including its wholesale employees, shall use ICLECI competitive

telecommunications carrier proprietary information (that is not otherwise

available to the fR-EC}{ local exchange telecommunications company) received

in the preordering, ordering, provisioning, billing, maintenance or repairing of any

telecommunications services provided to the ICLECI competitive

telecommunications carrier solely for the purpose of providing the services to

the CLEC. fFhEG{ Local exchange telecommunications company employees

may not disclose the [GhEGf competitive telecommunications carrier

proprietary information to other employees engaged in the marketing or sales of

retail telecommunications services unless the fOEc4 competitive

telecommunications carrier provides prior written consent to the disclosure.

This provision does not restrict the use of aggregated j-GhEf4 competitive

t’elecommunications carrier data in a manner that does not disclose proprietary

information of any particular jf-hEf-{ competitive telecommunications carrier.

(iii) Subject to customer privacy or confidentiality constraints, a LEC

employee may not disclose, directly or indirectly, any customer proprietary

information to the LEC’s affiliated or nonaffiliated entities unless authorized by

the customer tinder § 63.135 (relating to customer information).

(6) Sharing of employees and facilities. The [ILECsI local exchange

telecommunications company’s wholesale employees who are responsible for the

processing of a {CLECJ competitive telecommunications carrier oider or service of
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the operating support system on behalf of a +CIrE€4 competitive telecommunications

carrier may not be shared with the retail portion of the [ILECsI local exchange

telecommunications company’s business, shall have offices physically separated from

the IILECs] local exchange telecommunications company’s retail employees and shall

have their own direct line of management.

(7) Adoption and dissemination. Every LEC shall fonnally adopt and implement

the applicable code of conduct provisions as company policy or modify its existing

company policy as needed to be consistent with the applicable code of conduct

provisions. Every LEC shall also disseminate the applicable code of conduct provisions

to its employees and take appropriate steps to train and instruct its employees in their

content and application.

Subchapter N. LOCAL SERVICE PROVIDER ABANDONMENT PROCESS

§ 63.302. Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this subchapter, have the following

meanings unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

Customer—The end-user recipient of Itelephonci telecommunications service provided

hyan LSP.

LOCAL EXChANGE C4RRIER— A LEGAL ENTITY THAT IS AUTHOREZED

TO DO BUSINESS IN PENNSYLVANIA BY THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE
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AND HAS BEEN CERTIFICATED BY THE COMMISSION TO OFFER LOCAL

EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE WITHIN A SPECIFIED

SERVICE AREA. LECS ENCOMPASS BOTH LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANIES AND COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIERS.

fLocal service Telecommunications service within a customcr’ local calling area.

(i) Thc term includcs the customer’s local calling plan, dial tone linc, touch

tone and directory assistance calls allowcd without additional charge.

(ii) The term also includes scn’iecs covered by the Fcdcral Linc Cost Charge

Pennsylvania—Relay Surcharge, Fcderal Universal Service Fund Surcharge, Local

Number Portablli Surcharge. Public Safety Emergency Telephone Act (9 11) Fec

and applicable Federal and State taxes.)

LOCAL TELECOMMUNICA liONS SERVICE—TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SERVICE WITHIN A CUSTOMER’S LOCAL CALLING AREA, INCLUDING:

(I) TIlE CUSTOMER’S LOCAL CALLING PLAN, DIAL TONE LINE, TOUCH-

TONE AND DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE CALLS ALLOWED WITHOUT

ADDITIONAL CHARGE.

(II) SERVICES COVERED BY THE FEDERAL LINE COST CHARGE,

PENNSYLVANIA RELAY SURChARGE, FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SERVICE

FUND SURCHARGE, LOCAL NUMBER PORTABILITY SURCHARGE,
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PUBLIC SAFETY EMERGENCY TELEPHONE ACT (9-1-1) FEE AND

APPLICABLE FEDERAL AND STATE TAXES.

Local service reseller— A LSP that resells another company’s wholesale ftelephoiie4

telecommunications services to provide local service to customers.

TEL ECOMMUNKA flOiVS SERVICE—THE OF FE RI NC OF THE

TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES OR COMMUNICATIONS FOR A FEE TO

THE PUBLIC.

CHAPTER 61. STANDARDS AND BILLING PRACTICES FOR RESIDENTIAL

WEU’P-HONE+ TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE

Subchapter A. PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS

§ 64.1. Statement of purpose and policy.

The purpose of this chapter is to establish and enforce uniform, fair and equitable

residential J4eleplmnef telecommunications service standards governing account

payment and hilling, credit and deposit practices, suspension, termination and customer

complaint procedures. The puriose of this chapter is to assure adequate provision of

residential j4eleplienef telecommunications service; to restrict unreasonable suspension

or termination of or refusal to provide service; and to provide functional alternatives to

suspension. termination or refusal to provide service. Every privilege conferred or duty

required by this chapter imposes an obligation of good faith, honesty and fair dealing in

its performance and enforcement. This chapter will be liberally construed to futfill its

purpose and policy and to ensure justice for all concerned.
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§ 64.2. Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have the following meanings,

unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

App/kant—A person who applies for residential Itclephonci telecommunications

service, other than a transfer of service from one dwelling to another within the service

area of the LEC or a reinstatement of service following a discontinuation or suspension.

Bask service—The transmission of messages or communications by telephone device

between points within a local calling area as established in the tariff of fan+ a LEC,

including installation service, providing and restoring access lines, touch tone service and

handling of unpaid checks as addressed in § 64.11 (relating to method of payment). The

term includes charges for 911 service, telecommunications relay service and subscriber

line service, but does not include fpremisef premises visits for installation of new

service.

Billing period—A period of at least 26 days and not more than 35 days. except in the

following circumstances:

(i) An initial bill for a new customer may be less than 26 days or greater than 35

(lays. The initial bill may never exceed 60 days.

(ii) A final bill due to discontinuance or termination may be less than 26 days or

greater than 35 days hut may not exceed 42 days. A bill may be rendered after the

final bill for an additional toll, lost equipment or other similar charge.
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(iii) Bills for less than 26 days or more than 35 days will be permitted if they resLilt

from a rebilling initiated by the company or by a customer dispute to correct a

billing problem.

Bundled sen’ke package A package of sen’ices offcrcd and billed on one bill by Inni n

LEC, as defined in this section, which includes npntaffcd, competitive, noncompctitive

or protected services, including seniccs of an affiliate, in combinations and at a single

price selected by the EEC. (I) A PACKAGE OF SERVICES, WHICH INCLUDES

NONCOM PETITIVE OR PROTECTED AND COMPETITIVE SERVICES,

INCLUDING SERVICES OF AN AFFILIATE, IN COMBINATIONS AND AT A

SINGLE RATE OR CHARGE THAT IS OFFERED AND BILLED ON ONE BILL

BY A COMPETITIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER OR A LOCAL

EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY.

([I) THE TERM DOES NOT INCLUDE A LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY OR COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER TARIFF FILING THAT INVOLVES

SIMULTANEOUS CHANGES IN RATES AND CHARGES FOR

NONCOMPETITIVE SERVICES IN A REVENUE NEUTRAL MANNER.

CTC—COMPEflTIVE TELECOMMVIC4 TIONS CARRIER—AN ENTITY

THAT PROVIDES TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES SUBJECT TO THE

JURISDICTION OF THE COMMISSION AND IN COMPETITION WITH A

LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY.

Commercial service ITclephonci Telecommunications service to a location other than
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a dwelling, except that service to a dwelling used for both residential and commercial

purposes shall be considered commercial service if concurrent residential service is

provided.

Conipetitii’e i’ire center—A wire center or other geographic area that is defined and

served by a local exchange telecommunications company where all of its

PROTECTED, retai[NONPROTECTED AND RETAIL NONCOMPETITIVE

telecommunications services have been declared or determined to be competitive by

the Commission as compctifivc under 66 Pa.C.S. 3016 (relating to competitive

services).

Cramming—The submission or inclusion of unauthorized, misleading or deceptive

charges for products or services on an end-user customer’s local telephone bill.

Customer—An applicant in whose name a residential service account is billed.

Dc/in qitent account—Charges for ftelephone[ telecommunications service which have

not been paid in full by’ the due date stated on the bill or otherwise agreed upon. The

contested portion of an account may not he deemed delinquent if. before the due date,

payment arrangements with the LEC have been entered into by the customer, a timely

filed notice of dispute is pending before the LEC or an informal or formal complaint is

timely filed with and is pending before the Commission.

Discontinuation ofsenice—The temporary or permanent cessation of service upon the

request of a customer.

Dispute—A grievance of an applicant, customer or customer’s designee about a utility’s

application of one or more provisions covered by this chapter, including credit
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determinations, deposit requirements, the accuracy of amounts billed or the proper party

to be charged, which remains unresolved after the initial contact or utility follow-up

response when the applicant, customer or customer’s designee consents to the utility

reviewing pertinent records or other information and calling back. The term does not

include a disagreement arising from matters outside the scope of this chapter, or failure to

negotiate a mutually satisfactory’ payment agreement regarding undisputed amounts. or a

disagreement over billing data provided to the local exchange carrier by’ an interexchange

catTier.

Dwelling—A house, apartment or other location where a person resides,

Emergenei’—An unforeseen combination of circumstances requiring temporary

discontinuation of service either to effect repairs or maintenance or to eliminate an

imminent threat to life, health, safety or property.

httei’exehuiige carrier—A carrier which provides interexchange services to the public

under 66 Pa.C.S. § 9OO} 3018 (relating to interexchange telecommunications I-eun4er-I

carriers).

LEC—Local EvcI;ange Carrier— [A public utility which provides basic service either

cxclusivcly or in addition to toll service as an incumbent or a competitive carricr.l

A JURISDICTIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS public utility which provides

basic service either exclusively or in addition to toll service. A LOCAL EXCHANGE

CARRIER CAN BE EITHER A LOCAL EXCHANGE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY OR A COMPETITIVE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER.
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LET—LOC’AL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNIC4 TIONS COMPANY—A

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE PROVIDER AS DEFINED IN 66 PA.C.S. §

3012 (RELATING TO DEFINITIONS).

Nonbasic sen/ce—A service or a product other than j-teleplione-f telecommunications

service which is either offered or billed for by fan-f a LEC. The term includes the sale or

lease of customer premises equipment, inside wiring maintenance plans, repair services,

premises visits for service installation, nonrecurring charges tot nonbasic services,

restoral charges for nonbasic services, custom calling services, audiotex services, pay-

per-call services and international information or entertainment services.

Noncompetitive wire center—A wire center or other 2eographic area that is defined

and served by a local exchange telecommunications company where the

jLlrisdictional telecommunications public utility continucs to offcr to its customer

OFFERS protected, retail nonprotected and noncompetitive telecommunications

services as defined by 66 Pa.C.S. 3012 (relating to definitions).

Occupant—A person who resides at a location to which residential service is supplied.

Payment agreement—A mutually satisfactory agreement between ihe customer and the

LEC whereby a customer who admits liability for billed service is permitted to pay the

unpaid balance of the account in one or more payments over a reasonable period.

Physician—An individual permitted tinder the statutes of the Commonwealth to engage

in the practice of medicine and surgery or in the practice of osteopathy or osteopathic

surgery.

Residentialsen’ice ITclephonci Telecommunications service supplied to a dwelling,
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including service provided to a location used for both residential and commercial

purposes if no concurrent commercial service is provided. The term does not include

ftelephonef telecommunications service provided to a hotel or motel.

Service provider—Facilities-based interexchange carrier, interexchange reseller or

information service provider initiating the service or charges to end-user customers,

Slamming—The unauthorized changing of a customer’s telecommunications provider,

whether for local exchange service, intraLATA toll or interLATA toll.

Suspension ofsen’ice—A temporary cessation of service without the consent of the

customer.

j-Teleplwiw+ Te!cco,nmi,nicati’ons company—A public utility which provi des

ftelephene{ telecommunications service subject to Commission jurisdiction.

1-Tekplwnef Telecomin unications service—The transmission of messages or

communications by telephone. The term includes basic service and toll service.

Termination o/service—Permanent cessation of service after a suspension without the

consent of the ctLstomer.

Toll service—The transmission of messages or communications by telephone between

points which are not both within a local calling area as established in the tariff of {fiH4 a

LEC. The term includes service that is either billed by or provided by j-anj a LEC. tol]

restoral charges and presubscription mterexchange carrier change charges.

Subchapter B. PAYMENT AND
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BILLING STANDARDS

§ 64.11. Method of payment.

Payment may be made in any reasonable manner including payment by personal check,

unless the customer within the past year has tendered a check which has been returned

unpaid to the LEC by a financial institution for a reason for which the customer is at

fault. When a tendered personal check is returned unpaid to the LEC by a financial

institution for a reason for which the customer is at fault, the LEC may treat such unpaid

check as a payment never made by the customer and, if it does so, shall not be obligated

to halt suspension or termination action based on its receipt of this check from the

customer. The LEC may impose a charc for a returned check as 10112 as the cllar2e

is set forth be in the EEC’s approved tariff, Product Guide or similar document.

The LEC also may impose a handling charge, thc amount of which shall be set forth in

the—earrie’s—appmed—ta4ffi Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, the LEC may not

proceed with suspension or termination of service based on a disputed billed amount Øj

impose a handling charge if the customer stops payment on a check due to a good faith

billing dispute.

§ 64.12. Due date for payment.

The due date for payment of a monthly bill, whether it be a paper bill or an electronic

bill generated instead of a paper bill, shall be at least 20 days from the date of mailing

OR, IN THE CASE OF AN ELECTRONIC BILL, FROM THE DATE OF
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TRANSMISSION by the LEG to the customer.

(J) Extension ofdue late to next business Jar. If the last day for payment falls on a

Saturday, Sunday or bank holiday or another day when the offices of the LEG which

regularly receive payments are not open to the general public, the due date shall be

extended to the next business day.

(2) Date o[prn’nle!it by mail. For a remittance by mail, one of the following applies:

(I) Payment shall be deemed to have been made on the date of the postmark.

(ii) The LEG may not impose a late payment charge unless payment is received more

than 5 days after the due date.

(iii) The LEG may not mail or deliver notice of suspension until at least 5 days after the

stated due date.

(3) Date ofprn’ntetzr [to branch jjIcc or authorized payment agent] MADE IN PERSON

OR ELECTRONIcALLY. The effective date of payment to a branch office or

authorized payment agent is the date of actual payment at that location. THE

EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE PAYMENT MADE ELECTRONiCALLY TO THE

UTILITY IS THE DATE THE CUSTOMER MADE THE ELECTRONIC

PAYMENT.

(4) Mit/tip/c notifications. When a LEG advises a customer by multiple notices or

contacts and they contain different due dates, the date on or before which payment is due

shall be the latest date contained in the notices listed in this section.

§ 64.13. Billing frequency.
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4AnI A LEC shall render either a paper bill or shall encrntc an electronic blllin2

instead-of-paper-bills OR AN ELECTRONIC BILL once every billing period to

customers in accordance with approed-rate-seheduIes-THE LEC’S TARIFF,

PRODUCT GUIDE OR SIMELAR DOCUMENT.

§ 64.14. Billing information.

U4 Every bill rendered must Istatc elcarlyj dearly state the following information:

(1) The date of the bill.

(2) The due date on or before which payment shall be received to avoid an account being

considered delinquent.

(3) The beginning and ending dates of the billing period for service, excluding toll usage

and equipment.

(4) The amount due for basic service, nonhasic service, and taxes and applicable

surcharges, during the current billing period.

(5) An ilemized statement of toll charges listing the date, time, destination, duralion anti

rate period for each toll call unless the customer sLlbscribes to an unlimited toll service

plan or loll service is included as part of the customer’s bundled service package.

(6) The amounts for security deposits owed by or credited to existing customers. This

amount shall be separately stated on each bill ifa security deposit remains unpaid.

(7) The total amount of payments and other credits made to the account during the

current billing period.

(8) The amount of late payment charges.
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(9) The total amount due.

(10) A statement directing the customer to register a question or complaint about the bill

prior to the due date, with the address and telephone number where the customer may

direct questions or complaints.

(I ) A statement that a rate schedule, an explanation of how to verify the accuracy of a

bill, and an explanation of the various charges, if applicable, can be obtained by

contacting the business office of the LEC.

(b) jAt least annually, and upon request of the customer, the LEC shall provide an

itemization of all scn’ice equipment and other recurring chargesi (Reserved).

(c) [Upon request for new or additional scnnices, the LEC shall inform the customer-of

the monthly recurring charge for service and each itcm of equipment ordered—by-the

customer and shall provide a minirnmn d maximum estimate of applicable

nonrccuthng charges. The LEC shall maintain a record of thc estimates given for 90

days or approximately 3 billing cycles. The LEC shall have available a printcd

explanation of alternative rates and ser;iccsj (RESERVED).

(d) fEvcry final bill must contain a statement that a subsequent bill will be rendered

if needed to collect eharge, such as additional tolls or lost equipment (Reserved).

§ 64.15. jAdvance payments] (Reserved).

IPayment may be required before furnishing any of the following services:

(1) The construction of facilities and furnishing of special equipment.

(2) Temporary service for short term usc.I
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§ 64.22. jBilling sen-lee for interexehange carriers3 (Reserved).

IA LEC may provide billing services for intercxchangc carriers when the LEC

applies its dcposit-ruks4

§ 64.24. Provision of bundled service packages.

* * * * *

(c) Consu;,ier protection reqitirenients. An LEC that offers bundled service packages is

subject to the following consumer protection requirements: A LEC THAT IS

LEGALLY OBLIGATED TO OFFER ANY “PROTECTED SERVICE”

PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 30,66 PA.C.S. § 3011 ET SEQ., TO CERTAIN

RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS SHALL COMPLY WITH THE FOLLOWING

REQUIREMENTS WHEN OFFERING ANY BUNDLED SERVICES PACKAGE

TFIAT INCLUDES BASIC SERVICE TO SUCH CUSTOMERS:

Subchapter C. CREDIT AND DEPOSIT STANDARDS POLICY

§ 64.31. LEC credit and deposit policies.

[An essential ingredient of the credit and deposit policies of each LEC shall be the

equitable and nondisedininatory application of those precepts to potential and actual

customers throughout the service area or a part thereof. Deposit policies shall be based on

the credit risk of the applicant or customer rather than upon the credit histo’ of the

affected premises or upon the collective credit reputation or expedence in thc area in

which the applicant or customer lives without regard to race, religion, gender, age if over
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18, national origin or marital status.] A LEC SHALL DESCRIBE ITS CREDIT AND

DEPOSIT STANDARDS, WHICH MUST BE REASONABLE UNDER SECTION

1501 OF THE CODE, IN A TARIFF, PRODUCT GUIDE, OR SIMILAR

DOCUMENT.

§64.32. lCtetht-staudiwdsj (RESERVED).

[A LEC shall provide residential service without requiring a deposit when the applicant

satisflcs one of the following rcguircrncnts:]

(I) [Ear/icr LECpaymcnt history. Thc applicant had service with a LEC withima

period of 21 consecutive months before the date of application and the following

eenditions exist:]

(i) [Service was furnished in the name of the applicant, and there is no unremmed

eguipmcatv]

(ii) [Service was not suspended for nonpayment nor terminated during—the last 14

months of sen-ice.]

(iii) [The applicant does not have an unpaid balance from earlier service.]

(iv) [The applicant was not required to pay a security deposit under § 64.35

(ielating to deposit requirements for existing customers) for the earlier sen-ice.]

(2) [0117?crship ofrca1propcr’. The applicant verifies the ownership of or the entry into

an agreement to purchase real property located in the area served by the LEC or is renting

a residence under a lease of 1 year or longer, unless the applicant has an othenvise

unsatisfactory payment history as a LEC customer within 2 years before the application

for service a; described in paragraph (I).]
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(3) [Prior utility panncnt histoiy. The applicant has prior satisfactory’ credit history’ for

use of utility service under 56.32 (relating to credit standards). In all instances, the

utility shall obtain from the applicant authorization as a condition for completing thc

utility credit search. If the applicant elects not to authorize completion of the credit

search, the utility shall conduct a credit search in the macr prescribed under paragraph

(4) [Credit infbrmation. The applicant provides information and vcdfication

demenstrating that he is not an unsatisfactory credit risk.]

(i) [The absence of prior credit history does not, of itself, indicate an

unsatisfactory credit risk and docs not consfimtc grounds for requiring a deposit.]

(ii) [The LEC may request and consider information including the following:]

(A) [The applicant’s soei&—seetwilylitimbef.]

(B) [The name of the employer of the applicant.]

(C) [The place and length of employment.]

(D) [Residence during the previous 5 yeais,]

(E) [Letters of reference.]

(F) [Credit cards.]

(G) [A significant source of income other than from employment.]

(iii) [If a credit investigation is expected to take longer than 3 business days the LEC

shall provido service pending completion of the invcstigationj

§ 64.33. IPaymcnt of outstanding balnnccj (RESERVED).

(a) [The LEC may require, as a condition for furnishing residential service to an
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applicant, the payment of an outstanding residential account with the LEC which accmed

within the past ‘1 years, for which the applicant is legally responsible and for which the

applicant was billed properly. However, the outstanding residential account with the LEC

may be spread out over a reasonable period of time. Factors to he talcen into account shall

include, but not be limited to, the size of the unpaid balance, the payment history of the

customer, and the length of time over which the bill accumulated.]

(b) [A LEC may not require, as a condition for the furnishing of residential sen’icc,

payffieffi—fef-residential service previously furnished under an account in the name of

persons other than the applicant unless a cout disict justice or athinislrativc agency

has determined that the applicant is legally obligatcd to pay for thc service previously

furnished.]
4

(c) [This section may not affect the creditor’s rights and remedies of thc LEC othcnvise

pern+itted-by-lw.]

§ 61.34. IWriften proccdurcsl (RESERVED).

[Each LEC shall establish written procedures for determining the credit status of an

applicant. Each LEC cmp]oye processing applications or determining the credit status of

an applicant shall be familiar with and have ready access to a copy of the written

prncedures of the LEC. A copy of the procedures shall be maintained on file in each

business office of the LEC and be made available, upon request, for inspection by the

public and thc Commission.]

(I) [In/b rIfling applicants ofproccth:rcs. The LEC personnel shall provide an

explanation of applicable credit and deposit procedures to each customer or applicant for
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scn’icc.]

(2) [Reasons for deposit request. If a deposit orpaycnt of an outstanding residential

account is required before ffinshing sen’ice, the LEC shall inform the applicant in

writing of the reasons for dcnial of credit and how to obtain sen’icc. Existing customers

will be informed of the reasons for denial of credit before suspension of scnice.1

§ 63.35. Deposit reguircmcnts for existing customcrsl (Reserved).

[Deposits may be required to secure the account of an existing customer if any of the

following conditions cxist:1

(1) [Delinquent account. A customer has made payment of two consecutive bins, or of

more than two bills within the proceeding 12 months, after the payment due date. Before

requesting a deposit under this paragraph, the LEC shall give the customer written

notification of its intent to request a deposit if cunent and Thture bills continue to be paid

after the due date.]

(i) [Notification shall clearly indicate that a deposit is not required at this time but that,

if bills continue to be paid after the due date, a deposit will be required.]

(ii) [Notification may be mailed or delivered to the customer together with a bill for

telephone senice.]

(iii) [Notification shall set foh the address and telephone number of the LEC office

where complaints or questions may be registered.]

(iv) [The subsequent request for deposit shall clearly indicate that a customer should

register a question or complaint about that matter pHor to the date the deposit is due in

order to avoid having sen’iee suspended pending resolution of a dispute. The request
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shall include the telephonc number of the LEC office where questions or complaints may

(2) [condition to the rcconncction ofscnlcc. A LEC may require a deposit as a

condition for reconnection of service after suspension or tcrmthation of service for

no npaymcnt.]

(3) [Failure to camp/v with payment agreement. A LEC may require a deposil—when—a

customer fails to comply with the terms and conditions of a payment agreement, whether

or not service has been suspended or teiminatcd.]

§ 64.36. IMcthod of making-&posftI (RESERVED).

[An LEC’s request for deposit may be satisfied by one of the following:]

(I) [Posting a cash deposit. The following conditions apply:].

(i) [Applicants. The amount of cash deposit required from an applicant may not

exceed the estimated average 2 month bill for basic service plus the average 2 month toll

charges for existing residential customers in the applicant’s exchange during the

immediately preceding 12 month period. Deposits may be adjusted to maintain a level

equal to the estimated average 2 month bill. No more than one half of the deposit amount

may be required prior to the providing of service by the utility with the balance of the

deposit due no less than 30 days from the initial deposit paentj

(ii) [Existing customers. The amount of a cash deposit required from an existing

customer may not exceed the customer’s average 2 month bill, including toll charges.

during the preceding 12 month period. Deposits may be adjusted to maintain a level
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equal to the average 2 month bill. The deposit shall be paid within 20 days of the request

(2) [Furnish big a written third party guarantee. Another customer who has met or can

meet the credit standards of § 64.32 (relating to credit standards) may furnish a written

guarantee to secure pnyent in an amount equal to the cash deposit required from the

applicant or customer. The guarantor shall be discharged when the applicant or customer

meets the tcmis and conditions of 64.37 (relating to reffind of deposits)]

§ 61.37. [Refiui4-oI’depositI (RESERVED).

[An LEC shall rcftind thc cash deposit, plus accmed interest, under the following

(I) [Tennination orpcnnanent discontinuance ofservice. Upon termination or

discontinuance of service, the LEC shall apply the deposit of a customer, including

accrued interest, to the outstanding balance and rethnd the remainder to the customer. A

transfer of service from one location to another within the sen’iee area may not be

deemed a discontinuance within the meaning of this paragraph.]

(2) [Credit established. At the customer’s request, when a customer establishes credit

under 61.32 (relating to credit standards), the LEC shall refund the cash deposit plus

accrued interest.]

(3) [Prompt paymcnt ofbills. After a eustomcr has paid bills for service for 12

consecutive months without having service suspended or terminated and without having

paid bills subsequent to the due date on more than two occasions, the EEC shall refund

the cash deposit, plus accmed interest, so long as the customer is not eurontly
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delinquent.]

(4) [Optional rcfimd. At the option of the LEC, a cash deposit, including accmed

interest, may be reffinded, in whole or in part, at any time before the expiration of the

time pcriod stated in paragraph (3).j

§ 64.38. lAppilcation of deposit to bilJsI (RESERVED).

[The customer may elect to have a deposit applied to reduce bills for telephone sen’iee

instead of a cash refund.]

§ 64.39. IPeriodic re4ewI (RESERVED).

[If a customer is not entitled to a refund under § 64.37 (relating to reffind of deposits),

the LEG shall review the account of the customer each succeeding quarter and shall make

appropriate disposition of the deposit in accordance with § 6t37 and § 64.38 (relating

to application of deposit to bills).]

§ 64.40. IReftmd-satementI (RESERVED).

[When a cash deposit is refunded, the LEG shall either mail or deliver to the customer a

wduen statement showing the amount of the original deposit plus all accrucd interest, the

application of the deposit to a bill which had previously accmcd, the amount ohmpaid

bills liquidated by the deposit, and the rcmaiffing balance.]

§ 64.41. llnteresti (RESERVED).
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[Interest calculated under section 202 of the act of Janua’ 30, 1971 (P. L. 13, No. 6) (41

P. S. 202), knovn to as the Loan Interest and Protection Law, shall be payable on

deposits without deductions for taxes thereon. Interest shall be paid annually to the

customer or, at the option of either the LEC or the customer, shall be applied to the

customer’s biNj

Subchapter D. IINTERRUPTION AND DISCONTINUATION OF

SER44GEI (Reserved).

§ 64.51. ITcmpornry interruptionl (RESERVED).

[The LEC may temporarily intcrrupt service when necessary’ to effect repairs or

maintenance; to eliminate an imminent threat to life, health, safety or substantial property

damage; or for reasons of local, State or National emergency. Each LEC shaH establish

procedures to be followed by its cmployes to prevent or mitigate iffleptión or

impairment and provide prompt notification to affected customers.]

(I) [A’orijIcarionpmeedures. When the LEC knows in advance of the circumstances

requiring the service inteption, it shall taLe all reasonable steps, such as personal

contact and use of the mass media, to give earlier notice of the cause and expected

duration of the interruption to all customers who may be affected. When ser;ice is

interrupted due to unforeseen circumstances, notice of the cause and expected duration

shall be given as soon as possible thereafter.]

(2) [Permissible duration. Senice may be interrupted oniy as long as necessary to
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protect the health or safety of the public, to protect propey, or to remedy the situation

which necessitated the interuption. Scr;iee shall be resumed as soon as possible

§ 64.52. IRcfunds for smite intcrruptions (RESERVED).

(a) [When main sen’ice is interupted for a period of at least 21 hours, the LEC. after

notice by the customer, shall apply the following schedule of allowances except in

situations provided for in subsection (N:]

(I) [One ththieth of the tariff monthly rate of all ser.ices and facilities thmished by the

company rendered inoperative, useless or substantially impaired for each of the tint three

full 21 hour pefisds-d+wing which the intcrmption continues after notice by the customer

to the company if the out of seniec extends beyond a minimum of 21 hours.]

(2) [Two thirtieths of the tariff monthly rate for each ffiH 24 hour period—beyond-the

first three 21 hour periods referred to in paragraph (1). However, in no instance shall the

allowance for the out of serciee period exceed the total charges in a billing period for the

seniee and facilities mished by the company rendercd useless or impaired.)

(b) [When senice is intepted for a period of at least 21 hours due to stonm, fires,

floods or other conditions beyond the control of the company, an allowance of 1/30 of the

tariff monthly rate for all seniees and facilities furnished by the company rendered

inoperative or substantially impaired shall apply for each full 21 hours during which the

interruption continues after notice by the customer to the company.]

(e) [The aflo’.vances described in this section are not applicable when sen’iee is
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intcptcd by the negligence or willful act of the customer to service or where the

company, under the tcns of the contract for service, suspends or teminates service for

nonpayment of charges, or for unlawful or improper usc of the facilities or service, or for

another reason provided for in thc filed and effective taHff.1

§ 64.53. Ifliseonthwnnee-of-scn’iccl (RESERVED).

[A customer who wishes to have service discontinued shall give at least 5 days oral or

written notice to the telephone company, specifying the date on which it is desired that

scrvicc be discontinued. The customer shall retain responsibility for service and

cguiprncnt charges until thc day and time on which sen-icc is requested to be

discontinued. If the customer fails to provide thc LEC with proper notice or access to the

premises. the customer shall continue to be responsible for equipment and service

SI

Subchapter E. SUSPENSION OF SERVICE

GROUNDS FOR SUSPENSION

§ 61.61. Authorized suspension of service.

I Tclcphoncl Telecommunications service to a dwelling may be suspended for any of the

following reasons:

* * * * *

(6) Fraud or material misrepresentation of identity to obtain J4elephenej
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telecommunications service.

* * * * *

(8) Unpaid indebtedness for ftekphmie{ telecommunications service previously

furnished by the LEC in the name of the customer within 4 years of the date the bill is

rendered.

(9) ABUSIVE, ILLEGAL OR FRAUDULENT ACTIVITY.

NOTICE PROCEDURES PRIOR TO SUSPENSION

§ 64.71. General notice provisions.

The LEC shall mail or deliver written notice to the customer at least 7 days before the

date of proposed suspension regardless of the grounds upon which suspension is sought,

with the exception of the following: Failure to comply with the material terms of a

payment agreement for toll or nonbasic service, or both. In these cases, the LEC shall

comply with § 64.81 (relating to limited notice upon noncompliance with report or

order). IN LIEU OF MAILING OR OThERWISE PHYSICALLY DELIVERING

WRITTEN NOTICE OF SUSPENSION, THE LEC MAY TRANSMIT THE

NOTLCE ELECTRONICALLY, SO LONG AS THE LEC OBTAINS THE PRIOR

WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE CUSTOMER TO RECEIVE SUSPENSION

NOTICES ELECTRONICALLY.

§ 64.73. Notice when dispute pending.
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(a) A LEC shall not mail or deliver a notice of suspension if a notice of dispute, as

defined in § 64.2 (relating to definitions). has been filed and is unresolved and if the

subject matter of the dispute forms the grounds for the proposed suspension. {e.teept

where toll usage exceeds the following usagc inn billing period after (lie filing of the

notice of dispute or informal complaint:

(1) For customers who have received service for 3 months or less 150°Z, of the

average use of the customer’s exchange during the previous 12 months.

(2) For customers who have received service for greater than 3 months but less than

12—months 150% of the customer’s average use.

(3) For customers who have received service for more than 12 months 150% of the

customer’s average use during the previous 12 monthsj for customers who have

received service for more than 12 months 150% of the customer’s average use

durint the previous 12 months.

(b) A notice mailed or delivered contrary to the requirements of this section shall be void.

§ 64.74. Procedures upon customer contact before suspension.

(a) If, at a time after the issuance of the suspension notice and before the suspension of

service, a customer contacts the LEC concerning the proposed suspension, an authorized

LEC employee shall fully explain, when applicable, the following:

(I) The reasons for the proposed suspension.

(2) The available methods of avoiding a suspension including:

(i) Tendering the past due amount as specified on the suspension notice or otherwise
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eliminating the grounds for suspension.

(ii) Entering a payment agreement.

(iii) The right of the customer to file a dispute with the Itclcphoncl telecommunications

company and, thereafter, an informal complaint with the Commission.

(3) The procedures for resolving disputes relating to charges on the notice +other-thim

IXC toll chargesj and the procedures for filing informal complaints to request payment

terms on the basic service portion of the account, including the address and the telephone

number of the nearest regional Commission office.

(4) The duty of the customer to pay a portion of a bill not honestly disputed.

(5) )Thc duty of the customer to restrict toll usage to 15OX of average normal toll

usug&f (RESERVED)

(6) The medical emergency procedures.

(7) That upon failure to timely appeal from or comply with a Itelephonel

telecommunications company report, as defined in § 64.142 (relating to contents of

written summary by the LEC). an informal complaint report, or an order from a formal

complaint—the LEC is not required to give further written notice before suspension so

long as the LEC makcs a reasonabic attempt to contact the customcr personally at least

21 hours prior to suspension.

EMERGENCY PROVISIONS

§ 64.103. Medical certification.
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Certifications initially may be written or oral, subject to the right of the LEC to verify the

certification by calling the physician or to require written confirmation within 7 clays. All

certifications, whether written or oral, shall include all of the following information.

(1) The name. address and telephone number of the customer in whose name the account

is registered.

(5) The specific reason why access to Itclcphonef telecommunications service must be

maintained.

Subchapter F. TERMINATION OF SERVICE

§ 64.123. Terminatioll notice.

Immediately after service is suspended, a termination notice which conforms

substantially to the suspension notice and which indicates how the customer may arrange

to have service restored shall be mailed to the customer’s hilling address. IN LIEU OF

MAILING WRITTEN NOTICE OF TERMINATION, THE LEC MAY

TRANSMIT THE NOTICE ELECTRONICALLY, SO LONG AS THE LEC

OBTAINS THE PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE CUSTOMER TO

RECEIVE TERMINATION NOTICES ELECTRONICALLY. The termination

notice must include:

(I) The amount past due for basic service which the customer shall pay to avoid the

termination of basic service.

(2) A medical emergency restoration notice substantially in the form set forth in
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Appendix B (relating to Medical Emergency Restoration Notice).

(3) A statement that service will be terminated on or after a specified date and a clear

explanation that the customer shall request service as a new applicant, subject to

additional charges, if termination occurs.

Subchapter C. DISPUTES; INFORMAL AND FORMAL COMPLAINTS

INFORMAL COMPLAINT PROCEDURES

§ 64.153. Commission informal complaint procedures.

(a) The timely filing of an informal complaint acts as a limited stay and the LEE’ may not

suspend or terminate service based on the complaining party’s nonpayment of any billed

amount which is contested in the informal complaint until the complaint is resolved. The

LEE’ may not suspend or terminate service based on the complaining party’s nonpayment

of additional billed amounts that reflect the same underlying problem. other than a

claimed inability to pay’, as the billed amounts contested in the informal complaint. This

limited stay does not prevent the LEE’ from suspending or terminating service based on

the complaining party’s nonpayment of other billed amounts, where the suspension or

termination is otherwise permitted under this chapter. THIS SUBSECTION SHALL BE

READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH § 64.141—64.171 WHEN APPLICABLE TO

RESIDENTIAL UTILITY SERVICE.

(a.!) (B) Upon the tiling of an informal complaint related to a billing dispute that

complies with 64.131 — 64.133. the Bureau of Consumer Sen’ices of the

Commission can seek to immediately and contemporaneously transfer the customer
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to the ITS EEC for resolution to address the complaint in the followinQ manner:

(I) The transfer will occur with the customer’s explicit consent.

(2) The transfer will bc made to a Jive public utility operator or customer

senice rcprcscntativc. THE TRANSFER WILL BE MADE TO A LIVE

OPERATOR OR CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE

LEC.

(3) The pttblle_utilhlj EEC shall maintain a dedicated toll-free telephone

number for the automatic customer transfer process.

(4) In the event that the customer inguiesr-scrvicc or CUSTOMER’S billing

complaint cannot be resolved BY THE LEC OR THE CUSTOMER

EXPRESSES DISSATISFACTION WITH THE EEC’S ATTEMPT TO

RESOLVE THE BILLING DISPUTE. it will be referred back to the Bureau

of Consumer Services of the Commission for resolution in accordance with

the provisions of subsection (c).

(5) The COMMISSION’S Bureau of Consumer Services of the Commission

and participating public utilities LECs may establish automated electronic

communication links, electronic data interfaces, or appropriate web page

access, for the exchange of information and data in the automatic customer

transfer. These links shall be used only by authorized Commission and THE

EEC’S public uflIth’ personnel and shall safeguard the customer’s personal

data and biJlin information from public disclosure.

1(b) Upon the fiJing of gui (C) If the customer declines to participate in the
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automatic transfer process outlined iii subsection f-arfl(B). the informal complaint l

whithf shall be docketed as “(complainant) v. (companv)fr{” and THE Commission

staff COMMISSION’S BUREAU OF CONSUMERS SERVLCES will immediately

notify the u+ikty LEC. review the dispute AND MAKE A FULL AND PROMPT

INVESTIGATION OF THE BILLING COMPLAINT MADE TO IT BY THE

CUSTOMERS, and, within a reasonable period of time, issue to the utility LEC and the

complaining party an informal report with findings and a decision. The reports shall be

iii writing and a summary will be sent to the parties if a patty requests it or if the

Commission staff COMMISSION’S BUREAU OF CONSUMER SERVICES finds

that a summary is necessary.

(I) Rel?en techniques. Review shall he by appropriate means, including LEC

written summaries PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH § 64.142. telephone

calls, conferences, written statements, research, inquiry and investigation.

Procedures shall be designed to insure a fair and reasonable opportunity to present

pertinent evidence and to challenge evidence submitted by the other party to the

dispute. Information and documents requested by Commission staff as part of the

review process shall be provided by the LEC within 30 days of the request AS

RECORDS OF COMPLAINTS SHALL BE KEPT IN ACCORDANCE

WITH § 64.192 (RELATING TO RECORD MAINTENANCE).

(2) Settlement. Before the issuance of its report. Commission staff THE

COMMISSION’S BUREAU OF CONSUMER SERVICES may negotiate with

the parties in an attempt to settle the matters in dispute. IF THE BILLING
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COMPLAINT IS RESOLVED, THE COMMISSION’S BUREAU OF

CONSUMER SERVICES SHALL TERMINATE ITS INVESTIGATION

OF THE ISSUE.

j4e}{ (D) Commission staff resolution of informal complaints is binding upon the parties

unless formal proceedings are initiated under Chapter 5 (relating to formal proceedings).

kd)I (E) Subsection (b) supersedes § 3.112 (relating to action on informal complaints).

Subchapter H. RESTORATION OF SERVICE

§ 64.181. Restoration of service after suspension.

If service has been suspended, the LEC shall reconnect service by the end of the first full

working day after the customer has complied with or provided adequate assurance of

compliance with an applicable provision of Subchapter C (relating to credit and deposit

standards policy’) and one of the following:

(I) Full payment of outstanding charges plus the reconnection fee listed in the LEC’s

lawful tariff, pricing guide or similar document. The payment may not exceed the total

of applicable rates and reconnection fees specified in the LEC’s tariff, pricinQ guide or

similar document. Payment of outstanding charges and the reconnection fee may be

spread out over a reasonable period. Factors to be taken into account include the size of

the unpaid balance, the payment history of the ratepayer and the length of time over

which the bill accumulated.

(2) Payment of amounts currently due according to a payment agreement. plus a
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reconnection fee, which may be a pal-i of the settlement or payment agreement.

(3) Payment of an amount deemed appropriate by Commission staff upon its review of an

informal complaint.

(4) Adequate assurances that unauthorized use or practice will cease, plus full payment of

the reconnection fee of the LEC, which reconnection fee may be subject to a payment

agreement.

§ 64.182. IRestoration of scnicc after tcrminationj (Reserved).

fW-hell service has been terminated, the customer shall reapply for scniec as an

applicant.I

Subchapter I. PUBLIC INFORMATION; RECORD MAINTENANCE

§ 64.191. Public information.

(a) LEC service representatives shall provide applicants who apply for residential

Itclephonci telecommunications service in person with a concise, easy-to-understand

printed price list showing all available service and equipment options. The price of the

least expensive single-party basic TELECOMMUNICATIONS service option shall be

cLearLy and conspicuously displayed on the List.

(b) If an applicant applies for service by telephone, the LEC service representative shall:

(I) Explain and give the price of the least expensive type of single-party basic

TELECOMMUNICATIONS service.
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(2) Determine whether the app[icant wants information about services for customers with

disabilities.

* * * * *

(d) The LEC service representative shall inform applicants when services discussed are

optional and shall include the price with the description of each optional service.

(e) jTlie explanations of toll presubseription, whether interLATA, intraLATA, or

both, shall be objective and unbiased.] The LEC service representative shall inform

each applicant that they will be sent a confirmation letter, which will include:

(I) An itemization of the services ordered.

(2) The price of each service ordered.

(3) Identification of the services that are optional.

(4) Information instructing the applicant that a more thorough explanation and price list

of services of inlerest to residential cuslomers, and instructions on how to obtain the

information, may be found in the telephone directory, when applicable.

(0 IThe LEC service representative shall inform each applicant that they will be

sent a confirmation letter, which will include:

(1) An itemization of the services ordered.

(2) The price of each service ordered.

(3) Identification of the senlees that are optionak

(4) Information instructing the applicant that a more thorough explanation and

price list of services of interest to residential customcrs, and instructions on how to
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obtain the information, may be found in the telephone directory, when applleablc.J

In addition to the notice requirements set forth in this chapter, j-hcforc July 1, 1985,j

each LEC shall prepare a summary of the rights and responsibilities of the LEC and its

customers tinder this chapter. This written information shall be subject to Commission

review and approval and shall be reproduced by the LEC, displayed prominently,

available at LEC locations open to the general public, printed in each telephone directory,

and made available to each new customer and shall be available thereafter only upon

request. I1iiercafter—the information shall be delivered or mailed to each new

etistomer when service begins and shall be available at all times—upon reguest.l The

written infonriation shall indicate conspicuously that it is being provided in accordance

with this chapter and shall contain information including, but not limited to, the

following:

(1) Billing procedures.

(2) Methods of customer verification of billing accuracy.

(3) Payment requirements and procedures.

(4) Security deposit and guarantee requirements.

(5) Procedures for suspension, termination and reconnection of sen’ice.

(6) Dispute, informal complaint and formal complaint procedures.

(7) Third-party notification procedures.

(8) Telephone numbers and addresses of the LEC and of the nearest Regional

Office of the Commission where further inquiries may he made.

(9) Definitions of terms or abbreviations used by the i-telephone)
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telecommunications company on its bills.

(g) un addition to the notice requirements set forth in this chapter, before July 1,

1985, each LEC shall prepare a summary of the rights and rcsponsibilities of the

LEC and its customers under this chapter. This written information shall be subject

to Commission review and approval and shall be reproduced by the LEC, displayed

prominently, available at LEC locations open to the general public, printed in each

telephone directory, and made available to each customer. Thereafter, the

information shall be delivered or mailed to each new customer when sen’icc begins

and shall be available at all times upon request. The written information shall

indieate-eenspicttmisly-tln*t4t4s-being provided in accordance with this-chapter and

shaH-esntalii—infm’matiowinehtding, but not limited to, the following+ (Reserved).

93Thg-proa

(2) Methods of customer verification of billing aceuraey

(3) Payment requirements and procedures.

(4) Security deposit and guarantee requirements.

(5 Procedures for suspension, termination and rcconncction of service.

(6) Dispute, informal complaint and formal complaint procedures.

(7) Third party notification procedures.

(8) Telephone numbers and addresses of the LEC and of the nearest Regional

Office of the Commission where further inquiries may be made.

(9) Definitions of terms or abbreviations used by the telephone company on
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Subchapteri. ANNUAL EEC REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

§ 64.201. Reporting requirements.

(a) Anizital reprni. Within 90 days after the end of each calendar year, each LEC with

residential accounts shall file with the Commission an annual report containing

residential account information as listed in subsection (b) for the previous calendar year.

(b) Elements oJperiodie reporting. The following must be included in periodic reporting

as required tinder this section:

(1) The average number of residential accounts per month.

(2) The average residential customer bilE per month for leach of the foIIowing

(i)Baicservice.

(ii) Nonbasic scn’icc.

fill) Toll sen4et

(iv) Total amount due ((i) + (ii) + (ilifli basic service.

(3) The average number of overdue residential accounts per month.

(4) The average overdue residential customer bill per month for ft

fifBask-sen4ee

(ii) Nonbasic service.

(iii) Toll service.

(iv) Total amount overdue (0) + (ii) + (iii))] basic service.

(5) The average number of residential basic service suspension notices sent per
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month.

(6) The average number of residential basic service suspensions per month.

(7) The average number of residential basic service terminations per month.

(8) LEC gross revenue from all residential accounts [separatcd as follows:

(I) Basic service.

(ii) Nonbasic scnicc.

(iii) Toll senlee

(iv) Total revenue ((i) + (ii) + (iiiflj for basic service.

(9) LEC gross write-offs of uncollectihie residential accounts fsepavated—as

o&ws

(i) Basic serviet

(H) Nonbasie—scrvicc.

(iii) Toll service.

(iv) Total gross write otis ((1) + (ii) + (Hi)-fl for basic service.

(10) LEC net write-offs of uncollectible residential accounts jsepavated—as

follows:

(1) Basic service.

(ii) Nonbasic service.

(iii) Toll seniet

(iv) Total net write offs ((I) + (ii) + (iii))I for basic service.

LW) The total number of Chapter 64 disputes handlcd.I (Ii) THE TOTAL

NUMBER OF CHAPTER 64 DISPUTES HANDLED.
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Subchapter K. GENERAL PROVISIONS

§ 64.211. IAvallabillty of normal Commission proccdurcsl (Reserved).

jNothing in this chapter will be deemed to prevent a customer ofa IEC from pursuing

other Commission procedures in a case not described in this chaptcr.}
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P
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH KEYSTONE BUILDING
400 NORTH STREET

HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17120

March 28, 2022

Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street
14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Via EMAIL: Stephen Hoffnmn, shoffman(?iirrc.state.pa.us, Read Receipt Requested

Re: PUC Docket No. L-2018-3001391; Fiscal Note No. 57-33 1; IRRC No. 3297
Final—Form Rulemaking: Rulemaking Re Compliance with the Competitive
ClassifIcation of Telecom,nwzication Retail Sen ‘ices Under 66 Pa. C. S. 3016(a);
General Review ofRegulations 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63 and
Chapter 64

Good Day:

Enclosed are regulatory documents concerning the captioned final-form
rulemaking as promulgated by the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC). The
PUC entered and served its final rulemaking order in this matter on December 9,2021.

Regulatory documents for this final-form rulemaking are also being delivered via
email on this date to the majority and minority chairs of the Senate Committee on
Consumer Protection and Professional Licensure and to the majority and minority chairs
of the House Consumer Affairs Committee (collectively, Legislative Committees).

On March 15, 2021, the PUC delivered regulatory documents for the Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR) that gave rise to this final-form rulemaking to the
majority and minority chairs of the Legislative Committees, the Legislative Reference
Bureau, and IRRC. The NOPR was published at 51 Pa.B. 1999 (April 10, 2021).

In compliance with 71 P.S. § 745.5(c), the PUC has previously provided the
Legislative Committees and IRRC with copies of all public comments and reply
comments received by the PUC regarding this rulemaking. In preparing this final-form
rulemaking, the PUC has considered all comments received from IRRC, the Office of the
Attorney General, and the public regarding this rulemaking.



IRRC
Final-formRegulation: PUC DocketNo. L-2018-3001391; FiscalNoteNo. 57-331; IRRCNo. 3297
March 28, 2022
Page 2

A copy of the PUC’s final-form rulemaking order was served on all public
commentators and reply commentators in this rulemaking on December 9, 2021, the date
on which the PUC entered the final rulemaking order.

Sincerely,

cRsnatdo 0f. oich

Renardo L. Hicks
Chief Counsel

Enclosures:
Face Sheet & Executive Summary
Regulatory Analysis Form
Final Rulemaking Order
Statement of Chairman Gladys Brown Dutrieuille
Annex
List of Commentators/Parties of Record Names and Addresses
Acknowledgements of Receipt of Delivery from the Legislative Committees

Transmittals with enclosures to:
The Honorable Robert M. Tomlinson. via email do Tammy Blauch,

tblauchipasen.2ov
The Honorable Lisa Boscola, via email c/o Jerry Livingston,

jerrvJiviiwston:pasenatc.com
The Honorable Jim Marshall, via email c/o Nancy Lane, nlanc1pahousegop.coin
The Honorable Robert F. Matzie, via email c/o Laurie Fouse Miller,

I foLLseipahouse.net

Transmittals without enclosures to:
List of Commentators/Parties of Record

cc: June Perry, PUC Legislative Affairs Director. juperrv(Wpa.gov
David Screven. PUC Deputy Chief Counsel, dscreven(pa.gov
Christopher F. Van de Verg, PUC Assistant Counsel, cvandeverw1::pa.aov
Karen Thome, PUC Regulatory Review Assistant, kathome(Zl:pa.gov



Stephen Hoffman

From: Blauch, Tammy
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:39 AM
To: Fink Smith, Louise
Subject RE: L-2018-3001391 57-331 Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Classification

of Telecommunication Retail Services Under 66 Pa.C.S. § 3016(a); General Review of
Regulations of 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63, and Chapter 64;

‘h’s, ili;ink VOtI br (10111)11’ (‘lwckiIlg. Kait_’ii S1IJL 1111’ ein:til VCStC’I’(IaV laIc ;ilieiiiooii.

I 1;n e a gic;it (lay.

3Lcvok RECEIVED
Executive Secretary
0111cc of Senator RoberL M. Tonilinson MAR 2 82022
Room 286 Main Capitol Building
Hamsburg, PA 17120 lfldepe(Iderit Regulatory
(717)-787-5072 Review Commission
Fax: (717)772-2991

From: Fink Smith, Louise <finksmith@pa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:33 AM
To: Blauch, Tammy <tblauch@pasen.gov>
Cc: Thorne, Karen <kathornepa.gov>

Subject: EW: L-2018-3001391 57-331 Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Classification of Telecommunication
Retail Services Under 66 Pa.C.5. § 3016(a); General Review of Regulations of 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63, and
Chapter 64;

Good morning—

Karen Thorne at the PUC is out of the office today.
This is to confirm that you did receive delivery of her email from yesterday and that you have been able to open all the
documents.
Thank you.

-- Louise

Louise Fink Smith
PA PUC Law Bureau

717-787-8866

From: Thorne, Karen <kathorne€Pna,ov> -

Sent: Monday, March 28, 2022 4:48 PM

To: Perry, June <i1JPERRYpagov>; tblauch@pasen.gov

Cc: Fink Smith, Louise <finksrnith@pa.gov>; Screven, David <DSCREVEN@pagov>; Van de Verg, Christopher

<cvandevergpa.gov>

Subject: L-2018-3001391 57-331 Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Classification of Telecommunication Retail
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Services Under 66 Pa.C.S. § 3016(a); General Review of Regulations of 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63, and Chapter
64;

Good afternoon,

Please find enclosed the above-referenced final rulemaking documents.

Karen Thorne, RRA
P0 Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17120
ph: (717) 772-4597
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Stephen Hoffman

From: Livingston, Jerry

Sent Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:41 AM
To: Fink Smith, Louise
Cc: Thorne, Karen
Subject: RE: L-2018-3001391 57-331 Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Classification

of Telecommunication Retail Services Under 66 Pa.C.S. § 3016(a); General Review of
Regulations of 52 Pa, Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63, and Chapter 64;

Received, thank you!

RECEIVED
MAR 282022

J.J. Livingston
Independent Regulatory

Executive Director Review Corn mission
Senate Consumer Protection & Professional Licensure Committee

Senator Lisa M. Boscola, Democratic Chair
458 Main Capitol Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120
(0)717-787-4236
(C) 717-480-0108

Terrv.Livingstonpasenate.corn

This message and any attachment may contain privileged or confidential information intended solely for the use
of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader is not the intended recipient then be advised that forwarding.
communicating. disseminating, copying or using this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited. If you
receive this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the information without saving
any copies.

From: Fink Smith, Louise <finksmith@pa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:32 AM
To: Livingston, Jerry <Jerry.Livingston@pasenate.com>
Cc: Thorne, Karen <kathorne@pa.gov>
Subject: FW: L-2018-3001391 57-331 Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Classification of Telecommunication
Retail Services Under 66 Pa.C.S. § 3016(a); General Review of Regulations of 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63, and
Chapter 64;

• EXTERNAL EMAIL.

Good morning —

Karen Thorne at the PUC is out of the office today.
This is to confirm that you did receive delivery of her email from yesterday and that you have been able to open all the
documents.
Thank you.
-- Louise
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Louise Fink Smith
PA PUC Law Bureau
717-787-8866

From: Thorne, Karen <kathornepa.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2022 4:37 PM
To: Livingston, Jerry <Jerry.Livingston@Dpasenate.com>; Perry, June <JUPERRY@pa.ov>
Cc: Fink Smith, Louise <1inksmithnagov>; Screven, David <DSCREVEN@pa.gov>; Van de Verg, Christopher
<cvii ndeve r 6 pagov>
Subject: L-2018-3001391 57-331 Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Classification of Telecommunication Retail
Services Under 66 Pa.C.5. § 3016(a); General Review of Regulations of 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63, and Chapter
64;

Good afternoon,
Please find enclosed the above-referenced final rulemaking documents.

Karen Thorne, RRA
PC Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Ph: (717) 772-4597

This message and any attachment may contain privileged or confidential information intended solely for the use
of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader is not the intended recipient then be advised that forwarding.
communicating. disseminating, copying or using this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited. If you
receive this message in error. please notify the sender immediately and delete the information without saving
any copies.
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Stephen Hoffman

From: Stephen Hoffman
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 10:35 AM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Pa PUC L-2018-3001391; 57-331; 3297- Final-form Rulemaking 52 Pa. Code,

Chapters 53, 63, & 64 -- delivery to Rep. Marshall

From: Fink Smith, Louise <finksmith@pa.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 10:32 AM
To: Stephen Hoffman <shoffman@irrc.state.pa.us>
Cc: Thorne, Karen <kathorne@pa.gov>

Subject: Pa PUC L-2018-3001391; 57-331; 3297- Final-form Rulemaking 52 Pa. Code, Chapters 53, 63, & 64-- delivery to
Rep. Marshall

CAUTION: “EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. -_________________________

_______

Steve —

Karen Thorne spoke this morning by telephone with Nancy Lane in Rep. Marshall’s office.

Ms. Lane confirmed that the final-form rulemaking packet of regulatory documents for L-2018-3001391, 57-331, 3297
was delivered by email as reflected in the automated notice of delivery dated Monday March 28, 2022.

As of now, what we have is today’s verbal confirmation of delivery and the automated notice of delivery dated March
28, 2022.

Please let us know if there are questions or something further we can do.

— Louise

RECEIVED
MAR28 2022

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission
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Stephen Hoffman

From: Fouse Laurie
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:48 AM
To: Fink Smith, Louise
Subject: RE: L-2018-3001391 57-331 Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Classification

of Telecommunication Retail Services Under 66 Pa.C.S, § 3016(a); General Review of
Regulations of 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63, and Chapter 64;

Good i;1omiIg — / /ust emaik’d Karen to let her knoii.’ J received the email.

Thank iou.

Laurie Fonse-Miller
. RECEIVED01 ice iii State Repiesentati e Robert I. Roh Matiic

I’A I louse of Represeniaties
MAR 2 8 2022

121 Irvis ( )Ifice Building
: ndent Regulaton’1 lam sb ii rg. I ‘A 1 71 20—201 6 .

717-787-1341 Review Commission

FAX:717-780-4772

lliuinahon se id

From: Fink Smith, Louise <finksmith@pa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 9:34 AM
To: Fouse, Laurie <LFousepahouse.net>
Cc: Thorne, Karen <kathorne@pa.gov>
Subject: FW: L-2018-3001391 57-331 Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Classification of Telecommunication
Retail Services Under 66 Pa.C.S. § 3016(a); General Review of Regulations of 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63, and
Chapter 64;

Good morning —

Karen Thorne at the PUC is out of the office today.
This is to confirm that you did receive delivery of her email from yesterday and that you have been able to open all the
documents.

Thank you.
-- Louise

Louise Fink Smith
PA PUC Law Bureau
717-787-8866

From: Thorne, Karen <kathorne@pa.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2022 4:53 PM

To: Perry, June <iUPERRYpa.gov>; Fouse, Laurie <LFouseii)pahouse.net>

Cc: Fink Smith, Louise <finksmithipa._ov>; Screven, David <j çREVENpaov>; Van de Verg, Christopher
<cvandevergpa.gov>
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Subject: L-2018-3001391 57-331 Rulemaking to Comply with the Competitive Classification of Telecommunication Retail
Services Under 66 Pa.C.S. § 3016(a); General Review of Regulations of 52 Pa. Code, Chapter 53, Chapter 63, and Chapter
64;

Good afternoon,

Please find enclosed the above-referenced final rulemaking documents.

Karen Thorne, RRA
PC Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Ph: (717) 772-4597
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